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Preface:
User-Oriented Decision Support

Over the last 10 years great progress has been made in integrating different types of
decision aids in decision support systems (DSS). In this development the International
Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA) played an important role with its own
research in the System and Decision Sciences program, and particularly, by organizing a
series of meetings on this topic in close cooperation with research institutes in countries
where there is a National Member Organization. A broader public has been informed
about the progress made via the publication of all the proceedings of previous meetings by
Springer-Verlag in the series of Lecture Notes on Economics and Mathematical Systems.
These previous mettings took place in Austria (1983, Lecture Notes volume 229), Hungary
(1984, volume 248), Germany (1985, volume 273), Japan (1986, volume 286), Bulgaria
(1987, volume 337), USSR (1988, volume 351), and Finland (1989, volume 356).

The present volume reports on the proceedings of the next meeting in this sequence
which took place in Serock near Warsaw, Poland, on September 9-13, 1991. For the
organization, IIASA cooperated with the Institute of Automatic Control of Warsaw Uni
versity of Technology and with the Systems Research Institute of the Polish Academy of
Sciences. The meeting was co-sponsored by the Committee of Automatics and Robotics
of the Polish Academy of Sciences. A grant from the Polish Ministry of Education helped
substantially in making the meeting possible.

An important reason for organizing this meeting in Poland was the fact that the
group of Polish researchers working on the theory, methodology, and tools for interactive
decision analysis and support has always been very active. The Polish group contributed
substantially to all previous meetings and, over the years, the group has cooperated
intensively with IIASA. A separate volume in this Lecture Notes Series (volume 331)
documents the Polish activities in decision analysis and support. The meeting in Serock
was also an occasion for reviewing the results of a cooperative research agreement of
IIASA with several Polish research institutes working in this field. Several of these results
are presented in this volume.

The title of the volume (and of the workshop) stresses an important tendency in the
development of decision support tools: the final users are placed more and more in the
center of the deliberations. There might be several types of users of decision support
systems: analysts, policy advisers, operational officers, modellers encoding their expertise
in substantive models, groups of negotiators, and even sometimes actual decision makers.
For all of them it is important that the particular decision support system is customized
to their needs and this in turn requires that the decision support system is developed with
the active participation of the different groups of future users. As a result, compromises
can be made between the demand for flexibility, on the one hand, and easiness of use, on
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the other. The resulting decision support system should stress the stages of the decision
process in which the users are most interested and should include in its graphic interface
those symbols and representations with which the user is accustomed to work and which
stimulate his or her creativity. In this respect it is important to remember that decision
support systems have various tasks: not only to help in choosing sensible decisions and in
comparing the effects of different decisions but also to help the user in sharpening his/her
intuition and in searching for new options and approaches.

The above-mentioned postulates are accepted guidelines for development rather than
accomplished goals, which can be seen from the papers from the Workshop; however, the
title of the Workshop was selected to present a challenge and future guidelines. Some
papers presented responded to this challenge, and several fine contributions to this theme
- on constructing user interfaces, on organizing intelligent DSS, on modifying theory and
tools in response to user needs - are included in this volume.

Another major trend indicated by some papers in this volume is an emerging connec
tion between tools and software environments for modelling and for decision support. A
DSS, to be useful, must contain knowledge about substantive aspects of decision situations
encoded in the form of either logical models (as in expert systems) or analytical models;
the latter are more diversified and there exists a highly developed methodology and art
of modelling. However, in order to easily incorporate such models in modern decision
support systems, new collections of tools and more flexible, modular software environ
ments must be developed. This trend was strongly indicated in our papers (the editors of
this volume), as well as several other papers. In order to make the DSS friendly for the
final user, we must also make the model base friendly for modellers and analysts. This
is important since it is the expertise and knowledge of various users (experts, modellers,
analysts, as well as the final user), encoded ultimately in the DSS, which will determine
on the final usefulness of the system.

There were also some other interesting directions indicated by the papers from the
Workshop. This volume contains 26 papers selected from Workshop presentations. The
papers are subdivided in two major parts. The first part is devoted to the methodology
of decision analysis and support and related theoretical developments; the second part
reports on the development of tools - algorithms, software packages - for decision support
as well as on their applications.

The first part starts with the paper by Wessels (one of the editors) on the relations
between the problem specification and further mathematical analysis in decision support
systems, concentrating on an example of a new approach for specifying goods flow sit
uations for decision support. This is followed by five papers on various aspects of DSS
methodology - group and bargaining decision situations, utility-based models in intelli
gent decision support, combining rule-based and analytical approaches, special min/max
graphs useful in the organization of a decision process, and graphical user interfaces.

The next group of papers represents contributions to established areas of decision
analysis: multiple criteria optimization, and decision theory. Three of the papers con-
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tribute to such important topics in multi-criteria optimization as parametric approxi
mations of the efficient frontier, dynamic multi-criteria optimization, and quantitative
analysis of properly Pareto-optimal solutions. The next five present contributions to the
study of preference structures in decision theory: the problem of linear approximations of
preference structures, smooth relations in such structures, pairwise comparisons, interval
specification of tradeoffs, and a consistent ordering of the importance of criteria.

The second part begins with a paper by Wierzbicki (one of the editors), reflecting on
the issues of classification of decision support systems, reviewing Polish contributions to
this field, and representing a methodological perspective on the requirements for modern
analytical modelling for decision support. This is followed by two more theoretical papers
on DSS tools: analytic centers in nondifferentiable optimization algorithms for DSS and
methods of classification by rough set theory.

The next five papers concentrate on software tools for decision support. They start
with a difficult problem of representing two-dimensional irregular shapes in a graphic user
interface. This paper is followed by tutorials on two well-developed and useful software
packages: DINAS for interactive multi-criteria network analysis and HYBRID for multi
objective linear and quadratic dynamic modelling and optimization. Two other software
packages are also represented: RZtools for building interactive systems and a collection
of algorithms for multi-objective optimization. The last paper in this group presents the
ICeS package for supporting interactive multi-attribute choice.

The last group of four papers on applications of decision support tools starts with
a presentation of engineering applications of interactive multi-objective programming.
This is followed by a paper on modelling social resource allocations for decision support.
Another one reports in detail on an application of decision support and multi-objective
optimization in the management of meat-processing production. Finally, an important
area of applications is indicated by a report on decision support in competitive selection
of R&D projects.

We would like to thank the authors for their contributions and all participants in the
Workshop in Serock for their part in the discussions. We are grateful for the support of
the organizing and sponsoring institutes. Finally, we hope that this volume not only will
find interest in the growing community of researchers working on decision analysis and
support but also will stimulate new research in this field.

Jaap Wessels

Andrzej P. Wierzbicki
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Decision Systems:
The Relation Between Problem

Specification and Mathematical Analysis

Jaap Wessels
International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis

Laxenburg, Austria

Technical University Eindhoven
Eindhoven, The Netherlands

Abstract

In this paper it is demonstrated that automated support for decision making of
a tactical or strategic nature requires a solver-independent medium for describing
decision situations. Such a medium may be specific for one environment, but it is
also possible to develop media for certain types of environments. By using such a
medium one obtains a decoupling of problem formulation and method of analysis.
This makes it possible to use (parts of) the problem formulation as input for different
types of models. Such problem formulations may provide mathematical models
themselves, although they might also contain some less formal features.

The decoupling makes it possible to choose problem formulations which are
much closer to the original decision situation than would otherwise be possible with
formulations in terms of a preselected solver. The argumentation is illustrated by
treating a language for specifying goods flow problems in some detail. This language
is based on timed colored Petri-nets.

1 Introduction

The present paper is based on two types of experiences. In the first place the experience
that only in exceptional cases the step from the decision situation to a mathematical
model is a simple and natural one. A case where the step is relatively natural is the
problem of routing and loading of trucks for the distribution of baking flour from the
mill to the bakeries. Although, even in such a case, quite relevant constraints do not
fit in the mathematical language. However, in most decision making problems the step
from problem to model is large and, usually, it is also one of the most essential steps in
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the development of decision support systems. In the second place, we have experienced
that only for operational decision making does one encounter the situation that a fixed
sequence of steps leads from problem to model. Only in operational decision making one
sees that essentially the same problem recurs, only with different data. In tactical and
strategic decision making, however, one usually gets different types of problems subse
quently, although they may use more or less the same data and other knowledge about
the functioning of the system.

Example: a distribution structure

In order to keep a distribution structure in good shape in a changing world, one needs
frequent adaptations. That means that not only operational decisions have to be made,
but also tactical and strategic questions arise frequently and because of the complexity
of these questions it would be good to have some tools for supporting this tactical and
strategical decision making. However, the requirements for these tools are to be developed
for a loosely described set of questions. Only later the real questions and how they
are formulated appear. So, a main characteristic of pre-fabricated tools should be their
flexibility and adaptability with respect to the types of questions they can be used for.
Let us list some of these questions regarding a distribution structure in order to get some
idea about their diversity:

a. Do we still need a distribution structure with three levels in a united Europe with
higher demands on speed and stronger price-competition?

b. Do we produce all our products in each factory or will the distribution structure still
be able to satisfy the performance requirements if the less demanded products are
only manufactured by one factory?

c. If the factories specialize, is it then still necessary that each central warehouse stores
all products or is it sufficient to forward the products only to the closest central
warehouse (possibly located on the same premises as the factory)?

d. Do we still need so many regional warehouses?

e. Are the regional warehouses located in the right areas?

f. From where does a warehouse get its products? Would it be better to keep fixed rules
for this allocation or replace them by dynamic ones?

g. How is the transport organized (frequent combined shippings, less frequent direct
shippings, or using an outside transport company)?

h. How do we fit a new line of products into the system?

J. How do we adapt the distribution structure after merging with a regional competitor
who possesses his own distribution system?

etc.
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This example clearly shows how the same data and the same mechanisms with regard
to production, distribution, and demand form the basis for answering a great variety
of questions. Most of these questions cannot be answered directly with the given data
and mechanisms, but require some form of advanced modelling and model analysis. For
different questions one will need different types of models and different modes of analysis.
For the location of facilities or allocation of production, linear programming might be
useful. However, for allocation of regional warehouses to central warehouses we need
some form of integer programming. For determining order levels, inventory theory will be
useful and for evaluating the time performance of (parts of) the system, a queueing model
might be sensible. For detailed checking of proposed new structures, it will be necessary
to use simulation and scheduling models to mimic the daily operations. In fact, different
questions of the types listed above will require nonstandard models.

If one wants to make a decision support environment for the type of situation as described
before, then the main arguments are time and money. Time, since without a decision
support environment each new question would require a time-consuming analysis which
easily takes more time than available. Money, because such complete decision analyses
are expensive; they not only cost much time, but also require many man-hours. So the
main reasons for investing in a decision support environment for tactical and strategic
decision making are the speeding-up of analyses and the abatement of costs. Note that it
is practically never the goal to make tools in such a way that the decision makers can do
the analysis themselves. A reasonable aim is that the tools are such that analyses can be
performed by staff members of the decision makers with only incidental help of computer
programmers or analysts. Also for these seemingly modest aims it is not easy to design
a decision support environment as will be clear from the list of components of such an
environment:

a. A library of flexible algorithms for standard models.

b. Tools for making new algorithms for nonstandard models.

c. A way of storing the knowledge about the situation. This knowledge consists of: data,
physical procedures, control processes, and external influences.

d. Tools for translating this knowledge into models of a selected type.

e. Tools for specifying alternative systems and scenarios, which may regard any of the
aforementioned features: data, physical procedures, information processes, control
processes, external influences.

Essential for obtaining the possibility of using the same knowledge for different types of
models is the decoupling of problem specification and model formulation and not only de
coupling of model formulation and analytic tools. Note that problem specification entails,
on the one hand, the knowledge of the existing situation and possibly alternatives and on
the other hand, scenarios for future behavior if desirable.
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It would be more efficient if the aforementioned components were useful for more than
one situation. In fact, the chances for a library of algorithms to be useful in a wide variety
of situations are much better than for ways for storing knowledge about the situations.
Such ways will usually be more specific. However, even for algorithmic libraries, a lot
is still to be done in order to enhance the flexibility of programs and to obtain tools for
making new algorithms for nonstandard models.

The critical components, however, are the components mentioned under the labels c and
e, which have the task of the specification of the current situation and possibly some
alternatives. As said before, one cannot hope that this task can be performed by general
purpose tools. However, one might hope that specification tools can be developed for
sizable classes of situations. Indeed, several attempts have been made, particularly for
classes of highly technical decision problems (for flexible manufacturing problems, see
Silva and Valette, 1990 and Van der Aalst and Waltmans, 1990; for scheduling problems,
see Carlier et al., 1984; Hatono et al., 1991, Tamura and Hatono, 1991; for cyclic job
shops or assembly systems, see Harhalakis et al., 1991; for communication and computer
systems, see Garg, 1985, Holiday and Venon, 1987, Magott, 1984, and Molloy, 1982).

The next four sections of this paper will be devoted to the introduction of an approach for
specifying a broad class of goods flow situations. The exposition is not so much devoted
to the technicalities, but rather emphasizes the possibilities and difficulties of such an
approach. Section 2 states the problem and introduces the main tool, viz, Petri nets.
In Section 3, time is added to increase the descriptive power. Several typical features
for goods flow situations are described in this section. Section 4 is devoted to the use
of hierarchical structures and parametrized modules. Section 5 introduces some ways of
analyzing specifications of the type introduced in previous sections. Finally, Section 6
contains some comments and conclusions.

2 Specifying goods flow situations

In Sections 2-5, we will introduce an approach for specifying goods flow situations for use
in decision support. The ideas for this approach were stimulated by a research project
at the Technical University Eindhoven in cooperation with and sponsored by the Dutch
Organization for Applied Research TNO. The author uses some of the technical develop
ments in this project to illustrate his views on decision support environments. The author
is greatly indebted to the other members of the project team for the discussions which
helped in forming his view. In particular, his thanks go to Wil Van der Aalst and Kees
van Hee. The presentation relies strongly on the specification tool ExSpect which has
been developed at the Technical University Eindhoven. However, these sections should
not be considered an exposition of this tool. For such an exposition the reader is referred
Van Hee et al., (1989) and Van der Aalst, (1992). In the present exposition ExSpect is
only a vehicle for explaining the author's views on decision support environments. The
existence of ExSpect also serves as proof that these views are not completely unrealistic.
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The presentation does not aim to convince the reader that this is the right approach. A
lot of further development and testing will be required before the aproach is really in a
mature state. After all, the conclusion might even be that this is not the right way to
proceed. In fact, the main danger is that the approach is too ambitious. Even so, the
great attractiveness of the approach is that it heads right to the center of the crucial
aspect of decision support, namely, the specification of situations and alternatives. The
main reason for presenting this research-in-progress here is that it shows that focussing
on an approach for this crucial aspect gives a completely different view on the usual ways
of treating decision support and also on the difficulties encountered with regard to the
acceptance of such efforts.

The approach is ambitious in different ways. In the first this is place because of the large
range of practical situations emphasized, namely, virtually all goods flow situations where
the different stages of the process are separated by discrete events. This would mean that
practically all batch-type chemical production situations would be included as long as the
highest level of detail is the batch. Of course, it is technically possible to go into more
detail by splitting the processing of a batch into phases which are separated symbolically
by discrete events. However, this would not lead to a natural specification of the goods
flow. The second aspect where the ambition of the approach becomes clear is the fact that
it aims at giving specifications which are very close to the real-life process and allowing the
user to translate this specification into different types of models. In the usual modelling
languages the starting point is a fixed type of analysis (for instance, linear programming or
simulation) and the task of the language is to avoid computer programming technicalities
(in the simulation case) and to simplify the modelling task itself (in both cases). A
third ambition is to develop a specification tool which is so unambiguous that it can be
understood as an executable prototype with which experiments can be performed. A
fourth ambition is that it can be used for a large range of decision problems including the
selection of the basic distribution structure, on the one hand, and the control rules for a
warehouse, on the other. A final ambition is to integrate the physical layer of the goods
flow with the information flow and the process control.

A specification tool for goods flow problems has to be built on representations for the
most elementary physical steps in the goods flow:

1. transformation of certain goods into others;

2. displacement of goods;

3. buffering of goods.

The elementary physical steps have a striking similarity with the elementary steps in infor
mation processing. If we combine this feature with the ambition to integrate goods flow
and information flow into one specification, then it becomes obvious that approaches,
which have shown some usefulness for specifying information flows at different levels,
might provide a good starting point for our goal. Particularly, since concurrency and
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parallelism are essential aspects of goods flows, it seems sensible to determine if Petri nets
would perform as a basic concept for a specification tool (compare for instance Magott,
1984, and Garg, 1985). In a recent paper Thomasma and Hilbrecht (1991) came to the
conclusion that Petri nets provide the most useful approach for specifying material han
dling control algorithms in flexible manufacturing systems. Di Mascolo et al. (1991) show
that Petri nets provide the right language to formulate all sorts of kanban systems in a
unified way. So, also the goal of integrating the control process into the specification of
physical flows and information flows seems to be best attainable by choosing Petri nets.
For a recent overview of properties, analysis, and applications of Petri nets, the reader is
referred to Murata, (1989). For the description of a specification tool for distributed infor
mation systems based on Petri nets, the reader is referred to Van Hee et al. (1989). The
specification language described in the latter paper indeed leads to executable prototypes.
Therefore, the project at the Technical University Eindhoven chose this language, which
goes by the name of ExSpect, as basis for the specification tool for goods flow systems. An
extensive report on the use of ExSpect for logistic systems together with some extensions
for that purpose will be published as Van der Aalst (1992). A preliminary report is in
Van der Aalst and Waltmans (1991). One of the extensions proposed is treated in Van
der Aalst (1991).

In Section 3 the basic notations of Petri nets are introduced. This introduction is informal.
We start with a graphical description, since one of the nice features is that Petri nets allow
for a graphical representation:

The basic notations are

transitions, denoted by 0
places, denoted by 0
tokens, denoted by •
connections, denoted by

A <:onnection always connects one place with one transition. If a connection leads from
place i to transition j, then place i is called an input-place for transition j. If a connection
leads from transition j to place i, then place i is called an output-place for transition j (see
Figure 1). A place may contain a number of tokens.

Each connection is supposed to have a weight, which is a positive integer. The weights can
be inscribed alongside the connection (see Figure 2), however weights of size 1 are usually
deleted. Any network constructed along these lines is called a Petri net. Petri nets have
been introduced to describe dynamic phenomena. So it is important to have rules for the
dynamics of Petri nets. In fact, the only dynamic aspect is in the tokens: the distribution
of the tokens over the places can change. So the distribution of the tokens over places
can be viewed as the state of the Petri net. The rules for a change of the state are the
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Figure 1: Part of a Petri net with one token in the input-place of the depicted transition
and two tokens in one of its two output-places.

a

2

b

Figure 2: A Petri net with weights indicated for the connections; transition a is enabled
and transition b is not enabled.

following. If each input place of a transition contains a number of tokens at least equal to
the weight of its connection with that transition, then the transition is said to be enabled
for firing (see Figure 2). When firing, a transition consumes from each input-place exactly
the number of tokens equal to the weight of the connection. Furthermore, it produces for
each output-place exactly the number of tokens required by the weight of the connection
between the transition and the output-place (see Figure 3).

Indeed, the basic Petri net model as introduced so far reflects the elementary steps of
the goods flow process: transitions reflect transformation and/or displacement of goods,
whereas places reflect buffering possibilities. In this way the subsequent states of a Petri
net may reflect the subsequent positions of a real goods flow system. However, time
durations do not playa role. Therefore, we will introduce time more explicitly in the next
section.

3 Specification by timed Petri nets

For making decisions about goods flow problems, the evaluation of time aspects is crucial
in most cases. Time plays a role in essentially two ways: in the first place in the duration of
transformations and displacement and in the second place in the availability of processors
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2

a b

Figure 3: The Petri net of Figure 2 after the firing of transition a and the subsequent
firing of transition b.

for transformation and/or displacement. The second way corresponds in a natural way to
the usual way of introducing time in Petri nets (see Murata, 1989; Zuberek, 1980), namely,
by specifying the time at which a transition might fire. However, in goods flow situations
the duration of activities is the most relevant feature, therefore we will introduce time
delays due to activities. In fact, also the availability feature can be modelled in this way,
so we do not loose modelling power. In the simplest version, each transition gets an
attribute delay which is a nonnegative real number. In order to process these delays in
the right way, all tokens get a time stamp, indicating the moment they become available
for consumption. It is supposed that a transition becomes enabled as soon as the right
numbers of tokens are available in its input-places, however, it can only fire at the time
indicated by the maximum of the time stamps of the tokens to be consumed. If there are
more tokens than necessary, then the ones with the lowest times are consumed.

Note that a transition that is enabled is not necessarily fired: it is quite possible that
another transition consumes some of its tokens, leading to disabling the first-mentioned
transition. This way of treating time in Petri nets has been introduced by Van Hee et
al. (1989). For an illustration of the time procedure see Figure 4, where tokens are
represented by their time stamp rather than by a dot.

The timed Petri net of Figure 4 represents some operation which takes two time units
and can only perform one execution at a time.

In Figure 5 the situation is depicted where the operation is a displacement and the trans
port vehicle needs some time to return. In Figure 6 the same transport operation is
depicted taking into account the loading and unloading operations which require the
presence of the vehicle, the load, and the forklift.

In a similar way a more complex production situation may be described. Figure 7 gives an
example of an assembly situation with six types of components coming from the outside.
Via three types of subassemblies the final product is reached, which is delivered to the
outside world.

In the examples so far the control was of the push type. This means that as soon as
jobs and tools are available, the operation is performed. The time stamps of incoming
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10

4

4

7

Figure 4: The transition in the top timed Petri net is enabled to fire at time 5: the
transitions will give a delay of 2 time units. The lower bottom Petri net depicts the
situation after the firing.

3

Figure 5: An operation which requires some dead time after an execution before it can
start the next execution, e.g., a transport operation requiring the return of the vehicle
involved.
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6

2 2

Figure 6: A transport operation with loading and unloading. The unloading is enabled and
may fire at time 5, which will make it possible to start the next loading at time 7.

transport jobs (Figures 5 and 6) or of incoming components can be exploited to implement
the type of control as used in MRP-environments: the time stamps of incoming tokens
can then be interpreted as release dates. However, also within the described system there
can be some sort of control other than just "push" or "produce if you can." In fact, the
specification concept as described above is a very natural tool for specifying pull control
in the form of kanbans. Figure 8 describes a situation of two subsequent production steps,
where the second step needs three units from the first step together with one unit of an
external component. The first step is triggered by the second step: each consumption of
three units by the second step triggers an order release of three units for the first step.
This order can only be executed if the components required are available. In this way
the amount of intermediate stock is regulated. Actually, the number of tokens in the
cycle determines the performance: with less tokens the second step has more risk of being
unable to produce, with more tokens the amount of work in process will be higher (for
an extensive treatment of specifying kanban systems by Petri nets, see Di Mascolo et al.,
1991) .

For other types of control it would be nice to have another feature in the Petri net concept,
namely, the feature of having values attached to the tokens. In the Petri net literature this
feature is usually referred to as coloring of the tokens (d. Jensen, 1987; Murata, 1989).
In fact, the introduction of coloring is not absolutely necessary, however, the price of not
allowing it would consist in getting very large and relatively unnatural specifications in
many situations. In this short overview, we will not treat coloring, but rather refer to Van
Hee et al. (1989) and to Van der Aalst (1992) for an integrated treatment of the time and
color concepts. In those references a model is introduced which makes it possible that
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Figure 7: An assembly situation with six incoming types of components and three types of
subassemblies. In some stages there are more specimen's of one component or subassembly
needed for the next step: this is represented by the weight of a connection; weights of size
1 are not depicted.
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Figure 8: An assembly system where the final assembly step releases orders (kanbans)
for the preceding subassembly. The number of tokens in the cycle is an important design
quantity.
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a transition produces tokens with values determined by a function of the values of the
consumed tokens. Also the delay of a transition may be a function of the values of the
consumed tokens. These features extend the expressive power of the Petri net concept
considerably, particularly since the user may define the type of the value rather freely. In
this way, it becomes indeed possible to make specifications which integrate the description
of the material flow with the description of the control and of the information flow.

There is still one feature missing so far and that is the feature of uncertainty. Given
the way that time has been introduced in Petri nets in this paper, the natural way to
introduce uncertainty is to accept probability distributions for the time delay instead of
the deterministic values as used so far. Indeed, uncertainty has been introduced in this
way in ExSpect, see Van Hee et al. (1989). For other, strongly related, ways of handling
uncertainty, see Murata, (1989) and Hatono et al. (1991). With this type of handling un
certainty one obtains Petri net models which are very well suited for simulation. However,
as will be explained in Section 5, other ways of evaluation are only feasible for stochastic
Petri nets under rather strict conditions. Therefore, it appears to be useful to introduce
the possibility of only specifying an upper and a lower bound for each delay (see Van der
Aalst 1991; 1992). Indeed, such a specification is not sufficient for a simulation, but it
seems to be possible to develop other evaluation techniques for Petri nets with interval
time delays (see Section 5).

4 Hierarchy and modularisation

The approach introduced in Section 3 provide's an expressive (partly graphical, partly
functional) method for specifying goods flow processes including the information flows
and the control processes. However, specifications for real systems have a tendency to
become rather large and complicated. This is partly due to the preciseness with which
the mechanisms can be specified. The main source, of course, is the inherent complexity
of modern goods flow processes due to the high performance requirements. Therefore,
thinking about goods flow processes always takes place in a more structured way. A
specification tool for goods flow processes should support this structured way of thinking
rather than hamper it. Support of a structured way of thinking requires the possibility
of executing the specification process, or parts of it, in a top-down fashion. Tamura
and Hatono (1991) describe a hierarchical approach for specifying flexible manufacturing
systems by stochastic Petri net models based on a hierarchical structure emerging from
the application area.

In the case of the assembly production in Figure 7, one can imagine that the two sub
assembly steps of the top level are performed in one department and the final assembly,
together with the remaining subassembly step, is performed in another department. In
that case the first two stages in a top-down specification process would result in the repre
sentations of Figures 9 and 10, where parts of Figure 7 are replaced by boxes or rectangles.
In our case, where we started with Figure 7, Figure 10 may be seen as an aggregation of
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Figure 9: The assembly situation of Figure 7 with the production itself represented by a
"black" box.

Figure 9 and Figure 9 as an aggregation of Figure 7. In a top-down specification process,
Figures 9 and 10 may be seen as stages in this process with the boxes as provisionally
unspecified parts.

The feature of specifying top-down in different stages is supported by the tool ExSpect
and also the possibility of exhibiting a specification with diminished level of detail. The
way of using these properties in specifying goods flow systems is particularly addressed
in Van der Aalst (1992).

The possibility of distinguishing subsystems and treating them separately does help much
in coping with the complexity and size of a specification. However, it does not diminish
the amount of work which is required by a detailed specification. Therefore, it would
be necessary to have standard modules available which can be plugged in. For a spe
cific area of application, like goods flow systems, it seems possible to develop standard
modules for several activities. When doing so, it is important to choose the right sort
of parametrization. For keeping flexibility it is important to have primarily modules for
the elementary activities with regard to handling goods, information, and control. For
quick and easy use, it is better to have modules representing more complex activities. In
fact, these approaches can be combined by providing in the first place modules for the
elementary activities and using these modules to formulate modules for more complex
activities. Now the user can choose whether he prefers the flexibility or the easiness of
modelling. Eventually, the user can define his own modules for more complex activities.
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I ~ 0

Figure 10: The assembly situation in Figure 7 with boxes representing departments which
perform two assembly steps each.

For an elaborate treatment of this topic, the reader is referred to Van der Aalst (1992).

5 From specification to analysis

The material in Sections 2-4 show's that indeed it is possible to make a unified specification
method for a large class of goods flow situations while integrating the flows of material
and information with the control processes. However, the specification was not a goal in
itself. We embarked on this tour, because we concluded in Section 1 that a specification
method would be an indispensable tool in a decision support environment. What remains,
however, is to show that such a specification method can be used for decision support.
In down-to-earth terms this would mean that first it should be possible to formulate
specifications for alternative scenarios and to compare their performances. Second, it
should be possible to use the specification in a search process for alternatives, i.e., it
should be possible to get suggestions for improvements. In Section 1 we concluded that it
would be good to decouple specification and analysis. The specification method presented
in Sections 2-4 is a result of such a decoupling. There are two main advantages to this
method:

1. the specification method is closely related to the view of the user on the real world;

2. the specification method does not narrow the class of possible methods of analysis.

However, the price of the last advantage is that the step from specification to analysis
becomes a real step, at least if one wants to use standard methods from the O.R.-literature.

In this section we deal with the possibilities of using the specifications as developed in
Sections 2-4 for evaluating scenarios and possibly suggesting new ones. It should be
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emphasized that this treatment will be far from complete, primarily since much is still
uncertain. So the goal of this section will be to indicate possibilities and difficulties rather
than to present solutions.

Before starting with the exploration it seems sensible to be more precise on the results of
the specification process. Using the tool ExSpect, the user specifies his processes in the
form of the figures illustrated in this paper on an graphical screen. Via the windowing
system the non-graphical information can be added in the form of attributes, tables, and
functions. The user interface may be primarily graphical, but the resulting specification
is represented in the ExSpect language. The user might specify directly in the language,
but this is not advisable.

The representation in ExSpect specifies a complete model of reality. Indeed, in ExSpect
it is possible to use this representation directly for a simulation. The tool is such that it
allows for the addition of a measuring system and the execution of a simulation. Such a
simulation may take real-time form, including stops with interventions by the user and
restarts. Therefore, performing a simulation is the first and most natural way of evaluating
the specified model. For an extensive treatment of this feature, see Van Hee et al. (1989)'
and Van der Aalst (1992). This is indeed a very nice feature even though the simulation
is relatively time-consuming.

There are essentially two different approaches to analyzing the situations specified. The
one described in the introduction suggests a library of standard algorithms and tools
for making new ones. In that setting one would have to translate the model from the
specification language into the form required for algorithmic treatment. In the other
approach one tries to develop a library of algorithms which directly treat the specification
and do not require a translation step. Until now, the first approach did not get much
attention for Petri net type specifications. Therefore, it is not clear how feasible the
approach would be. It is clear, however, that some types of translation entail more
complications than others. It will definitely be a more straightforward task to translate a
Petri net specification to a model for a standard simulation package, than to translate it to
a model for a queueing network analyzer. However, translation to a model for a queueing
network analyzer is definitely a more straightforward task than translation to a linear
programming model. The closer the structure of the analytic model is to the structure of
the specification, the more straightforward the translation and the more likely it becomes
that translation can be done (semi-)automatically. It is hoped that these translation
processes can be supported by a combination of rule-based procedures and user actions.

The second approach, namely, developing methods of analysis which use the specification
as a an input, has received much more attention in the literature. Some methods are
specifically designed for the evaluation of Petri net models and other methods are tailored
for treatment of Petri net specifications. In Section 6 we sketch some of the efforts along
both lines.

Within Petri net theory there is, apart from simulation, much attention being given to the
computation of place invariants, transition invariants and reachability graphs (d. Murata,
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1989). For decision support with regard to goods flow problems, these notions have only
a limited value. Moreover, for practical goods flow problems the computational effort
required has a tendency to grow beyond reasonable bounds. Therefore, we will not treat
these topics further.

With simulation it is possible to evaluate important aspects of the performance of a design.
Simulation is appropriate for evaluating the treatment of a package of orders as well as
for evaluating long-term behavior under the influence of a demand generator. In the first
type of case, statistical aspects are treated by repeating the simulations, like in physical
experiments. In the second type of case, one long experiment or simulation run may be
used to evaluate the statistical aspects of the performance. For these topics see, Bratley
et al. (1987). However, simulation has some disadvantages. First it is time-consuming
and, second, it only evaluates one scenario, without giving much help in finding better
scenarios. However, in the last few years results have been published under the heading
perturbation analysis, which might be described as a method of estimating the gradient
of some performance measure for a discrete event system with respect to a parameter 0,
based on a simulation run for one value of 0 only. For an introduction to the method
and some of its technicalities, see Ho (1987), (1988) and Heidelberger et al. (1988).
Perturbation analysis might provide a basis for developing techniques for helping in the
search process for new and better scenarios or designs. This development is still in its
infancy.

The other disadvantage of simulation is that it is rather time-consuming. Therefore it
would be nice to have analytic methods for doing the same types of performance analy
sis. For timed Petri nets with deterministic times, there has been some research activity
in determining cycle times (d. Murata, 1989). Also the analysis of time properties via
reachability graphs has received some attention (cf. Zuberek, 1980). However, for goods
flow problems it is important to work with uncertain time delays. If all time delays are
negative exponentially distributed, then the dynamic behavior of the Petri net is described
by a Markov process and the analysis of the Markov process can be used for the perfor
mance evaluation. However, the condition on the distributions is rather severe and the
Markov processes get very large state spaces which tend to make the analyses practically
infeasible. For details of this approach and more precise conditions see Marsan (1990),
and Molloy (1982). A new approach consists of representing the uncertainty of time de
lays by upper and lower bounds. This approach has been introduced by Van del' Aalst
(1991, 1992) in order to have models which are more realistic than purely deterministic
timed Petri nets, but which remain open for analysis. Indeed, Van del' Aalst proposes
some methods of analysis which are quite executable and give useful bounds for the time
performance. These ideas have been integrated in the tool ExSpect (see Van del' Aalst,
1992). Another quite interesting development is the analysis of Petri net specifications
with queueing network techniques. Di Mascolo et al. (1991) treat a restricted class of
goods flow situations, namely, kanban systems, in this way. They provide an approximate
analysis for the related queueing network. As a whole, the developments in this area seem
promising.
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6 Comments and conclusions

In the introduction we stressed the importance of having a specification method as a basis
for a decision support environment. In the Sections 2-4 we described the specification
method for goods flow problems. It appeared that it is quite well possible to develop
such a specification method for a large class of goods flow situations and a large class
of questions within each situation. Special features of the method included first, the
integration of physical flows, information flows, and control processes in one specification
and in the second place its completeness which made it possible to use the specification
as a prototype with which one can execute experiments (i.e., simulations). Perhaps even
more important are the expressive power and the close relation of specifications to reality.
However, the price to be paid for the advantages consists of, on the one hand, the large
size and complexity of a specification and, on the other hand, the difficulty in relating the
specifications with algorithmic models of the usual type. The first difficulty is contested
by introducing a hierarchical approach and parametrized standard modules. The second
difficulty is obviously the most important one. Until now most effort in this respect has
been devoted to attempts of avoiding the usual algorithmic approaches and developing
analytical methods specifically tailored for this type of specifications. In doing so, the more
usual algorithmic methods have served as a source of inspiration. However, particularly at
this aspect, much research must still be done. One may expect that rule-based methods
combined with user interaction will provide the means for translating specifications to
typical algorithmic models.
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Some New Results in Interactive Approach to
Multicriteria Bargaining
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1 Introduction

A growing interest in methodology and applications of multiperson decision support sys
tems is observed. In particular, approaches based on multicriteria optimization in group
decision problems are subject of the papers by Korhonen, Moskowitz, Wallenius, Zionts
(1986), Jarke, Jelassi, Shakun (1987), Kersten (1988), DeSanctis, Gallupe (1987), Korho
nen and Wallenius (1989) and others. On the other hand there exists the developed theory
of bargaining problem started by Nash (1950), continued by Raiffa (1953), Harsanyi, Sel
ten (1972), Kalai , Smorodinsky (1975), Roth (1979), Thomson (1980), Imai (1983) and
others. It seems to be reasonable to construct systems supporting negotiations combining
the multicriteria optimization approach, and achievements of the theory and the practical
experience in bargaining. However in this case new theoretical problems arise related
to a generalization of the solution concepts and their axiomatization, a construction of
interactive processes making easier the decision analysis of the bargaining situation and
supporting the negotiation.

A multicriteria bargaining problem is a generalization of the classical bargaining prob
lem introduced by Nash (1950). A group of individuals is engaged in a bargaining process.
No group member is assumed to control any of the decision variables by himself, therefore
each decision is the result of a negotiation. Each of the group member has his own criteria
which value any decision. We assume that each member has his own utility function, but
it is not known explicitly. The assumption follows from the fact that in many practical
application it is very hard to construct such utility functions.

A multicriteria bargaining problem is described by a set of individuals involved in a
bargaining process (players), a set of possible decisions, a set of functions mapping possible
decisions to criteria spaces of the players, a set of feasible consequences of possible decisions
in criteria space of the players called an agreement set, and a distinguished outcome in
the agreement set called a status quo point. Any outcome in the agreement set can
be the result of the bargaining process if the players reach unanimous agreement. If
such agreement is not possible, the result is the status quo point adequate to the initial
situation.

The paper presents our recent developments in an interactive approach to the mul
ticriteria bargaining problem (see also Bronisz, Krus, Wierzbicki (1989), Krus (1991a),
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Krus (1991b), Krus, Bronisz (1991)). Two interactive schemes are presented.
The first one is based on a generalization of the Raiffa-Kalai-Smorodinsky solution

concept (see Raiffa 1953, Kalai-Smorodinsky 1975) to multicriteria case. Axiomatic char
acterization of the solution is presented as well as its properties.

The second interactive scheme was inspired by a certain bargaining process proposed
by Raiffa (1982) called the Pareto improving a single negotiated text and by the limited
confidence principle proposed by Fandel and Wierzbicki (1985). The convergence of the
scheme is investigated. The scheme was implemented in the computer system MCBARG
supporting multicriteria bargaining.

2 Formulation of the multicriteria bargaining prob
lem

Let N = {1,2, ... ,n} be the finite set of players, each player having m i criteria. Let
m = Ei=) m i and M = {I, 2, ... , m}. A multicriteria bargaining (MCB) problem
is defined as a pair (S, d), where an agreement set S is a subset of m-dimensional Euclidean
space, called R:", and a disagreement point (status quo point) d belongs to S.

The MCB problem has the following interpretation: every point x E R:",
x = (Xl, X2, . .. , x n ), Xi = (Xi), Xi2, . .. , Ximi), in the agreement set S represents payoffs for
all the players that can be reached when they do cooperate with each other (Xij denotes
the payoff of the j-th criterion for the i-th player). If the players do not cooperate,
the disagreement point is the result. The problem consists in supporting the players in
reaching a nondominated solution, agreeable and close to their preferences.

Each criterion can be maximized or minimized. For simplicity of presentation we
assume that all criteria are maximized.

Sometimes, when there is no reason to distinguish particular player and his particular
criterion, we use for x E Rm the following notation x = (XI, X2, , xm). We employ a
convention that for x, Y E R"', X ~ Y implies Xi ~ Yi for i = 1, , k, X > Y implies
x ~ Y, x f:. Y, x ~ y implies Xi > Yi for i = 1, ... , k. We say that x E Rk is a weak
Pareto optimal point in X if x E X and there is no Y E X such that Y ~ x; x E X is
a Pareto optimal point in X if there is no Y E X such that y > x. The ideal (utopia)
point I(S, d) is defined by Ik(S,d) = max{xk: xES, x ~ d} for k E M.

We consider MCB problems (S, d) satisfying some of the following conditions:

Cl. S is compact, there is xES such that x ~ d and I(S, d) f/ S.

C2. S is comprehensive, i.e. for xES if d ~ y ~ x then yES.

C3. For any xES, let Q(S,x) = {k EM: y ~ x, Yk > Xk for some YES}. Then
for any xES, there exists YES such that Y ~ x, Yk > Xk for each k E Q(S, x).

C4. S is convex.

Condition Cl states that the set S is closed, upper bounded, the problem is not
degenerated and not trivial. Condition C2 says that criteria are disposable, i.e. that if
the players can reach the outcome x then they can reach any outcome worse than x.
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Q(S,x) is the set of all coordinates in Ir", payoffs of whose members can be increased
from x in S. Condition G3 states that the set of Pareto optimal points in S contains no
"holes". Any convex set satisfies condition G3.

Let B denote the class of all MCB problems satisfying conditions GI, G2, B* denote
the class satisfying conditions GI, G2, G3 and B** denote the class satisfying GI, G2,
G4.

Looking for a solution in the MCB problem we have to consider jointly two decision
problems: the first one - the solution should be related to the preferences of all the players,
the second one - the solution should fulfill some basic fairness rules. The theory developed
in the paper is thought as a background for construction of decision support systems aiding
the players in both the decision problems. The first decision problem relates directly
to multicriteria decision making done by each of the players. We propose application
of aspiration-led approach, called also as a reference point approach (Wierzbicki 1982,
Wierzbicki 1986). Considering the second decision problem, solution concepts of the MCB
problem are proposed satisfying properties (called according to the theory of bargaining
problem as axioms) that could be accepted by rational players.

The aspiration-led approach in multicriteria decision making includes a learning pro
cedure in which the decision maker can analyzed nondominated outcomes with use of
aspiration levels (reference points). It means, the decision maker specifies a reference
point in his objective space, and the computer based system responses with nondomi
nated outcome being close to the reference point. The decision maker explores various
nondominated points by changing the reference points. The procedure is repeated until
a satisfactory solution is found.

This approach is proposed here to be applied for analysis of the MCB problem by each
player independently. Using the approach the player can explore set of nondominated
points in his objective space (such a points we call as individually nondominated - the
formal definition follows). We assume that the exploration should be finished with a
selection of the preferred by the player nondominated outcome. Composition of the
selected by all the players preferred nondominated outcomes we call as an utopia point
relative to the players aspirations (RA utopia).

Definition 2.1 For any MGB problem (S,d), a point xi E S is individually nondom
inated by player i, i E N, if x ~ d, there is no yES such that y ~ d, Yi > x}. A
point U E Rm is an utopia point relative to the players aspirations (RA utopia
point) if for each player i E N, there is an individually nondominated point xi E S such
that Ui = x}.

The individually nondominated point is an outcome which could be achieved by a
rational player i if he would have full control of the moves of the other players. Of course,
we assume that no player agree on the payoff worse than following from the disagreement
point. A RA utopia point significantly differs from the ideal (utopia) point. The ideal
point reflects only some information about the bargaining problem - possible maximal
values of criteria. The RA utopia point generated by the individually nondominated
points selected by the player, i E N, carries also information about the most preferable
outcomes for all the players.
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For any MCB problem (S, d), it is easy to notice that for any RA utopia point u,
we have u ~ d. In the next sections we confine our consideration to a set U(S, d) of all
RA utopia points satisfying u ~ d, i.e. we assume that each criterion considered in the
problem is essential.

3 Characterization of some solution concepts

We introduce the following definition.

Definition 3.1 A solution for a multicriteria bargaining problem is a function
f : B x R'" --+ R'" which associates to each problem (S, d) E B and each RA utopia
point u E U(S,d), a point of S, denoted f(S,d).

A solution is a rule which assigns to each MCB problem - reflecting structure of
the problem and each RA utopia point - reflecting preferences of the players, a feasible
payoff.

3.1 Generalized Raiffa-Kalai-Smorodinsky solution concept

Raiffa (1953) proposed a solution concept which was axiomatically characterized by Kalai
and Smorodinsky (1975). We present a generalization of the concept to MCB problems.

We impose on a solution the following four axioms:

AI. Weak Pareto optimality.
A point f(S,d,u) is weak Pareto optimal in S.

A2. Invariance under positive affine transformations of criteria.
Let T : Rm --+ Rm be an arbitrary affine transformation such that
Tkx = (akxk + bk), ak > 0 for k E M. Then f(TS,Td,Tu) = Tf(S,d,u).

A3. Anonymity.
For any permutation on M, 71", let 71"- denote the permutation on R"'. Then
7I"-j(S,d,u) = f(7I"-S,7I"-d,7I"-u).

A4. Restricted monotonicity.
If u E U(S, d) n U(S', d) and S S;;; S' then f(S, d, u) ~ f(S', d, u).

The first three axioms are usually imposed on solutions of axiomatic bargaining prob
lem. Axiom Al says that the players behave in a rational way. Axiom A2 demands that a
solution does not depend on selected affine measure of any criterion. Axiom A3 says that
a solution does not depend on the order of the players, nor on the order of the criteria.
The last axiom A4 assures that all the players benefit (or at least not lose) from any
enlargement of the agreement set, if the RA utopia point does not change.

We can prove the following result.
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Theorem 3.1 There is an unique function, f: B· x Rm -----+ ~, satisfying the axioms
Al - A4. For each (S, d) E B· and each U E U(S, d) it is the function defined by

fR(S, d, u) = max~{x E S: x = d +h(u - d) for some hER}.

Proof. It is easy to verify that the function fR satisfies the axioms Al - A4. We
prove that fR is the unique solution. Let (S, d) be an arbitrary element of B· and let
u E U(S, d) be a RA utopia point. We show that x· = fR(S, d, u) is the solution for
(S, d) and u. Let T be the unique positive affine transformation mapping d to the origin°= (0,0, ... ,0) and u to the point 1 = (1,1, ... ,1). It is easy to notice that the
point Tx· has equal coordinates. We define now the bargaining problem (SS,O), where
SS = {x E TS: for every permutation on M, Jr, the point y = Jr·X is contained in TS}.
It is easy to show that (SS,O) E B·. Moreover we have SS ~ TS, Tx· E SS and
1 E U(SS,O). By the axioms Al and A3, f(Ss,O,l) = Tx·. By the axioms AI, A3 and
A4 it follows that f(T S, 0,1) = Tx·. By the axiom A2, f(S, d, u) = x·. 0

Intuitively, the outcome fR(S, d, u) is the unique point of intersection of the line
connecting u to d with the boundary of S. It is easy to notice that in the unilateral
case, i.e. when m i = 1 for i E N, each bargaining problem (S, d) has an unique RA
utopia point which coincides with the ideal point and the proposed solution coincides
with the n-person Raiffa-Kalai-Smorodinsky solution. The following theorem pictures
another connection between these two concepts.

For (S, d) E B , let xi E S be an individually nondominated point defined by player i
and u E U(S, d) be the utopia point generated by Xl, x 2 , ••• , x n • Because the problem is
not trivial, the points d, Xl, x 2 , ••• , xn generate n-dimensional hyperplane H . It can be
verified that each point x E H can be uniquely presented in the form x = d + (al (UI 
dt), a2(u2 - d2), ... , an(un - dn )), where Ui E Rm; for i E N. Let SH = S n Hand T be
the mapping from H to Rn defined by T(d +(al(ul - dd, a2(u2 - d2), ... , an(un - dn ))) =
(at, a2, ... , an).

Theorem 3.2 For each (S, d) E B and each u E U(S, d) if gR denotes the n-person
Raiffa-Kalai-Smorodinsky solution then T(fR(S, d, u)) = gR(T(SH), T(d)).

Proof. It is easy to notice that the n-person bargaining problem (T(SH), T(d))
is normalized, i.e. the disagreement point T( d) is equal to ° and the ideal point
I(T(SH), T(d)) = T(u) = 1. We have
gR(T(SH), T(d)) =
= max>{a E T(SH) : a = T(d) + h(I(T(SH),T(d)) - T(d)) for some hER} =
= max;{T(x) E T(SH): x = d + h(u - d) for some hER} = T(fR(S,d,u)). 0

The theorem shows that the n-person Raiffa solution concept can be applied directly
to the MCB problem (S, d) if we confine consideration to the outcomes in SH, i.e. to
intersection of the agreement set S with the hyperplane H.
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3.2 Generalized Imai solution concept

The generalized Raiffa-Kalai-Smorodinsky solution can generally be only weak Pareto
optimal. Imai (1983) has proposed in the case of the classical bargaining problem the
lexicographic maxmin solution concept. This solution is Pareto optimal. Now we propose
generalization of the Imai solution for a MCB problem in the class B*.

For any bargaining problem (S, d) E B* and any RA utopia point u E U(S, d), let
L: R"' -- R"' be an affine transformation satisfying Lk(x) = (Xk - dk)/(Uk - dk) for
k E M. The transformation normalize the problem, i.e. L(d) = 0 and L(u) = 1. Let )-1

be the lexicographic ordering on Rm, i.e. for any x, y E Rm, x)-' y if and only if there is
k E M satisfying Xk > Yk and XI = YI for I < k. Let P : R"' -- R"' be a transformation
such that for any X E Rm, there is a permutation on M, 71", with P(x) = 7I"*X and
PI(x) ~ P2 (x) ~ ... ~ Pm(x).

We introduce a stronger variant of the axiom AI.

AI*. Pareto optimality. A point f( S, d, u) is Pareto optimal in S.

For any bargaining problem (S, d) E B* and any RA utopia point u E U(S, d), the
proposed generalized Imai solution has the form

fL(S,d,u) = {x E S: P(L(x)))-1 P(L(y)) for any yES}.

Theorem 3.3 The proposed generalized Imai solution is uniquely defined on the class
B*. It satisfies axioms AI, AI*, A2, A3.

Proof. Let (S, d) be an arbitrary element of B* and let u E U(S, d). Because the set
Sis nonempty and compact, the functions P and L are continuous, so fL(S, d, u) exists.
The uniqueness follows from condition C3. If x E fL(S, d, u), Y E fL(S, d, u), x -:f: y then,
there is z E fL(S,d,u) with P(L(z)))-1 P(L(x)). Contradiction. It is easy to verify that
the function fL satisfies the axioms AI*, A2 and A3. 0

To locate the generalized Imai solution, we propose the following procedure. For any
bargaining problem (S, d) E B*, any RA utopia point u E U(S, d) and any yES, let
v(S, d, u, y) E Rm be a vector satisfying Vk(S, d, U, y) = Uk - dk if k E Q(S, y), otherwise
vk(S,d,u,y) = O.
Let x(S,d,u,y) = max>{x E S: x = y +hv(S,d,u,y) for some hER}.
Let {XI}~O be a seque~ce with xO = d and Xl = x(S, d, U, xl- l for t = 1,2, ....
Then, it can be shown, that there is a number t* satisfying Xl' = Xl'+!, t* ~ m - 1 and
Xl' = fL(S,d,u). It is easy to notice, that Xl = fR(S,d,u).
Moreover, if Xl is Pareto optimal, then the generalized Raiffa-Kalai-Smorodinsky solution
point is equal to the generalized Imai solution point.

It is easy to notice that theorem 3.2 does not hold for the generalized Imai solution
and the n-person Imai solution.
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3.3 Generalization of other solution concepts

Any solution concept for classical bargaining problem can be generalized to MCB problem
on the class B** in a way following from the theorem 3.2. For any MCB problem (S, d) E
B** and any RA utopia point u E U(S, d), let T and SH be as in theorem 3.2.

Definition 3.2 A function f : B** x R'" --+ R'" is a solution of multicriteria bargain
ing problem generalizing n-person classical solution g if for any multicriteria bargaining
problem (S,d) E B** and any RA utopia point u E U(S, d),

T(J(S,d,u)) = g(T(SH),T(d)).

It is easy to notice that if a classical solution has properties of weak Pareto optimality,
invariance under positive affine transformations, anonymity then a generalized solution
has them also. Let us notice that the generalized Imai solution in section 3.2 differs from
proposed here generalization of the n-person Imai solution.

3.4 Continuity

The continuity of a solution is an important property from the point of view of applicability
in interactive procedures of decision support. The model of bargaining problem is in
general only an approximation of a real problem. We would like to have a property that the
solution will not differ significantly in case of small change of the model. In an interactive
procedure we would like also the solution to not change significantly under small changes
of the players preferences. Therefore the following definition of the continuity is proposed.

Definition 3.3 A solution of multicriteria bargaining problem f : B x R'" --+ R'" is
continuous if for any sequence of multicriteria bargaining problems {(st, d)} ~1 E Band
any sequence of RA utopia points {Ut}~l E U(st, d) such that, in the limit as t goes
to infinity, (St, d) converges to (S, d) E Band ut converges to u E U(S, d), we have
f(St,d,u t ) converges to f(S,d,u).

It is easy to prove that the generalized Raiffa-Kalai-Smorodinsky solution satisfies
continuity property and the generalized Imai solution does not. Moreover, it is easy to
notice that if an n-person classical solution has this property then a generalized solution
proposed in section 3.3 has it also.

4 Iterative Solution Concept

The iterative solution concept presented and discussed in this point has been proposed
under inspiration of the single negotiation text procedure described by Raiffa (1982), and
of the principle of limited confidence Fandel (1979) and Fandel, Wierzbicki (1985).

The single negotiation text procedure has been originally proposed by Roger Fisher
and is often employed in international negotiations. Raiffa (1982) has described the
procedure on the example of Camp David negotiations. According to the procedure a
negotiation process consists of a number of rounds. In each round a mediator prepares a
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package for the consideration of protagonists. Each package is meant to serve as a single
negotiation text to be criticized by protagonists then modified and remodified. Typically
the negotiation process starts from the first single negotiation text which is far form the
expectations of the protagonists. The process is progressive for each of the protagonists.

The principle of limited confidence has been proposed as a result of observations of the
players behavior in iterative gaming experiments. It has been observed that the players
in particular rounds (iterations) of the experiments try to limit possible improvements
of counterplayers outcomes. It is motivated by limited confidence of the players to the
expected behavior of the counterplayers, to the model applied in the gaming experiment
and finally to the outcomes obtained in the future.

We consider class B· of the MCB problems, i.e. all problems (S, d) satisfying the
conditions C1, C2, C3.

We assume, that the solution of the MCB problem (S,d) is looked for in some number
of rounds (iterations) t = 1,2, ... , T, in which outcomes cf E S are determined. The final,
admissible and accepted by the players, outcome J1' is the solution of the problem.

The following postulates that should be fulfilled by the process {cf}, t = 1,2, ... , T,
are proposed:

PI. The process starts at the disagreement point, and all outcomes belong to the
agreement set, i.e. f!J = d, cf E S for t = 1,2, ... , T,

P2. The process is progressive, i.e. dt ~ cf-1 for t = 1,2, ... , T,

P3. The final outcome is Pareto optimal, i.e. J1' ( = limt_<Xl cf if T = 00 ) is a Pareto
optimal point in S.

P4. Principle of a-limited confidence. Let 0 < a~ S 1 be a given confidence coefficient
of the i-th player at round t. Then acceptable demands are limited by:

<I' - <1'-1 S a:run[u(<1'-1) - <1'-1]

for t = 1, ... , T, where a:run is a minimal confidence coefficient at the round t,
t_·{t ttlamin - min a1,···, an' a max ,

a~ax = max {a E R: cf-1+a[u(cf-1) - cf-1] E S},

a~...x defines a maximum value of the confidence coefficient at the round t, resulting
from the requirement, that the outcome cf should belong to the set S.
u(cf- 1) is the RA utopia point which reflects the preferences of the players in the
subset {x E S : x ~ cf-1 } ofthe set S .

P5. Principle of rationality. Each player is assumed to behave in rational way, trying to
maximize his outcomes in particular rounds according to his preferences expressed
with use of RA utopia points. It is assumed that at each round t, each player i
explores a set of his individually nondominated points in the set st = {x E S : x ~

cf-1} , and defines his preferred point xiI, i E N. Let u(cf-1) denotes RA utopia
point of the set st defined on the base of the preferred by the players individually
nondominated points in the round t, i.e.
U(cf-1) = (u1(cf-1),U2(cf-1), ... ,un(tf-1)), ui(cf-1) = x~t, i EN.
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Formally, the players rationality is formulated as follows:
For any cIt, at each round t , there is no such an outcome xES , x > cIt that
fulfills the condition x - cIt-I ~ a:run * [u(cIt-I) - cIt-I].

Theorem 4.1 For any multicriteria bargaining problem (S,d) E B· and for any confi
dence coefficients a~ such that 0 < e ~ a~ ~ 1, t = 1,2, ... ,T there is a unique process cIt,
t = 0,1, ... , T, T ~ 00, satisfying the postulates Pi, P2, P3, PI, P5. The process is de
fined as follows:

(*)

where

cfJ = d,
cIt = cIt-I + a:run * [u(cIt- l ) - cIt-I] for t = 1,2, ... , T

T is a minimal number t for which cIt = cIt-lor T = 00 .

Proof. Let us consider the sequence cIt, t = 0,1, .... From P3, P4, P5 it follows, that
sequence is defined uniquely. The sequence is monotonically increasing and limited, so it
is convergent. Let dUm = limt_oocIt. From the construction (*) it follows, that dUm E S.
Let dUm be not Pareto optimal in S. Then for any round t, the following relations hold:
II cIt - cIt-I 11=11 a:run * [u(cIt- l

) - cIt-I] II~ f II u(dUm ) - dUm 11= I > O. It follows
from the above, that the sequence {cIt}~o is not convergent, what is contradictory to the
assumption. So, we have shown, that dUm is Pareto optimal in the set S. 0

5 Interactive mediation procedures

5.1 Interactive procedure based on the generalized Raiffa
Kalai-Smorodinsky solution

The generalized Raiffa-Kalai-Smorodinsky solution concept can be a base for construction
of an interactive procedure supporting negotiation process over the bargaining problem.
The procedure proposed herein is assumed to be performed in some number of iterations
(rounds) t, t = 1,2, .... At each iteration two stages can be marked out.

In the stage one each player i E N independently explores nondominated outcomes
in the agreement set S, with an application of the aspiration-led approach. That is, the
player i assumes his reference point r~ E Rm;, and evaluates reference points for the coun
terplayers r} E R:'" j =/: i. The system calculates respective to the player reference point
individually nondominated outcome and then anticipated compromise outcome based on
the generalized Raiffa-Kalai-Smorodinsky solution concept. The exploration process is
repeated for some number of different reference points of the player. In this way, the
player obtains a characterization of his individually nondominated outcomes set and of
the nondominated outcomes in the agreement set S for the evaluated references of the
counterplayers. The exploration is continued as long as the player can decide to select the
reference point and the compromise outcome being close to his preferences. The stage one
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ends when all the players have selected their preferred reference points and anticipated
outcomes.

In the second stage a result of the round is derived. System calculates first RA utopia
point u t according to the selected preferred reference points of the players. After that,
the generalized Raiffa-Kalai-Smorodinsky outcome fR(S, d, u t ) is derived. The outcome
is proposed to the players as a cooperative solution. This solution should be considered
as a mediation proposal to be discussed by the players. If the players agree, the procedure
is finished, otherwise it goes to the next iteration t = t + 1.

Comments:
In particular round, the anticipated outcomes of the particular player are calculated

for predicted by the player reference points of the counterplayers. Therefore, the result
of the round is in general different than the anticipated outcomes obtained during the
exploration stage. It seems be reasonable to predict the counterplayers reference point
on the base of their preferred selections from the previous round. In such a case the
counterplayers preferences can be better evaluated in consecutive iterations.

The cooperative outcomes proposed as a mediation ones in particular iteration of the
procedure guarantee "fairness" in sense of axioms characterizing the generalized Raiffa
Kalai-Smorodinsky solution concept.

Le us denote by>.: a direction of the outcome improvement in the objective space
assumed by the player i in a round t with use of the reference point. The improvement
direction is defined by>.: = r: -d; The cooperative outcomes denoted by x: are compatible
with the improvement directions of all the players. That is, for each i E N there is a
number /3 > 0 such that x: - d; = /3>':. The property prevents direction manipulations
by the players. The generalized Raiffa-Kalai-Smorodinsky solution is continuous on the
class B*. It is also continuous as regards the reference points. These properties should
guarantee convergence of the procedure assuming rational behavior of the players.

The interactive procedure has been applied and tested in a negotiation support system
prepared in the case of bargaining problem on joint development project (Krus, Bronisz
1990).

Other solution concepts proposed in subsection 3.3 can be also implemented in a form
of the interactive procedure in the similar way.

5.2 Interactive procedure based on the iterative solution con
cept

The iterative solution concept has been also used for construction of an interactive me
diation procedure. The procedure consists of a number of rounds t, t = 1,2, .... In each
round there are two phases of decision support. The first phase deals with unilateral, in
teractive analysis of the MCB problem with stress on learning, organized through system
response to the player specified reference points for objective outcomes and confidence co
efficients. The second phase includes calculation of the multilateral, cooperative solution
outcomes according to the players preferences.

The first phase is performed by each of the players independently. For the particular
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player i the system begins this phase presenting information about the range of possible
outcomes and reasonable reference points. The system generates also some initial values
serving the player introductory information. It is called the neutral outcome, a solution
obtained by the system under the assumption that the improvement direction is defined
according to the ideal point.

The player learns about possible outcomes assuming different reference points r: > If;
for his objectives and confidence coefficients 0::. The player is asked also to assume
reference points for counterplayers r}, j #- i. The reference points for the counterplayers
can be also assumed on the base of the previous round. For each reference point rl > If;
and r}, j #- i and confidence coefficient o:l given by the player at the round t, the system
calculates:

RA utopia point:

Ui(S, cr-I, rD = max~ {Xi E Rm
; : xES, X ~ cr-I, Xi = cf;-l+a[r;-cf;-l] for some a E R},

one-shot solution:

X
t = max~ { xES: X = cr-1 + a * [u(S, cr-1

, rt
) - cr-1

] for some a E R },

maximal confidence coefficient:

o::r,ax = max~ {a E R: cr-1 + a * [u(S, cr-I, rt
) - cr-1

] E S for some a E R},

anticipated solution:

yt = cr- I + o::run * [u(S, cr-1
, r t ) _ cr-1

]

where rt E ~, rt = (rL r~, ... , r~), r}, j #- i are given as have been assumed by the
player i, or r} = r;-l for j #- i,
u(S, cr-1 , r t ) E Rn is the RA utopia point relative to the reference point r t •

This learning process is continued as long as the player can specify his preferred
outcome and reference point. The first phase is finished when all the players have selected
their preferred reference points. Then the system goes to the second phase.

In the second phase, on the base of the preferred points r: selected by all the players,
the RA utopia point ut and the mediation proposal cf of the negotiation round is derived.
The result is calculated according to the iterative solution concept, following the limited
confidence principle (the minimal confidence coefficient is used for all players), trying to
improve outcomes for all the players in the directions specified by their reference points.
Thus, the system acts as a neutral mediator proposing a single-text provisional agreement
improving the initial situation and forming a basis for the next round of negotiations.

The results are presented to the players, and the players can begin the next round
assuming the obtained result as a new status quo point. The process terminates when
the Pareto optimal solution in the agreement set is reached.

The presented above procedure has been implemented in MCBARG system supporting
multicriteria bargaining (Krus, Bronisz, Lopuch 1990). A security of the players informa
tion is one of the important issues that should be assured by a decision support system.
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In the MCBARG system, information of particular players is protected by a system of
passwords. However, it is possible that the players can jointly agree on a limited access
to information of each other. Three levels of such an access have been assumed.

In the first level any player has no access to the counterplayers information at all.
in this case in the first phase of the interactive procedure the player can not simulate
reference points of the counterplayers, and the reference points are calculated by the
system on the base of the counterplayers preferred selection at the previous round (in the
first round the reference points are assumed on the base of the ideal point).

In the second level a player can simulate (assume) different reference point of the
counterplayers, and analyze what is their influence on his results.

In the third level a player can simulate different reference points of the counterplayers
and analyze their influence on his results but also can simulate the impact of his reference
points on the results of the counterplayers.

6 Final remarks

The paper presents new theoretical results within multicriteria bargaining problem. The
bargaining problem is considered in the case when each player has different set of objec
tives and the utility functions of the players are not given explicitly. The theory is being
developed as a background for construction of interactive procedures supporting players
in analysis of the problem and supporting also a mediation procedure. In the procedures
we would like underline the importance of learning processes of the players, and the as
piration led approach is a suitable in this case. The outcomes calculated by the system
as the results of particular rounds of the both procedures should be treated as mediation
proposals to be discussed by the players, modified and remodified. The ideas of the me
diation support in the case of the procedure based on iterative solution concept are close
to the single negotiation text procedure frequently used in international negotiations.
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1 Introduction

This paper presents a new concept of Intelligent Decision Support Systems for Strate
gic Use (IDS3

) and its demonstration for constructing group utility functions based on
possibility distributions.

Decision environments which decision makers face are increasingly complex in the
present world. Decision makers are confronted with the diversification and variation of
human preferences under ambiguity. Decision Support Systems (DSS) have been devel
oped to aid in making better decisions as quick responses to the complex and changeable
decision environments. In recent development of DSS, decision analysis has been dis
cussed, intentionally or unintentionally, as a device for searching a satisfactory alternative
or a latent prospect for it under uncertainty. (Simon, 1969; Mittra, 1986; Mittra, 1988;
Holzman, 1989). On the other hand, from the theoretical point of view, criticism to deci
sion analysis has been raised by many authors such as March, (1978) and Simon, (1983),
etc.. However, decision makers are still eager to be rational for avoiding to fall into the
decision trap when they are embarrassed with compound decision situations. Eventually
the criticism will lead to a combined construction of decision analysis and DSS. While the
prescriptive approach in decision analysis would be a complementary substitute for the
normative approach as a "willful choice model" and bridge between that and the descrip
tive approach as Bell, Raiffa and Tversky, (1988) suggested, the prescriptive approach
in decision analysis should be combined properly with DSS in order to be effective in
practical use.

This paper concerns constructing an intelligent DSS for strategic use (IDS3 ) as a
device for interactively improving decision processes under ambiguous and changeable
conditions, which is based on disciplinary research results such as decision analysis. A
particular intention is devoted to cope with group decision environments.

In Section 2, a history of DSS is retrospected and the characteristics of Intelligent
Decision Support Systems (IDSS) are discussed in comparison with the preceding DSS.
In Section 3, a configuration of an IDSS composed of several Shells is presented. Section
4 is devoted to a demonstration of the implementation of an IDSS for group decision
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making and shows a device for constructing group utility functions based on the possibility
distributions in fuzzy set theory. In Section 5, the concept of IDSSs for strategic use (IDS3)
is discussed along with concluding remarks.

2 History of DSS and Characteristics of IDSS

1. Development of cms

The main concepts of computer-based information systems (CmS) can be distin
guished in seven types which correspond to the stages of development with some over
lap. (1) Operation systems (OS), (2) electronic data processing (EDP), (3) scientific and
business calculations with proper program languages such as Fortran, (4) database man
agement systems (DBMS), (5) master-transaction processing (MTP), (6) management
information systems (MIS), and (7) decision support systems (DSS). EDP has been de
veloped during the 1950s. By the mid-1960s, (3)-(5) have advanced dramatically with
the assistance of the progress in hardware systems such as the IBM 360 Series. MIS has
pervaded as "managerial information systems to help managers with decision making"
(Parker, 1989) through the late 1960s and the early 1970s, but intentionally in combina
tion with MTP which entirely concerns empirical tasks. The failure of MIS to cope with
the contingencies in the 1970s such as the "oil shock", however, has caused people to dis
believe MIS. The reason might be the inefficiency of MIS in aiding decisions in changeable
environments.

DSSs were developed in the 1970s as user-friendly, or easy-to-use computing and com
munication devices for aiding in decision making. An intention also is devoted to construct
database information systems embodying "adaptive approaches" for spatial and land-use
planning support in developing countries (e.g. Van der Meulen, 1988). In the 1980s, per
sonal computers have spread remarkably along with the new era of OS such as MS-DOS.
This is a beginning of the down-sizing phenomena for personal use in computer systems.
In this period, concern for uncertainty and incomplete or semantic knowledge databases
as a part of DSS has increased (Sowa, 1984; Brodie, 1984; Negoita, 1985; Kanal and Lem
mer, 1986; Mittra, 1988). Strategic information systems (SIS) have been proposed during
the late 1980s. While SIS intends to use the information systems more strategically, its
main concern is in the transaction processing with efficient computer network and thus
the managerial viewpoint of decision making is going to lose. We intend to reconstruct
DSS on more advanced perspectives for decision processes in practice.

2. Characteristics of IDSS

The main characteristic of traditional DSS is in the integration of input-output ca
pabilities with analytical tools, via the control module, as suggested by Mittra, (1986),
which mainly use optimization and simulation techniques such as mathematical program
ming, statistical analysis and forecasting, and other quantitative data manipulation tools,
based on the optimization principle with substantial rationality.

In the recent complex real world, however, the properties of databases which decision
makers should manage and problems for decision makers to solve have changed. They
are multiobjective, which embody (i) more nonquantifiable, (ii) more nonstatistical and
(iii) more societal properties, and thus they include (a) more linguistic, (b) more noncrisp
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(fuzzy), and (c) more human factors, which should be treated on the satisficing principle
with the procedural rationality. For coping with these problems, the new era of DSS
would include (1) interpretative (logical inference-oriented), (2) intelligent (versatile and
"soft"), (3) interactive (process-oriented) and (4) preferential (human decision-oriented)
properties; it means that the DSSs should be based on multiple disciplinary research
fields corresponding to the multiple objectives analysis. We call the DSSs embodying
these characteristics Knowledge-Based Intelligent Decision Support Systems, or in short
Intelligent Decision Support Systems (IDSS).

3 A Configuration of IDSS

A configuration of an IDSS is depicted in Figure 1. The main framework of an IDSS is
composed of three phases. Phase I is the Data Structure Shell, which concerns relational
data-base engineering. Phase II is the Expert System Shell concerning knowledge-based
engineering and Phase III is the Human Decision Shell concerning managerial decision
making. The Expert System Shell is not simply based on empirical, or ad hoc knowledge
of experts, but mainly related to disciplinary knowledge-bases; it is a main characteristic
of the IDSSs over the traditional DSSs. Each Shell is composed of several Cells, which
are arranged into three stages according to the development processes of decision making:
(1) primitive, (2) elaborated and (3) illuminated. The ultimate purpose of managerial
decision making in the last phase is conflict solving in hazardous management. The main
framework of an IDSS is adaptable and versatile for any disciplinary approach as long as
it is constructed as a minor (special) Shell in accordance with the conceptual framework
of the Shell systems of the IDSSs.

In the beginning, the problem owner has a perception about the real world and, to
analyze it, requests experts to assist him with their knowledge and experiences. This
primal and intuitive recognition by the problem owner is elaborated in the utilization of
IDSS. Empirical databases in the real world are scrutinized in the Data Structure Shell
which is constructed as an evolution process from the data collection in the primitive
stage (Stage 1), via the relational database structuring (vertical and horizontal) in the
elaborated stage (Stage 2), to the database management in the illuminated stage (Stage
3). The role of experts is operationally developed in the Expert System Shell evoluting
from the knowledge acquisition in Stage 1, via the dialog inference in Stage 2, to the
knowledge representation in Stage 3. The primal recognition of the problem owner is
also elaborated in the Human Decision Shell, which is composed of evolution processes
from the problem setting in Stage 1, via the inference and reasoning in Stage 2, to the
conflict solving in Stage 3, and finally the effectiveness of the decision results to hazardous
management is examined from the point of view of the original problem recognition.

Interactions between the Data Structure Shell and the Expert System Shell construct
an information/solver interface. Output from this part of IDSS is interacted with the
Human Decision Shell; this interaction constructs a man/machine or decision interface
which means that the judgement of decision makers plays a more essential role in the final
phase of IDSS than in the preceding phases.

In practice, a special Shell for an analytical method is constructed as a minor Shell
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and combined with the main framework (major Shells) via its Cells (or Steps for an
algorithm). A "decomposition" of a method as Cells of the special (minor) Shell and
their combination with the main framework leads to the construction of a particular
IDSS for practical use, which is based on a specific disciplinary field or a compound as a
multidisciplinary approach, such as decision analysis and fuzzy set theory.

4 Demonstration for Group Decision Making

Decision analysis, developed by Raiffa, (1968), Schlaifer, (1969) and many others, has
concerned the construction of utility functions. Some people are persisting in the following
question: "who is the decision maker?", or "whose utility function is it ?" While the
"knowledgeable" person is presumed as the decision maker, a more reasonable reply would
be to assume an "as-if" rule which means that, as a result of intensive brain-storming
by group discussions, a compromise for constructing a utility function will be realized
and the utility function is presented as if a single decision maker has assessed it. This
interpretation seems not to be unreasonable as long as the procedural rationality holds.
The group decision problems, however, are still one part of decision analysis because, due
to the complexity in group decision environments, an articulation of variety in the utility
evaluation will be required for the conflict resolution among interest. For this purpose, a
possibilistic approach in fuzzy set theory (Zadeh, 1965, 1978) is used for representing a
variation of utility assessment along with traditional decision analysis (Sea, 1990). The
IDSS is applied to the construction of group utility functions.

The Data Structure Shell is constructed in order to proceed from raw data (Stage 1),
via spread sheet calculation (Stage 2), to graphical representation (Stage 3), with some
elementary statistical processing. Stage 2 and Stage 3 are shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Spread sheet and graphic representation
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The construction of group utility functions is performed in four cases for different
group decision situations in the Expert System Shell:

Case 1. Point assessment. Each decision maker(DM) assesses his/her utility value for
an attribute as one point which is set in continuous numbers.

Case 2. Interval assessment. Each DM assesses his/her utility value in an interval
between discrete numbers which are arranged in an adjacent order.

Case 3. Wide interval assessment. Each DM assesses his/her utility value in an
arbitrary wide interval on the real line.

Case 4. Fuzzy number assessment. Each DM assesses his/her utility value as a fuzzy
number.

The database of an attribute x for which utility values are assessed has beenconstructed
in the Data Structure Shell (Phase I) with necessary processing such as statistical analysis.
Then the Expert System Shell (Phase II) is operated.

For Case 1 to Case 3, personal utility values u;(x) are assessed in Stage 1, in which
any diversifications are treated as a possibility distribution and represented by possibility
distribution functions. The possibility distribution IIu associated with the utility assess
ment u is represented by the possibility distribution function 1ru which is defined to be
numerically equal to the membership function /lG(u), and is shown as

IIu = /lG(ud/ul + /lG(U2)/U2 + ... + /lG(un)/un. (1)

A utility diversification in an n-person group decision making is shown with Eq.(l) as
a possibility distribution. For assisting in making a compromise between the diversified
assessments, the group utility assessment is represented as an "aggregated" membership
function through the dialog inference in Stage 2 with a linear or nonlinear regression
analysis when it is necessary.

In Type 4, utility values are assessed as the fuzzy numbers in Stage 1. In Stage 2,
the conjunction (min) operation is performed for deriving group decision making as a
membership function. These processes are demonstrated in Figure 3 to Figure 6.

In Stage 3, a fuzzy group utility function (FGUF) is derived from the membership
functions. For aiding the construction of FGUF based on personal utility values, a non
linear utility function, e.g.,

u=a+be-=, (2)

is used and a utility value u(x) is calculated and revised for different attribute levels x.
Various utility values for a preliminary assessment point, for a reference point such as a
mean value of the fuzzy number representation of the utility values and for revised points
are calculated and presented numerically to each assessor interactively. Finally, a FGUF
is constructed on the membership functions which are derived from the preceding utility
assessment. Figure 7 to Figure 9 depict an example.

The analysis of this result is the work in the Human Decision Shell, depending on the
problem which decision makers face.
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5 Construction of IDS3: Concluding Remarks

The term "intelligent" of IDSS is mainly concerned with the following functions, distinct
from the traditional DSS.

Intelligent Decision Support System for Strategic Use verO.O
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(1) Illuminating power, which is promoted by (i) multiobjective decision making,
(ii)interactive processing, (iii)interpretative capabilities and (iv) conceptual clarity.

(2) Preference analysis based on perceptive recognition for treating the judgmental
phase of decision processes.

(3) Utilization of axiomatic powers developed in multiple disciplinary fields.
(4) Manipulation of uncertainty or ambiguity including decision diversification.
The IDSS is extended as IDS3 for strategic use, which is a major purpose of the

construction of IDSS.
The main characteristic of the strategic use is the adaptability for contingencies which

has the following functions.
(1) Efficiency for "what-if" analyses.

The IDSS should be made as easy to adapt to any change in the database and deci
sion environments and it should be possible to use the IDSS efficiently for decision makers
who are ready to change. The monitoring and the changeability of database in the Data
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Structure Shell, the revisability of identifications and analyses of problems in operational
terms in the Expert System Shell, and the rapid responses of decisions to the changed out
put from the information/solver interfaces in the Human Decision Shell should construct
a sequential and bidirection interactive cycle. In this process, an efficient configuration
of the Data Structure Shell is important. The spread sheet packages should be able to
recalculate promptly the entire worksheet and to send the database to graphical represen
tation packages via some statistical processing as pretreatment for easy understanding.
In the Expert System Shell, advanced packages for quantitative modeling, simulation and
optimization should be efficiently combined.

(2) High-grade informative properties with networking.
This request corresponds to the recent development of computer systems, which em

bodies a large capacity for RAM and storages (disks, tapes) and, at the same time, the
"down-sizing" is performed in connection with network systems for distributed processing,
in which multitask and multiuser systems are included. A computer network can be con
structed with a mainframe, workstations, and personal computers, which are connected
with each other and also with other domestic and overseas computer systems, via inter
network (e.g. Ethernet) with a protocol such as TCP/IP. A LAN (local area network) can
be constructed for an organization according to a specific type of problems. Figure 10 de
picts an example of the composition of a network of IDS3

, which is constructed as a LAN
in Kyoto Institute of Economic Research, Kyoto University. Recent development of as
as an open system, such as UNIX, greatly contributes to the construction of the network
because of its good transplantability in different types of machines. The server/client
systems are developed on the UNIX systems, which are composed of the database server,
the X server (for visual display management) and application program units as the clients,
for instance.

r -- - - -- - - __ __ __ • __ .. __ .. __ .. __ .. _ __ ..

LAN1: Kyoto Institute I of Economic Research

AppleTalk

HP Paint Jet XL

Ethernet (TCP/IP)
DATT,
~

HP9000/433
(HP-UX)

X-window System ver.11
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Figure 10. Computer network in ICIER
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(3) User-friendly properties.
The merit of "down-sizing" is its "user-friendly" property. For adapting to the con

tingencies promptly, the understanding of problems newly occurred and the acquisition
of the necessary knowledge to cope with them should be easy. For assisting the DM with
IDSS, accessibility to the devices is crucial because the DM and experts for the problems
are not necessarily experts on computer systems. The qualification as an eligible expert
for assisting a DM is placed on knowledge and discernment in the specific fields of the
problems which the DM faces. The X-window system recently developed is a promising
device for this purpose, which is a multiwindow display software in a network and on
which the GUI (graphical user interfaces) such as OSFjMotif can be operated. The work
station systems with advanced capacities are recommendable to work it in connection
with personal computers using proper softwares such as the Exodus for end users.
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Abstract

The main objective of the project is to develop and test, in a practical case study,
new methods for multicriteria decision support that seek to combine approaches and
methods from both traditional OR and new and emerging methods of AI and expert
systems in particular. As a consequence of this experimental approach, the actual
computer implementation of the concepts developed is a necessary condition for
their practical testing in the field.

Currently existing DSSs are only providing support for an analysis that requires
a numerical representation of objectives, and thus more or less directly measurable
criteria dimensions. To allow the decision maker to base the analysis and selection
from a set of alternatives on numeric and symbolic criteria the hybrid multicriteria
optimization tool HYDAS (HYbrid Discrete Analysis System) has been adapted and
extended. HYDAS combines numerical, symbolic, graphical, and statistical methods
to support the decision maker when exploring the solution space and enables the
user to arrive at a well-informed decision.

The case study for testing the methodological research is based on an environ
mental decision making problem, Le., investment in air pollution control at the city
level, but also at the national level, considering the distribution of investment over
a large number of cities in China. The different scenarios which can be created by
the decision maker using the air pollution control model form his set of alternatives
in the multi-stage decision-making process.

The basic simulation model for alternative strategies for development and the
decision support tool HYDAS have been integrated within one framework system,
called XDSS (extended Decision Support System). XDSS also incorporates a geo
graphic information system module, a number of dedicated editors that allow the
easy manipulation and modification of data sets, as well as auxiliary software for

"The research project described in this paper is funded by the Austrian Fonds zur Forderung der
wissenschaftlichen Forschung (FWF) under Project No. P7415-PHY.
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file handling, model control, automatic example generation using Monte Carlo tech
niques, etc.

All components of XDSS use a common graphics user interface which is com
pletely menu driven and makes extensive use of visualization techniques to provide
for easy control and coordination of the modules of XDSS. The system is pro
grammed in C, using the X Windows libraries for graphics display.

1 Introduction

Interactive decision support for complex, multi-dimensional (multi-objective, multicrite
ria) problems requires the representation of the decision problem (which is ultimately a
trade-off among conflicting objectives with non-commensurate criteria), that makes the
trade-offs and compromises obvious and well understood.

On the one hand, the necessary formalism to treat a complex problem within one logically
consistent framework should allow a natural representation, based upon natural units and
problem-adequate classification of criteria values. On the other hand, the manipulation
of the usually complex and multi-dimensional decision space (for continuous problems)
or set of alternatives (for discrete problems) should be easy and convenient, so as not
to distract the user from his ultimate task of comparative evaluation with the technical
aspects of the tool.

A natural representation which helps to understand and gain insight can be achieved
with a largely symbolic, graphical, and geometrical representation; the interactive con
trol over the problem description (the data describing the alternatives), e.g., interactive
selection of display parameters, projections, scaling, and rotation of the data similar to a
CAD system, can make the analysis of a rather abstract hyperspace (multi-dimensional
data and decision space) come very close to the manipulation of a physical object. This
clearly supports the intuitive understanding of the structural properties of the problem,
its Gestalt.

At the same time, a natural representation require's the description of alternatives in
quantitative as well as qualitative terms. Criteria values are thus described numerically
on cardinal scales, symbolically with numerical ranges on ordinal scales, or symbolically
using logical labels (TRUE or FALSE), indicating the presence or absence of specific
properties.

To manipulate and process such a hybrid representation format in turn requires a hy
brid approach. The combination of numerical methods of multicriteria analysis (for an
overview see Zhao, Winkelbauer, and Fedra, 1985) and AI technologies (Barr and Feigen
baum, 1981, 1982; Charniak, Riesback, and McDermott, 1980; Cohen and Feigenbaum,
1982; Savory, 1985) such as knowledge bases of logical/symbolic representations of deci
sion rules or rule-based heuristic procedures can provide the necessary flexibility and at
the same time the natural representation of a complex decision process.
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The integration of AI methods, expert systems technology in particular, allows advantage
to be taken of new methods and approaches. Rules provide a convenient and easily
understandable format and mechanism to represent and process decision rules. They
allow a formulation that is very close to natural language, easy to understand, and thus
easy to formulate by the decision maker. A construct such as IFan alternative has a certain
set of properties, THEN classify it, is easy enough to understand and manipulate. It adds
the possibility of using logical rather than only numerical descriptions and operations.
The logical descriptions and operations are very often more familiar, and thus acceptable,
to a decision maker in comparison to classical optimization paradigms.

Also, basic inference mechanisms such as forward and backward chaining provide powerful
methods to manipulate symbols describing alternatives, and also provide the possibility
for a natural language explanation of logical conclusions and results. In conjunction
with numerical data manipulation methods such as statistical analyses and traditional
optimization methods, the use of rule-based logical and symbolic extensions adds both
realism and ease of use to a hybrid approach.

Finally, by restricting the application of a decision support tool to a well-defined domain,
it is possible to incorporate some general information about the domain in a knowledge
base as well. Providing meta rules to structure the decision support tool itself could allow
provision of a convenient vocabulary of symbols, plausibility checking mechanisms, and
expert guidance for the efficient use of the tool in a given situation.

Project objectives and approach

In an experimental rapid prototyping approach, the project described in this report seeks
to integrate AI and OR methods, by developing rule-based extensions of multicriteria DS
tools (Majchrzak, 1984, 1985; Wierzbicki, 1979, 1980; for a discussion of several alter
native methods see Zhao, Winkelbauer, and Fedra, 1985). To allow for an experimental
evaluation of these methods, main features of the approach developed here must be im
plemented on the computer in an operational interactive decision support system. An
important component of this implementation is an interactive user interface to enable the
easy manipulation of symbolic data in a graphical representation.

The philosophy underlying this hybrid approach emphasizes the role of the human decision
maker in a tightly coupled man-machine system, the role of information versus data, the
role of intuitive understanding and insight versus formal solution, and the role of learning
versus rigid formalism.

Real-world decisions are always made under various degrees of uncertainty and with a
considerable, if not dominant, intuitive component that also includes unspecified (and
probably unspecifiable) criteria, subconscious decision rules, hidden objectives, or sloppi
ness, ignorance, and stubbornness.

Any strictly formalized approach with explicit rules only and a predefined procedure that
is based on a strict mathematical concept of optimality ignores these components. It is
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based on a highly idealized, grossly simplified, and somewhat naive model of decision pro
cesses and decision makers. Acceptance of formal decision support methods, in practice,
for all but a few very simple and very well-formalized problems is therefore very low.

The approach used here is interactive, heuristic, adaptive, and experimental. Foregoing
the undeniable beauty of mathematical rigor for practical applicability, it tries to under
stand the decision-making process as an adaptive learning exercise rather than as a formal
search operation.

For the given problem, i.e., urban air pollution control, represented as a set of alternatives
described in terms of a set of criteria, the user goes through iterative cycles of analysis
and formulation of specifications. The computer presents the current problem, allowing
the user several options of display, manipulation, and analysis of the data to explore
the problem. The user then simulates the previous decisions, such as defining subsets
of criteria, constraints on criteria values, composite elimination or evaluation rules, and
ranking and scoring procedures. Each simulated decision results in either a reduction of
the number of candidate alternatives to choose from or a restructuring of the problem
and a subsequent new round of analysis.

Since the user will go back and forth, tightening and relaxing his requirements or ap
plying different elimination rules, the process amounts to an interactive definition of the
requirements (or, in a colloquial sense, optimality) the final solution will have to fulfill.
This definition of optimality, however, does not have to be given a priori, but evolves
with growing insight into the problem structure. The user learns about what is possible,
the implied trade-offs, or the effects of his preferences and decision rules on the result.
Rather than being the result of a set of rigid and literally blind external requirements, his
choice can be based on insight gained into the problem structure as much as his external,
a priori requirements.

As an extension to the traditional approach, symbolic criteria are added to the set of
numeric criteria which can then be evaluated using a specific rule base for each problem
area. The evaluation of the rules as such can either restrict the set of alternatives to be
evaluated by the numeric optimization part or help to select the optimal solution from
the set of pareto-optimal alternatives which have been calculated using the numerical OR
methods.

A general data representation format

A basic prerequisite for the inclusion of qualitative, symbolic methods together with the
basic numerical representation and treatment is the development of a general data format
for the representation of alternatives that provides enough flexibility to capture the nature
of a problem, and at the same time lends itself to efficient computerized manipulation.

A general description language for alternatives, where each of the criteria values of a
given alternative can be represented by either a numerical value, a range, a symbol, or a
combination of numerical range and symbol, is presented below:
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DESCRIPTOR
total_investment
T 0
U Million Yuan
V 0 / 1000 /
Q What is the total level of investment for
Q pollution control technology and measures
Q for this city in the current year
ENDDESCRIPTOR

DESCRIPTOR
traffic_increase
T D
V low / medium / high /
Q how would you rate the expected increase
Q in motor vehicle traffic for this city
ENDDESCRIPTOR

DESCRIPTOR
filter_efficiency
T P
U percent
V very_small[0,25] / small[25,50] / medium[50,75] /

high[75,95] / very_high[95,100] /
Q how would you classify the average efficiency of
Q this filter technology for dust reduction
ENDDESCRIPTOR

The generic descriptor definition includes the name of the descriptor as it is used in the
system's interface (underscores are filtered out for display; they are, however, required
to simplify the file input procedures). The following records (lines) are all preceded by a
one- or two-character symbol, namely:

• T: type of the descriptor; one of D (decision variable), B (base year data), 0 (model
output), or P (model parameter);

• U: the unit of measurement for the descriptor;

• V: the range or list of values the descriptor can take; this is either a range of numbers
for a numerical descriptor or a list of symbols for a symbolic descriptor; in hybrid
cases, the symbol name is followed by two numbers indicating the numerical range
associated with the symbol;

• R: a list of rules that can be used to construct a derived dimension or affect the
coupling of symbolic and numeric descriptions;
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• TB: a list of decision tables used to derive a descriptor value;

• Q: the question to ask in the interactive editor, providing information for the user
to set the value properly.

In the case of a hybrid descriptor, the user can specify either its numerical or symbolic
value, depending on the context. The numerical ranges corresponding to a given symbolic
value are defined in the generic descriptor definition (see above). If a symbol needs to
be derived from a number, the corresponding interval/symbol pair is determined. If the
number needs to be derived from the symbol, the mean value of the range corresponding
to the symbol is used. Internally, for the computation of the Pareto set and the reference
point analysis, symbols are translated into the median value of their range and ranks,
respectively. Obviously, an extension to the use of fuzzy sets would improve the system
at least in conceptual and theoretical terms.

The rules can be used for two specific purposes:

1. assigning a value to a derived descriptor, depending on the values of primary de
scriptors directly calculated by the model;

2. affecting the coupling of symbols and numerical ranges in the case of hybrid descrip
tors.

A derived descriptor can be constructed with a simple IF... THEN rule format that
allows for assignment of new values, testing of equality and relative magnitudes with
operators such as «, <,:::;, >,;:::, », and simple arithmetic operations such as addition,
subtraction, or multiplication.

A derived descriptor could thus represent the sum, average, or median value from a group
of related descriptors; within a city, this could, for example, be the per capita emission
total (i.e., the sum of industrial-, residential-, and traffic-generated emissions divided by
the number of residents. At the national level, this could be a weighted average from a
number of representative cities for a given descriptor. In either case, the value of the new
descriptor is constructed from the available information about other descriptor values. If
any of the necessary pieces of information is missing, the inference engine will ask the
user to supply this information directly.

The second use of rules at this level is a context-specific modification of the default
association between numerical ranges and symbols set in the descriptor definitions. Here
special conditions, such as the value of other descriptors or the city, and reference year, can
be used to change the default range. This adds a considerable amount of flexibility to an
otherwise restrictive vocabulary, and allows for a context-dependent interpretation. For
example, it is natural to assume that large as a symbolic label describing some quantity
has a different meaning in Beijing or Shanghai as compared with one of the smaller coastal
cities.
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In terms of the discrete decision support system, each alternative is then described by a list
of descriptor values. Choosing any of the descriptors as a dimension in the criteria space
also requires the selection of the intended direction of optimization, i.e., minimization or
maximization of the respective values.

2 The Hybrid Decision Support System: XDSS

Rather than developing concepts in the abstract and looking for subsequent possible
application-usually to find that the real world is somewhat more complex than the
method developed allows for, so that the problem has to be reshaped until it fits the
solution method-we start with a given problem, i.e., air pollution control in the major
cities of the PRC.

At both the national level and the level of the individual city, funds for investment have
to be allocated for pollution control as part of an overall integrated development policy.
For a discussion of this integrated development concept in a regional Chinese context see
Fedra, Li, Wang, and Zhao, 1987.

The main mechanisms related to the problem are industrial development, the development
of traffic, and the domestic use of energy, all leading to increased levels of pollutant
emissions. On the other hand, this economic development also provides the necessary
means to tackle urgent environmental problems such as the introduction of pollution
control technologies or refurbishing old, inefficient technological systems that generate
disproportionally large amounts of pollution.

Depending on the decision maker's point of view, he may attempt to satisfy environmental
standards while maximizing economic growth; alternatively, and somewhat naively in
the case of a developing country, he may want to minimize environmental pollution by
aiming at just the necessary degree of economic growth. In practice, the decision maker
will strive for a balance between economic and environmental objectives, subject to a
number of technological, and economic, and physiographic constraints and conditions.
The ultimate decisions will certainly depend on the relative importance of economic versus
environmental criteria, which is basically a political, socio-cultural, and maybe ethical,
rather than scientific, problem.

The case study for testing the methodological research is based on an environmental
decision-making problem, i.e., investment in air pollution control at the city level and at
a national level, considering the distribution of investment over a large number of cities in
China. To assess the level of air pollution in a city an urban air pollution control model
has been jointly developed by the Academy of Environmental Science of the PRC and the
School of Economics and Management of the Tsinghua University, Beijing, PRC within
the framework of a project sponsored by the NNSFC (Wang and Mao, 1990).

To support the decision maker in selecting the optimal scenario or alternative from the
set of alternative scenarios according to his preferences, objectives, and constraints, a
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prototype tool for hybrid multicriteria alternative selection (HYDAS) (Winkelbauer and
Markstrom, 199D) has been adapted and extended in the project.

Both modules, the simulation model for alternative strategies and the decision support
tool HYDAS, are being integrated within one framework system, called XDSS (extended
Decision Support System) (Figure 1). XDSS also incorporates a geographic information
system module, which allows presentation and analysis of spatial data used for the air
pollution control model and the model results used in HYDAS. In addition, the system
provides a number of dedicated editors that allow the easy manipulation and modification
of data sets, as well as auxiliary software for file handling, model control, automatic
example generation using Monte Carlo techniques, etc.

All components of XDSS use a common graphics user interface which is completely menu
driven and makes extensive use of visualization techniques to provide for easy control and
coordination of the modules of XDSS.

The prototype implementation of XDSS integrates the basic emission estimation model, a
first version of HYDAS integrating qualitative, ordinal descriptors, and the geographical
information system for the display and analysis of data and model results together with
a number of auxiliary software components.

3 HYDAS: A Hybrid DSS tool

To support the decision maker in the task of selection of one optimal alternative according
to his preferences, the hybrid multicriteria optimization tool HYDAS (HYbrid Discrete
Analysis System) has been adapted and extended (Winkelbauer and Markstrom, 1990).
It allows the decision maker to specify his preferences in absolute (constraints) as well
as relative (reference points) terms, and provides an easy-to-use interface which makes
extensive use of graphics, allowing the decision maker to concentrate on the decision itself,
rather than the manipulation of his information base.

HYDAS combines numerical, symbolic, graphical, and statistical methods to support the
decision maker when exploring the solution space and enables the user to arrive at a
well-informed decision. The numerical analysis components are based on the numerical
multicriteria alternative selection tool DISCRETE (Majchrzak, 1984, 1985; Zhao, Winkel
bauer, and Fedra, 1985).

HYDAS consists of four basic components (Figure 2). These are numerical, symbolic,
graphical, and statistical. Each component is developed currently to differing degrees. A
discussion of each follows.
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Symbolic analysis

The first component of the analysis is symbolic. Symbols such as small, moderate, or
major can all be transformed into ordinals if a fixed vocabulary exists. The information
that is gained by ordinal data is that of position or rank. The position of an alternative
is known only in relation to those next to it. It is fixed and defined by its neighbors.

Symbolic descriptors have the advantage that the user may have a difficult time describing
preference in terms of specific numerical levels. The decision maker might not be sure
about the exact numerical definition of low or want others to know what low might be. In
these cases it might be preferable to describe an aspiration level or set a reference point
with a statement such as costs should be low. In addition, the constraints of the system
could be set this way as well. In these situations, the necessary vocabulary of rules could
be developed through the use of rule editors.

Obvious methods for this type of data are the ranking techniques. Ranking techniques
also have the advantage in that they can be used on both ordinal and cardinal types of
data. Ranking methods are straightforward and easy to interpret.

A simple ranking of the alternatives by different criteria is an important first step for
screening the input. By determining which alternatives perform well and which alter
natives perform poorly, the user can gain insight into how the other components of the
analysis will behave. In addition, at this point, significant outliers can be identified, and
if desired, removed.

Numerical analysis

A standard numerical analysis with HYDAS would consist of the following three proce
d ures: (1) feasible subset and Pareto determination, (2) efficient point determination, and
(3) reference-point sensitivity. (For a formal discussion of these methods see, e.g., Grauer,
Lewandowski, and Schrattenholzer; 1982, Lewandowski and Wierzbicki, 1987.)

All of the techniques used in HYDAS for solving the multicriteria problem involve de
termination of the Pareto set. The Pareto set is a subset of the feasible solutions such
that none of its members are dominated by any of the other members of the feasible set.
An alternative is considered dominated if there is at least one other alternative which is
preferable in everyone of the criteria. Of course feasible solutions which are dominated
by other feasible solutions may exist. These are eliminated before any interactive prob
lem solving begins. It is assumed that the decision maker would never want to use an
alternative that is not contained in the Pareto set, although, in the graphical display op
tions of the system, these alternatives are still shown. If the case arises that a dominated
alternative is preferable, then the problem should be reformulated by adding or deleting
the responsible decision criteria.

A discrete reference-point approach is used to solve this multicriteria problem where the
decision set is not continuous (see above). In this case, the decision space is not defined
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by a smooth function, but by disconnected discrete points.

For the two-dimensional case, it is easy to visualize a scatter of the alternatives as points
in the decision space. One method of finding the optimal alternative would be to find
the point that is closest to utopia which serves as the default reference point. Utopia is
defined by the optimal value for each criteria over all of the alternatives and does not
necessarily correspond to any existing alternative. Most of the time, however, utopia is
relatively far away from the cloud of alternative points.

Rearranging the decision space by transforming the natural value representation into
one normalized between nadir (worst possible) and utopia (best possible) value for a
dimension, allows us to view the distance in this metric as a measure of achievement,
which makes the different natural measures commensurable. Thus, the selection of a
point in this graph represents an implicit trade-off between the criteria, which is made
more explicit when the distance is calculated not from the utopia point, but from some
other reference point which can be interactively set by the user.

As the problem expands to more and more criteria, the distance is calculated as a simple
n-dimensional Euclidean distance as the square root of the sum of the squares in each
dimension. In principle, there is no limit to the number of criteria that could be analyzed.
In practice, however, only a few criteria can be dealt with at a time in a meaningful way.
In fact, in most circumstances, a problem can be effectively dealt with involving less than
seven or eight criteria.

Also, there can be a significant correlation between the criteria. Correlated criteria should
be eliminated in favor of others which can be equally effective.

This analysis is very dependent on the set of criteria that is selected. The inclusion of
several highly correlated criteria, for example, can easily bias the recommendation of the
model. However, the implementation of the system allows criteria to be toggled "active"
or "inactive" very easily. This allows the user to examine the sensitivity of the solution
to his choice of the decision criteria rather effectively.

Graphical display and analysis

With the use of high-resolution graphics, dynamic plots are available to the decision maker
(Zhao, Winkelbauer, and Fedra, 1985). These offer the advantage of the familiarity of
X-Y graphs. Almost every decision maker is comfortable with the Cartesian coordinate
systems and the concept of a particular point having different values given by reading
the appropriate axis. The dynamic graph retains this degree of familiarity yet adds
another dimension of information. The user can move within the graphs and obtain more
information about any point, i.e., criteria values for those criteria not represented by the
axes in the current plots. The only problem is that as the problems get bigger, particularly
with more dimensions, it is difficult to assimilate so many graphs.

A valuable tool to help the analyst examine the multicriteria problem is the two-dimensional
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scattergram (see Figure 3). Although each criterion adds another dimension to the so
lution space, the multidimensional problem can be broken down into a series of two
dimensional plots, which directly represent trade-offs between the two criteria involved.

Statistical analysis and data transformations

Traditional statistics are also very important to the decision-making process. Simple
statistics such as mean, range, and variance, as well as correlation and some ranking
statistics, can provide the user with an idea of the underlying properties of the problem.
These are well known, widely understood, and well accepted. This makes them a good
choice for decision support tools.

There are several reasons for providing the user with information about correlation of the
criteria. These are: (1) bias of the results by placing heavy weights on criteria that are
measures of the same thing, (2) reducing the complexity of the problem by allowing the
user to remove redundant (correlated) criteria, and (3) providing the decision maker with
information pertaining to the nature of the data.

There are many reasons for transforming data; the use of (parametric) statistical tests is
based on the assumption of normality of the parent distribution.

A second-order Taylor power transformation (Hoaglin, Mosteller, and Tukey, 1983) is used
in HYDAS to help with some of the non-symmetry that can be problematic in statistical
analysis.

Alternatively, several non-parametric methods such as rank correlation, non-parametric
linear regression, and contingency tables, can be used (Randles and Wolfe, 1979; Conover,
1980). These easy-to-use statistical methods allow for approximate data analysis which
can give the user a feeling about the data with much less computational effort.

Current implementation

The version developed so far allows for numerical and qualitative ordinal data represen
tation, limited statistical analysis, and the graphical display of the alternatives projected
from the decision space onto two-dimensional scattergrams.

The interface provides the decision maker with a listing of the decision criteria, together
with possible constraint and reference-point specifications. The decision maker can select
and order the criteria he wants or needs to consider, toggling them as active or inactive and
reordering their sequence in the display listing. He can also modify, for each criterion, the
specifications of constraints and the reference value interactively using a graphics display
shown in a pop-up window and then run the solver to obtain the efficient alternative
which is-again graphically as well as numerically-displayed in the criteria listing.

The graphical display option provides for a scattergram of any two user defined criteria,
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and again allows both constraints and reference values to be set in this context (Figure 3).

4 Toward a fully integrated Hybrid decision support
tool

The research presented in the previous sections is certainly only a first step toward a fully
integrated hybrid approach to decision support. The underlying idea is to provide a more
natural representation of the decision problem, the alternatives, and the decision-making
process. However, we believe that the first results are encouraging and that the strategy
and direction of research is promising.

There are several ways that the hybrid approach developed so far can be extended and im
proved. In the current version, numerical and symbolic descriptions are coupled through
simple intervals with sharp boundaries. Fuzzy set theory (Schmucker, 1984; Zimmerman,
Zadeh, and Gaines, 1984) is a very attractive and effective alternative for coupling nu
merical and symbolic techniques. An interesting option now under development is fuzzy
reference point analysis. If fuzzy reference points are specified, the result is a fuzzy set
of solution alternatives. However, several user interface issues need to be addressed be
fore the integration of this option can take place. The most pressing of these is how to
graphically display and define these membership functions.

The most attractive extension, however, is in the integration of rule-based methods as
part of the reference point approach.

The basic reference point approach consists of two stages. First, we determine a feasi
ble sub-set from the set of all alternatives available by formulating constraints or, more
general, rules of exclusion. One such exclusion principle is the principle of dominance
resulting in the Pareto set for further consideration.

The second step is to select one optimal or preferred alternative from this subset of
alternatives. This can be achieved by normalizing the decision space, and measuring the
distance from an ideal or reference point of each remaining alternative: the alternative
nearest to the reference point is then selected as the efficient (optimal) solution.

The symbolic and logical extensions to this basically numerical approach again take two
forms, corresponding to the two basic steps in the approach. The first step is the formu
lation of exclusion rules, which are straightforward and easily understandable in terms of
classical production rules.

The second step is more complex, and, in fact, more general since it can also be construed
to include the first. Both the filtering procedure (including the dominance principle)
and the distance calculations in the reference point approach are sensitive to the set of
dimensions considered. Adding or deleting criteria (dimensions) will obviously affect the
result of both procedures.

Rather than simply adding or deleting directly measurable criteria, we can reconstruct the
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decision space by introducing derived dimensions. The values for these criteria represent
some logical combinations of other dimension values, and can be used in addition to or
instead of any or all of the directly measurable criteria.

For both procedures, exclusion rules or logical filters as well as the reconstruction of
decision criteria, we can use a simple rule syntax that can operate on numerical as well
as symbolic criteria values.
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Abstract

The paper deals with decision situations for which the optimization model can
be formulated. The optimization model is computerized in the form of decision
support system that assures easy simulation experiments and supports all necessary
auxiliary actions.

For the problem with uncertain data and a wide out-of-model sphere the op
timality looses its sense when a solution is tried to be realized. It may be even
a limiting factor when attractive optimal states of the model draw the decision
maker's attention to unrealistic states of reality. A natural tactics of the decision
maker is to consider states of the model that are pre-defined (variants) on the basis
of some states of reality and ought to be close (in some sense) to the state which is
optimal with regard to the criterion applied.

In the paper the concept of min/max graphs is proposed to devise management
of the variants. Basic definitions and theorems important for the application are
reproduced. A central position is occupied by theorems concerning approximation of
the graphs. A graph represents a set of solutions (variants) ofthe problem obtained
in the procedural way. Such representation has the following valuable features:

• creates a common platform for a number of variants, especially for comparison;

• opens way for graphical representation of the set of variants;

• can influence the decision maker to carry out the analysis in more precise and
systematic way;

• utilizing the estimation features of the min/max graph, allows for avoidance
of detailed investigation of some variants.
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The min/max graphs can be used in the DSS in the model management and dialog
management subsystem. No sooner than the variant generation procedure is estab
lished the only link between the problem and the min/max graph is a set of values
of the objective function. Then the concept can be encapsulated in the separate
module of the DSS that is subsequently described.

The strategy of the variants generation is a crucial point of the concept. It
decides about the semantics of the min/max graph and finally about the usefulness
of the concept for the particular decision problem.

Some exercises are presented for the problem of programming development of
the chemical industry. Results have been obtained with a prototype module that is
concisely presented. A short discussion about usefulness of the approach closes the
paper.

1 Introduction

The paper deals with decision situations that may be characterized as follows:

• Input data are uncertain and it is hard or even impossible to evaluate deviation
introduced by them.

• The optimization model is used as a basic mathematical tool.

• A bunch of phenomena staying beyond the optimization model is numerous.

• The influence of unmodeled elements is taken into consideration by simulation sce
narios produced by a human.

• The optimization model is computerized in the form of a Decision Support System
DSS that assures easy simulation experiments and supports all necessary auxiliary
actions.

The decision situations can be classified according to (Lewandowski and Wierzbicki, 1988)
as the centralized single-actor (decision maker) situations. They involve: a user and a
DSS. The user personifies a whole staff with the decision maker itself, it means: experts,
analysts. The decision maker has the authority and experience to reach the decision; the
experts and the analysts are responsible for the analysis of the decision situation.

A role of the optimization model in the DSS, characterized above, is different than
the one in technical problems where the optimal solution is almost directly applicable.
The solution enriched with results of the postoptimal analysis or other validation technics
ends the analysis as soon as consensus of adequacy of the model is gained.

For the problem with uncertain data and wide out-of-model sphere optimality looses its
sense when the solution is tried to be realized. Application of the optimization algorithm
meets another goal than searching for the best alternative. Generally, it plays a role of a
data processing algorithm featured by drastic reduction of input versus output data.

Optimality in DSS of the type may be even a limiting factor when attractive optimal
states of the model draw the decision maker's attention to unrealistic states of reality. A
natural tactics of the decision maker is to consider states of the model that are pre-defined
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(variants) on the basis of some states of reality and ought to be close (in some sense) to
the state which is optimal with regard to the criterion applied.

Let us assume that the way in which the variants arise has no direct links to the
supported part of the decision process (uncomputerized human creative factor). A schema
of dealing with optimality in the DSS discussed can be proposed:

1. Find the optimal solution.

2. List the distinctive variables of the model (definition of the variants by the model
variables) .

3. Evaluate a consecutive variant - the optimal state of model under assumed behavior
of the distinctive variables. The state is usually far from the optimal solution.

4. Verify and validate the variant also by comparison with the optimal solution.

It is assumed that the shape of the model is stable with respect to its structure and
parameters what creates a platform for the final choice from among few variants.

The schema is a what-if tactics flexibly controlled by the optimal solution.
In the paper that is an extended and improved version of (Dobrowolski and Nawarecki,

1990) the concept of min/max graphs (Kluska-Nawarecka and Nawarecki, 1982) (Kluska
Nawarecka and Nawarecki, 1987)is proposed to devise management of the variants that
can arise in the process described above.

Basic definitions and theorems important for the application are reproduced that cre
ate a base for the step-by-step representation of incomplete knowledge and a procedure
for completing the information vital for the decision making process. A central position
is occupied by theorems about estimation of the graphs that allow to avoid investigation
of most variants. A simple procedure is sketched out.

2 A model of decision process

Let us build the model on a basis of optimization problem with a real-valued objective
function:

F(x) = F(Xl,' .. ,XN)

defined on an admissible domain of realizations of an argument vector:

N

x E X = nXi
i=1

(1)

where: Xi a set of realizations of a component Xi, i = 1, ... , N.

The admissible sets Xi can be sets of real numbers (values of physical parameters) or
freely defined elements representing a class of phenomena, or even strategies (chains of
decisions and incidents). For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that Xi is a set of
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numbers representing realizations Xi E Xi. The decision process searches for such x· E X,
that the minimum (or maximum) of the objective function is gained:

F(x·) = minF(x}, ... ,xN) (2)

To model the informational uncertainty, it is assumed that only some components of x =
[x}, ... , XN] are controlled by a decision maker (their realizations can be freely chosen).
The remaining components stay independent from decisions to be taken. Their realization
can be observed by the decision system and only their domains Xi are predictable.

Moreover, it is assumed that composition of the set X in the sense of chosen Xi as well
as a dichotomy into these under control, and those subordinated to the partner's activity
or independent part of the reality can vary in the consecutive stages of the decision process.
The above assumptions reflect features of a wide class of real decision problems, such as
economic decision making, technical and medical diagnosis.

In the paper some representation of knowledge in the decision problem as above is
proposed together with an inference engine that allows effective decision procedures. The
dichotomy can be formulated as follows:

UxV=X (3)

where: U a set of parameters under the decision maker's control;
V a set of parameters unknown and independent from the decision system.

After reindexing the sets U, V is done:

[u}, ... ,un] E U [v}, ... , vm ] E V

and n + m = N holds. The objective function changes its denotation: F(x) == F(u, v).
For given U and V the objective function F(u, v) gains its saddle point (Kluska

Nawarecka and Nawarecki, 1982) what can be written as:

minmaxF(u, v) = maxminF(u, v) = F(u·,v·)
uEU vEV vEV uEU

(4)

where: u·, v· min/max strategies of, respectively, the decision maker and an oppo-
nent.

In practice, the assumption of a saddle point existence does not create a limiting factor
because there is a margin of flexibility in X construction and, in consequence, in uv
dichotomy. A triple (F, U, V) is called a decision situation.

The loss (decreasing of the objective function F) that comes from the opponent's ac
tivityor independence of realization of parameters belonging to the set V can be expressed
as a difference between solutions of the problems (2) and (4).

A(U, V) = minmaxF(u, v) - minF(x) = F(u·,v·) - F(x·)
uEU vEV rEX

(5)

Obviously, the biggest loss is observed when the set of controlled parameters is empty
U=0.

For a given objective function F the value of A(U, V) depends only on the uv-dichotomy
and can characterize the decision situation (F, U, V).
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The loss, defined as above, in real-life decision problems for the defined decision sit
uation (F, U, V) is lesser than theoretical A(U, V) given by (5). In average v -::f v* holds
and

F(x*) < F(u*,v) < F(u*,v*) = F(x*) + A(U, V)

Having two decision situations (F, U, V) and (F, U' ,V') so that:

U' =U X XI< i V =V' X XI<

(6)

(1\

(it means that the parameter Xk is excluded from V and joins U), the following inequality
holds:

A(U' , V') :::; A(U, V)

and the estimation can be done:

)..(Xk,U, V) = minmaxF(u, v) - minmaxF(u,v)
uEU vEV uEU'vEV'

(8)

(9)

Defined that way )..(Xk, U, V) is interpreted as information value of the set Xk. It means
that if the parameter represented by Xk was measured and controlled the value of the
objective function in that case could be approximated using )..(Xk , U, V). It is worth
while to underline that )..(Xk, U, V) depends not only on X k but the decision situation
(the uv-dichotomy) as well.

3 A graph of min/max solutions

3.1 Definitions

A graph uniquely described by the objective function F(x) and the admissible set of the
parameter realizations x E X is called a graph of min/max solutions or shortly a min/max
graph and denoted by f(F, X). For each solution to the problem (4) corresponding to a
given decision situation (the uv-dichotomy of X) a node A(U, V) of the min/max graph
exists.

A number of parameters grouped in the sets U versus V introduces partition of the
min/max graph f(F, X) into levels, as follows:

• A starting node AD of the min/max graph f(F, X) corresponds to the solution of
problem (2), i.e., to the dichotomy U = X; V = 0. The node AD is the only one on
the level O.

• A final node AN corresponds to the case of maximization with respect to all param
eters; uv-dichotomy is U = 0; V = X. It is the single node on the level N.

• The remaining nodes of the min/max graph f(F, X) correspond to the solutions of
(4) for all uv-dichotomy. A node Am belonging to the level m represents a solution
of (4) when U = rr~l Xi and V = rrf:m+I Xi.
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A3

Figure 1: A min/max graph for N = 3

A min/max graph has N + 1 levels. Levels 0 and N have a single node. A number of
nodes on remaining levels is equal to a number of possible uv-dichotomiesj on the 1st
level set V contains a single parameter each time and a number of nodes is equal to N,
on the 2nd level V contains a pair of parameters, etc. Generally, on the level m there

are Om = [ : ] nodes. Total number of nodes of the min/max graph is given by the

formula:
N N!

0= L m!(N-m)!
m=D

(10)

To point at the particular node (except AD and AN) the level index is insufficient. It is
necessary to enumerate all the parameters in the U or V set and, in fact, m or N - m
indexes are needed. Below, whenever it does not cause misunderstanding, the simplified
indexing will be used: a superscript will point at the level of the node and a subscript will
differentiate the nodes of the same level. In the case that differentiation does not matter
the subscript will be neglected. A min/max graph f(F, X) is shown on figure 1 for the
case of N = 3.

Two nodes Am, An of the min/max graph f(F, X) are joined by an arc a (Am, An)
if and only if they belong to the neighboring levels (i.e., n = m + 1 or n = m - 1) and,
simultaneously, the uv-dichotomies corresponding to the nodes differ only in a parameter
Xi that is excluded from the set U and bound to V when one steps down the levels. It
may be written as an implication:

a (Am,An) E f(F,X) ----+ um=unXXi V vn=vmXXi (11)

Such two nodes are also called the neighboring and'" denotes the neighborhood relation.
Each node has N neighbors.
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From among paths of the min/max graph a special subclass is important for further
considerations. They are called s-paths. The s-path consists of arcs joining a sequence of
neighboring nodes that belong to consecutive levels of the min/max graph. Two nodes
Am, An are joined by the s-path if and only if there exists the sequence of arcs of the
shape:

where:

Am ,..."..., An t-----+ {a (Ai, Ai+J),i = m,m+l, ... ,n-2,n-l}

"'''' a symbol denoting the s-path relation.

(12)

A set of nodes belonging to the same level {Ai, Aj, ... , A;."} is ordered if the relation
is stated:

F(Ai) ~ F(Aj) ~ ... ~ F(A;') (13)

If the ordered set {Am} contains all nodes of the level the first and the last elements
with respect to the relation are called the lower AO' and the upper AM node of the graph
r(F, X) on the m-th level.
The value of:

am = F(AM) - F(A;) (14)

will be called a diameter of the min/max graph.
The set grouping all upper nodes of the graph for the consecutive levels {AM}' m =

0, ... , N described an upper envelope of the graph r(F, X). In the analogous way a lower
envelope is defined {Ao}, m = 0, ... , N.

It is comfortable, especially when one constructs a graphical form of the min/max
graph r(F, X), to introduce a normalization according to the following assumptions:

• the value F* obtained as minxEx F(x) is taken as the reference level;

• values F(x) for nodes are calculated according to:

F(Ur, "T) = F(Ai) = max"EVr minuEu;m F(u, v) - minxEx F(x)
maxxEX F(x) - minxEx F(x\ (15)

• following (15) F is equal to 0 for the starting node and to 1 for the final one.

Because the normalization means change of values associated with the nodes (a scale of
the graph) and does not affect features of the min/max graph the normalization symbol
will be neglected.

Sometimes the notion of a subgraph of the min/max graph is useful. A subgraph
r{i (F, X) is uniquely defined by pointed at its starting 0 = Ai and final N = Aj nodes.
It consists of all nodes {An such that n < k < m, and Ai "'''' Ak and all arcs joining
them.

3.2 Relations

For two neighboring nodes Am '" Am+J of the min/max graph r(F, X) the following
inequality holds:

F(Am) ~ F(Am+J) (16)
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The feature directly follows definition of the min/max graph as a graph of solutions to the
problem (2). Applying the inequality to consecutive pairs of the neighboring nodes the
analogous inequality can be obtained for two nodes joining with the s-path Am "'''' An:

F(Am) $ F(An) m<n (17)

The inequality (17) is an extension of (16) using definition of the s-path and the transitive
relation "'.

For a triple of nodes belonging to different levels no matter the joining path exists or
not the following, weaker estimation is always true:

F(A;;') $ F(A6
) $ F(AM) m< s <n (18)

where: A;;' the lower node of level m,
AN the upper node of level n.

The estimation is obtained by combining (17) with definition of the lower and upper nodes
of the level.

The estimation (18) can be improved in the way:

F(A;") $ F(A") $ F(Aj) m < s < n (19)

where: Ai the node of level m with F(x) lesser than for a node of the same level
joined with A" with the s-path,

Aj the node of level n with F(x) greater than for a node of the same level
joined with A" with the s-path.

3.3 An approximated min/max graph

Let us introduce a notion of an approximated min/max graph for which some of values
F(An) are unknown.

The approximated min/max graph is built of two types of nodes:

Approximated for which interval approximation is provided instead of the value of F.
The interval will be described as [FI , Fs](An) (infimum and supremum value) and,
for the normalized graph, is a subset of [0,1].

Fixed for which the characteristics is as in basic definition of the min/max graph. When
ever it will be comfortable a fixed node can be regarded as an approximated one for
which FI = Fs = F.

A value of F for a fixed node is obtained externally as a result of the expertise or calcula
tion using a model while values FI , Fs for an approximated node result from values of the
fixed nodes based on dependencies that are obligatory in the min/max graph. Inequalities
(16), (17), (18), (19) provide the basis for approximation.

The approximated node [FI, Fs](An) can be calculated according to (17) using the
following formulas for infimum:

FI(An) = rna?, F(A;")
m,'

m<n A;" "'''' An (20)
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and supremum values:

Fs(An
) = mip.F(Ai)

m ••
n<m An "J"J Ai (21)

while i indexes all the fixed nodes of the approximated min/max graph.
The lower and upper envelope can be determined for the approximated min/max graph

straight from the definition, using modified (14):

am = Fs(AM)- FI(A~) (22)

after calculation of all the approximated nodes or applying (19) for the levels for which
all the fixed nodes are known.

4 A min/max graph in the DSS

An impression can arise based on theoretical preliminaries that all the specified variables of
the model are taken into account, are uv-dichotomized, and the min/max graph acquires
enormous number of nodes (the decision maker is bound to deal with plenty of variants)
and finally the question arises: Is the concept really efficient? Fortunately, in the technical
problems the dimensionality is not so large and moreover many variables stay beyond the
influence of the decision process. The evaluation methods and algorithms are often at hand
that allow for excluding some of the variables from the analysis by their approximation
with a given accuracy. For the decision problems with uncertain data and a wide out
of-model sphere the limiting factor in the subject is ability of the decision maker to deal
with a number of variants in the comparison regime.

In practice, there is no need to generate and analyze the full min/max graph. Instead
a subgraph (built with respect to the chosen subset of the variables) is pondered and, of
course, theoretical results hold for that case. The trick well corresponds to the idea of the
optimization problem with distinctive variables (Gass and Dror, 1983) or with the assump
tion of existence of the decision maker's preference in the variable space (Dobrowolski,
1990).

As it will be shown, generating all nodes even of the partial graph is not necessary. The
decision analysis can be successfully completed with the approximated min/max graph,
some nodes of which are estimated using the rules presented in the previous section.

4.1 Manipulation of the graph

Let us assume that the approximated min/max graph sufficiently represents the decision
making process. Its fixed nodes are variants already modeled while approximated nodes
reflect variants that can be simulated on request.

The process unfolds from the beginning state, when the graph contains only the ap
proximated nodes until the moment when the decision is reached because the graph is
sufficiently approximated (or fully determined) on the base of obtained fixed nodes. That
is a step-by-step process as the consecutive receiving a new fixed node improves approx
imation of the graph enriching the knowledge base of the problem. Three stages can be
distinguished here:
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1. Performing normalization of the graph by fixing starting and final nodes.

2. Building the first approximation when all nodes of I-th or N - I-th levels are fixed.
It depends on the application whether both levels or one of them are investigated.
One must be aware that omiting some of those nodes results in nodes of trivial
approximation i.e. FI = 0 or Fs = 1.

3. Approaching the decision when fixing of nodes depends on the decision maker's
intellect. Some tactics can be suggested:

• improvement of approximation of interesting nodes (semantics of the decision
process),

• improvement of approximation of nodes of significant uncertainty (relatively
great [FI, Fs]),

• narrowing the decision field by precising the envelopes,

• clustering the nodes in order to point at the distinctive parameters and switch
the analysis to subgraphs of the relatively great diameter.

During the decision process, the decision maker disposes two sources of information that
influence each other all the time. These are: original information about the problem and
the approximated min/max graph at its current state. Some inference rules independent
from the semantics of the problem can be deducted from the graph features:

• pointing at a subset of nodes (variants) with the assumed (acceptable) value of F,

• pointing at a subset of neighbors (variants) of the given node that produces increas
ing (decreasing) F,

• evaluation of the information value of the given parameter Xi,

• for the given node (variant) finding out a uv-dichotomy that maximizes (minimizes)
F.

4.2 Semantics of the decision process

The strategy of the variants generation during the third stage of the decision process is
a crucial point of the concept. It corresponds to the semantic of the min/max graph and
finally decides about its usefulness for the particular decision problem. From the general
point of view, the following strategies are possible:

Sensitivity analysis The analysis can be carried out both with respect to variables and
parameters of the model.

The first subcase directly arises from the formulation of the min/max graph concept.
A variable is under control when its value is fixed otherwise it is free. For the linear
optimization model a slight different schema can be interesting: a variable is fixed
on its infimum versus supremum in an admissible set.
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In the second subcase it can be assumed that influence of deviation of parameters
in an interval is investigated. An appropriate schema is: a parameter is fixed on the
lower bound of the interval next to the upper one.

The greatest value of (9) calculated for all the uv-dichotomies can serve here as a
sensitivity measure. Graphical representation of the measure is the greatest jump
for a variable or a parameter between neighboring levels of the min/max graph.

mproving the model The procedure is oriented towards minimization of uncertainty
introduced by elements of the model (admissible intervals for the variables, assumed
deviations of the parameters). Under assumption that enhancement means addi
tional cost, the results from the sensitivity analysis can indicate what elements of
the model ought to be refined.

In its simpliest form (controllable variable is fixed) the procedure corresponds to
looking over the min/max graph to find a subgraph for which the sensitivity measure
(appropriate value of (9)) is the smallest or acceptable.

Unlimited what-if analysis Because there are no limitations imposed on the variants
generation strategies completely free schema can be used as long as the decision
maker can manage it.

4.3 Remarks on architecture

The concept of the min/max graph is introduced as a consequence of the optimization
problem. The graph represents a set of solutions (variants) of the problem obtained in
the procedural way. Such representation has the following valuable features:

• creates a common platform for a number of variants, especially for comparison;

• opens way for graphical representation of the set of variants;

• can influence the decision maker to carry out the analysis in more precise and
systematic way;

• utilizing the estimation features of the min/max graph, allows for avoidance of
detailed investigation of some variants.

The above suggests that the concept can be used in the DSS in the model management
and dialog management subsystem (Sprague, 1980).

No sooner than the variant generation procedure is established the only link between
the problem and the min/max graph is a set of values of the objective function. Then
the concept can be encapsulated in the separate module of the DSS. It is called the UV
module. Because no assumptions were made with respect to the shape of the objective
function, the UV module may be built independently from the DSS means.

In the interactive mode communication between the UV module and the remaining
part of the DSS is as follows: the module asks for the solution of the optimization problem
corresponding to the node approximated so far, as an answer it obtains the value of the
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Figure 2: How the UV module can be incorporated into DSS

objective function and the new approximation of the min/max graph may be calculated.
A function of the UV module is sketched out on figure 2. Each time the approximation
is analyzed by the decision maker and the process may be interrupted when the decision
field (the current state of the min/max graph) becomes clear to him.

5 Exercises

The idea presented in the paper and, built on its base, the UV module was tested in
cooperation with the MIDA - Multiobjective Interactive Decision Aid (Dobrowolski and
Rys, 1989) that is a computer system supporting activities in the programming develop
ment of the chemical industry. A core of the system constitutes an optimization model
(Dobrowolski and Zebrowski, 1989) that is used for generation of variants. The model
reflects basic functions of the industry in its processing as well as distribution layer and is
a means for studies upon the future structure of a chosen area of the industry with dense
interrelations.

Particularly, production of polyvinyl plastics from coke, lime, and chlorine is mod
eled. Ten processing units interchanging twenty seven intermediates (carbide, acetylene,
monomers, ...) and utilities (steam, electricity, water, ... ) can produce acetic acid, polyvinyl
acetate, polyvinyl chloride emulsion, and polyvinyl chloride. Some by-products (magne
sium fertilizer, carbide oven gas, ... ) are also obtained. The area is rather small but it
groups all important features of the chemical industry and well represents the class of
decision problems.

In the case the analysis is controlled by a single criterion that is the yearly profit while
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investment and volume of production is monitored.
Two exercises will be reported here:

1. Sensitivity analysis with respect to prices of final products.

2. Variation of production program under investment constraints.

The point of departure for the first case is that market analysis with respect to prices
often provides their values together with intervals of their most probable fluctuations.
Assuming that prices of products are under consideration, the following interpretation of
the min/max graph is useful. The central values of prices are the base of all activities
while their lower values characterized possible negative impact of the environment. The
node AN is the basic result. Nodes of N - 1 can be interpreted as hypotheses that each
time only a single price worsens. The rest of nodes represent mixed hypotheses and finally
AD is the worst variant. The UV module can help to create a full diagram of uncertainty
imposed by chosen prices. In the third stage of analysis with the min/max graph (see
previous section) each hypothesis can be analyzed as the approximated node without
necessity of its calculation with the model.

The second case is an example of what-if analysis carried out using utilities of the
UV module. Let us assume that a limited investment is at disposal. Then searching
for the best production program is an important problem. In the case a choice among
four products is possible. The starting node reflects situation that nothing is produced.
Nodes of the 1-th level represent production programs with a single product. The final
node represents the situation when full bunch of products is allowed. The min/max graph
concept makes it easy to choose product mix that is enough profitable, slightly worser
than the optimum, but interesting from another (out of model) point of view. In the case
the bi-objective analysis can also be suitable because the investment limitation has some
elasticity in practice.

6 Summary

The concept of the min/max graph and its utilization in the DSS is practically verified
now. Some results in the field of the programming development of the chemical industry
were reported in the paper. The UV module can be incorporated into the DSS and can
successfully help the decision maker to deal with a number of variants generated prior the
final choice is made. The function of clarifying managing of the variants strengthened by
visualization of the process is the greatest advantage.

A very important fact is that the UV module can be used also as a stand-alone
computer tool and can cooperate with a DSS in presence of a mediate decision maker and
import/export data options.

For the above application the concept badly needs extensions for the multiobjective
case that is more natural for decision problems in the field.

In (Nawarecki et aI., 1991) even straighter application of the concept can be found.
The analysis of a decentralized multiprocessor structure was successfully supported in the
absence of analytical description of the objective function. Uncertainty came to light in
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imprecised effect of some arguments on the decision process and incomplete information
about optimal solutions.
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1 Introduction

Graphical User Interfaces (GUI's) are rapidly becoming a standard feature in modern
software design. Modern graphical interfaces provide immediate access to all functions
available in the software system involved in an intuitive, easy to use form. In this paper,
we report on the current development of a graphical user interface, which can be used as
a front end to multi-criteria decision methods. We first give (in section 2) an introduction
to the theoretical concepts underlying that interface. Section 3 discusses several tech
nical aspects of implementation and section 4 describes the current status of a software
prototype. Section 5 provides an outlook to possible future developments.

2 A Projection-Based Representation for MCDM
Problems

Several graphical techniques have been used to represent data values in MCDM problems,
including standard displays like bar charts (e.g. in DIDAS: Kreglewski et al., 1988 or VIG:
Korhonen, 1987), holistic images like star diagrams (Kasanen et al., 1989), Chernoff faces
(Chernoff, 1973) or "Harmonious Houses" (Korhonen, 1991). Another stream of research
is based on projection techniques taken from statistical principal component analysis
(e.g. Lehert, de Wasch, 1983; Mareschal, Brans, 1988; Lewandowski, Granat, 1991).
These techniques make it possible to represent data on a large number of alternatives
graphically on screen in an easily interpretable format.

Formally, projection techniques can be summarized as follows (a more comprehensive
description is given in Vetschera, 1991): We consider a decision problem concerning N
alternatives, which are evaluated according to ]( criteria. The performance of these alter
natives is represented by a suitably scaled N x J( data matrix X. Matrix X is transformed
into a 2-dimensional graphical representation by postmultiplying it with a K x 2 projec
tion matrix. We denote the projection matrix obtained from principle component analysis
by P. Criteria can also be represented in this display as projections of unit vectors, i.e.
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by IP. Data points of alternatives therefore are shown as linear combinations of vectors
representing criteria, where the weights used in the linear combination correspond to the
data values.

While this projection preserves as much information as possible on criteria values, it
does not incorporate any information on the overall evaluation of alternatives. To over
come this problem, we define a second projection matrix Q in such a way that projection
with matrix Q will cause alternatives to be lined up along one axis in increasing order of
preference. Matrix Q can either be derived directly for linear utility functions or as an
approximation to more complex, nonlinear forms of evaluation. A flexible representation,
preserving the advantages of both types of projection, is achieved via a linear combination
of the form

T = AP + (1 - A)Q (1)

The user can dynamically vary parameter Aof (1) to obtain different graphical repre
sentations of the problem.

For a finite data range XI. to XI. in each criterion k, it is possible to determine an
indifference region in the projection space, in which possible equivalent alternatives to a
given alternative might be located. The boundaries of that region are obtained by solving
the following parametric linear program:

maximize/minimize ZI + ()Z2

s.t.

(2)

K

LWkXn.k
1.=1

o

o

ZI

K

L tk,IYk
1.=1
K

Z2 - L tk,2Yk
1.=1
K

LWkYk
1.=1
XI. ~ Yk ~ XI.

In model (2), ZI and Z2 represent the screen coordinates of possible equivalent points
having criteria values Yk. The constants tk,1 and tk.2 are the respective elements of pro
jection matrix T. The weights WI. are used to represent a simple, linear utility function
for the evaluation of alternatives and at the same time form one column of matrix Q,
which leads to a graphical representation according to preference values. For more com
plex preference structures, the WI. 's must be calculated as linear approximations to the
actual evaluation function. () is varied from -00 to +00 by parametric analysis to obtain
one half of the boundary of the indifference region. The entire boundary is obtained by
performing both minimization and maximization of the parametric objective function.

It can also be shown that, if the horizontal axis is used to represent preference, points
"to the right" of the indifference region will always be strictly better and points "to the
left" strictly worse than the alternative for which the indifference region is calculated. An
example of such an indifference region is shown in section 4.
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3 Implementation Aspects

To provide an intuitive and user-friendly interface, fast response of the system to any
action of the user is highly desirable. For the graphical representation method developed
above, this means that the calculations involved in the projection operation itself, as well
as the determination of indifference regions, must be performed in real time whenever the
user changes the control parameters of the system.

Fortunately, changes in the user's view, achieved through modification of parameter
.A, do not necessitate a recalculation of the projection matrices P and Q, but only of their
linear combination and the projected data values. These calculations can be performed
in real time, so the display can be constantly updated while the user dynamically changes
the value of .A.

The determination of indifference regions, however, requires the solution of linear pro
gramming problems and thus poses a more difficult problem for implementation. Com
putational experience, gained during the experimental implementation of this approach,
has shown that using standard parametric programming algorithms, instead of restarting
the solution process from scratch for every corner point of the indifference region, reduces
computing time by about a factor of five for a test problem of 20 alternatives and 6 cri
teria. It is possible to generate an indifference region in about one second for this size of
problem on a 25 MHz 386-based PC. While this is too slow to provide real-time updating
during interactive changes of parameter .A, it is possible to redraw indifference regions
reasonably fast after the user has fixed the new parameter value.

Furthermore, it might be possible to redraw indifference regions more quickly within
the sensitivity range for parameter.A. To further investigate this possibility, we note that
model (2) may be rewritten using the definition of projection matrix T as:

maximize / minimize
K

L [.APk,1 + (1 - .A)qk,l +0 [.APk,2 + (1 - .A)qk,2]] Yk
k=l
s. t. (3)
K K

L WkYk = L WkXn,k
k=l k=l
Xk S Yk S Xk

The objective coefficients of this model depend simultaneously on both 0 and .A. There
fore it is possible to perform a parametric analysis and obtain sensitivity ranges for .A for
any given value of 0 (and vice versa). A possible range for.A, within which the indifference
region can be obtained by simple rescaling (i.e. in which there are no basis changes in all
the linear programming problems involved in its determination), can then be obtained by
taking the minimal range for all the values of 0 that were used in the parametric analysis.

Standard parametric programming on 0 will generate only those parameter values for
which a basis change takes place. It is therefore likely that sensitivity analysis for .A using
those values of 0 will lead to very small intervals of possible change. Unfortunately, it
cannot be stated in general whether choosing a value of 0, which lies within the possible
interval for that parameter instead of at the boundary, will actually increase the interval
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for A. The possible sensitivity ranges for A also do not necessarily depend linearly on 8,
since for different values of 8, different non-basic variables of the optimization problem
might become the limiting column, which would enter the basis in case of a change of
A. Since it is not possible to maximize possible ranges for A by this technique and
computational experiments have shown that ranges for A, obtained at boundary points for
8, are very narrow, sensitivity ranges for A are not used in the prototype implementation
presented in the next section.

4 The MCView Experimental Software System

In this section, we briefly describe an experimental software system implementing the
approach outlined above, which will eventually be expanded into a general graphical
front-end to various multi-criteria decision methods for discrete problems. The MCView
system runs on personal computers under the MS-DOS operating system. It is written
in TopSpeed Modula-2 version 3.0, using the graphics library contained in the TopSpeed
system. It consists of about 3,500 lines of Modula-2 code (including a general linear
programming module), leading to an executable file size of about 130 K bytes.

All interaction with MCView is initiated from the main screen shown in figure l.
This screen contains four major elements. The central element is the projection-based
graphical problem representation, showing both the alternatives and the criteria. The
main command menu and a status line are at the top of the screen. The right side of the
screen contains a control bar for manipulating the projection parameter A.

One major problem in screen design for projection-based graphical representations
is the identification of alternatives and criteria, which are represented just by points on
screen. If large, descriptive labels are used within the graphical representation, the graph
ics will soon become overloaded and major advantages of the graphical format would be
lost. On the other hand, short labels (or just numbers as e.g. in GAIA, Mareschal, Brans,
1988) require additional cognitive effort on the part of the user to recognize alternatives.
In MCView, the identification of data points is controlled by the user by means of a
mouse interface: When the user moves the mouse-pointer close to the graphical point
representing an alternative or criterion, basic information on that object is displayed in
the status line at the top of the screen. By clicking on the data point, the user can obtain
further information, which is displayed in a window within the problem representation
(figure 2). The same window is also used to edit problem data (like attribute values of
alternatives) and to specify whether the indifference region should be displayed for an
alternative (figure 3). Projection parameter A can be changed by clicking onto the slide
bar on the right side of the screen and changing the size of the bar with the mouse.

During this operation, the projection of alternatives and criteria is constantly updated
to reflect the current value of A, allowing the user to choose a display that best suits his
needs. Indifference regions, however, are not shown in this phase since the computing
time for their determination would prevent rapid graphical interaction.

The main menu at the top of the screen, which in some instances leads to further pull
down menus, allows the user to perform tasks of file manipulation like loading and saving
data as well as to create and edit new alternatives and criteria, for which no graphical
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representation exists yet. In future versions of the system, it will also be used to select
different evaluation methods to generate the ranking of alternatives.

5 Conclusions and Further Development

The MCView system, which was described in this paper both from a theoretical and
implementation point of view, provides a comprehensive and intuitive graphical user in
terface for MCDM problems. The current version, which is still at an early stage of
development, will serve as a starting point for further development in theoretical and em
pirical research. Further theoretical development is needed concerning the approximation
of nonlinear preference evaluations for use with projection techniques. Alternative strate
gies for this task cannot be judged solely on a theoretical basis, but have to be tested
empirically in controlled experiments, in which future versions of MCView will also play
an important role.
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Abstract

In this paper the set of the efficient solutions in criteria space is characterized
locally by directional derivatives, which can be treated as a local linear approxima
tion of the efficient frontier. The properties of the marginal function in nonlinear
programming are applied. The results are used for building a prototype of a graphic
interface for a decision support system.

1 Introduction

There is a broad class of the decision support systems, where the decision making problem
is formulated as the multiobjective optimization problem. It is well-known, that usually
there is a set of efficient solutions of such problem. This set can be scanned by using
interactive procedures. For this purpose, the aspiration-led methodology is widely used
(e.g. Wierzbicki, 1986; Steuer and Choo, 1983; Lewandowski and Wierzbicki, 1990). A
point in the criteria space consisting of aspiration levels, specified by the user, reflects
some reasonable values of the objectives. The system proposes to the user one or several
alternative decisions, that are best attuned to this guiding information. In order to
obtain the proposed decision, the system minimizes a scalarizing function, where the
specified aspiration levels are treated as parameters. If the decision calculated by the
system is not satisfactory to the user, he can modify his specification of the aspiration
levels and the process is repeated until the user accepts the decision proposed by the
system. After calculating an efficient decision, the user usually would like to know what
are reasonable directions for modifying aspiration levels and how the solution will be
changed after such modification. There are several approaches which can help in answering
such questions. In a group of them, the system uses additional information which can be
obtained after calculation the efficient solutions and which locally characterizes set of the
efficient solutions. A survey of such methods will be presented in the next section. In the
approach presented in this paper the set of efficient solutions is characterized locally by
differentiability properties of the efficient solution point with respect to the perturbation
of aspiration levels. The theoretical background will be presented in Section 3; Section 4
describes numerical aspects of calculating directional derivatives. The results from these
sections will be applied to build "Past-Present-Future" graphic interface.
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2 A Survey of local characterization approaches for
the efficient frontier

2.1 Satisfacing trade-off method (Nakayama and Sawaragi)

The following scalarization function is considered (Nakayama and Sawaragi, 1984):

min m!l-x Wi(Jt - fi( x)) (2.1)
rEX IS'S"

1
Wi= ----

ft - fi

where r - ideal point, J aspiration point

During the trade-off analysis, the user classifies the criteria into three groups: criteria
which he wants to improve, relax or accept as they are. The index set of each class is
represented respectively by 17, I~, I~. Let fk := f(Xk) be a solution of the problem (2.1)
in k iteration. The user specifies a new aspiration level lj+l = fk + l:i.fj for j E 17. The
changes of the values of objectives to be relaxed are equal:

-1
I:i./i = N A'W' L Aiwil:i.fi (2.2)

J J iEl]

Ai - is the Lagrange multipliers associated with the constraint in the problem (which is
equivalent to the problem (2.1)) :

mmz
r,z

(2.3)

Wi(Jt-f;(X))~Z

xEX

Recently Nakayama (Sawaragi et al., 1985) has presented a method for calculating
exact trade-offs for linear problems by using parametric optimization techniques.

2.2 Trade-off information depending on Lagrange multipliers
of the hyperplane problem

The hyperplane problem (Sakawa and Yano, 1990) is defined as follows:

HP(Q,Lk) mmz (2.4)

s.t. Q F(J(x)) ~ D(z, Lk)

Q is a p x p, F(.) and D(·) are k dimensional vector functions (further conditions for
Q, F, D are specified in Sakawa and Yano, 1990).

Minimization of all known scalarizing functions can be formulated as a problem of the
form (2.4). The trade-off rates between the objective functions at the optimal solution to
the HP(Q, t:k ) on the Pareto surface in the objective space can be represented by:

Ofk(X)
Ofi(X)

L:~=I AjqjiOF;(Ji(X*))/ofi

L:~=I AjqjkOFk(Jk(X*))/ofk
(2.5)
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2.3 The efficient spanning directions

M. Halme (Halme, 1990) has presented a procedure for finding the minimum set of vec
tors that characterizes all efficient feasible directions emanating from the current efficient
solution for linear multiobjective problems. Such vectors can be found without additional
optimization; they can be calculated from the optimal simplex tableau corresponding to
the current efficient solutions.

The results of Halme are associated with the methods developed by Korhonen (e.g
Korhonen and Laakso, 1986).

2.4 Trade-off analysis by using methods of statistical data
analysis

If we have calculated some efficient solution points it is possible to analyze approximate
trade-off by methods of statistical data analysis. Although these are only approximative
methods, in many cases we can obtain valuable information.

An interactive descriptive graphical approach has been developed by W. Y. Ng, (1991).
He considers the matrix <Pqx'P with columns corresponding to efficient points and rows
corresponding to objectives. He classifies the relationships between any two objectives
into three kinds: the objectives which are in correspondence, in conflict and unrelated.
The objectives are grouped into groups with members, that corresponds to each other,
and the identification of conflicting and unrelated groups is performed. The correlation
measure between objectives is a Spearkman's rank correlation coefficient. A weighted
undirected graph is presented graphically to the user. Each node represent a group. Two
nodes are connected by an arc, whenever the groups they represent are in conflict. Each
arc is associated with the value of the median linkage as a measure of conflict.

Lewandowski and Granat, (1989) have presented a technique for data analysis based
on the BIPLOT. A n x p matrix Y has been considered, with columns corresponding to
objectives and rows corresponding to solutions. matrix Y can be approximated by matrix
Y[Z) of rank 2. Such matrix can be presented graphically by vectors emanating from one
point of the graph and points. Vectors represents the objectives and the points. The angle
between vectors represents the correlation between objectives and the distance between
points represents the Machlanobis distance between solutions.
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3 Theoretical background

3.1 Problem formulation

The multiobjective programming problem to be considered in this paper is defined as:

min f(;r)
"EX -

where
[(;r) = (II (;r), h(;r),· .. , fp(;r) f

X = {x E Rn
: 9.(;r) = (gl (;r), g2(;r), ... ,9m(;r)f ~ Q}

f(x) - is the vector of objectives
X - is the set of admissible decisions
X - is the vector of decisions variables

fi( i = 1, ... , p), gj (j = 1, ... ,m) are continuously differentable.
The achievement function is defined as:

s(q,ii) = max iji - qi + ~.f- iii - qi
l~i~p si P !---' --.-

1=1 S,

where

iii - aspiration level,
qi = fi(;r),
t - small real number,
Si - scaling coefficient. For simplicity let Si = 1.

An efficient solution can be obtained by solving the problem:

min s(l(;£) , ii)
"EX -

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.8)

Solution of the problem (3.8) in the objective space is the function of changes of the
aspiration point:

where

lj;(q) = fi(X(q))

x(ij) E Argmins(l(;r),ij), i = 1, ... ,p.
"EX -

(3.9)

We will try to find the directional derivative (if it exist) of qi( ij) with respect to the
perturbation of the aspiration level:

Dqi(q, d) = lim qi(q+ td) - qi(q)
I!O t

d - vector of direction of changes of aspiration point.

(3.10)
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To solve this problem we will apply parametric programming approach. Sensitivity
analysis based on parametric programming is well developed. The standard theorem
of Fiacco and McCormick, (1968) determining the perturbation of the optimal point,
but under rather strong assumptions. Jittorntrum, (1984) has investigated the optimal
solution of the perturbed problem without the strict complementarity assumption and
suggested a method for computing directional derivative. These results can be useful
for smooth scalarizing functions, Under weaker assumptions differential properties of the
marginal function can be also investigated. (see e.g. Gauvin and Dubeau, 1982; Gauvin
and Tolle, 1977; Rockafellar, 1984), We will use these results to solve the problem defined
by (3.10), because the function qi(q) can be nondifferentiable.

3.2 Properties of the marginal function

Sometimes the problem (3.8) is reformulated such that aspiration levels exist in the con
straints, so let us consider the following parametric programming problem:

mine(q,q)

q = L(l<.)
S(q) = {l<. E R:' : (171(l<., q), ... ,17I,(l<., q)f ~ Q,

(Vie+! (l<., q), , .. , v/(l<., q) f = Q}

The marginal function is the optimal value of the problem (3.11) for each value of q:

v(q) = inf e(q, q)
:.ES(q)

The function v(q) have one sided directional derivative in the ordinary sense if the limits:

D ( - d) -I' v(q+ td) - v(q)v q, - 1m
t10 t

exist, end in the Hadamard sense if the limit is defined as:

Dv(q,d) = lim v(q+ td' ) - v(q)
d' .....d. t10 t

The lower end upper Dini directional derivatives of v(q) are respectively:

D( -d) l' 'fv(q+td)-v(q)v q, = ImlO
t10 t

D ( - d) I' v(q+ td) - v(q)
v q, = Imsup

t10 t

Mangasarian-Fromovitz (M-F) constraint qualification:
A feasible point i E S(q) is said to be (M-F) regular if:

1. There exist a direction d E R:' such that

'V:.17i(i, q)d < 0, i E {i : 17i(i, q) = O}

'V:.vi(i, q)d = 0
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2. The Jacobian matrix [V'xv(i., q)] has full row rank r (r-number of equality con
straints).

Linear indepence (L-I) regularity condition:
the gradients {V'z77i(X,q), i E {i: 77i(i.,q) = O}, V'zvj(i,q), j = 1, ... ,k}
are linearly independent.

In the case, when Mangasarian-Fromowitz constraint qualification is satisfied Gauvin
and Dubeau, (1982) have provides a formula for lower and upper Dini directional deriva
tive and for directional derivative in ordinary sense when linear indepence constraint
qualification is satisfied. Rockafellar, (1984) has obtained conditions for the existence of
the directional derivative in the Hadamard sense.

The Lagrangian function corresponding to (3.11):

L(;£, q, A, Jl) = e(q, q) + AT77(;£, q) + JlTv(;£, q)

K(x, q) is the set of the Kuhn-Tucker vectors associated with an optimal point x E S(q).

Theorem 3.1 (Gauvin and Dubeau, 1982) If the regularity condition (M-F) is sat
isfied at some optimal point x E S(q), then for and direction dE R!',

D+v(q,d) ~ min. _{V'qL(x,q,A,Jl)d}
(A,I')EK(z,q)

Theorem 3.2 (Gauvin and Dubeau, 1982) Suppose S(q) is nonempty, S(q) is uni
formly compact near q and the (M-F) regularity condition hold at every x E S( q) then for
any direction dE R!', there is a x such that

D+v(q,d) ~ max {V'qL(x,q,A'Jl)d}
(A,I')EK(x,q)

Corollary 3.1 (Gauvin and Dubeau, 1982) 1 If S(q) is nonempty, S(q) is uniformly
compact near q and the (M-F) regularity condition hold at every x E S(q) then for any
direction d E RP, we have

sup min. _{V'qL(x, q, A, Jl )d} ~
rES(q) (A,I')EK(z,q)

~ D+v(q, d) ~ D+v(q, d) ~

~ max max {V'qL(x,q,A,Jl)d}
i:ES(q) (A,I')EK(x,q)

and if linear-indepence regularity condition holds (instead of (M-F) then

Dv(q,d) = max{V'qL(x,q,A'Jl)d}
i:ES(q)

(3.12)

From computational point of view the following result can be useful (under assumption
that the objective function and constraint functions are twice continuously differentable,
see Rockafellar, 1984)

max min {V'qL(x, q, A, Jl)d}
xES(q) (A,I')EM(x,q)

IGauvin and Dubeau have assumed maximization of the objective function

(3.13)
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M(x, q) is the set of multipliers satisfying the second order necessary condition

wTV;L(x,q,>.,f')w ~ ll, wE R n

v .,I]i(x, q)w = 0

for all i E 1, ... , k with
I]i(X, q) = 0

V.,lIi(X,ij)W = Oi = k + 1, .. . ,1

3.3 Differentiability properties of the efficient solution point
with respect to the perturbation of the aspiration levels

Let I be a set of indices such that:

P

1= {i: qi - qi +.: ~]qi - qi) = s(q,q)}
p i=1

where q is a vector of efficient solution in the objective space.
Let take i* E I and define the problem:

min{ iji· - qi· + ~ Lr=1 (qi - qi) = s(q, q)}
_ f ",P ( 0. • ) (. 0.)qi - qi· + PLJi=) qi - qi = S q, q

x E X

(3.14)

Based on the optimality conditions for the problem (3.7) and (3.14) the following lemma
can be proved:

Lemma 3.1 If s(q, ij) has the form (3.7) then the solution of the problem (3.8) is equiv
alent to the solution of the problem (3.14)

Lemma 3.2 If directional derivative in ordinal sense of the marginal function of the
problem (3.14) exist, then

, E P

DVi· (q, d) = DVi. (ii, d) - Dqi· (q, d) - - L Dqi· (q, d)
P j=l

where
E P

Vi· = qi· + - L ijj
P j=1

By Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, the following theorem can be formulated:

Theorem 3.3 If directional derivatives in ordinal sense of the marginal function of the
problem (3.14) for all i E I exist, then

Dq'(ii,d) = M- 1(Dv'(ij,d) - DV(ij,d))
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where:

[

Dqkl(ii,d) ]
Dqk2(ii, d)

Dqki(ii, d)

[

DVkl(ii,d) ]
DVk2(ii, d)

DVki(ii, d)

DV(ii,d) =

Dq'(ii, d) =

~
p
~
p

~
p

1 + ~
p

1+~
p

~

pM=

~ ~ 1 + ~p p •• , p

[

DV~I(ii,d) ]

Dv'(ij,d) ~ DV:,;(~,d)

DVki(q, d)

Matrix M has a dimension and III x IJI, and kl, ... , kj E I

4 Numerical aspects of calculating directional de
rivatives

The efficient solutions are calculated by modified version of DIDAS-N system. The NOA1
solver (developed by Kiwiel and Stachurski, 1988) for nondifferentiable optimization is
used, which was included to DIDAS-N by T. Kreglewski.

The Lagrangian function corresponding to problem (3.14):

t P
Lio(x, ii,).., fL) = [iiio - qio +- ~]iii - qi)] +)..Tg(x) + L fLi[(iiio- qio) - (iii - qi)]

P i=1 iEI-{iO}

and

o i ct I

'VijL;o = <p - fLi i ::I i*

(1 +~) + EiEI-{;o}fLi I i = i*

In order to calculate directional derivative the following linear optimization problems are
solved (by solver, which is used in DIDAS-L system, written by W. Ogryczak)

min(max)'V ijLiod
,.,>. ,.,>.

fL1'Vrl(q,ii)+ ... +fLi'Vri(q,ii)+)..T'Vg(x) = 0

fLl +... + fLi = 1

fL ~ 0, ).. ~ 0

(4.15)

where ri = iii - qi + ~ Ef=l(iii - qi)
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5 "PAST-PRESENT-FUTURE" graphic interface
and illustrative example

Based on the theory presented in the previous sections the following a scheme of the
interaction with the user in aspiration-led decision support system can be applied:

1. Specification of the aspiration levels.

2. Quick scanning of the surroundings of the current efficient solution. The user specify
the new aspiration levels and then computation of corresponding approximation of
the efficient solution based on directional derivative is performed. The values of
the directional derivatives are also presented to the user. This step can provide
information to the user about tendency of changing solution, when the aspiration
level has been changed in any direction. This process can be repeated until the
reasonable direction of changing of the aspiration level is found.

3. Computation of the efficient solution by optimization. In this step the directional
scan of the efficient solution can be performed in the direction, which was found in
the previous step.

4. If the values of objectives are satisfactory we can finish process of interaction, if not
we can go to step 1.

Table 1 presents the five results of the process of interaction. (In step 2 only one direction
has been chosen) for the following simple nonlinear programming problem:

maXXI

maXX2

maxx3

subject to

o::::; xi + X~ + x5 ::::; 1

0::::; Xl ::::; 1

0::::; X2 ::::; 1

0::::; X3 ::::; 1

During the process of interaction the graphic user interface can be used. We developed a
prototype of such interface, which is presented on Figure 1.
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D Iobj1 Iobj2 Iobj3 II
aspiration level 0.718 0.718 0.718
aprox. solution

solution 0.577 0.577 0.577
r1 - - - -

direction
dir. derivative

- - - -
aspiration level 0.835 0.777 0.718
aprox. solution 0.643 0.577 0.512

solution 0.634 0.575 0.517
r2 - - -

direction 1.000 0.501 0.000
dir. derivative 0.500 0.001 -0.500

- - - -
aspiration level 0.990 0.835 0.718
aprox. solution 0.712 0.567 0.447

solution 0.709 0.554 0.437
r3 - - -

direction 1.000 0.375 0.000
dir. derivative 0.474 -0.049 -0.425

- - - -
aspiration level 0.990 0.835 0.777
aprox. solution 0.685 0.529 0.486

solution 0.693 0.538 0.480
r4 - - -

direction 0.000 0.000 1.000
dir. derivative -0.417 -0.417 0.834

- - - -
aspiration level 0.951 0.893 0.777
aprox. solution 0.645 0.595 0.471

solution 0.650 0.592 0.476
r5 - - -

direction -0.667 1.000 0.000
dir. derivative -0.688 0.816 -0.128

- - - -

Table 1

The graphic user interface consist of three windows.
The first window, which we called "PAST" presents the past process of interaction.

The values of objectives are presented for each iteration.
The second window, which we called "PRESENT" presents a three bars for each

objective. The first bar presents the last solution for the last aspiration level, the second
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Figure 1: The prototype of graphic user interface

bar presents a new aspiration level, which can be changed dynamically on the screen
during the process of interaction and the approximation of the solution based

on directional derivatives. Comparing the aspiration level marked on the first bar
and the second the user have the information about direction of changes of aspiration
level. The third bar presents the new efficient solution, which was obtained as a result of
optimization.Additionally the numerical values of aspiration levels (A), approximation of
the solution (AS) and the solution (S) are presented to the user.

The third window, which we called "FUTURE" presents the prediction of changes
of objectives when the aspiration point is changed in the specified direction based on
values of directional derivatives. Additionally the numerical values of direction (D) and
the directional derivatives are presented (DD) to the user.

6 Conclusions

We can find local liner approximation in terms of directional derivatives of the efficient
solution by solving liner problems. The function Mil) can be nondifferentiable. Such in
formation is useful for the user for finding quickly the tendency of changing of the efficient
solution in its surroundings. The time of solving linear problems comparing with solving
nonlinear problems especially by nondifferential solvers are much faster. It is very impor
tant during the process of interaction with the user when the system should give answer
to the user as quick as possible. Presented graphic user interface is only a prototype and
should be improved. Moreover the theory can be developed for broader class of scalarizing
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function, and for such a function more precise formulas can be obtained for directional
derivative.
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Methods of Dynamic Multi-Criteria Problems
Solutions and Their Applications

V. A. Gorelik
Computing Center of the Russian Academy of Sciences

Moscow, Russia

Abstract

Multicriteria dynamic optimization is an important scientific subject today. Such
questions as the scalarization of multicriteria problems, the optimality conditions
in phase and control spaces and the multicriteria dynamic programming technique
are considered. Here we cannot review numerous works and results in this field; the
reader is referred to a review by A. P. Wierzbicki (1991). This paper is dedicated to
a special class of parametric scalarizing functions which is used for solving various
dynamic multicriteria problems.

1 Formulations of multicriteria dynamic problems
in the continuous time case

Consider a control process influencing a set of dynamic systems, described by differential
equations

±i(t) = fi(Xi(t), u(t)t), xi(O) = x~. (1)

Each control u(·) generates a bunch of trajectories X(t) = (xJ(t), ... ,x"(t)), t E [O,T],
where xi(t) is a trajectory of i-th system, i.e. xi(.) is a solution of vector-equation (1)
with number i at given u('), i = r,n.
The quality of functioning of i-th system at the moment t is estimated by the function
J?(xi(t), u(t), t). The efficiency of control u(·) is determined by a quality of functioning
of the whole set of systems. The concept of optimal control can be determined in various
ways in such a situation; accordingly, we have various formulations of the problem. One
of the possible ways is connected with an introduction of the integral type criterion for
each system
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T

Fi(u(.)) = j J?(Xi(t), u(t)t)dt,
o

(2)

determined on the solutions of the set of equations (1). As a result we get a vector
of criteria P(u(·)) = (F1(u(·)), ... , (Fn(u(.)). If we use the most widely used concept
of vector optimality - the Pareto-optimality - then a feasible control u(·) is optimal if
inequalities Fi(u(-)) ~ Fi(uo(')), i = l,n, for any feasible control u(·) imply equalities
Fi(u(·)) = Fi(UO(-)), i = l,n.

There are two questions connected with this definition. The first is a technical one but
rather difficult from a mathematical point of view. The question is how to find Pareto
optimal decisions?

The second question is a principal one: how to compare different Pareto-optimal decisions?
These questions are traditional for multicriteria problems but here they are complicated
by dynamics.

The answer to both questions can be connected with an introduction of a general criterion
which is formed from the vector of criteria by the operation of minimization:

T

F(u(·)) = m.in PijJ?(Xi(t),u(t),t)dtj.
l<.<n

- - 0

(3)

It can be shown that if Fi (u(·)) > 0, i = 1, n, for any feasible control, then each Pareto
optimal control can be found as a solution of the problem of maximization of F(u(')),
determined on the solutions of the set of equations (1) with some Ai > 0, i = 1, n. If a
decision maker can intepret and determine Ai as coefficients of importance of consecutive
criteria (or dynamic systems) then a corresponding Pareto-optimal decision will be chosen.

If we suppose additionally that the choice of a control determines not only trajectories
but also the set of criteria (or a composition of the system set), then the problem of the
Pareto-optimal decision making can be transformed into the problem of maximization

T

F(u(.)) =. min [Aijf?(xi(t), u(t),t)dt
.ER(u(.))

o

(4)

subject to (1), where R(u(·)) is a set-valued mapping. The problems of such a type (even
more general than (3) and (4)) were considered by Gorelik (1983), Gorelik and Kononenko
(1982). Penalty function apparatus was developed for these problems, using a new idea
of penalty constants congruence. and necessary conditions of optimality were obtained.
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Consider another way of the defintion of optimality. If we are interested in Pareto
optimality at each moment t, then we can connect it with the general local criterion

r(x, (t), u(t), t) = m.in [~i(t)J?(xi(t), u(t), t)]
l~.~n

(5)

under condition that functions J?(xi(t), u(t), t) are positive. Naturally, we can't achieve
uniform (at each moment) Pareto-optimality in the general case, but it is possible to
introduce a concept of integral Pareto-optimality of control determined as a solution of
the problem of maximizing the integral functional

T

I(u(·)) = Jm.in [~i(t)J?(xi(t), u(t), t)]dt
l<.<no --

subject to (1), where ~i(t) > 0, i = 1, n.

(6)

The problem (6), (1) is connected with nondifferentiable optimization. We also later
show that this problem can be approximated by the usual variational problem by means
of a penalty function approach which gives a possibility to construct computing methods
and to obtain necessary conditions of optimality in the form of generalized maximum
principle. These conditions are used for an analysis of a two-sector model of economic
system control.

The above problem can be generalized in the case when it is necessary to choose a set of
essential criteria at each moment at time. Then we have the problem of maximizing

T

j(u(.) = J !pin [~i(t)J?(xi(t),u(t),t)]dt
o iER(u(l))

(7)

subject to (1), where R(u(t)) is a set-valued mapping. Analogous results are obtained for
the problem (7), (1) using the same scheme and additionally penalty constants congruence,
as it was done by Gorelik (1983). There also exist generalizations of these results for
the case of additional phase and terminal constraints for all problems considered. The
problem of multicriteria control for one dynamic system (when a quality of one trajectory
is estimated by several criteria) and the problem of control over a set of dynamic systems
with the same criterion of functioning can be interpreted as special cases. Some possible
applications of such formulations are described in Gorelik, Gorelov, Kononenko (1991).
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2 Approximation of the initial problem by the usual
variational problem

Consider the maximization problem (6) subject to the differential constraints (1) over the
class of measurable vector -functions u(·) with each component square-integrable on [0, T]
and with the values of u(·) in a convex compact U C Em. Thus the set of feasible controls
IS

u = {u(-) E L2 [0, T]lu(t) E U Vt E [0, Tn. (8)

Suppose that the conditions of the existence and uniqueness of an absolutely continuous
solution of vector-equation (1) on interval [0, T] for each control u(·) and each index
i are fulfilled. Denote by Wi [0, T] the space of absolutely continuous functions with
derivatives from L2 [0, T] and introduce x(·) = (x 1 (.), • • 0' xn

( .)), Xo = (x~, ... , xii), and a
set of functions

x = {x(o) E wilo, T]lx(t) EEl" x(O) = xo}

as well as a penalty functional

T

lPi(Xi(.), u(.)) = - JIxi(t) - fi(Xi(t), u(t), tWdt.
o

Consider the problem

W(c) = sup W(x(o), u(o), v(o)c),
u( 'lEU ,x( 0 lEX ,v( 'lEV

where

W(x(o), u(·)v(o)c) =

(9)

(10)

(11)

T n nJ{v( t) - c 2]min(0, Ai(t)f?(xi(t), u(t), t) - v( t)W}dt + cE lPi(Xi(.), u(·)), (12)
o i=1 i=1

where V is a space of continuous scalar functions on [0, T] and C is a positive constant.
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Theorem 2.1 If functions fi(x, u, t) are continuous with respect to (x, u), measurable
with respect to t and satisfy the conditions

I < x, /;(x, u, t) > I $ di (1 + IxI2
),

functions J?(x, u, t) are upper bounded on [0, Tj x Ek ; X U, U is a convex compact in
Em ,functions j;(x,u,t) and J?(x,u,t) satisfy the Lipshitz condition with respect to x,
functions >'i(t) are measurable, functionals (2) and (10) are weakly upper semicontinuous
with respect to u(·) for each function xi(.) E WilO,Tj (it is fulfilled, for example, when
functions fi(x, u, t) and J?(x, u, t) are linear with respect to u), then the initial problem
(6), (1) and the auxiliary problem (11), (12) have solutions (the latter one at any C > 0)
such that the following limits are obtained:

T

10 = lim W(c) = lim jvo(t,c)dt =
c-oo c-+oo

o

T

= lim j m,in [>'i(t)J?(i(t, c), uo(t, c), tjdt,
c-+oo l<.<no --

where 10 is the maximum value of the functional (6) on U subject to (1), vo(t, c), uo(t, c) are
solutions of the problem (11), (12), xi(t, C) is solution of the system (1) at u(t) = uo( t, C).

Thus an approximate solution of the initial nondifferentiable problem (6),(1) can be found
as a solution of the problem (11),(12) for sufficiently great C which is an usual variational
problem if j;(x, u, t) and f?(x, u, t) are differentiable functions.

3 Necessary conditions of optimality

The auxiliary problem (11), (12) can be used not only for an approximate solution of the
initial problem but also for obtaining necessary conditions of optimality. The following
reasoning is used for this purpose: variations of the auxiliary problem functional (12) over
all variables must be equal to zero as the conditions of maximum for the auxiliary problem
(11); these equalities give us necessary conditions for the initial problem by passing to
the limit at C --+ O. As the result we can obtain the following modification of maximum
principle.

Theorem 3.1 If all conditions of Theorem 1 are valid and additionally fi(x, u, t), ff(x, u, t)
are continuously differentiable functions with respect to x, then there exist nonnegative
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measurable functions Pi('), i = 1, n, E;=1 Pi = 1 (whereas pi(t) = 0 if i f/ J(t) = Arg
minl~i~n >'i(t)J? (x:(t),u*(t),t), where u*(·) is the optimal control for the problem (6),
(1) and x:O is the solution of the system (1) at u(t) = u*(t)) and such vector-functions
Wi(t) which are solutions of equations

~i(t) = :XMx:(t), u*(t), t)Wi(t) - >'i(t)pi(t) :x!?(x:(t), u*(t), t), wi(T) = 0,

that the Hamiltonian function

n

H(x*(t), u, t, W*(t),p(t)) = :L [fi(X:(t), u, t)Wi(t) +>'i(t)pi(t)!?(X:(t), u*(t), t)].
i=1

attains maximum over u E U at the optimal control u*(t) at almost all t E [0, T].

These conditions of optimality are transformed into the usual maximum principle if the
minimum in (6) attained at single index, i.e., the set J(t) consists of one element. If
J(t) consists of several elements, then the conditions are more complicated because of
additional unknown variables Pi(t), but the same number of additional equations as the
unknown variables pi(t) appear for respective indexes from the conditions of minimum in
(6).

The details of this approach and corresponding algorithms are described in Gorelik,
Tarakanov (1988, 1989), Tarakanov (1988).

4 Multicriteria dynamic problems in discrete time
case

Consider a multistep control process

Xk = fk(xk-ll Uk), Uk E Uk, k = 1, m,

with n criteria

x = (xo, .. "xm),u = (Ul""'Um),

m

Ii(x,u) = :LFik(Xk-llUk) + Fim+l(Xm),i = l,n.
k=1

(13)

(14)
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Pareto-optimal control for the problem (13),(14) can be found as a solution of the problem
of maximizing

I.(x,u) = m.in ai[t Fik(Xk-l,Uk) + Fim+l(Xm)]
l:5':5n k=l

subject to restrictions (13).

(15)

Integral Pareto-optimality of control may be determined as a solution of the problem of
maximization

m

I*(x, u) =E m.in [aikFik(Xk-lt Uk)] + m.in [aim+lFim+l(Xm)]
k=l l:5':5n l:5':5n

subject to restrictions (13).

(16)

Necessary conditions of optimality for the problems (15) and (16) in the form of a gener
alized maximum principle can be obtained by means of the nondifferentiable optimization
apparatus or the penalty function apparatus using an approximation by differentiable
optimization problems and passing to the limit in necessary conditions for auxiliary prob
lems. The second way gives us also a possibility to expand optimality conditions for
discrete time problems on an unconvax case in the form of modified discrete maximum
principle. The Hamiltonian functions for general criteria (15) and (16) are linear trans
formations of Hamiltonian functions for particular criteria, so we can state the relation
between local and integral concepts of vector optimality (Gorelik, Alutina (1989,1991)).

It is interesting that the Bellman's principle of optimality is valid in the initial phase
space for the problem (16), (13), but not for the problem (15), (13).

Bellman's function for the problem (16), (13) may be determined by equations

W(Xk-l) = maxI m.in aikFik(Xk-lt Uk) +Wk(!k(Yk-lt Uk))), k = 1, m,
u.eu. l:5':5n

Wm(Xm) = m.in aim+lFim+l(xm).
l:5.:5n

Then the maximum of the criterion I*(x, u) is equal to wo(xo) and the integral Pareto
optimal solution satisfies the conditions:

m.in aikFik(Xk_l,uA:) +Wk(Jk(Xk_lluk)) = Wk-l(Xk_l)' k = I,m.
l:5.:5n
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For the problem (15), (13), the principle of optimality becomes valid under the usual
expansion of the phase space. Then Bellman's function may be determined by recurrent
equations

epk-l (Xk-b Yk-l = max epk(!k(Xk-l, Uk), Yk-l + Fk(Xk-b Uk)), k = 1, m,u.eu.

epm(Xm,Ym) = m.in [ai(Y~ + Fim+\(xm))],
1~I~n

where

Fk(Xk-lUk) = (Flk(Xk-l,Uk), ... ,Fmk(Xk-bUk)),

Yk = Yk-l + Fk(Xk-h Uk), k = 1, m, Yo = O.

Maximum value of the criterion [.(x, u) is equal epo(xo, 0) and the Pareto-optimal control
can be found by the usual dynamic programming method with the function epk.

5 A control problem for a two-sector economic sys
tem

Consider a two-sector model of economic system which includes productive and unpro
ductive spheres. These spheres are described by amounts of funds whose changes are
connected with an investment of an additional homogeneous resource produced in the
productive sphere, and an amortization. The control consists in determining proportions
of the resource distribution between spheres. Achievements in each sphere are evaluated
by an amount of funds at every time moment. The productive function is at first linear,
i.e. an amount of a produced resource at every moment is proportional to an amount
of productive funds. The general criterion has the form (6), where the only weighting
coefficient is constant.

Here we consider the case of continuous planning interval [0, T]. Denote the values of funds
in productive and unproductive spheres at the moment t by x(t) and y(t) respectively,
where x and yare scalar variables. A homogeneous product (or resource) producted at the
moment t in an amount ax(t) is distributed between productive and unproductive spheres
in proportions u(t) and 1 - u(t). A control u(t) is supposed to be piece-wise continuous
and satisfing the condition 0 :s u(t) :s 1. Initial conditions Xo, Yo, amortization coefficients
J1., h and a weighting coefficient A are given (0 < J1. < a,O < h < a, Xo > 0, Yo > 0, A > 0).
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The problem consists in maximizing the functional

T

1= Jmin{,\x(t),y(t)}dt
o

subject to restrictions

x(t) = [o:u(t) -Il]x(t), x(O) = Xo,

y(t) = [1 - u(t)]o:x(t) - Sy(T), y(O) = Yo,

o~ u(t) ~ 1, 0 ~ t ~ T.

A phase plane (x, y) of the problem (17), (18) can be divided into three regions:

s- = {(x, y) IAx < y}, s+ = {(x, y) IAX > y}, S = {(x, y) IAX = y}.

(17)

(18)

Necessary conditions of optimality in S- and S+ transform into the usual maximum
principle, in S they are more complicated but this dividing line can be studied separately.

It is convenient to apply the following transformation of variables

W = eIJtx, Z = eIJt(x + y).

Then the problem (17),(18) takes the form

TJmin{,\W, Z - W}e-IJtdt -+ max,
o

W= o:uW, Z = (0: +S -1l)W + (Il- S)Z.

The Hamiltonian function takes the form

H = 1I1 10:uW + 111 2 [(0: + S -1l)W + (Il + S)Z] + [PIAW + P2(Z - W)]e- IJt ,

(19)
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so that the optimal control u· is connected with an adjoint variable WI on the whole phase
plane by a relation

{

I,
u· = 0,

arbitrary,

WI> 0,
WI < 0,
WI = O.

The adjoint system for (19) is in S- and S+ respectively

{

~l = -Wlou - W2(O +0 - J-l) - ~e-I't

W2 = -W2(J-l - 0), {
~l = -Wlou - W2(O +0 - J-l) + el't

W2 = -W2(J-l- 0) - el't.

These systems show that the function WI cannot be equal to zero on an interval in S
and S+, hence for the pieces of the optimal trajectory which lie wholly in S- or S+ , the
optimal control is piece-wise constant and u = 0 or u = 1.

For the motion along S, it is necessary that:

u = Uo = (1 + ~)-I[1 + ~O-I(J-l- 0)]

(this control is feasible if 0 > ~(J-l- 0)). Thus the optimal control can be equal to 0, 1, Uo.

More detailed comparison of trajectories which are suspected to be optimal gives a pos
sibility to construct the optimal control for all values of parameters and the initial con
ditions. This investigation shows that the problem (17),(18) has interesting qualitative
properties which can be described briefly as follows.If the value T is not large then the
optimal trajectory starting in S- or S+, tends to S and then moves along it till the end.
When T becomes larger the optimal trajectory crosses S- from S+ into S , then returns to
S and moves along it. While T becomes larger the duration of the motion in S+ increases
and finally the optimal trajectory reaches S only at the last moment and there is no the
motion along S at all. So there is some kind of "anti turnpike" effect in this problem.

Consider now a variant of this model with the terminal criterion

j = minpx(T), y(T)}

and a nonlinear productive function

x(t) = u(t)j(x(t)) - J-lx(t), x(O) = Xo,
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y(t) = (1 - u(t))f(x(t)) - cy(t), y(O) = Yo.

Necessary conditions of optimality are also obtained for this case. An analysis shows (see
Gorelik, Fomina (1991)) that under some additional assumptions there exists a special
surface (u(t) = u.. , x(t) = x") such that if the planning interval T is large then the
optimal trajectory moves almost all time along it: hence the system has a kind of turnpike
property.
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Abstract

It is shown that by appropriate interpretation of results on scalarizing vector
optimization problems the scope of Pareto analysis can be significantly broadened.
As a result, new and valuable information on mutual relations between efficient
decisions is available for decision makers in (interactive) decision making processes.

1 Introduction

In this presentation we shall be dealing primarily with Vector Optimization (VO) prob
lems. An attempt to exploit those problems beyond the present state-of-the-art is driven
by the will to show that they can be something more than just efficient decision genera
tors for decision making processes. In the literature of the subject there is a number of
papers in which authors investigate properties of efficient decisions with respect to their
neighbourhoods (the local approach) or with respect to the whole set of efficient deci
sions (the global approach). Much is known about local properties of efficient decisions
(Sawaragi et al., 1985, cf also Granat, 1991 for a short review of the existing results and
an original development) whereas the global approach, though some strong results have
been obtained (Korhonen, Laakso, 1986; Halme, 1990; Wierzbicki, 1990) and they will be
quoted when appropriate, has attracted less attention.

By applying the concept of cone separability (Wierzbicki, 1977) and a related technique
called Cone Separation Technique (CST) (Kaliszewski, 1991) Decision Maker (DM) can
be provided with valuable information about various mutual relations between admissible
(efficient) decisions. Traditional use of VO problems gives DM an important qualitative
information about decisions, namely, it splits decisions into classes of efficient and nonef
ficient decisions. It provides also some quantitative information about efficient decisions,
such as values of objective functions, a distance from a certain ideal (may be fictitious)
decision, and also about the whole set of efficient decisions such as maximal and minimal
values of separate criteria attained over the admissible set of decisions. What we are
going to present is a coherent methodology, referred to as Quantitative Pareto Analysis
(QPA) (Kaliszewski, 1991), which provides, in addition to the efficiency status and the
information listed above, also:
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• a simple way to impose a certain hierarchical structure over the set of efficient
decisions,

• a way for visualizing decision making processes by offering a method for fast ap
proximations of sets of efficient outcomes (Pareto sets),

• bounds on trade-offs,

• approximate sensitivity analysis of efficient decisions with respect to perturbations
of utility functions,

• approximate sensitivity analysis of efficient decisions with respect to perturbations
of objective functions.

All the additional information comes from interpretations of specific numerical charac
terizations of efficient decisions related to the notions of proper efficiency and substantial
efficiency. Those characterizations and their interpretations are cast into a specific lan
guage of CST which provide a unified framework for the development and the presentation
of results.

QPA can be applied in any interactive decision making method to enhance the quality
of decisions. DM is free to decide on each iteration which elements of QPA are to be per
formed. The analysis is rather demanding in computing capacity and computation time.
However, in the decision phase (man acts) of any man-machine interactions, machine
(computer) is idle for an amount of time which is often significant. This idle time can be
used to initiate and proceed elements of Qualitative Pareto Analysis in the background
(and, in parallel, if computing requirements cannot be met by sequential computations),
even if some results of the analysis may be later not used.

The paper presents briefly elements of QPA and discusses performing Qualitative
Pareto Analysis in the background of interactive decision making processes.

2 Quantitative Pareto Analysis

Here we describe briefly the non-standard elements of Quantitative Pareto Analysis. We
assume that the underlying model for decision making problems is the following vector
optimization problem:
(VO)

Vmax/(x) s.t. x E Xo,

where Xo ~ X, I : X -+ R", I = (It, 12, ... , 110), Ii : Xo -+ R, i = 1, ... , k, the set
Z = I(Xo) (the outcome set in an outcome space) is compact (bounded and closed).
Boundedness of Z ensures the existence of an element y* such that Z ~ {y*} - intRt.
We shall make use of standard definitions of efficiency and proper efficiency of decisions
(elements of Xo) and outcomes (elements of Z).
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2.1 Imposing a hierarchical structure over the set of efficient
outcomes/ decisions

Geoffrion's classical definition of proper efficiency assigns to any properly efficient decision
x and also to its outcome Y = f(x) a finite number M which is a bound on trade-off
coefficients. We shall consider here properly efficient outcomes with an a priori given,
least upper bound Mo, defined in the following way.

Given a properly efficient outcome ii, Mo is a least upper bound on the ratios (Yi 
Yi)/(fi; - Yj) for each i and for at least one j, whenever Yi - Yi > 0, Yj - Yj > 0, Y E Z.
The following theorem relates properly efficient outcomes with the corresponding bounds
Mo.

Theorem 2.1. (Kaliszewski,1991). An outcome ii E Z is properly efficient with a least
bound Mo if and only if there exists A= A(Mo) > 0 and p = p(Mo) > 0 such that ii solves
the following problem:
(POO)

min m!l-xAi((Y; - Yi) + pek(y* - y)),
I/EZ •

where ek = (1, ... ,1) E Rk
•

For each properly efficient outcome Y E Z there exists a A > 0 such that Y solves
poo uniquely for every positive p satisfying Mo ~ (( k - l)p)-1. For each outcome Y E Z
solving the above problem the inequality Mo ~ (1 + (k - l)p)p-l holds.

The above necessary and sufficient condition is implicit in general results of Wierzbicki,
1977 (ef also Choo, Atkins, 1983; Kaliszewski, 1987).

Solving the problem poo is equivalent to searching for an outcome ii E Z such that
({ii} + K p ) n Z = {jj}, where K p = {y E Rk I Yi + peky ~ O}. The cone K p is a basic
construct of CST and a main tool for QPA.

By selecting a sequence of positive parameters p such that Pj > Pj+l and solving for
each Pj the problem poo for all A we get a family of subsets of properly efficient outcomes
ZI, Z2, .... For each outcome of Zi, Mo ~ (1 + (k - l)Pi) pi1

• As shown by Lemma 2.1,
there is a natural hierarchy over the sets of efficient decisions and outcomes.

Lemma 2.1. Subsets Zi are nested, ie ZI ~ Z2 ~ ....

2.2 Approximations of Pareto sets

If the set Z is convex, then there exist several methods for geometrical approximation
of Pareto sets for bicriteria vector optimization problems (ie. for problems with k = 2,
ef Solanki, Cohon, 1989). A generalization of those methods is the sandwich algorithm
for approximating values of convex functions of one variable, presented in (Burkard et
al., 1987; Fruhwirth et al., 1988). We are not aware of any algorithm for approximating
Pareto set in the general (ie nonconvex) case except that we are going to present now.
Assume k = 2. Each efficient outcome jj generated by poo determines in R 2 a set jj +K p ,

where K p is a cone defined in Section 2.1. The set jj + K p is a certain "conical" approx
imation of Z. The union of such approximations determined for a number of efficient
decisions is an approximation of Zj the more efficient outcomes we use the better approx
imation. To improve the approximation we can formulate the problem of determining the
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maximal value of the parameter p for which Y solves poo. The same principle of Pareto
set approximations by cones K p applies to any k > 2.

2.3 Bounds on trade-offs

Suppose that a properly efficient decision Yhas been found by solving the problem poo. By
this (cf Theorem 2.1) an upper bound on Mo is established. Since Y is properly efficient,
by the definition of proper efficiency for each outcome Y E Z and for each index i, an
increase in Yi, Yi - Yi, relative to a decrease in Yj, Yi - Yj, is not greater than Mo for at
least one j.

In general, there may be pairs of indices for which the corresponding increase to
decrease ratio over Z is greater than Mo. This does not happen, however, when k = 2
since then for each outcome Y E Z and for each index i, an increase in Yi, Yi - Yi, relative
to a decrease in Yj, Yi - Yj, is not greater than Mo, i,j = 1,2, i =I j.

A trade-off Ti,i(Y' y) between outcomes Y and y involving i and j is defined as (Yi 
Y;)/(Yi - Yi), i,j = 1, .. " k, i =I j. The notion of trade-off is widely used in multiple
criteria decision making methods and therefore it may be of interest to observe that for
k = 2 some partial information on trade-offs in the set Z is provided by the number Mo.

Assume k = 2. Let Y be properly efficient outcome of Z. Let

A = {y E Z I YI > Yt, Y2 < Y2},

B = {y E Z I YI < YI, Y2 > Y2}'

All efficient outcomes Y of Z, Y =I Y, belong either to A or to B. It follows directly
from the definition of proper efficiency that for any outcome Y, Y =I Y,

I T12(y,y) I::::; Mo and I T2I (y,y) I ~ MOl ify E A,

I T2I (y,y) I::::; Mo and I TI2(y,y) I ~ MOl if Y E B. (2.1 )

By its nature, trade-off information is pointwise, ie it concerns a pair of outcomes.
The above bounds on trade-offs, however, are global, ie they are valid for any outcome of
AUB.

By Theorem 2.1, for k = 2, Mo ::::; 1+p-l. Hence, the above upper bound on trade-offs
is essentially that obtained in Wierzbicki, (1990). Moreover, a significantly stronger result
was proved there. Namely, it was shown that the upper bound 1 + p-l is still valid for
k > 2, ie that

I Tii(y,y) I::::; 1 + p-l,

ify E {y E Z IYi > yj, YI::::; yt, 1= 1, ... ,k, 1=Ii} for i,j = 1, ... ,k, i =lj.
It has been shown in Kaliszewski, (1991), that for k > 2 relations analogous to (2.1)

exist between trade-offs and a certain number So whose interpretation for k = 2 coincides
with that of Mo. As Mo is related to the notion of proper efficiency, So is related to the
notion of substantial efficiency. It should be noted, however, that the bound on Mo is
established at no cost if an efficient outcome is generated by solving the problem poo. In
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contrast, to calculate a bound on So consistency of k(k -1)/2 systems of conditions have
to be verified (cf. Kaliszewski, 1991).

For k = 2 and linear vector optimization problems exact values of trade-offs can be
easily determined by the method of Halme (Halme, 1990).

2.4 Approximate sensitivity analysis with respect to pertur-
bations of utility functions

Assume that in Rk a utility function u, u : Rk
---t lR, is given. Suppose that y maximizes

u(fi) over Z. The outcome y is efficient. Suppose it is properly efficient. The function
u may be perturbed in many ways and it is of importance to know which perturbations
preserve the optimality status of y.

The outcome y is insensitive to a perturbation of u resulting in a new function u' if

{y E Rk Iu'(y) > u'(y)} n Z = {0}.

With the cone K p defined in Section 2.1 a weaker condition for insensitivity, namely

{y E Rk Iu'(y) ;::: u'(y)} ~ {y E Rk I y - Y E K p }, (2.2)

forms a base for what may be called a CST sensitivity analysis. Its potential strength
lies in its theoretical simplicity. Observe that in some situations the condition (2.2) is
very convenient since it is independent of Z. This can simplify significantly verification
of insensitivity, especially if the analytical description of Z is complex. However, the
usefulness of the above condition greatly depends on the cone K p • For example, if a
utility function u' is linear, then for any finite p the condition (2.2) is not satisfied. On
the other hand, the analysis proposed here is perfectly suited for utility functions whose
isoquants are in a sense close to displaced cones.

2.5 Approximate sensitivity analysis with respect to pertur
bations of objective functions

In the same spirit as in the previous section we can formulate sufficient conditions for
admissible perturbations of objective functions in VO problems. Here by admissibility of
perturbations we mean perturbations of Ii, i = 1, ... , k, which do not change the efficiency
status of a selected efficient decision.

Consider a VO problem. Let x be a properly efficient decision to this problem. Suppose
that a cone K p is known.

Let us consider vector optimization problem VO' which differs from VO in the mapping
function, ie
(VO')

V maxJ'(x), x E Xo,

where 1', I' = U:' I~, ... ,In, It :Xo ---t R, i = 1, ... , k.
Now we formulate a sufficient condition for x to be an efficient decision of VO', or

equivalently, for I'(x) to be an efficient outcome of VO'.
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Theorem 2.2 (Kaliszewski, 1991). Assume f(x) > 0, f'(x) > o. A sufficient condition
for a decision x, x E Xo, efficient with respect to f, to be efficient also with respect to f'
is that

mjn(Ji(x) + pekf(x) - f3d[(x)) ~ 0, x E W,
•

where f3i = (Ji(X) + pek f(x))fI(x)-l, and W is an arbitrary set such that X o ~ W.

(2.3)

An advantage of the condition (2.3) over a brute-force approach, ie just solving VO'
to check whether x is an efficient decision, is the possibility to work with relaxations
of X o (the sets Xo ~ W) but of course for W = X o the condition (2.3) is the strongest
possible. It is of importance for numerical tractability of the condition (2.2) in cases where
analytical description of X o is complex. The advantage is even more appealing if there is
a family of functions depending on a parameter, eg f'(x, h), hE [0, h], f'(x,O) = f(x),
and we want approximate the range of h for which x is an efficient decision to VO' with
f'(x, h) as an mapping function.

The generality of this approach follows from the generality of CST - assumptions about
VO problems considered are rather mild. The condition (2.3) corresponds to a series of
standard mathematical programming problems.

3 Computational tractability
Pareto Analysis

of Quantitative

3.1 Computing capacity requirements for QPA

A basic vehicle for the Quantitative Pareto Analysis is the cone K p • All the outcomes of
QPA (except trade-off information for k > 2) is based upon knowing this cone explicitly.
For each (properly) efficient outcome generated by solving poe with given p > 0, the cone
K p is the same, namely K p = {y E Rk IYi + peky ~ OJ. However, all the results of QPA
remain valid and become stronger with cones K~ such that:

K p ~ K~ and ({y} +K p ) n z = {y} entails ({y} + K~) n Z = {y},

where y is an outcome of Z. Then, it is essential for the strength of QPA to formulate
and solve (exactly or approximately) the problem of determining the maximal cone K p

(or equivalently: determining p- the maximal value of p) such that ({y} +K p) n Z = {y}.
It should be noted that the amount of computations to solve this problem may equal or
exceed the amount of computations to generate an efficient outcome y.

As it has been already mentioned in Section 2.3 the amount of computations to perform
full trade-off analysis for k > 2 may grow exponentially with the size of VO problems.

3.2 QPA and interactive decision making schemes

At the first glance it seems that the amount of computations required by QPA in its
full extent is prohibitively large. Especially, trade-off analysis may be very demanding.
We can always advocate the use of supercomputers but this is rather impractical in the
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decision making context because of still limited access to such installations and high costs
of their services. Therefore we should look for a more reasonable approach.

It is quite obvious that QPA is well suited for interactive decision making schemes. In
such schemes DM expresses progressively his preferences over the set of efficient outcomes
and in consequence over the set of decisions (the weighting approach - Chankong, Haimes,
1983; Yu, 1985; Steuer, 1986; Zionts, Wallenius, 1976; or the aspiration levels approach
by Wierzbicki, 1980). One interaction (iteration) consists of the decision phase (DM
expresses his partial preferences), and the computing phase (the computer determines an
efficient decision suiting best DM's preferences). If required, computer can also perform
any part of QPA. The question of QPA computational tractability should be raised here
since by obvious reasons in interactive processes the time of individual computer phases
must be kept within reasonable limits. It happens, however, that even for medium size
problems the time consumed for determining one efficient decision is significant and in
such situations practical usefulness of QPA may be questionable. We can propose two
remedies to heal this.

3.3 Background computations

The first remedy we propose is the idea of background computations. In all interactive
decision making support algorithms during the decision phase for the most of the time
the computer is idle. Even if DM uses the computer to store, sort, retrieve, or compare
previously derived decisions, this usually consumes a negligible part of computer capacity.
The remaining part of computer capacity can be used to start QPA in advance regardless
whether DM will later make a request for its results or not. For example, an approx
imation of Pareto set can be progressively updated and invoked when required. Other
elements of QPA can be started immediately after DM is provided with a new efficient
decision. Usually, it takes some time for DM to decide about his next move and during
this period, which is otherwise lost, some elements of QPA can be significantly advanced
if not completed.

It is important that all the computations started by the computer (precisely speaking
- by a support algorithm) on its own initiative should not harass DM in his process of
decision making (information presented on the screen should not be affected) and therefore
all the related computations must be done in "the background". This, however, calls for
a capability of software to create submodules of a program, called treads, which can
be processed concurrently. Mechanisms of this type are present in several algorithmic
languages as Ada, Modula, and various "parallel" extensions of C, Fortran, and Pascal.
Concurrency means that threads are processed interchangeably, where processor after
some time spent on processing a thread suspends it and starts (or resumes) processing a
subsequent thread. Usually threads are structured by some priority rules.

3.4 Multiprocessing on networks of transputers

If it happens that computer capability is still limited for implementing QPA in its full ex
tent, then the next possible step is to make use of multiprocessor computers. In computers
of this sort threads can be physically distributed among several processors. This, if done
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skillfully, results in a speed-up of computations with the theoretical bound on speed-up
equal to the number of processors. Though some academic and even commercial multi
processor computers are available, again limited access and high cost make them hardly
advisable in the decision making context. One must remember that most implementations
of support algorithms for decision making have been done with desk-top minicomputers.

Fortunately, quite recently a technology has emerged which seems to be perfectly
suited to the needs of decision making and solves, at least to some extent, the problem of
computational tractability of QPA. It features a family of processors, called transputers
(Whitby-Stevens, Hodgkins, 1990), each with four links, which can be easily connected via
links with other transputers into a network of processors. Moreover, the whole network can
be connected via an idle link to any computer turning it into a multiprocessor computer
of significant capability. A preliminary application of PC based transputer networks to
VO problems has been already successfully completed (Kaliszewski, 1990).

3.5 A pilot DSS implementing QPA on a network of transput
ers

A pilot DSS implementing elements of QPA is currently tested in the Mathematical Pro
gramming Department of the Systems Research Institute. At present only linear multiple
criteria decision making problems can be approached by this methodology. The next step
will be to extend the system to linear integer multiple criteria programming problems.

A hardware platform for the system is a network of up to six transputers hosted by a
PC computer.
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Abstract

The general preference structure concept does not constitute a good practical
tool to represent the different attitudes in muItiobjective decision making problems.
In this paper we restrict ourselves to those preference structures which can be an
alytically represented by means of families of functions. The linear approximation
structure concept is used to describe a particular case of preference structure, one
that can be described by means of a family of linear functions.

1 Introduction

In multiobjective decision making under certainty where it is assumed that the decision
maker (DM) controls all the external factors, he may reveal, for a pair of consequences or
alternatives YI , Y2 , four types of attitudes:

a) YI is more preferred than Y2 (Yl )- Y2 )

b) YI is less preferred than Y2 (Yl --< Y2 )

c) YI is indifferent to Y2 ( Yl '" Y2 )

d) Between YI and Y2 , doubt arises about which one is preferred (Yl ? Y2 )

In this paper the last attitude, denoted as doubt, will be considered as a part of the
information revealed by the DM. Thus, we will follow the approach considered in Chien,
Yu and Zhang (1990) and Pachon (1990).

Doubt may be revealed, as we have previously mentioned, in an intentional way by the
DM. However, it may appear in an unintentional way, revealing judgments about his/her
attitudes which do not follow a certain "logical reasoning". In the next paragraphs, we
will see what we mean with this last assertion.
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2 The preference structure

Our aim is to model the DM's attitudes by means of binary relations. Their properties
will form the foundation to the "logical reasoning" revealing the unintentional attitude
denoted as doubt.

From now on, we will denote by Y ~ Rn the objective or consequence space in a
multiobjective decision making problem.

Definition 2.1 A preference structure on the set Y is a pair of binary relations on Y,
denoted by (RI , R 2), that fulfills the following axioms

E1: R I is asymmetric and transitive. R I is called preference on Y.

E2: R 2 is an equivalence relation. R 2 is called indifference on Y.

E3: R I and R 2 are disjoint (RI n R I = 0).

Furthermore, R I and R 2 are related by means of the next coherence axioms

E4: If (YI ,y2) E R I and (Y2' Y3) E R 2 =} (YI,y3) E R I for every YI, Y2,y3 E Y

E5: If (YI,y2) E R 2 and (Y2,Y3) E R I =} (YbY3) E R I for every YI,Y2,y3 E Y

This definition, introduced in Pachon (1990), acts as a model for rationality of the
DM's attitudes in a decision process. However, this concept only regards two of the
four attitudes mentioned in the introduction. If we wish to work with a concept in
which appears the four attitudes revealed by a DM in his/her judgments about paired
comparisons appear, we would have to consider the next definition.

Definition 2.2 Let (RI , R 2) be a preference structure on Y. A quaternion of binary
relations associate to (RI , R 2), is the set of binary relations (RI, Rr, R 2, R~2)' where Rr
is the reflection ofR) on Y x Y with respect to the diagonal ~, and R~2' is the complement
ofRI U Rr U R 2 on Y x Y. The latter is called doubt or indecision.

The reason why the preference structure definition only refers to the preference and
indifference properties, and not to doubt, comes from the fact that this last one can be
easily derived from the others. This is obtained in the following propositions proved in
Pachon (1990).

Proposition 2.3 The relation which represents doubt, R~2' is irreflexive and symmetric.

Proposition 2.4 Given the preference structure (RI , R 2) on Y ~ Rn , we have

a) If (Yh Y2) E R 2 and (Y2,y3) E R~2 =} (YI, Y3) E R~2

b) If(YI,Y2) E R~2 and (Y2,y3) E R 2 =} (YI,Y3) E R~2
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There is a difference between the attitudes which the DM reveals to the analyst
(-<,?-,"',?) and the binary relations which model these relations by means of the con
cept of a quatern associated to a preference structure. Such a difference appears in n~2'

which contains, besides the doubt (?) revealed by the DM, those pairs where axioms
E1- E5 are not fulfilled (unintentional doubt). The way from (?) to n~2 is given in the
following general result.

Theorem 2.5 Given two binary relations nand S on Y such that the diagonal ~ on
Y X Y is contained in S, and let Ci be a maximal subset ofn U S ~ Y X Y which fulfills
the following properties:

1) n;i = n nCi is asymmetric and transitive

2) nii = S nCi is an equivalence relation

3) On Ci the relations n;i and nii fulfill axioms E4 and E5

Then, (nii\nii,nii ) is a preference structure.

This preference structure will be called preference structure associated to n, Sand Ci

, and denoted by (n), n 2 )n.,s,c•.
The proof can be found in Pachon and Rios-Insua (1991a)
Observe that Ci arises when we remove some pairs of consequences of an information

chain on preferences in which the DM reveals incoherences with regard to the axioms.
However, it seems logical to remove the complete information chains, since we do not
have an exact criterion to find out where the incoherences appear. This leads us to define
a unique preference structure associated to nand S, and to asses the set

C = nC;
iEI

(the intersection of all the maximal sets defined in the above theorem). This structure
will be denoted by (nI, n 2 )n,s. (see Pachon and Rios-Insua, 1991a).

Remark 2.6 Thus, the DM, from paired comparisons of consequences, reveals his/her
attitudes to the analyst. The analyst screens such information (by means of theorem 2.5)
and models it as a preference structure. However, this last stage should not be communi
cated to the DM, because taking cognisance of incoherences via the analyst would lead to
a bias in the judgments which would make it impossible to take the original idea about the
problem into account.

3 Preference structure represented by a family of
functions: >-v- Preference

Although the preference structure concept rigorously models the different attitudes, it
does not constitute by its own a good tool to represent such attitudes and to search for
the efficient solutions, which is an essential purpose in multiobjective problems.

Therefore, it seems reasonable to restrict attention to those preference structures which
can be analytically represented by means of a family of functions.
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Definition 3.1 Let (nI , n2 ) be a preference structure on Y ~ Rn and V a family of
functions of class ck(Rn). We say that (nI , n2 ) is a 'rv-preference of class k (if k = 1
it will be called 'rv- preference) if (nI , n2 ) = (nI, n2 )'R.,S where

YI n Y2 ¢} V(YI) 2: V(Y2) \Iv E V
YI S Y2 ¢} V(YI) = V(Y2) \Iv E V

Proposition 3.2 Let (nI, n2 ) be a 'rv- preference on Y ~ Rn , then

(Yl> Y2) E n I ¢} [V(YI) 2: V(Y2) \Iv E V and 3v' E V such that v'(yd > V'(Y2)]
(YI,Y2) E n~ ¢} [V(YI) ~ V(Y2) \Iv E V and 3v' E V such that V'(YI) < V'(Y2)]

(Yh Y2) E n 2¢} v(yd = V(Y2) \Iv E V

(Yl> Y2) E n~2 ¢} [3v, v' E V such that v(yI) > V(Y2) and v'(yd < V'(Y2)]

This last result, which can easily be proved from definitions 2.2 and 3.1, provides the
analytical representation of the preference structure considered above.

4 Linear approximation structures

Following the idea of making the concepts operative, we may now observe that, in many
situations, the set of consequences Y is continuous or finite but with a large number of
elements. In these cases, the preference structure concept merely appears as an abstrac
tion. Then, a first stage to solve a problem would be a set discretization or a filtering,
depending on the case, of the set of consequences which would lead to a reduced and finite
set denoted by Yo .

Different algorithms to obtain the set 1';, appear in Steuer (chapter 11, 1986). However
in practice, it is not possible to go from a preference structure on Yo to the original one on
Y. So, we need an approximation concept to the preference structure to obtain conclusions
about all Y from Yo . To introduce such a concept we will use the notions of globally and
locally preferred, dominated, indifferent and doubt cones, introduced in Chien, Yu and
Zhang (1990) and later considered in Pachon and Rios-Insua (1991b).

Definition 4.1 Let (nI , n2 ) be a preference structure on Y ~ Rn ,

1. d is a globally preferred, dominated, indifferent or a global doubt direction for Yo ,
if for every a> 0, (Yo +ad,yo) belongs to n I , nr, 'R2 or n~2 , respectively.

The collection of all globally preferred, dominated, indifferent and doubt directions
for Yo are, respectively, called the global preferred, dominated, indifferent and the
global doubt cone for Yo, and will be denoted by P(Yo)' D(yo), [(Yo) and DD(yo),
according to the case.
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2. d is a locally preferred, dominated, indifferent or a local doubt direction for Yo
, if there is an 0'0 > 0 (0'0 E Rn and fixed) such that, whenever 0 < a < 0'0,

(Yo +ad, Yo) belongs to n I, nr, n 2 or n~2 , respectively.

Analogously, we will have the locally preferred, dominated, indifferent and the local
doubt cone for Yo , which will be denoted by LP(yo), LD(yo), LI(yo) and LDD(yo),
respectively.

Let us now see what we understand by linear approximation to a preference structure

Definition 4.2 Let (nI , n2 ) be a preference structure on Y ~ Rn . The lower linear ap
proximation structure is the quaternion of binary relations (L I , L 2 , L3 , L4 ) on R n defined
by

L i = UYoEY {(Yo +ad, Yo)}
d E [(i(YO)

0'>0

i = 1,2,3,4

where [(i(YO), i = 1,2,3,4, is equal to P(yo), D(yo), I(yo), DD(yo), respectively.

If [(i(YO), i = 1,2,3,4, is equal to LP(yo), LD(yo), LI(yo), LDD(yo), we will have the
locally linear approximation structure, denoted by (Li, L;, L;, L:) . If the cones [(i(YO),
i = 1,2,3,4, were defined by those directions d ERn such that exists an a' > 0 verifying
that (Yo +a'd, Yo) belongs to n I, nr, n 2 or n~2' respectively, we would obtain the upper
linear approximation structure, denoted by (L~, L~, L~, L~).

In these definitions, we have used the term "linear" . This is due to the fact that

(YI, Y2) En=> (Y2 +a(YI - Y2), Y2) E n Va> 0 [PI

Let us now consider a result, which has been proved in Pachon and Rios-Insua (1991b)
and which characterizes the lower and upper approximation preference structures.

Theorem 4.3 Let (nI , n2 ) be a preference structure on Rn and (S, «) the ordered set
of quaternions of binary relations on Y, where the order is defined by

(A,B,e, V)« (A',B',e', V') <=? A ~ A', B ~ B', e ~ e', V ~ V'

Let us consider the sets

e = {(ShS2,S3,S4) E S: Si, i = 1,2,3,4 satisfies [P] and

(SI,S2,S3,S4) «(nI , n~, n 2,n~2)}

e' = {(SI,S2,S3,S4) E S: Si, i = 1,2,3,4 satisfies [P] and

(nI , n~, n 2,n~2)« (SI,S2,S3,S4)}

then
(Lt,L 2 ,L3 ,L4 ) = max e and (L~,L~,L~,L~)= min e'
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5 Characterization of linear ~v- Preference by the
linear approximation structures

Let ('7(,1, n 2 ) be a )-y- preference on Y ~ Rn . We say that (nI, n 2 ) is a linear )-y

preference, if the elements of the family V are linear scalar functions on R n.

Our purpose is, given the linear approximations to )-y- preference, to deduce from
them whether we have a linear )-y- preference or not.

Lemma 5.1 The quaternion of binary relations associated to a linear )-y- preference
(nl , n2 ) fulfills the linearity property [P].

Proof. Let us first show that n l fulfills property [Pl. Let (YI,y2) E n l , because
(nl , n2 ) is a )-y-preference and in view of proposition 3.2, we have that

v(yI) 2: V(Y2) "Iv E V and :lv' such that v'(Yd > V'(Y2)

Because V consists of linear functions, we obtain

"Iv E V V(YI - Y2) 2: 0 and :lv' such that V'(YI - Y2) > 0

Given a> 0, we have

V(Y2) + aV(YI - Y2) 2: V(Y2), "Iv E V and :lv' such that

V'(Y2) + av'(YI - Y2) > V'(Y2)

and by the linearity of the elements in V we have

Va> 0 V(Y2 + a(YI - Y2)) 2: V(Y2), "Iv E V

and :lv' E V such that
V'(Y2 + a(YI - Y2)) > V'(Y2) .

and by proposition 3.2

Va> 0 (Y2 +a(YI - Y2),Y2) E n l ,

and thus n l fulfills [Pl.
The proof for n~ is derived from the above. Let us show the property for n 2 • Let us

consider (YI,y2) E n2 • By proposition 3.2 and from the linearity in V, we will have that

v(yI) = V(Y2) "Iv E V and hence V(YI - Y2) = 0 "Iv E V

From this

V(Y2 + a(YI - Y2)) = V(Y2) + aV(YI - Y2) = V(Y2), "Iv E V
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which is equivalent to

Va> 0 (Y2 + a(YI - Y2),Y2) E n2 ,

and n 2 verifies [Pl. Finally, because nl, ni and n 2 fulfill [P], its complement ni2
fulfills [P], and the lemma has been proven. U

The next theorem provides a characterization of the linear )-v- preferences from their
linear approximation structures

Theorem 5.2 Let (nl, n2 ) be a preference structure on Rn. (nl ,n2 ) is a linear
)-v-preference if and only if

1. L 1 = L~ and L3 = L;

2. L j , i = 1,3 is compatible with addition on Rn , that is

Vy E R n if (YllY2) E L j ::} (YI + Y,Y2 + y) E L j , i = 1,3

Proof. "===}". If (nl , n2 ) is a linear )-v- preference we will have, by lemma 5.1, that
(nl, ni, n2,n12 ) fulfills [Pl. Therefore, by theorem 4.3

L] = n l = L~ and L3 = n2 = L;

which proves the first affirmation. Let us show the second one. Suppose that (YI, Y2) E
L 1 • Because L 1 C n l and (nl , n2 ) is a )-v- preference, we have

V(YI) 2: V(Y2) "Iv E V and :lv' E V such that v'(yd > V'(Y2)

Since V consist of linear functions, we have

V(YI - Y2) 2: 0 "Iv E V and :lv' E V such that V'(YI - Y2) > 0

Adding and subtracting Y E Rn , we obtain that

V((YI + y) - (Y2 + y)) 2: 0 "Iv E V and :lv' E V such that

V'((YI + y) - (Y2 + y)) > 0

Thus, from the linearity of the elements on V and proposition 3.2,

((YI + y), (Y2 + y)) E n l

which implies in view of 1. and theorem 4.3, that

((YI + y), (Y2 + y)) E L 1 since n l = L 1

The proof for L 3 is analogous.
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"{:=". By 1. and theorem 4.3, we obtain that R 1 = L1 and R a = La . From 2.
we will prove that the globally preferred and indifferent cones for any Yo E Rn are all
constants, that is

P(Yo) = P and I(yo) = I VYo E R n

Then, we will show that VY1,y2 E Rn one has P(yt} = P(Y2)' For the globally
indifferent cones the reasoning is analogous.

Let d E P(y.). By the definition of L1I we have (Y1 + ad, yt} E L 1 Va > 0 and by 2.,
we have

VyERn Va>O (Yl+y+ad,Y1+y)EL1

Again from the definition of L 1, we will have that d E P(Y1 + y) Vy ERn. Thus
P(y.) ~ P(YI + y) Vy E Rn . Taking y = Y2 - Y1 and exploiting the symmetry in Y1 and
Y2, we obtain the desired equality, since P(Yl) ~ P(Y2) and P(Y2) ~ P(yt}. Now, taking
into account the definitions of L 1 and La , and the equalities L 1 = R 1 and La = R a , we
have that

(Yl,Y2)ERl {:} YI-Y2EP

(y.,Y2) E R 2 {:} Y1 - Y2 E I

Both cones P and I are disjoint, since, if Yl E P n I, then Y1 E P, which means that
(y., 0) E R 1 • Furthermore, Yl E I and then (y., 0) E R 2 • But this is a contradiction
because (R., R 2 ) is a preference structure and R 1 n R 2 = 0. For this reason, if we denote
K = P U I, we have

(Yl,Y2) E R 1 {:} Yl - Y2 E K and Y2 - Yl tt K

(y., Y2) E R 2 {:} Yl - Y2 E K and Y2 - Y1 E K

Let us consider the polar set of K, that is

K* = {x ERn j x· k 2:: 0 Vk E [(}

This set consists of linear functions on Rn with positive values on all the elements of
[(, that is

K* = {I: R n
-----+ R jl(k) 2:: 0 Vk E [(}

Furthermore, since it is on R n , we have that (IC)* = [(. This leads us to write the
preference structure as follows

(Yl,y2) E R 1 {:} I(yd 2:: I(Y2) VI E [(* and 3/' E K* such that

l'(yt} > 1'(Y2)

(Yl,Y2) E R 2 {:} I(Yl) = I(Y2) VI E K*

Then (R1 , R 2 ) is a linear ~v- preference where V = K*. 0
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6 Conclusions

The linear approximation structures to a preference structure are easy concepts to obtain
in practice, from the interaction between the analyst and the DM. This ease is comple
mented by the usefulness of this tool to describe preference structures represented by a
family of functions. In this paper we have only considered the representation by means
of families of linear functions. However, an open problem in this context, would be to
describe, from these approximations, families of functions under more complex analytical
conditions.
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Abstract

This paper addresses some methodological aspects of multiple criteria (MC)
programming. Special attention is paid to smooth (binary) relations as a model of
decision maker's (DM) preference structure (PS). The theoretical results are pre
sented that allow correct utilization of mighty means of mathematical programming
in much wider a context than that of smooth value function.

Also the classification of MC-problems from the viewpoint of PS modelling is
proposed. In the framework of this classification a number of approximational MC
methods for solving problems with "smooth-relation" preferences are discussed.

1 Introduction

In this paper we discuss some aspects of multiple criteria decision making (MCDM), i.e.
decision making which considers several criteria that estimate the decisions quality. To
put it more accurately, the paper deals with multiple criteria (MC) programming, i.e.
theory and methods of solving MCDM-problems with the help of computer.

Computer-aided decision making methods are used on condition that decision maker
(DM) is not able to reliably choose by himself the best solution(s) from a given presenta
tion. Such a situation (that is quite typical for the decision making practice) may stem
from the size of presentation which may be infinite (e.g. a domain in some decisions
space) but they also may be traced to the complexity of DM's preference structure (PS),
where several conflicting criteria characterize the quality of solutions. In all such cases
some formal choice mechanism (e.g. value function, binary relation, choice function) is
to be used as a model of the real DM's preferences for supporting the decision process.
Obviously, the adequacy of modelling real DM's preferences is one of the most important
requirements to MC programming, for the accuracy of modelling to a great extent deter
mines the quality of the resultant decision; on the other hand, mistakes that are made
while choosing MC-model (and MC-method) sometimes cannot be corrected afterwards.

Analysis of various approaches to solving MC-problems (Berezovskiy et al. (1987))
has led us to the following conception of PS modelling: the formal object associated
with the notion of PS is a choice function in the criteria space Rn, i.e. triple (A, P, C)
where A ~ Rn is referred to as a universal set, P ~ 2A is a family of presentations,
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C : P -+ 2A : X 1--+ C(X) ~ X is a choice operator (this operator C is often referred
to as choice function, as in the case of mappings). To solve a given MC-problem means
to extrapolate operator C from a certain set of simple presentations to all presentations
required. This is done by a model of DM's preferences which is a parametric family of
choice functions {C,,} defined on the same universal set A.

The following principles of PS modelling can be formulated:
- all the assumptions on general properties of DM's preferences must be explicitly

stated and properly justified;
- in the framework of these assumptions the model must allow approximating DM's

PS with any required accuracy ({C,,} -+ C);
- any question to DM may be stated in terms of his preferences only, and never in

terms of a model;
- DM may answer "I don't know" whenever he really does not.
The above conception and principles of "approximational approach to solving MC

problems" (Borzenko, 1989) allows the use of real-space topology and metrics for formal
izing the notion of approximation accuracy as far as PS modelling is concerned. These
principles, natural and simple as they are, are not taken into consideration in quite a few
of MCDM-methods. For example, a number of publications (Berezovskiy et al., 1981;
Wierzbicki, 1979) soundly criticize the assumption that the DM's preferences correspond
to a smooth value function for this approach hardly accounts of the existence of incom
parable (for DM) solutions. Moreover, many of MC-methods consist of some more or
less arbitrary combinations of certain heuristic steps and the interpretation of DM's mes
sages in terms of the chosen model is often unsound. The above facts have motivated
constructing and investigating new MC-models.

2 Smooth relation as a model of decision makers's
preferences

Many publications, as well as the existing practice of MCDM, confirm that in quite a few
of situations it may be assumed that DM's preferences correspond to a binary relation
defined in the criteria space. Actually, very often the notions of "optimal" and "best"
solutions coincide, especially if only one solution is required to be chosen. We believe
that one of the binary MC-models that enable us to adequately use the information on
the DM's preferences is the model of smooth relation.

DEFINITION. Consider a relation R ~ A X A, A ~ Rn. Relation R is referred to as
smooth if its boundary (frontier) in A x A is a smooth surface (submanifold).

Simply saying, the above definition means that smooth relation as a subset in ~ x~
is defined by a smooth constraint. Unlike the smooth value function case which requires
R to be a full order and to be continuous, i.e. an open set in A x A (see the classical
result of Debreu)' here we strengthen the second requirement but we do not require that
every two alternatives can be compared.

Let us now consider the most important theoretical results concerning geometrical
characteristics of smooth relations.
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THEOREM. If R is a smooth relation and R 2 ParR - Pareto relation, then its
(upper) section R r = {y E A : xRy} is also bounded by a smooth surface (in A) for
every point x E A. Tangent (hyper)planes at point x for the upper and lower sections of
R coincide.

DEFINITION. The tangent plane of the section of relation R at point x (TrRr ) is
referred to as indifference plane of R at x: I'R.(x).

Now such well-known notions as indifference (hyper)plane, substitution coefficients,
etc., that have been considered before only in the context of smooth utility/value func
tions, can be extended to the smooth function case. However, unlike the utility-function
case, the assumption of smooth relation fully recognizes incomparable points and seems
in general much more realistic. Nevertheless, it has been demonstrated (Borzenko, 1989)
that for a smooth relation R the integral of its indifference planes field I'R. exists and is
isomorphic (isomorphism of relations) for transitive closure TrR.

THEOREM. Let R be smooth. Then In is integrable if R is acyclic, the integral being
an ordinal function (denote it as !'R.) homomorphic for R and isomorphic for TrR:

xRy ===? fn(x) < h(y);

x(TrR)y ¢:} fn(x) < !n(y).

The two following theorems justify the use of binary relations in many situations when
the choice differs from just obtaining maximum with respect to some relation; these results
also allow to find out whether the presentation contraction procedure can be correctly
used.

THEOREM. Let a choice function C satisfy H-condition (Izerman et al. , 1982):
for any presentations X, X' X' ~ X --t G(X') ~ G(X), and M-condition for a given
presentation Xo: for any presentation X C(Xo) ~ X ~ Xo --t IC(X)I ~ IC(Xo)l. Then
for any C' 2 C and any family of presentations P' ~ P ~ 2xo all the C'-rejected points
may be ignored:

C(Xo \ U G'(Y)) = C(Xo)
YEP'

THEOREM. Let Ri i R. Then M aX ll 1 M ax
ll

• (Here the topology is pointwise, the
condition Ri ~ R is essential for converg~nce.)

The above results substantially expand the application area of the powerful tools of
mathematical programming, so far restricted in this context to the case of somewhat
dubious value-function model.

3 Classification of multiple criteria problems

Besides a general approach to solving MC-problems (like the approximational approach),
on the one hand, and theoretical results allowing building MC-methods, on the other, in
response to actual needs of the MCDM developments it is necessary to have a constructive
tool for choosing an adequate model and method for a given MC-problem. This can be
done by means of classifying the models of MCDM from the viewpoint of adequate PS
modelling.
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In this paper we present new classification of MC-problems (Polyashuk, 1990) which
is built from the viewpoint of PS modelling and is guided by the following principles:
- the classification is intended for the DM-computer dialog determining the type of the
problem and proposing some adequate methods according to its dimension and the re
sources allocated for its solution (DM's time, computer time, memory size, etc.) ;
- two MC-problems are attributed to different classes if their solution require different
methods;
- the notion of an adequate method is understood in the approximational sense;
- no separate classification is proposed for MC-methods, but for each problem type some
approximational methods are proposed;
- the classification is open in that new parameters of classification may be added, and
new values of the existing parameters may be introduced.

Before listing the parameters of our classification, recall the main components of each
MC-problem (in the deterministic case):

- decisions space Rm, the space of the parameters values of the alternatives (solutions)j
- universal set A' ~ ~;
- one or more presentations X E P E 2A j

- criteria space Ir', the space of quality characteristics of the solutions;
- criteria mapping F : A' -+ Rn, attributing criteria values to all the feasible solutions.
- DM's preference structure defined in the criteria space;
- a priori given characteristics of the problem.
The further detalization of these main elements of the MC problem structure gives us

the following list of classification parameters (the parameters values are omitted):
1. Parameters characterizing MC-problem in general (general parameters).
1.1. Possibility of a dialog with DM after fixing the presentation.
1.2. Existence of a feedback.
1.3. A number of DMs with conflicting vector criteria.
2. Parameters characterizing the decisions space Rm (decisions space parameters, DSP).
2.1. DSP-type.
2.2. Cardinality of presentations.
2.3. Regularity of presentations.
2.4. Presentations mode.
2.5. Feasibility type.
3. Parameters characterizing criteria space Rn and criteria mapping.
3.1. Way to determine criteria mapping.
3.2. Criteria type.
3.3. Existence of criteria constraints.
3.4. Localization of optima.
4. Parameters characterizing the DM's preference structure.
4.1. Type of model which adequately describes PS.
4.2. PS invariance characteristics.
4.3. Type of comparative criteria importance.
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4 Approximational methods for smooth-relation
problems

Now, after we have at our disposal the above classification of Me-problem, it becomes clear
that the main restrictions for using the smooth-relation model are related to the values
of parameter 2.1 (DSP-type) and parameter 4.1 (the type of a model). It is necessary
that all the criteria are (pseudo- )continuous and DM's preferences correspond to a binary
relation. These assumptions seem quite natural and hold true in a vast majority of actual
situations. In any case, this context is much wider than that of continuous value function.

Using the general principles of approximational approach to preferences modelling,
along with the above theoretical results, we (together with our colleagues) succeeded to
construct dialog procedures for solving following smooth-relation problems:

1. The problem of unique choice with a "quick" (not time-consuming) criteria map-
pmg.

2. The problem of unique choice with a "slow" (time-consuming) criteria mapping.
3. The problem of unique choice from a finite presentation.
4. The problem of unique choice from a small presentation.
5. The problem of "automatic" choice.
6. The problem of compromise choice.
7. The problem of choice from a sequential presentation.
Almost all of the enumerated smooth-relation methods contain the following standard

modules:
- algorithm for determining substitution coefficients (their upper approximation) in a

point x in the criteria space Rn;
- algorithm for building the indifference hyperplane in x E ~;

- algorithm for determining the best direction in the decisions space R"".
Some of these methods are, as a matter of fact, approximational versions of well

known methods (Frank et aI., 1956; Geoffrion, 1970), while the others are quite original.
Now we shall describe one of the original methods that were constructed in the context
of smooth relation. This method (more exactly, two modifications of one algorithm) is
intended for solving the problem of choice from a small presentation by means of the
two points comparison in the criteria space. Simple as it is, such an idea has not been
considered, as far as we know, even in the value-function context. This surprising fact may
be attributable to what was mentioned in the foreword: the value-function model does
not allow for incomparability, thus making the very setting of the comparison problem
unnatural.

The main idea of the method consists in drawing a polygonal approximation of integral
curves (for indifference hyperplane field) lying in a certain two-dimensional space.

Modification 1.
Step 1. In one of the two points x E ~ the approximate substitution coefficients

iiij (x) are determined; the corresponding indifference hyperplane is constructed. Set
1 = l,xo = x.

Step 2. In the other point of the pair y E ~ the indifference hyperplane and the
normal to it n y are constructed.
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Step 3. The two-dimensional plane 0 2 containing Xl-I, Y and n y is constructed.
Step 4. The intersection of 0 2 and the indifference hyperplane in X

I
-

1 defines the
direction pi; move to the point xl = XI- 1 + /:).pl, where /:). denotes the step-length.

Step 5. If our trajectory has not yet crossed ny, then the indifference hyperplane in
xl is constructed. Set 1= 1+ 1 and go to Step 3.

Step 6. If the trajectory intersects the positive ray of ny, it is interpreted as a com-
parison in favour of the point x (yRx); otherwise - as a comparison in favour of y (xny).

Modification 2.
Steps 1-3 coincide with those of the Modification 1.
Step 4. The convex closure LI of the points xl, {y : xlny} is constructed, where n

is the (inner) approximation of the transitive closure of the real DM's preference relation
n: n~Trn.

Step 5. Within the intersection of LI and 0 2 the ray pi is constructed which provides
the maximum angle to the positive ray of the normal n y. Move to the point xl = XI-1+/:).pl.

Step 6. If our trajectory has not yet crossed ny, then the indifference hyperplane in
xl is constructed. Set 1= 1+ 1 and go to Step 3.

Step 7. If the trajectory intersects the negative ray of ny, then xny and, therefore,
x(Trn)y.

In the second modification we can guarantee that xny ==> xny, but it may happen
that x and yare n-incomparable. On the contrary, in the first version there are no
n-incomparable points, but errors are possible.

THEOREM. Let n be a smooth acyclic relation, P.ij --+ /Lij, /:). --+ 0, where /Lij, i,j =
1, ... , n, - substitution coefficients, /:). - step-length. Then the probability of errors
(incomparability) tends to O.

Thus, both versions of the described method allow DM after due efforts to perform
comparison with any required accuracy. In other words, it means that the method is
approximationaI. It has been also shown that the trajectories which are constucted in
both modifications of the method possess all the necessary properties (they reach n y in a
limited number of steps, do not degenerate, etc.).

Besides approximational methods, the special dialog procedure was developed that
enables DM to choose by himself an adequate MC-method for solving a real-life MC
problem. This procedure was built as a universal one, though it has been practically used
in the smooth-relation case only.

It is clear that the whole manifold of MC-problems can not be covered by the de
scription of some particular cases. Ideally, for each problem type, i.e. for each possible
combination of the values of classification parameters, there must be a number of approx
imational methods for DM to choose from. But, in any case, the context of smooth binary
relation is much wider than that of smooth value function.
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Abstract

Two threads: reduction of the number of alternatives and generation of the pro
posal for the DM's most preferred alternative are distinguished in the process of
decision support. Presented approach is based on pairwise comparisons of alterna
tives.

1 Introduction

In the last few years a rapid evolution have been observed in the field of techniques and
concepts of decision support systems for multicriteria choice problems. The usefulness
of several former approaches has been contested and new directions of development have
been proposed. New approaches emphasize the aspects of aiding, tutoring and flexibility
rather than computational efficiency.

The formalism of multicriteria problems allows for a reduction of the set of feasible
alternatives to the set of nondominated alternatives. In order to reduce further the set
of alternatives under considerations one has to supply to the problem description some
additional information about the decision maker (DM). In general, this knowledge comes
from both of the following two sources:

• assumptions about the DM and his preferences,

• information supplied by the DM.

Explicit or implicit assumptions are usually extremely hard to verify in practice. Meth
ods based on strong assumptions produce results which the DM quite often refuse to
accept. The level of acceptance depends also on the forms of preferences exhibition and
their accordance with the notions used by the DM in his intuitive analysis of the problem.
The supply of additional information about his preferences may be a difficult and heavy
task for the DM in some of the approaches.

The preferences may be exhibited by the DM in different forms. Below, some of the
most common examples are listed.
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• Intuitive decisions (usually with graphical displays of problems with 2 - 4 criteria
and/or 3 - 10 alternatives).

• Explicit preference (utility) function.

• Criteria ordering (lexicographic).

• Weights of criteria.

• Aspiration and/or reservation levels of criteria values.

• Alternatives ranking.

• Pairwise comparisons of alternatives.

The presented approach is based on pairwise comparisons and we will focus on this
subject but in practical systems several options have to be offered to the DM.

2 Motivations

Let us assume that a multicriteria choice problem is given, i.e. for all feasible alternatives
criteria values have been evaluated and listed in a file.

Several simple tools can be used by the DM in the early stage of the problem analysis.
He may reject alternatives which are clearly out of the region of his interest by setting
bounds on criteria values, turn some of the criteria into constraints, ignore some of the
criteria introducing a (group) lexicographic approach, obtain a representation (subset) of
the nondominated set by introducing criteria values tolerances and thus ignoring small
differences in criteria values, etc. All this actions lead to a reduction of the number of
alternatives still under consideration.

Using some other tools the DM may ask the supporting system for a proposal of his
most preferred alternative. A good example of a relevant technique is the reference point,
goal, compromise solution or trade-off approach (see Majchrzak, J., 1987, for an example).

If the DM was not able to accept any of the alternatives proposed by any of the
mentioned techniques he has to be asked to supply some more specific information about
his preferences. Pairwise comparisons of alternatives is a technique frequently used here
(see Koksalan, M., et al., 1984; Malakooti, B., 1988).

Before the presentation of our approach to the pairwise comparisons utilization some
general assumptions will be discussed.

• The DM cannot be forced to compare any pair of alternatives selected by the system.

• The number of comparisons supplied by the DM may be very small.

• The DM selects by himself the alternatives for comparisons.

• Also nonfeasible alternatives can be compared.
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Such a situation may occur if the DM is willing to compare only those few alternatives
he knows from his practice and some of them may by currently not available.

Let us consider the following multicriteria decision making problem. A decision maker
(a person or an institution) wants to buy a new car and has some difficulties in choosing
from the variety of models available on the market. He is not an expert in cars and he
knows just a few models: his old car and those possessed by his friends and relatives. So,
all he is able to say about his preferences is a number of statements concerning cars he
knows, like for example:

VW Golf is preferred to Opel Kadett,

Fiat Uno is preferred to Peugeot 205, etc.

He refuses to compare cars he doesn't know or to supply any other kind of information
about them. The reference point approach might be adopted in this case, but what if the
DM would not be satisfied with the result?

The task can be formulated as follows. A relatively small number of pairwise com
parisons of alternatives is available. What can be said about the DM's preferences on
the basis of this small amount of information and what can be said about the quality of
that information? Note that a statement: "a cheap good car is preferred to an expensive
bad car" is a rather low quality information since, once price and performance have been
established as criteria, this is an obvious statement. The DM should be informed about
the quality of the alternatives evaluation he had made. Also his inconsistencies should be
discovered.

Because the number of supplied comparisons may be small, we have to expect a small
amount of information about DM's preferences. The method will not tend to determine
the most preferred solution but to reduce the set of alternatives. It may be shown that in
some instances even a single pairwise comparison may allow for a significant reduction,
in some problems even up to a single alternative!

The information about the DM's preferences contained in a pairwise comparison may
be of two different types. Let us assume that price and quality are two criteria for a
selection of a car.

compromise type: a better but more expensive car is preferred to a worse but cheaper
car.

non-compromise type: a good cheap car is preferred to an expensive bad car.

It will be shown that also the information of the second type may be utilized in our
approach.

In the presented below method we will distinguish two threads (goals) of the deci
sion support process: reduction of the number of alternatives under consideration and
generation of a proposal (candidate) for the DM's most preferred alternative.

3 Basic ideas

Let F be the space of m criteria, A = R'+ be the domination cone and let Q c F be
the set of feasible alternatives. We will assume that there exist an underlying implicit
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quasiconvex utility function U : 1---+ R behind the DM's preferences. The DM need not
recognize it existence; however, we will assume that whenever he decides that alternative
bE Q is preferred to alternative a E Q, it is equivalent to U(b) > U(a).

The DM's utility function U is in general a nonlinear function of criteria. Identifying
such function usually requires large amount of data and a significant computational effort.
Therefore, keeping nonlinearity of U in mind, we shall restrict ourselves to a set of linear
approximations of U only.

Suppose that k pairs of alternatives were compared by the DM:

bi is preferred to ai , ai, bi E Q, i = 1, ... , k

This set of data may be considered as a set W of k vectors in the criteria space F, pointing
from a less preferred alternative ai to a more preferred alternative bi .

W = {Wi : Wi = [ai, bd , ai, bi E Q, i = 1, ... , k }

Let us also consider the set V of normalized vectors Wi E W:

V = {Vi: Vi = 11:;11 i = 1, ... ,k}

Each of the vectors Vi represents a direction of improvement in the space of criteria
of the function U(J). Hence, the cone C spanned by vectors Vi E V is the cone of
improvement for U(J) and can be defined as:

i=k

C = {L aivi : ai E R+, Vi E V}
i=)

The cone C* is the corresponding polar cone and can be defined as:

C* = {Yi E F: Y, Vi 2: 0, Vi E V, i = 1,2, ... , k }

Both cones C and C* can be expressed by their generators. The set of cone generators
is the minimal subset of vectors belonging to that cone that still span the cone. The
generators of cones C and C* will be denoted by c and c*, respectively.

C = {L ajCj, aj E R+, Cj E C}
j

C* = {L ajcj, aj E R+, cj E C*}
j

where C and C* are corresponding generator sets.
Let us return to the pairwise comparisons. Since we shall consider linear approxi

mations of the utility function, for the sake of presentation simplicity, assume that U is
linear. If the DM has decided that alternative b E Q is preferred to alternative a E Q,
then U(b) > U(a). It is clear that < v, u > > 0, where V = [a, b], and u is a vector
normal to hyperplanes U(J) = canst. Hence, the vector u is contained in cone C*.

From the above analysis it follows that an accurate determination of the vector u
normal to the hyperplanes of U will be possible only in the case when the cone C* is
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spanned by a single vector (namely u). In this case the DM's utility function (or rather
actually its linear approximation only) has been obtained and we can easily calculate the
DM's most preferred solution by minimizing U over the set Q.

In general, because of obvious reasons, the cone C will be smaller than a halfspace
and its polar cone C* will have a nonempty (relative) interior. In such a case, each of
the vectors contained in C* may appear to be the vector u. Fortunately, we can restrict
ourselves to the generators e* of the cone C* only. Considering each ej to be the vector u
(minimizing linear function based on ej ) one can obtain a set of qj E Q being the linear
approximation minimizers of DM's utility function. These elements qj define a subset
SeQ of nondominated elements of Q in which the DM's most preferred alternative
(minimizer of U) is contained.

As it can be seen now, our approach does not pretend to determine the DM's most
preferred solution exactly. It will rather tend to find a domain in which it is contained.
The more information about DM's preferences is contained in alternatives pairwise com
parisons supplied, the smaller this domain will be. Besides, also a good candidate for the
most preferred solution may be presented to the DM. It can be obtained a kind of average
vector for the cone C*: a sum of ej, a sum of Vi, a gravity center of Vi, etc. The author's
favorite method for the candidate selection is the calculation of the minimal (Euclidean)
norm element from the convex hull spanned by the cone C* generators ej. This technique
based on the method of Wolfe (Wolf, P., 1975) appeared to be very useful in our approach,
serving also for some other purposes. Let us denote the minimal norm element from the
convex hull spanned by the set V of vectors V as

z = MNECH(C*)

The minimizer of the linear function based on vector z will be chosen as the candidate
for the DM's most preferred solution.

4 Details

In this chapter, we shall discuss the basic cases that can occur for different sets of pairwise
comparisons of alternatives supplied by the DM.
Case 1. Cone C is a halfspace of F and Ilzll = o.
As it has been already mentioned, in this case the linear approximation of the DM's utility
function is defined by the vector u normal to the halfspace spanned by C. The DM's most
preferred solution may be found by the optimization of the linear function based on u.
Case 2. Cone C is not a halfspace of F and IIzll = O.
Since the DM's utility function is assumed to be quasiconvex, the set V of pairwise
comparisons supplied by the DM is inconsistent. Conflicting elements should be selected
from the set V and presented to the DM. They are those elements which spann a convex
hull containing zero and hence cause IIzll = O. Their selection is automatic during the
calculation of the element z.
Case 3. Cone C is contained in a halfspace of F, it contains the domination cone A and
IIzll 2: O.
This is the basic case. After the set of linear functions based on vectors e* optimization, a
subset of nondominated elements of set Q will be obtained. This subset is defined by the
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set of linear approximation optimizers of the utility function. A candidate for the DM's
most preferred solution will be found by optimizing over the set Q the linear function
based on vector z. Notice that if the number of supplied pairwise comparisons is small
(too small to spann a non-degenerate cone C), then generators of the domination cone II.
can be added to the set V.
Case 4. Cone C is contained in the domination cone II. and Ilzll ;::: O.
This is the case of a low quality of information contained in pairwise comparisons of
alternatives supplied by the DM (and corresponds to statements like: "a good cheap car
is preferred to an expensive bad car"). The DM should be informed about this fact and
perhaps he will be able to give some more restrictive statements. If he refuses for some
reasons, we cannot proceed along the Case 3 line. However, instead of of considering the
supplied information as being of a discriminative type we can treat it as an instructive
type information. Each of the vectors v E V can be treated now as an approximation
of the DM's improvement direction or his utility gradient approximation. Hence, we can
proceed just like in Case 3, taking the cone C instead of C* into consideration. Of course
the DM should be aware of the new interpretation of the information he has supplied.

Cases 3 and 4 can be distinguished a priori by checking whether C J II. or Cell.,
respectively.

5 Concluding remarks

A method for the utilization of pairwise comparisons of alternatives has been presented
within a framework of decision support in multicriteria choice problems. However, it can
be used for the DM's preferences assessment in multicriteria problems of any type (linear,
nonlinear) .

An arbitrary small sample of pairwise comparisons is accepted. The DM is not forced
to compare alternatives selected by the systems, he may compare both feasible and non
feasible alternatives of his choice. In the case of inconsistencies conflicting elements are
separated and presented to the DM for conflict resolution. Pairwise comparisons may
contain both compromise and non-compromise type of information about the DM's pref
erences.

The DM may be quite sure that a is preferred to b, but he may have some doubts
whether c is preferred to d. A natural way of dealing with uncertainty of this kind is
to group comparisons with different levels of certainty or confidence and analyze them
separately and combine results.

If the DM is able to supply a large amount of results on alternatives evaluations, then a
technique similar to one presented in (Koksalan, K., et al., 1984), should be used in order
to eliminate dominated alternatives from further considerations. If it is not the case, the
DISCRET package methodology should be applied. Actually, the presented approach is
planned to be included into the DISCRET framework. At the moment it is on the stage
of an independent experimental program.

Several practical aspects of the presented approach are still to be further investigated.
Probably the most interesting question is how to provide some help for the DM if he
is not able to choose pairs for comparisons, i.e. how to select a small sample of such
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alternatives that their evaluation by the DM may result in significant improvement of an
approximation of DM's preferences.
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1 Introduction

We consider here a problem of choice of the best alternative from a given set of alternatives
which are characterized by multiple criteria. We can assume that the first step in such
choice is a selection of the set of Pareto--optimal alternatives.

This set has one remarkable feature. If one of the two Pareto--optimal alternatives
is better than the other by one criterion it is worse inevitably by some other criterion.
Hence if we want to choose only one alternative it is necessary to point out what failing
off by one criterion we are ready to donate for the improvement by the other one. This is
obtained by the analysis of tradeoffs.

In the classical theory the tradeoffs must be pinpointed in the form of a rate of substi
tution (see, for example, Keeney and Raiffa, 1976). But it is very difficult for two reasons,
which are:

• it is difficult for a decision maker (DM) to determine the exact value of the rate of
substitution,

• the exact rate of substitution value varies when the criteria value changes.

These difficult can be surmounted by developing a new theory. It is just enough to
point out to point out the interval containing the rate of substitution value of one criterion
for another. This interval may be broad enough. The lower bound of the interval is the
maximal value of increment by one criterion such that any smaller number is certainly
not acceptable for you in the exchange for decrement of another criterion by one unit.
Similarly the upper bound of this interval is the minimal value such that any greater
number is certainly acceptable.

2 Interval approximation of DM's preferences

Let S be a given set of available alternatives (or strategies), and I = (I}, "', In) be a
vector criterion on S. Each alternative s is represented by its vector estimate I(s) in
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the criteria space ?Rn
• The criteria Ii will be denoted by their numbers i, i = 1, ... , n.

For definiteness suppose that all criteria are positively oriented, i.e. their larger values
are more preferable than the smaller ones. Negatively oriented criterion smaller values of
which are more preferable than larger ones can be formally transformed easily into the
positively oriented one, for example, by changing the sign.

The interval approach to the solution of a multicriterial problem presupposes a spec
ification of interval estimations of substitution for some (not obligatory for all) pairs of
criteria. To receive such estimation for a pair of criteria < i,j > the DM has to compare
the following pairs of vector estimates:

x = (x), ... , Xi, ... , Xj, ... , xn ),

y = (Xl, ... ,Xi -1, ... ,Xj +.6., .... ,xn )

where all components x), ••• , X n are fixed and .6. > 0 is variable. As a result the positive
numbers .6.ij and .6.&, .6.ij < .6.& should be found, such that

a) if.6. ~ .6.ij then X.is more preferable than y,

b) if.6. ~ .6.& then y is more preferable than x,

c) if.6.ij < .6. < .6.& then X and yare not comparable.

Then the DM increases the interval (.6.ij, .6.t) until the conditions a)-c) are valid in
any point X E ?Rn • Hence for a pair of criteria < i, j > the DM specifies the interval
J1.ij = [J1.ijj J1.tl having the following property:

for every X E ?Rn
, t > 0

(xI/Xi-t,Xj+J1.&t) P X and X P (xI/Xi-t,Xj+J1.ijt) (1)

Such interval is called the (constant) interval rate of substitution (IRS).
Axiomatics and structure of IRS-relation as well as properties of interval rates of sub

stitution were given in Berman and Naumov, (1989). Interval evaluation of substitution
of a fixed criterion for each other criteria was considered by Passy and Levanon, (1984),
while the interval estimates were not constant in the criteria space.

It should be noted that there is a fundamental distinction between the interval ap
proach and methods of separation of some part of the Pareto set with the help of a gen
eralized criterion when the weight coefficients are restricted by intervals (Steuer, 1976).

A binary relation generated by J1.ij in accordance with property (1) will be denoted by
P(J1.ij). Let M be an information on DM's preferences formed by accumulated J1.ij. This
information induces a relation pM on ?Rn which is the transitive closure of union of po
and all P(J1.ij):

pM = Tr[Po U (UI'.} EMP(J1.ij))].

In accordance with definition xpMy is valid if and only if there exists a chain Xpl Zl,
zl P2 z2, ... ,zm-1 pm y, in which each zk E ?Rn , pk is po or P(J1.ij) for some J1.ij EM.
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The information M is said to be consistent if pM is irreflexive. Having a consistent
M we can consider the intervals J.lij as estimates of interval rates of substitution for some
IRS-relation.

A construction of preference relation using an information on constraints of rates
of substitution (not only for single criteria but also for sets of criteria) was suggested
in the framework of the theory of criteria importance in Podinovskii, (1978), (see also
Podinovskii, this volume). Methods for verifying the consistency of such information and
for constructing the corresponding preference relation were presented in Menshikova and
Podinovskii, (1988).

Using these results we can construct the preference relation pM. For each J.lij we
introduce two row vectors 0- (J.lij) and 0+ (J.lij) as follows:

{

-J.lij k = j
Ok (J.lij) = 1 k = i

o k # i,j

{

J.lt k = j
Ot(J.lij) = -1 k = i

o k # i,j

Using all these row vectors we form 2q x n - matrix AM where q is a number of J.lij
in M. We shell use the following notation (for x, y E ~n): x 2: y ¢} Xi 2: Yi, i = 1, ... , n;
x > Y ¢} Xi > Yi, i = 1, ... , n.

Consider the set EM = {,B E ~nj ,B> 0, AM,B > OJ.
From the point of view of the theory of criteria importance M is the information on

criteria importance of a special kind (proportional importance) and elements of EM are
vectors of importance coefficients.

Theorem 1. The information M is consistent if and only if EM is non--empty.
Theorem 2. Given any X,Y E ~n and x # Y, xpMy is valid if and only if there exists

a vector u E ~2q with nonnegative components such that the following vector inequality
is satisfied:

x - y 2: uAm

Theorem 3. xpMy if and only if (x - y),B > 0 for each ,B E EM.
Let Y = j(S) be the set of vector criteria assessments of alternatives. The relation

pM determines a subset of nondominated points yM in Y.
As a results the Pareto set of choice Sa is reduced to a set of nondominated alternatives

SM (such that their vector criteria assessments belong to yM).
In practical situations, when the set S was finite and included several dozens of alterna

tives, we had only a few nondominated ones. Quite often there was only one nondominated
alternative.

3 Decision support system MCITOS

The interval approach to the solution of multicriterial problem is now supported by a mod
ern software. The authors have developed the system MCITOS (MultiCriteria Interval
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Trade-Offs System). Source data for MCITOS are following:
set of criteria;
set of alternatives with criteria assessments for all criteria.
MCITOS asks DM about his preferences and computes all non-dominated alternatives

out of the given set.
MCITOS can be used on any IBM PC-compatibles. Color graphics monitor is recom

mended.
The number of criteria and alternatives is limited only by accessible memory (approx

imately 1000 alternatives with 15 criteria).
System interface is based on windows, menu, spreadsheets and is user-friendly. All the

data are in an easy form to examine and modify. Spreadsheet in the table of alternatives
allows to solve easily such problems as "what if ...".

English and Russian versions of MCITOS are available. MCITOS can use files created
by dBase, Clipper and FoxBase systems.

4 Applications

MCITOS was successfully used for solving several practical problems including a problem
of choice of equipment for automatic stores, problems of constructing power gears and
some problems of personal choice.

Let us consider an example of the application of MCITOS for the problem of the choice
of the best Super VGA computer monitor. The list of alternatives and criteria was taken
from "PC Magazine" (May 15, 1990) and "Your Computer" (August, 1989). Alternatives
(monitors) were evaluated by 11 criteria:

1) cost (dollars);

2) picture size (inches);

3,4,5) monitor dimensions: length, width, height (inches);

6) monitor weight (kg);

7) compatibility with display adapters (the number of types of adapters monitor
can be used with);

8,9) screen resolution: horizontal and vertical (pixels);

10) video bandwidth (MHz);

11) dot inch (mm/line).

The criteria 1, 3,... ,6 and 11 are negatively oriented, the criteria 2, 7, ... ,10 are positively
oriented.

Following monitors were compared: 1) Mitsuba 710 VH; 2) Acer 7015 Multiscanning
Color Monitor; 3) Cordata CMC-141M Multiscanning Color Monitor; 4) Dell Super VGA
Color Monitor; 5) MAC Coputronic PMVI4VC; 6) TW Casper 5156H; 7) GoldStar 1450
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Plus VGAj 8) Tatung CM-1496X; 9) TVM SuperSync; 10) GoldStar 1460 3APlus VGAj
11) NEC Multisync 2A; 12) Relisys RE-5155; 13) Amdek AM738 Smartscan; 14) Seiko
CM-14400; 15) Sony CPD-1302; 16) Mitsubishi FA3415ATK; 17) Idek MultiHat Digiana
MF-5015; 18) NEC MultiSync 3D; 19) Nanao FlexScan 9060S; 20) Sony CPD-1304; 21)
Electrohome ECM 1310Uj 22) Microvitec 1019/SP; 23) Mitsubishi Diamond Scan 20C;
24) Panasonic Panasync C1391; 25) Princeton Ultra 14.

All alternatives are Pareto--optimai. The Table shows vector estimates of all alterna
tives.

The problem was analyzed with help of MCITOS. The following interval rates of
substitution were estimated:

J.L2I = (100; 155), J.L3I = (100; 200),
J.L6I = (80; 120), J.L7I = (320,600),
J.LlO,I = (120; 270), J.Lll,I = (6000; 10000).

J.L4I = J.LSI = (100; 250),
J.LSI = J.L9I = (12; 18),

Alterna- Criteria
tives 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
1 495 14 14 14 14.25 37 3 1024 768 45 0.28
2 560 12.75 17.25 18 18 28.5 4 800 600 35 0.31
3 599 14 14.25 14.5 15.25 32.5 4 800 600 35 0.31
4 599 13.5 12.75 13.5 15 28.75 2 800 600 38 0.29
5 635 14 17.25 18 18 30 3 1024 768 45 0.28
6 680 13.25 13.75 14.25 14.25 25.25 4 1024 768 30 0.31
7 699 14 14 14 14.75 28.5 2 800 600 45 0.31
8 749 13 12.5 14.5 15.75 27.5 3 1024 768 45 0.31
9 795 14 12 14.5 15.75 29.75 3 1024 768 45 0.28
10 799 13 14 14 14.75 28.5 3 1024 768 45 0.28
11 799 13 13 13.75 15.25 28.5 2 800 600 38 0.31
12 799 14 14.5 14.75 15.25 31 4 800 600 30 0.31
13 835 14 13.25 14 14.5 30 3 1024 768 25 0.31
14 899 13 13 13.75 15.75 33 3 1024 768 35 0.25
15 995 13.25 11.75 14 15.5 32 5 900 560 25 0.26
16 1015 13.25 14 13.75 15.25 31 5 1024 768 40 0.28
17 1045 15 14.75 14.5 15.75 34.25 5 800 600 30 0.31
18 1049 13 13 13.75 15.25 30.75 5 1024 768 45 0.28
19 1053 13 14.25 16.25 14.5 32 5 1024 768 30 0.28
20 1095 14 11.75 14 15.5 32 3 1024 768 35 0.26
21 1259 13.5 13 14.25 15 29.25 4 800 800 30 0.31
22 2396 19 17.5 18.5 19.5 59 5 800 600 40 0.31
23 2679 19 17.75 19.75 21 66 5 1120 780 50 0.31
24 899 14 14.5 14 14.25 25.25 5 800 600 30 0.31
25 899 14 13 13.75 15.5 35 5 1024 768 45 0.28

Vector estimates of monitors
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The information M = {J121l P31l ... , Pll.d is consistent. The only alternative whose
vector estimate is nondominated is the 18th one. Hence the monitor 18 "NEC MultiSync
3D" was the most preferable for the DM.

5 Conclusion

The interval approach to the solution of multicriterial problem is well justified and based
and based on reliable information. It makes it possible to obtain reliable results. The de
fect of this method is an incomplete comparability of alternatives. But this incompleteness
reflects the inexactness of additional information on tradeoffs.
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Abstract

An analysis presented in (Podinovskii, 1991) shows that the concept of criteria
importance is a representation of a special kind of regularity of preference structures.
This regularity provides increase or stability of preferences under specific ratio of
increments of those components of vector estimates which correspond to the criteria
compared by importance (with all other components fixed). We present here some
basic results of the theory of symmetrical importance - which is one of the most
developed sections of the general theory - and discuss possibilities of its applications.

1 Mathematical model and basic definitions

A multicriteria optimization problem under certainty is represented by a set of available
alternatives (strategies)S and a vector criterion f = (fl, ... ,fm) defined on S. Each
strategy 8 is characterized by its vector criteria assessment f(8) E X, where X = Xl X

... X X m ~ ~m is a non-empty set of all vector assessments.
The decision maker (DM) preferences are represented by a non-strict preference rela

tion R which is partial quasiorder, or pre-order (it is a reflexive and transitive relation).
We shall denote by 1 and P respectively the indifference and (strict) preference rela

tions corresponding to R:
1=RnR- l

; P=R\1.

The relation R is unknown and should be restored (completely or partially) from an
information on DM's preferences. Such information might contain statements on the
relative importance of criteria consisting of single judgments w of the criteria importance.

We shell consider a multicriteria maximization problem for which the Pareto relation
RO is defined as follows: xRay iff x ~ y, i.e. Xi ~ Yi, i = 1, ... , m. In fact, RO is a part
of the relation R and thus it is imbedded into R: RO ~ R, i.e. 1° ~ 1 and po ~ P* both
hold.

Let all criteria be homogeneous, i.e. have a common scale:

Xl = X 2 = ... = X m •

Definition 1. Assertion w~ =< i~j >= ~the criteria f; and fj are of equal importance~
means that every two vector assessments x, y such that

Xi = Yj, Xj = Yi, Xk = Yk, k E {I, ... , m} \ {i,j} (1)
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are indifferent (x/w-y and y/w-x ).
Definition 2. Assertion w>- =< i ?- j >= ~the criterion Ii is more important than

the criterion Ii ~ means that, given any two vector assessments x,y that satisfy (1) with
Xi > Xj, the first assessment is more preferable than the second one (xpw>- y).

According to these definitions, every judgment w about criteria importance induces a
relation W on X which is an indifference relation /w or a preference relation pw. Using
all the importance information n = {WI, ... ,Wk}, we can introduce on X a relation

RO = Cl(RO U RW' u ... U RWk)

where by C lR we denote a transitive closure of R.
Definition 3. The information n is said to be consistent iff Wi ~ RO, j = 1, ... , k,

and RO ~ RO.
Definition 4. Any positive numbers 0'1, ... , O'm which satisfy the conditions

< i_j >E n => O'i = O'j, < i ?- j >E n => O'i > O'j, (2)

are called the criteria importance coefficients generated by n.
Let A°c ~+ designate the set of vectors of importance coefficients generated by n.

2 Principal results

Theorem 1. The information n is consistent iff there exist 0'1, ... , O'm, i.e. AO f 0.
In accordance with Theorem 1 the information n is inconsistent if and only if for
.. . h . >- I . n . >- n-I . n . >- n . n

some l1, l2, ... , In we ave < ll"'" l2 >E H, ... , < In-l '"" l2 >E H, < In''''' II >E H,
k

where each .t is ,..., or ?- but.t is?- for at least one k. For example, the information
n = {< 1 ?- 2 >, < 2 ?- 3 >, < 3 ?- 1 >} is inconsistent.

In order to construct the relation RO we introduce the sets EO(y) and BO(y) as follows:

EO(y) = {y} U{x E X I there exists {Zl, ... , zn} ~ X such that xRlzl, Zl R2z2, ... , zn RnHy

where each Rj is /w, wEn};

BO(y) = {y}u{x E X I there exists {z\ ... ,zn} ~ X such that xRlz\ zIR2z2, ... ,znRn+ly

where each Rj is /w or pw, wEn}.
It is obvious that EO(y) ~ BO(y) and I EO(y) I~I BO(y) I~ m!.
Theorem 2. xROy iff xRoz for some z E BO(y). Given the consistent information n,

x/Oy iff X E EO(y).
It is easy to show with the help of Theorem 2 that:

if < i '"" j >E nand < j '"" k >E n then RO = RO' where n' = n U {< i '"" k >},

if < i ,..., j >E nand < j ?- k >E n then RO = RO' where n' = n U {< i ?- k >},

if < i ?- j >E nand < j ,..., k >E n then RO = RO' where n' = n U {< i ?- k >}.
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But if < i ~ j >E nand < j ~ k >E n then for n' = n u {< i ~ k > } we have only
RO ~ RO'.

Let us consider an example: m = 3, x = (1,4,0), y = (0,3,1),n = {< 1 ~ 2 >,<
2 ~ 3 >}. Here BO(y) = {y,(3,0,1),(3,1,0)} and BO(x) = {x,(4,1,0)}, so that x and
yare incomparable with respect to RO. However for n' = n u {< 1 ~ 3 >} we have
(1,3,0) E BO'(y) and, since xR°(1,3,0) we obtain xRO'y.

Now we can introduce the relations of equality ",0 and superiority in importance ~o

on the set {I, 2, ... , m} of criteria indices as follows:

i ",0 j when i = j or a chain

{
.;.- I . . ;.- 2 . . ;.- n+l. }

< t '" tl >, < tl '" t2 >, ... , < t n '" J > ~, n (3)
k

exists where each,(, is "',

i ~o j when there exists chain of the form (3) where exactly one ,(,k is ~ and the
;.-k

other '" are "'.
The relation ",0 is an equivalence. If n is consistent then ~o is irreflexive and asym

metric. Let ~¥ be a transitive closure of ~o: i ~¥ j when the chain (3) exists where each
k k

,(, is ~ or '" but,(, is ~ for at least one k. The information n is consistent if and only
if ~¥ is a strict partial order.

Let us consider consistent information n° when all criteria are ordered by importance.
This information enables us to measure the importance of all criteria in a common ordinal
scale in accordance with (2). Consequently, a~, ... , a~ may be called ordinal coefficients
of importance.

Given x,y E X, let G(x,y) be the ordered set {xd U ...{xm} U {yd u ... U {Ym} of
numbers gl > g2 > ... > gk(x,y)' For example let m = 3, x = (1,3,4), y = (3,4,7). Then
G =< 7,4,3,1> and k(x,y) = 4. Further, let ai(z) = (a{(z), ... ,at,.(z)) where a{(z) is
af for Zi ~ gi and °otherwise. Finally, let u! = (U[I]> ... , U[mj) be a permutation of U by
decrease: U[I) ~ U(2) ~ ••• ~ u[m).

Theorem 3. xRO
o
y iff ai(x) ~ a{ (y), j = 1, ... , k(x, y), moreover, xlw

o
y iff all nonstrict

inequalities are satisfied as equalities.
Let us consider the special case n° = Sym when all criteria are of equal importance.
Theorem 4. xRSym y iff x! ~ y!, moreover xISym y iff x! = y!.
For a generalized criterion

m

f.(x,a) = Laixi, 8>0, Xc~~.
i=1

with the importance coefficients 0' E AO we have

xROy => f.(x, 0'0) ~ f.(y, 0'0).
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3 An Example

Let us consider an illustrative application of the symmetrical importance theory to the
material selection problem from (Kirkwood and Sarin, 1985). Table 1 shows all the
candidate materials and their assessments by four criteria with 3-level discrete scale. The
pairwise ranking method using the linear generalized criterion (s = 1):

fl(x,o) = 0IXI +02X2 +0aXa +04 X 4

and the information
01 > 02 > Oa > 04 > 0

gives the partial ordering of materials (see Fig.l).
Using only the importance information

n = {< 1 :- 2 >, < 1 :- 3 >, < 1 :- 4 >, < 2 :- 3 >, < 2 :- 4 >, < 3 :- 4 >}

without any generalized criterion in accordance with Theorem 2 or Theorem .4 we have
the same partial ordering of materials with respect to RO.

It is interesting to note that the partial ordering is the same one for

n = {< 1 :- 4 >, < 2 :- 4 >}.

TABLE 1
Candidate materials and levels of evaluation measures for

materials to provide physical continuity

Creep Thermal
Material Strength Characte- Expansion Stability

ristics
Igneous f3 Metamorphic Rocks
Basalt 3 3 2 2
Granite 3 3 2 2
Slate 2 3 2 3
Minerals
Quartz 3 3 2 3
Native Elements
Gold 3 1 1 3
Silver 3 1 1 2
Platinum 3 1 1 3
Copper 3 1 1 2
Processed Metals Lead 2 1 1 2
Metal alloys 3 1 1 2
Ceramics Mullite 3 3 2 3
Steatite 3 3 2 3
Concretes 2 3 2 3
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Gold,
Platinum

Silver, Copper
Metal Alloys

Fig. 1. The partial ordering of materials

4 Concluding remarks

Applications of this theory to real-life multicriterial problems presuppose a preliminary
transformation of original criteria with various scales to homogeneous ones with a common
scale. To do this one can use well-known formal methods of criteria transformation for
constructing a generalized criterion. The simplest and widely-distributed methods are
based upon the following formulae:

Idai' (Ii - ai)/(bi - ai),

where ai is the minimum (or "standard") value of Ii and bi is the maximum (or "target")
value of k But such methods are suitable for cardinal criteria only and do not take into
account subjective levels (and intensity) of the decision maker's preferences on scales of
criteria.

A more appropriate and rather simple way is as follows. The discrete scale with
3-6 levels (estimates) such as "very good", "good" etc. is introduced for all criteria.
For convenience one can number these levels, for example according to an increase of
preference. It is permissible since the methods for constructing the quasiorder Rfl are
adequate for the ordinal scale: criteria estimates are compared only by their values (see
Theorem 2). For each qualitative criterion it is necessary to give a substantial verbal
description of each level. The continual scales of qualitative criteria are to be divided
into intervals so that all estimates from a unique interval correspond to the same level of
discrete scale.

To obtain the information about the criteria importance from a decision maker it
is necessary to proceed from the proper definitions 1 and 2. For example, according
to (1) criteria Ii and Ii are equally important when for every vector assessment x the
permutation of its components Xi and Xj produces a new vector, which is indifferent to
x. It is clear that in practice to check the preservation of preferences one should begin
with a few test vector estimates x, and only then one should suggest to the decision
maker an appraisal of the correctness of a general assertion of preference preservation
under permutations of i-th and j-th components in any vector estimate. Such approach
is fully analogous to practical methods of verification of different independence conditions
for multicriterial structures.

The approaches to obtaining and processing the information about criteria importance
have been implemented in a decision support system"SIVKA" .
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This system was developed by a group including V. V. Podinovskii, V. A. Osipova , N.
S. Alekseev and E. A. Gushin and used at the early stages of designing several technical
systems.
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Types of Decision Support Systems and Polish
Contributions to Their Development
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Abstract

After a general review of basic concepts related to decision support, the paper
gives a synthetic presentation of various results obtained in Poland in the field of
multiple criteria decision support theory and methodology, while concentrating on
subjects related to the reference point methods in this field. Finally, comments on
new standards of formulation and modes of analysis of multiple-objective models
are presented.

1 Introduction

Generally accepted features of modern decision support systems are that they should
contain a type of knowledge representation in a given field - a model base, in addition to
a data base - and help to rationalize and support an entire decision process as opposed to
its selected phases, while taking into account some representation of uncertainty inherent
in this decision process a.s well as other specific features of a given decision situation.
All these aspects were subjects of research and contributions by several Polish research
groups.

Knowledge representation, besides the logical form of a knowledge base in expert
systems, can also have various analytical forms. Polish researchers have contributed sig
nificantly to the development of methodology of multi-objective analysis and decision
support based on analytical models, in particular by developing the reference point meth
ods in multi-objective optimization that are related to the aspiration-led methodology of
interaction, the theory of conical separation of sets and of order-consistent achievement
functions. This was followed by many related theoretical and methodological results, as
well a.s by the development of many prototype decision support systems for various classes
of analytical models.

The representation of uncertainty in decision support can use probabilistic models, set
valued models, fuzzy set theory, or rough set theory; the last one was developed in Poland,
while there are also significant Polish contributions to the theory and applications of fuzzy
sets as well as to stochastic optimization, in particular with its multi-objective aspects
in decision support. Another contribution is related to multi-objective decision support
in group decision situations with multiple criteria; this concerns cooperative aspects of
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bargaining theory as well as the development of noncooperative multiple criteria game
theory.

However, one of the important lessons from various applications of decision support
systems based on analytical models is the relevance of standards of model definition for
selected classes of models and the need of the development of more versatile software tools
for multi-objective definition, simulation, and analysis of various classes of models. These
issues are addressed in the last part of the paper.

2 Types of Decision Support Systems

There are many possible definitions of decision support systems (DSS) and it is not clear
whether it would be useful to try and work out a unique and sharp definition for a concept
with such a rich meaning. Andriole (1989) writes"Decision support ... consists of any
and all data, information, expertise and activities that contribute to option selection."
This definition is too narrow because it concentrates on option selection, which is only
a phase in a decision process. Thus, we should rephrase this broad definition as follows:
a DSS is collection of computerized tools supporting a user in an interactive decision
process.

However, there is also a consensus between DSS specialists that, in order to be useful, a
DSS must contain expertise and knowledge pertinent to a given decision situation, encoded
in the form of a model base or knowledge base, as well as various tools (algorithms)
that help in using this knowledge. Thus, it is advisable to make this broad definition
slightly more specific: DSS is a computerized system that supports its users in a rational
organization and conduct of a decision process (or some selected phases) and, besides a
data base, it also contains a pertinent knowledge representation in the form of models
of decision situations as well as appropriate algorithms for using these models. This
definition corresponds to the general scheme of the architecture of a DSS presented in
Figure 1.

IUSERI

11
User-friendly, intelligent interface

(problem-processing system, graphic interfaces, etc.)

Data Base & Model Base & Algorithmic Base &
Management Management Management

Fig. 1. A general scheme of the architecture of a DSS.

This scheme also stresses the first and possibly most important aspect of the definition
of DSS: the sovereign position of the user. The user can be a decision maker, an expert,
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or an analyst; an ordinary person working in an office on a well-defined task that might
benefit from decision support; or even a group of persons with varied expertise and decision
authority. In any of these cases, a DSS must not replace the user in his sovereign decision
making; it must help him in the organization of the decision process and in processing
information customized for selected situations and phases of the process by drawing upon
expertise and knowledge encoded in the models included in the system and by using
various algorithms for the evaluation of options and alternative decisions.

This does not mean that repetitive, operational decisions might not be automated; but
this is rather the field of automatic control of technical processes and even in this case
the human decision maker usually has the authority to override the automatic equipment.
In all other cases, the modern market demand just does not respond to high-technology
products that limit the sovereignty of the user; this is the essence of the high-tech - high
touch megatrend as formulated by Naisbitt (1982) or the significant trend toward user
friendliness in software development.

The principle of user sovereignty relates also to the recent recognition of the role of
human intuition in decision making. While Mind over Machine by Dreyfus and Dreyfus
(1986) is often perceived as a passionate criticism of the claims of artificial intelligence, it
has nevertheless stressed and documented empirical evidence of an important fact: master
experts use subconscious, intuitive parts of their minds to make decisions. Although
Alind over Machine does not pursue this idea further, it opens the road to a rational
investigation of subconscious decision making, with all its Heureka, aha, gut feeling, and
other enlightenment phenomena. Until we truly learn to understand subconscious decision
making, we should assume that the intuition and expertise of the DSS user is irreplaceable,
and the value of a DSS should be judged by its capability to enhance human intuition.
Finally, we must remember that the user, not the DSS, bears the responsibility for the
decisions made.

The second important aspect of the above definition of a DSS is the concept of a
decision process. Simon (1957) defined three main phases of this process: intelligence,
design, and choice; later, Cooke and Slack (1984) analyzed these phases in much more
detail. The phase of intelligence consists of observation, problem recognition, data gath
ering, and diagnosis. The phase of design comprises problem specification and model and
option specification; Lewandowski et al. (1989) have added model fitting, identification,
and verification; simulation and preliminary analysis; and model-based option genera
tion to the design phase. The phase of choice consists of option evaluation and selection
(Cooke and Slack) but might be augmented by multi-objective option analysis, sensitivity
analysis, and post-optimal analysis, and include recourses to earlier phases (Lewandowski
ct aI., 1989). Finally, a fourth major phase - implementation - should be also included,
together with monitoring of results and possible adjustments of the decisions in a feedback
loop.

All of these phases might involve various users - for example, analysts in the phases
of intelligence and design, actual decision makers or their advisers in the phase of choice,
finally operational officers in the phase of implementation. These phases require also var
ious methodologies of analysis; it is then necessary to unify and modify these diversified
methodologies for the purposes of decision support. This often raises new research ques
tions; for example, even if there is much experience in methodologies that support choice,
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we must use this experience in modifying methodologies that support design: in fact,
there is a need of further development of a general methodology of modeling and simula
tion for decision support. This includes the questions of sufficiently broad but specialized
classes of models developed in the anticipation of adequate methods of supporting choice:
the issues of user-friendliness of a model format and the easiness of problem instance
specification; the impact of model errors on decision support; hard and soft constraints as
well as multi-objective analysis methodology in model simulation; methods of preliminary
scenario generation; etc.

However, the existing experience in modeling for decision support makes it possible to
specify several basic distinctions. The first of them concerns preferential versus substantive
models. We must be clear whether a model used for decision support intends to represent
the preferences of the user (see Keeney and Raiffa, 1976) or an independent expertise
and knowledge in a substantive area pertinent to the decision situation (if the answer
is both, then the appropriate parts of the model should be separated). The preferential
models might be explicit - say, based on utility or value theory - or implicit - expressed
by various dominant structures or ranking procedures. It should be stressed that while
some types of preferential models are usually necessary for decision support, one should
be careful in using them: if we rely too much on explicit preferential models, we might
violate the principle of sovereignty of the user by replacing him in the crucial phases of
the decision process.

Therefore, substantive models actually constitute the essence of decision support:
when they are formulated by expert specialists and analysts, we hope that they can
help to enhance the intuition of the user. There are two basic classes of substantive
models. In expert systems, artificial intelligence, etc., logical models are used; in fact,
some specialists in this field would claim that the methodologies of so-called knowledge
bases (the name used in AI for model bases) and inference engines (the name used in
AI for algorithmic bases) provide enough tools for decision support of any type. While
these methodologies are certainly powerful, there are nevertheless inherent limitations to
knowledge representation by logical models.

One of the main conceptual advances of the 20th century is the realization that think
ing in terms of direct, static cause-and-effect relations is insufficient to represent the
complexity of the real world and that the concepts of feedback loops in dynamic models
are essential (particularly in some aspects of representing uncertainty through chaotic
models).

While there exist methods of modifying classical logic to include dynamic clauses or
even loops, these phenomena can be represented much easier in the second major class of
analytical models. More diversified and richer than logical models, analytical models can
be in turn subdivided into discrete (discrete event systems, queuing theory models, Petri
nets, etc.) and continuous (linear, nonlinear, dynamic models etc.). Finally, what might
be most important for decision support, all analytical models can be treated either as
single-objective, or multi- objective (there is no principal difficulty in including multiple
objectives in logical models, but the related methodology is not fully developed as yet).

An essential aspect of all models for decision support (be they preferential or substan
tive, logical or analytical) is the way of representing uncertainty. The development of
the theory of chaos (emerging even in simple deterministic dynamic models with strong
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feedback) has essentially changed our understanding of uncertainty: there is no sense in
the dispute whether the universe is deterministic or indeterministic when a simple deter
ministic model can represent equally uncertain behavior as an indeterministic one. Thus,
besides the classical probabilistic or stochastic models for representing uncertainty, many
other types are used - fuzzy sets (starting with Zadeh, 1978, see also Seo and Sakawa,
1988, for relations of multi-attribute choice and fuzzy set theory), rough sets (Pawlak,
1991), set-valued models (Kurzhanski, 1986).

The way of representing uncertainty is essentially related to the algorithmic base of a
DSS. Because algorithms for dealing with models of uncertainty are usually complicated,
averaged, or "deterministic," models are often preferred. When they are insufficient (it
can be justifiably argued that any realistic decision support must include some aspects
of representing uncertainty), probabilistic or stochastic models are preferred because the
related algorithms of dealing with them are relatively best developed. However, further
development of algorithms for fuzzy set, rough set, and set-valued models is very intense
and we can expect more applications of such models in the near future. We must nev
ertheless note that such concentration on the development of algorithms has its dangers:
various algorithms contained in a DSS should be treated as tools supporting the user,
never as goals.

Moreover, it should be stressed that including even well-developed algorithms in the
algorithmic base of a DSS presents new challenges. In a DSS, algorithms run in the
background and the user typically refuses to be bothered by possible algorithmic failures.
Therefore, new robust variants of known algorithms usually must be developed before
their inclusion in a DSS; they must run effectively for a broad class of models with wide
parameter changes and it is often a mistake to believe that an "off the shelf" algorithm,
even tested on the software market, will perform as well when included in a DSS.

The above discussion gives enough background to address the main theme of this
section: what are the possible types of DSS? There are many possible dimensions of
classification of DSS (Andriole, 1989); in the following list, we stress both applied and
methodological aspects of such a classification. Thus, we can classify DSS according to:

1) Application area is perhaps the most important classification, because a modern
specialized DSS should be user-oriented: its functions and detailed specification should
be determined with the participation of future users, its user interface should rely on
symbols and graphic representations typical for a given application area and thus well
understood by the user, etc.

2) Application type, e.g., for strategic, tactical, and operational decisions. This clas
sification is important methodologically; a DSS for strategic decisions should support
learning about the problem and innovative ways of solving it, while the typical users are
teams of analysts and policy advisers, whereas a DSS for operational decisions might
concentrate on information processing and the optimization of typical solutions while the
typical users are operational officers.

3) Substantive model type, e.g., expert systems with logical models and analytical sys
tems with analytical (often, not quite precisely, called operations research type) models,
with further subdivision - e.g., for linear, nonlinear, dynamic continuous models and dis
crete models of various classes. The way of representing uncertainty is another dimension
of this classification; a prototype DSS, developed in order to test some aspects of the
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developing methodology of decision support, might concentrate on a chosen type of the
substantive model and of the uncertainty representation.

4) Preferential model type, or rationality framework together with selected algorithms
of choice. This dimension is important from a decision-theoretical point of view, since
practical decision behavior (see Rapoport, 1989) might suggest a broad rather than strict
interpretation of the rationality framework and thus the use of incomplete but elastic
preferential models, such as specifying only several objectives and applying multi-objective
optimization not as an algorithm for choice but for supporting efficient option generation.

5) Principles of interaction with the user are a very important though often neglected
dimension of DSS classification: it is very often crucial how the user can influence a
decision suggested to him by the DSS and how a suggested decision is explained to him.
For example, the reference point approach described later in more detail can be applied
rather universally in order to stress the sovereignty of the user and to give him a full
controllability of efficient option selection.

6) The number of users and the type of their cooperation is an extremely important
dimension of a DSS classification for both practical and methodological purposes. A DSS
might be designed to serve a single user or a team of users the members of which have
different roles but the same interests and goals; quite different types of DSS would be
designed to serve a group of users that might have different goals and would opt for
different decisions but must achieve a joint decision (because only one decision is possible,
such as in a committee deciding on a budget allocation); finally, yet different types of DSS
are needed to support bargaining and negotiations in a game-like situation, when each
user can not only opt for but also implement his own decisions.

We see that there can be many types of DSS; moreover, even the above classification is
not exhaustive. A good DSS might be a mix of various types, (see e.g., Fedra et al. in this
volume). We can expect in the future that a substantive model would have mixed logical
and analytical aspects, that several types of preferential models or ways of representing
uncertainty could be included, and that the user would choose between them.

3 Polish contributions to DSS methodology

The research on DSS in Poland has been quite intensive for over a decade, unlike the
research being done in other countries, however, the research in Poland has been more
methodological and theoretically oriented than applied. This is an anomaly, since the
development of DSS in the world has been predominantly motivated by demand for ap
plications; this anomaly resulted from the fact that until 1989, or even until now, the
demand for industrial and business applications in Poland has been rather insignificant.
On the other hand, the strong traditions of Polish mathematics, logic, and optimization
techniques have provided a good background for this research, which resulted in origi
nal methodological reflection and considerable contributions to DSS methodology. The
prevailing mood in the world, typical for this field since 1980, was skepticism in seeking
new methodological approaches to DSS and very pragmatic and practical attitudes of
applying any results already available from other studies (decision theory, AI, etc.,). This
was seen not as a discouragement but as a challenge in Poland. As a result, the Pol-
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ish contributions to DSS include various approaches to the representation of uncertainty,
contributions to the development of multi-objective optimization techniques, the refer
ence point methodology of interaction with the user, and advances in the methodology of
multi-person DSS.

Strong Polish traditions in mathematical probability theory resulted in contributions
to stochastic optimization; the most relevant results for the methodology of DSS are
related to new approaches to multi-objective stochastic optimization (Ruszczynski, 1991).
The multi-valued logic that was used by Zadeh (1978) in his fuzzy set theory was actually
developed - though not used much - earlier in Poland by Lukasiewicz and others; following
Zadeh, considerable results in fuzzy set theory were obtained by Kacprzyk, Slowinski, and
others (Slowinski and Teghem, 1990). An original approach to representing uncertainty
by rough sets was started by Pawlak (1990), and developed by others (Stefanowski in this
volume) for various decision support applications.

The studies of multiple-criteria optimization also have a long tradition in Poland;
many contributions to it were made starting in the 1960s. However, at a very abstract
level, Rolewicz first noted in the mid-1970s that the sufficient conditions of multi-objective
optimality are basically related to the selection of a proper type of monotonicity of scalar
izing functions. Wierzbicki (1977) noted that the required monotonicity can be obtained
by penalty function techniques and, moreover, that the necessary conditions of multi
objective optimality are basically related to a property of conical separation of sets by
scalarizing functions.

While the considerable development of multi-objective optimization theory in the
world since that time (Sawaragi et al., 1985; Yu, 1985; Steuer, 1986; Seo and Sakawa,
1988) has produced other, more detailed results, the principles of monotonicity and conical
separation guided the development of a class of scalarizing functions that were sufficiently
general and versatile to be used widely in multi-objective analysis of various classes of
models for decision support. This class was later called order-consistent achievement
functions. Functions of this class are monotonous in an appropriate sense with respect
to the positive cone generating a partial order in the objective space, and some level sets
of these functions separate (nonlinearly) the set of attainable outcomes in the objective
space from the shifted positive cone that defines the multi-objective or Pareto optimal
ity. Moreover, functions of this class are parameterized by a controlling parameter vector
called a reference point that can be interpreted as a desirable point in the objective space
but, in contrast to some older methods of multi-objective optimization also using such
points, does not need to be restricted to the unattainable or to the attainable region in
this space.

Combined with a study of interactive decision support methodology undertaken at
IIASA in the early 1980s, this resulted in a development of the reference point method
(Kallio et al., 1980; Wierzbicki, 1980) and a number of related prototype DSS. Applica
tions in IIASA were related to several areas such as sectorial economic policies, future
energy supply scenarios (Grauer et al., 1982), natural gas trade in Europe (Messner,
1985), as well as several other topics (Strubegger, 1985). While cooperating with IIASA,
Polish researchers in this field concentrated on the development of several prototype DSSs
using reference point (later called aspiration-based) methods. This development started
with several variants of the DIDAS systems (Lewandowski et al., 1989; Kreglewski et al.,
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1989), and included DINAS, HYBRID, and other systems (Ogryczak et al., Makowski et
al., Bogucka et al. in this volume).

During the 1980s, methods similar or essentially equivalent to the reference point
approach were internationally recognized as the most versatile tools for multi-objective
model analysis (see Mikhalevich and Volkovich, 1982; Nakayama and Sawaragi, 1983;
Nakayama in this volume; Steuer and Choo, 1983; Korhonen and Laakso, 1986; Seo and
Sakawa, 1988). The reason for this development was that methods of this class pre
serve the advantages but overcome the drawbacks and can be treated as generalizations
of several older methods of multi-objective analysis, such as compromise programming
(Zeleny, 1973; Salukvadze, 1971, 1974), surrogate trade-off methods (Haimes and Hall,
1974), the maximal effectiveness principle (Khomenyuk, 1977), and especially goal pro
gramming (Charnes and Cooper, 1977; Ignizio, 1978). For the use in DSS, reference point
methods have a specific desirable property: the continuous controllability of the selection
of efficient solutions by the user (Wierzbicki, 1986).

In Poland, the development of prototype DSS has led to various related methodological
and theoretical developments. Including the following:

• further refinement of robust nonlinear and nondifferentiable optimization algo
ri thms (order-consistent scalarizing functions are usually nondifferentiable, Kiwiel
and Stachurski, 1989; Altman in this volume);

• the extensions of reference point methods to discrete and mixed multi-objective
programming problems (Ogryczak et al. 1989);

• further extensions to dynamic multi-objective programming problems - although one
of the advantages of these methods is that they were applicable from the very begin
ning as tools of multi-objective trajectory optimization (Rogowski, 1989; Wierzbicki,
1991 );

• some essential generalizations of the typical formulations of stochastic programming
problems for the multiple criteria case with the help of the reference point approach
and their use in DSS (Ruszczynski, 1991);

• the development of assessment methods of preferences of decision makers with the
help of ordinal regression in the class of order-consistent achievement functions
(Slowinski and Teghem, 1990);

• the development of multi-objective bargaining and negotiation methods based on
the reference point approach (Bronisz et al., 1989; Krus et al. in this volume);

• some theoretical advancements of multicriteria game theory (Wierzbicki, 1990),
combined with further advancements in the theory of proper efficiency (Kaliszewski
in this volume).

Many lessons can be drawn from these and related developments. An important
methodological lesson that was derived from various applications of the prototype DSS
developed in Poland (Bogucka et al., this volume) is the importance of software tools sup
porting the specification, edition, and preliminary analysis of selected classes of models
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used in DSS. Even in the most standard class of linear programming models, off-the-shelf
tools often do not meet the requirements of modern DSS and must be modified in order
to support a versatile, multi-objective model analysis. In the prototype DSS system for
nonlinear programming models DIDAS-N, we had to develop our own standards of non
linear model specification as well as some special software for model edition, verification,
automatic and symbolic computation of derivatives, etc. The typical standards of model
specification that result either from model simulation approaches or from single-objective
optimization become inadequate for the purpose of multi-objective model analysis. We
shall address this question in more detail in the next section.

4 Multi-objective modeling and simulation

While single-objective mathematical optimization models are in a sense closed and distinct
from simulation models that are typically used for analytical representations of knowledge
in a given substantive field, multi-objective optimization models can be formulated as a
natural, open extension of simulation models. If we admit that a decision maker in the real
world can have multiple objectives and then we simulate a part of this world by a model,
we can simply treat various quantities represented by variables of the model as possible
objectives, while the final selection of the objectives will be made by the user - the analyst
or the decision maker. The model might not be complete in the sense that it might not
represent all the concerns of the user, but then either it must be reformulated even for
simulation purposes or its incompleteness must be overtly admitted and accounted for in
the analysis.

Thus, an analytical model of the substantive aspects of a decision situation typically
contains:

• actions or decisions represented by decision variables;

• potential objectives represented by outcome variables;

• various intermediate variables (state variables, balance variables etc.) that are es
sential for a flexible model formulation;

• parametric variables or parameters that might remain constant during model simu
lations but are essential for model validation and alternative model variants;

• constraining relations (inequalities, equations etc.) that determine the set of admis
sible decisions and are usually divided into direct decision constraints that involve
only decision variables and indirect constraints that involve also outcome and inter
mediate variables;

• outcome relations that determine how the outcome variables depend on the decision
variables (often not directly, with the help of intermediate variables and equations
such as state equations in dynamic models, often with the help of recursive or even
implicit formulae);
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• a representation oj model uncertainty (in probabilistic, fuzzy set, set-valued, etc.,
terms); if such a representation is not explicit, we often call such a model "deter
ministic" and assume that it represents average situations.

While the typical models for single-objective optimization specify only one optimized
outcome ("the" objective junction) and treat all constraints inflexibly, the use of multi
objective modeling and optimization allows a flexible choice of objective variables between
the outcome variables (if necessary, also between decision variables) and a much more
elastic interpretation of constraints.

It is well known that (particularly indirect) constraints that are represented in single
objective optimization with a standard form, say, of an inequality, intend to model two
quite different classes of phenomena of the real world. One of these classes contains bal
ances that must be satisfied such as the balance of energy in a physical model, or domains
of model validity such as the edges of a table for a model of the motion of a ball; these
are so-called hard constraints. The other class contains balances that we would like to
satisfy, such as the balance in a budget sheet. These constraints can be violated (at an
appropriate cost) and are called soft constraints. Soft constraints can be modeled even
in single-objective optimization by appropriate penalty terms in the objective function;
but then the answer to the question what are their permissible violations calls for addi
tional judgment. In multi-objective modeling and optimization, soft constraints are most
naturally interpreted as additional objectives and their evaluation is thus included in the
overall evaluation of a multi-objective solution.

Having formulated a multi-objective model, one has to estimate its parameters and
validate it - that is, check whether the model represents adequately not only the formal,
but also the intuitive side of expert knowledge in a given substantive field. While there
are many methods of parameter estimation and formal model validation, depending on
particular model type and described in a broad literature, the intuitive model validation
usually relies on repetitive simulation: the model must be run many times by experts
in the field of knowledge under changing assumptions about decisions (or their scenarios
in case of dynamic models) or even parameters, and the outcomes obtained (or their
trajectories in the dynamic case) must be compared against the formal knowledge and
the intuition of the experts. It has often been stressed that most valuable are models that
can produce also counter-intuitive results; but the experts must be able to internalize
such results, that is, explain to themselves why these results are obtained and check with
their intuition (also by additional research and experiments) whether these results can
also occur in the real world; otherwise, counter-intuitive results are useless in learning.

The way that various constraints are treated during the simulation of a model is
also essential for its validation. Typical approaches to simulation and existing simula
tion languages usually allow for only the inclusion of direct decision constraints that can
be represented by admissible ranges of decision variables; they do not allow for an in
clusion of indirect constraints nor for a distinction between hard and soft constraints.
Moreover, expert users of simulation models are often interested in inverse simulation,
in which desirable trajectories of model outcomes are specified by the user and decision
variables should be chosen during the simulation to result in model outcomes close to
the specified trajectories. Inverse simulation is particularly useful in scenario generation.
Moreover, good simulation techniques should make it possible to perform sensitivity anal-
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ysis of simulated solutions along with simulation runs. All of these issues - simulation
under constraints, inverse simulation, scenario generation, and sensitivity analysis - can
be included in sufficiently sophisticated methods of simulation that use optimization tech
niques and multi-objective approaches as tools of simulation support. Both IIASA and
the Polish DSS community have contributed considerably to the development of such
methods (Kallio et al., 1980; Grauer et al., 1982; Kurzhanski, 1986; Lewandowski et al.,
1989; Makowski and Sosnowski in this volume).

We shall illustrate some of these issues on the example of possible standards of defini
tion and methods of analysis of nonlinear dynamic multistage (time-discrete) models, for
the sake of brevity without uncertainty representation, often used in various applications
of systems analysis. Textbooks advise formulating them in the state equation form:

w[t + 1] = f(w[t], x[t], t), with t = 0,1, ... , T and w[O] - given (1)

where the square brackets stress the discrete nature of the variable t, usually interpreted as
a discretized time, w[t] is the vector of state variables (usually denoted by x[t] in control
theory, but we use w[t] to stress the internal variable nature of the state), x[t] is the
vector of decision variables (control variables, usually denoted by u[t] in control theory).
Even if we use this form, there is a question of useful standards for the definition of the
vector function f - should it contain only standard nonlinear functions say, as admitted
by the languages PASCAL or FORTRAN, or should it also admit logical expressions
(which makes the standard much more versatile, but increases the difficulties of analytical
support ).

Although it is essential that the user understands the importance and the properties
of the concept of the state of a dynamic system, the form (1) is the wrong standard of
definition of nonlinear (or even linear) multistage dynamic models for a versatile multi
objective simulation - a good analyst while modeling his substantive expertise does not
think in such terms. He thinks rather in terms of various outcomes or intermediate
variables Ydt] that depend on selected actions or decision variables Xi[t] at a given stage
t; moreover, he usually defines his outcome variables recursively: the next ones depend on
the previously defined ones, not only directly on decision variables. He also specifies the
dependence on parametric variables z[t] that might be constant (or a specified function
of time t) during a simulation, but might vary in sensitivity analysis and in consecutive
simulation runs. He must not forget that he is building a dynamic model, hence he
should keep in mind his state variables w[t] - but usually included as part of his outcome
variables, w[t] = {Ydt]}iEI - and note that the outcome variables might also depend on
the state in the previous time instant. Thus, the right standard for this type of models is
the following recursive definition:

ydt] = h1(w[t -1],x[t],z(t],t),

Y2[t] = h2(w[t -1], yilt], x[t], z[t], t),
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Yn[t] = hn(w[t -l],yJlt]'···,Yn_t[t],z[t],t) (2)

when the functions hi, i = 1, ... , n, are consecutively specified by the modeler. The form
(2) might be called an explicit structural form of the model; its structure, i.e. the way
the functions hi are specified, is a very important element of the substantive knowledge
encoded by the modeler. But what if the modeler changes the order of definitions of these
functions and, through an oversight or purposely, introduces a loop in the dependence
between outcome variables Yi such that the model cannot be computed explicitly? Good
simulation support software should automatically check such cases and ask the modeler,
whether he purposely wants to introduce a model of a more difficult class - in the implicit
structural form - that will be commented upon later.

After specifying the structural form of the model for one instant of time t, the modeler
might check the dynamic structure of his model in the structural form of state equations,
defined jointly by (2) and by the selection of state variables:

w[t] = {y[t]};EI; w[O] - given (3)

which the software for simulation support might check for inconsistencies, or even trans
form by symbolic computation to form (1) and display for the modeler. In a good software
package for simulation support, more complicated time structures should also be admitted
and supported; later we shall give later an example, but omit the details for the sake of
brevity.

The modeler should not be obliged to repeat the definition of the model for all t =
1, ... , T; rather he should be supported by being asked for editorial changes of the model
for consecutive time instants.

All constraints that the modeler wants to specify can be expressed as lower or upper
bounds either on decision variables xdt] (direct constraints) or on outcome variables Yilt]
(indirect constraints; the modeler might include some outcome variables for the sole pur
pose of specifying constraints). As mentioned before, good simulation software should
handle also simulation with constraints, while the modeler must be aware that indirect
constraints require actually the use of optimization tools during simulation.

Simulation with constraints is actually equivalent to implicit structural model def
inition; in both cases, at each instant of time t the simulation software must employ
additional iterative algorithms to specify such changes of decision and outcome variables
that the indirect or implicit constraints are satisfied with a given accuracy. The modeler
should be aware not only of his expert interpretation of such constraints, but also of the
fuct that they actually introduce a second, fuster time scale in the model.

Consider, for example, an economic model where an implicit structural model def
inition expresses the assumption of market equilibration. A good simulation algorithm
should handle this and define the equilibrium variables with the help of either an optimiza
tion or a fixed-point type algorithm; but this not only takes computer time, it somehow
represents the actual market equilibration mechanism that has its own dynamics on a
(hopefully) faster time scale that could be represented by an additional time index T.

Thus, the modeler should ask himself: am I right in the assumption that the time scale
for T is really much faster than that for t? The answer might often be negative, as it is ac
tually shown by the transforming economies of Eastern Europe, and an implicit structural
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model definition should be avoided in such cases. We can then either include equilibration
mechanisms directly in the state equations or explicitly build a model with two different
time scales (a faster one for commodity markets with international commerce, a slower
one for capital markets and investments).

Good simulation software must support not only simulation's with constraints, but
also sensitivity analysis of the model. For the standard form of the state equation (1) it
is well known that the gradients of various variables in a dynamic model can be usefully
computed (Wierzbicki, 1984), if we simulate also the adjoint or co-state equation in the
reverse direction of time:

p[t -1] = ;~(w[t],x[t],t)p[t] (4)

while the conditions for p[T] and the use of the adjoint vector p[t] to compute various
gradients depend on a more specific model definition. A typical expert in a substantive
area might be a good modeler, but he usually will not be bothered by the intricacies of
dynamic sensitivity analysis; even if he is willing to learn about this field, the specifi
cation, by hand, of many necessary derivatives is always a source of errors. Moreover,
textbooks tell us how to perform sensitivity analysis for the standard textbook form of
state equations; it is much more difficult for the structural form.

Yet today good simulation software could perform all these tasks for the modeler:
determine all necessary derivatives by symbolic manipulation, take into account the dy
namic structure of the model, and display to the user not only the analytic forms of
partial derivatives but also sensitivity coefficients requested by him and computed during
a simulation run. Ready, off-the-shelf symbolic manipulation software does not help much
here - it does not account for complicated structures of dynamic models and must be in
corporated into the simulation software. Until now, no commercial simulation software
exists that meets all of these requirements; but some of them are already satisfied, e.g., in
the prototype system DIDAS-N (Kreglewski et al., 1989), although the system supports
rather static nonlinear models while fully dynamic simulation is not supported yet.

If the simulation software meets such high requirements, it is relatively easy to sup
plement it with tools for multi-objective model analysis. Sensitivity analysis and opti
mization modules are needed anyway; a multi-objective model analysis module for a good
simulation system should make it possible for the user to run also an inverse or multi
objective dynamic simulation. In such a mode, the user should be able to select some
outcome trajectories q as elements of objective space (similarly as he has chosen the state
variables, though from a possible different index set J =I- /),

q = {q[l]' q[2], ...q[T]}; q[t] = {Yi[t]};EI, (5)

and then to specify what to do with these trajectories during the simulation - to maximize
or minimize their components (for all time instants - though more flexible specifications of
selected time instants should be also possible) or to stabilize some or all their components
along a reference trajectory ij defined by the user. The software system would then define
the deviations:

,0.qi[t] = qi[t] - ij;[t] for maximized trajectories,

,0.qi[t] = ij;[t] - q;[t] for minimized trajectories,
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~qilt] =1 qi[t] - qilt ] I for stabilized trajectories (6)

use them in a standard way to define an order-consistent achievement scalarizing function
(Kreglewski et aI., 1989; Wierzbicki, 1991) and support multi-objective simulation by
maximizing this function. The user might additionally specify which decision variables
should be treated as parametric ones (determined only by the user) and which might be
changed in optimization (possibly from initial values determined by the user as in ordinary
simulation).

In such a simulation, either a nondifferentiable optimization algorithm must be used or
a differentiable approximation of the nondifferentiable achievement scalarizing function
utilized; there are positive experiences with both approaches for models of a modest
scale. Such multi-objective simulation of a dynamic model produces a trajectory that is
in a sense closest (or better, if this is possible for admissible trajectories in the case of
maximization or minimization) to the reference trajectory. Several runs of multi-objective
simulation help the user to explore the properties of the model much faster than ordinary
simulation.

5 Conclusions

The theoretical and methodological developments, as well as the experiences from appli
cations, gathered by the Polish DSS community working in close cooperation with IIASA
and other international networks of researchers, not only result in reflections and refine
ments of DSS methodology, but also show the importance and directions for further work.
One such direction is the further development of much more advanced, modular software
systems that will considerably help modelers to encode their expertise in the form of spe
cialized substantive analytical models. Such models constitute an important dimension
of knowledge representation for decision support.
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Abstract

An application of the concept of analytic centers to generic nondifferentiable
minimization problem is shown. The proposed method is based on a cutting planes
technique defining a sequence of linear programming problems. Every such sub
problem is solved using a projective method for computing an analytic center of a
polytope. It is equivalent to minimizing Karmarkar's potential. Supporting hyper
planes are generated in approximated analytic centers. The algorithm is compared
with the older projective one. Numerical results are given.

1 Introduction

This paper deals the computer implementation of the method for nondifferantiable convex
minimization (NDCM) proposed by (Goffin, J-L et aI., 1991). It is an application of a
variant of an interior-point algorithm for linear programming (LP) to a cutting planes
method for the minimization of a nondifferentiable convex function defined by the sup
porting hyperplanes to its epigraph.

The polynomial interior-point methods can be classified into two broad categories. The
primary concept for the projective algorithm of Karmarkar and its numerous variants and
extensions is potential function. These methods are based on an efficient minimization
procedure, which guarantees a linear decrease of this potential. Other methods, called
path-following ones, use the idea of the analytic center to guarantee a linear decrease in
the duality gap. Both categories are strictly connected.

Notions of the potentials and centers are strongly related. Given a LP problem in the
form of the maximization of an objective function under a set of inequality constraints and
given a known lower bound for the optimal value, one naturally associates the polytope,
which is defined by the inequality constraints of the problem and the additional constraint
that the objective value achieves a value larger than the lower bound. The anlytic center
of this polytope minimizes the product of the slacks of the constraints, including the one
associated with the objective function. By letting the lower bound increase to the optimal
value of the linear program one obtains a trajectory of centers. If a similar approcach
is taken on the dual, the center for the dual can be defined. Hence centers come by
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dual pairs. Any algorithm that minimizes Karmarkar's potential for the primal problem,
computes also the analytic center of the dual polytope and v.v.

Cutting planes are generated at the analytic centers of special polytopes. These poly
topes are determined by the outer approximation of the epigraph associated with the
current LP relaxation and limited above by the best observed objective value. The ad
ventage of the computing supporting hyperplanes at analytic centers stems from the fact
that analytic centers summarize all the information accumulated in the past about the
problem.

The analytic centers are especially useful in NDCM. Due to this approach the num
ber of supporting hyperplanes can be reduced compared with the old Karmarkar-type
algorithm described in (Altman, A., 1990). In the old projective algorithm for NDCM
the upper bound is modified after every computed projection and, if necessary, the new
supporting hyperplane is added. In the new one these two operations are made after every
computation of the analytic center, which is equivalent to several computed projections.

The paper is organized as follows: In section 2 the analytic centers are defined. In
section 3 NDCM problem and its approximation are described. In section 4 the algorithm
for computing analytic centers and in section 5 the algorithm for NDCM are shown. In
section 6 two projective methods for NDCM are compared. In section 7 results of some
classical test problems are given. These results are compared with old ones from (Altman,
A., 1990). Conclusions are in the last section.

2 Analytic centers

Consider the pair of LP problems

min{cTx: Ax = b,x 2: O}

and its dual

(1)

max{bTu:ATu+s=c,s2:0}, (2)

where s = c - ATU is the vector of dual slack variables. Let up be a strict upper bound
for the minimal value of (1) and low be a strict lower bound for the maximal value of the
(2). Let us define two polytopes

F(up) = {x: cTx $ up, Ax = b,x 2: a}

and
H(low) = {u: bTu 2: low,ATu $ c}.

The analytic center of F(up) is defined as the unique maximizer of Ilj=o Xi subject to
Xo = up - cTx, Ax = b and Xi 2: O,j = 0, ... , n. Similarly the analytic center of H(low)
is defined as the unique maximixer of ITj=o si subject to So = bTu - low, ATU + s = c.

The analytic center depends on the analytic definition of the polytope. For two geo
metrically identical polytopes with different analytical definition analytic centers can be
different. If some constraints in the definition of the polytope are duplicated the polytope
will not be changed, but its analytic center moves further from the duplicated hyperplane.
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3 The description of the problem

We consider the generic nondifferentiable convex optimization problem

mjn{f(x): I ~ x ~ h}, (3)

where I: nn 1--+ n is convex function, x,l,h E nn.
Every convex function can be defined as an envelope of its supporting hyperplanes

with normal vectors gi, i.e.

n

I(x) = IJ?eal{di - L9;jXj}
I j=l

and set I can be infinite.
Using definition (4) we can formulate the problem (3) in equivalent form

n

minIJ?ax{d; - L9;jXj : I ~ x ~ h}.
:r ,eI j=l

(4)

(5)

We can approximate the problem (5) by a family of subproblems with finite subsets K of
the set I,

mjn{h(x) : I ~ x ~ h},

where FK is CPL (convex piecewise linear) approximation of I, i.e.

n

h(x) = max{d; - L9;jXj}.
IEK j=l

Every such subproblem can be formulated as a linear programming problem in primal
form

or in the dual one

where

minXl

s.t. GKX ~ dK,1 ~ x ~ h,

GK = {lm,GK} E nmo(n+I),

x = (XI, x) E nn+I,I,h E nn,dK E n m,

-TmaxcKY

s. t. {hY = 0,

Ck = (IT, -hT,dk) E n'P,p = m +2 * n,

GK = [ In ~: Gk ] E nno'P,

gT = (O~,O~, l~) E n'P,

yT = (vT,wT,uT) E n'P.

(6)

(7)
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To the problem (7) we add a homogenizing variable SI ~ 0 with the normality condition
SI = 1. Knowing the upper bound up for the optimal value of (7) we formulate the linear
feasibility problem parametrized with up

TCKS = 0,

AKs = 0,

SI = 1,

where
ST = (s}, yT) E np+I,

T _ ( -T) _ ( IT hT dT ) E -np+lCK - -uP'CK - -up, ,- , K I\- ,

AK = ( -1 elK) = (-1 O~ O~ 1~) E n(n+I)*(p+I),
On On In -In GK

and define the potential function

p+l

(PK(s) = (p+ l)ln(-cT s) - L::lnsj.
j=1

We also define the polytope

(8)

(9)

F(up) = {x E nn+I : A~x ~ CK} = {(Xl, x): I:::; x:::; h,GKx ~ dK,Xl :::; up}, (10)

where up is upper bound for objective value for (6).
The analytic center of F(up) is a point belonging to ri(F(up)) and maximizing nf:f Zi.

p+I

max II Zi,
x i=l

where Zi = (A~x - C)i' for i = 1, ... ,p + 1.

The first order optimality conditions for the problem (11) are:

(11)

(12)AKA = 0,

Z-11-A=0,

AT -KX - Z - CK,

where A is taken as Lagrange's multiplier associated with the constraint A~x - Z = CK
and Z is diagonal matrix with entries from vector z.

Computing the analytic center of F(up) is related to minimizing Karmarkar's potential
given by the formula (9). Minimizing Karmarkar's potential is aproximated by three first
elements of the Taylor series. Our problem will have a form

min Ilq - 1p+1 112
q

s. t. c~Sq = 0,

(13)
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AKSq = 0,

81 = 0,

where S is diagonal matrix with entries from vector 8.

Geometrically it means searching the projection of vector 11'+1 onto null space of matrix

[ ~:~ ]. Using Vial's formula (Vial, J-P., 1989) we can compute q using projections onto

ker(AKS), then
ck

q = 11'+1 - 1h'11~1',

where l' is projection of vector SCK onto ker(AKS).
Finding l' is equivalent to the linear least square problem of searching

min IISCK - SAkx1I2.
:z;

(14)

Then SAkxmin is the projection of SCK onto im(SAk) and l' = SCK - SAkxmin. A QR
decomposition for solving this problem was used. A fully description of the can be found
in (Altman, A., 1990). Subroutines from the LINPACK library (Dongarra, J. R., et al.,
1978) were exploited.

4 Computing the analytic center

We will compute the analytic center for the polytope F(up) defined in (10). Let x satisfy
the box constraints for (3) and up be a value of the function in the point x. Then the
pair (up, x) is feasible to the primal problem (6) for every K C I. The value up is a valid
upper bound for dual restricted problem (7), also for every K C I. The interior feasible
point 8 is constructed from any interior, but not necessarily, feasible point. We used the
idea from (Goffin, J-L. and Vial J-P., 1990).

The input data for the projective algorithm for analytic centers are

• t - tolerance for objective,

• () E (0,1) - threshold number for q,

• up - upper bound for (7).

At first we compute vector q using (14) and its Euclidean norm. While IIqll2 > () or
_cT 8(= up - cT y) > t we do, so called, inner loop of the algorithm.

If IIqll2 ~ 1 set a:= 1, otherwise a:= argmiIla>o{¢K(s +aSq,up) : S +aSq > OJ.
The new 8 will be generated in two steps. In the first one s := 8 +aSq, in the next one
S := S/81' The choice of a = 1 when IIqll2 < 1 is dictated by the fact that this condition
on q defines a domain of quadratic convergence of the algorithm with unit step length.
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5 The basic steps of the algorithm for NCDM

As a result of the projective algorithm for analytic centers we have the point 8 in dual
space and the analytic center

XAC = (AKS 2 AI-}-1 AKS 2CK. (15)

Since IK is a relaxation of I, one always has !K ~ I. If I(XAC) > !K(XAC), then a
new supporting hyperplane for epi(J) must be generated. We construct it in the point
XAC, computing a subgradient of I there. A new index will be added to the set K. All
matrices, vectors and functions with subscript K will be changed. We will also update
upper bound up, up:= min{f(xAc),up}.

The crucial problem in this procedure is obtaining an interior feasible point for (8)
after updating set K. The method inspired by Mitchell (Mitchell, J. E., 1988) described
in (Goffin J-L. and Vial J-P., 1990) was used. Let AK denote the constraints matrix for

old set K. The new matrix is obtained by adding a column [ ~ ] to the old one. Let b

be a vector in RP+l satisfing AKSb = - [ ~ ]. The point [ 8 +:Sb ] for all 0' > 0 will

be feasible for (8) with new K. We choose vector b to minimize its norm and parameter
0' to minimize Karmarkar's potential (9). In this procedure a linear least square problem
must be solved. We use here, as in computing q in (13), a QR decomposition.

Our algorithm terminates when

• maximum of supporting hyperplanes is exceeded,

• stopping criterion -Ck8 ~ 10-6 max{l, lup/} is satisfied.

6 Comparing two projective methods for NDCM

We will compare the current algorithm, called the analytic center algorithm AC, with the
projective algorithm PA described in (Altman, A., 1990). A new normalizing variable 81 =
1 in AC was introduced and therefore the dimension of a dual feasible region increases.

In PA after every computation of q the value of the function is checked, the upper
bound up is modified and, if necessary, a new supporting hyperplane is added. The
number of supporting hyperplanes grows up very quickly and with every new supporting
hyperplane the dimensions of constraints matrix grow up too. The upper bound up is
modified more often in PA, but changes are smaller. The PA is more time- and memory
consuming.

The Goffin and Vial method (Goffin, J-L and Vial, J-P., 1990) for generating a new
interior feasible point was used in PA. In AC Mithell's method (Mitchell, J. E., 1988) was
used. The Mitchell method is more time consuming but gives much better points, i. e.
values of Karmarkar's potential in these points are smaller.
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7 Results

Some classical NDCM problems were solved using two projective methods PA and AC. All
computer programs were written in FORTRAN 77 and implemented on IBM PCIAT
and SUN SPARCserver 470. The subroutines from (Kiwiel, K. and Stachurski, A., 1989)
for computing values and subgradients minimized functions were used.

In both methods we give the number of generated supporting hyperplanes. In PA
the number of iterations means the number of computed projections. In AC the number
of inner loops means the number of loops for computing analytic centers by algorithm
described in section 4. We do not quote times of computing. The computations were made
on the two different computers and times are not comparable. If somebody is interested
in times of computation we can provide them.

Example 1. Shor's MinMax problem (Shor, N. Z., 1985), p. 138

5

f(x) = max{bi L:(Xj - aij)2},
1,...,10 j=1

n = 5,fmin = 22.60016,x~ = O,i = 1, ... ,4,x~ = 1, 1= _10-2 * 1, h = -2 * 1.
For PA
number of generated supporting hyperplanes: 55,
number of iterations: 129.
For AC
number of generated supporting hyperplanes: 36,
number of inner loops: 30.

Example 2. Lemarechal's MinMax problem MAXQUAD (Lemarechal, C., 1978), p.
151.

f(x) = max{uTAiu - xTbi)}
1,... ,5

n = 1O,fmin = -.841408,xO = 1,1 = -1 * l,h = 3 * 1.
For AC
number of generated supporting hyperplanes: 94,
number of inner loops: 42.

Example 3. The polyhedral problem TR48 (Kiwiel, K., 1987).

n n

f(x) = L: dj max{xi - aij} - L: SiXi,
j=l 1,... ,n ;=1

n = 48,fmin = -638565,xO = 0,1 = _104 * l,h = 104 * 1.
For AC
number of generated supporting hyperplanes: 246,
number of inner loops: 55.

Example 4. L 1 approximation LIAPR (Goffin, J-L. et al., 1991).

p q

f(u, v, w) = L: L: lakl - Uk - VI +wi,
k=II=1
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where the data al" are randomly generated according to N(plcl, 1) distribution with Pkl =
k +1-~ - ~, p = 15, q = 4, n = 20, XO = 0, fmin = 33.1152, XO = 0,1= -100,.. 1, h =
100 * 1.
For PA (e = 10-3 )

number of generated supporting hyperplanes: 93,
number of iterations: 247.
For AC
number of generated supporting hyperplanes: 76,
number of inner loops: 58.

Example 5. Nonlinear multicommodity flow problem (Goffin, J-L., et aI., 1991).

minL~
a Ca - Ya

s. t.Exc = r,xc
~ O,C E C

LX
c
~ Y,Y ~ 0,

cEC

where C is the set of commodities, E is the node-arc incidence matrix, r are the re
quirements of commodity c, and x~ is the flow of commodity C on arc a, n = 22, fmin =
103.41202, XO = 1,1= 0, h = 104 * 1.
For AC
number of generated supporting hyperplanes: 76,
number of inner loops: 58.

Example 6. Polyhedral problem GOO - a simplicial pyramid (Goffin, J-L., et aI., 1991).

n

f(x) = nmax{xi - LXi,
l, ... ,n i=1

n = 48, fmin = O,x~ = j - ~,j = 1, ... ,n, 1= -104 * 1, h = 104 * 1.
For PA (e = 10-3

)

number of generated supporting hyperplanes: 48,
number of iterations: 136.
For AC
number of generated supporting hyperplanes: 48,
number of inner loops: 96.

8 Conclusions

The numerical results show that the described method is attractive for NDCM. The AC is
better than the PA method. It can be also improved in some ways. The weighted analytic
centers can be introduced. The weights are interpreted as the number of duplicated
constraints in the polytope definition. The analytic centers can be used to construct
inner and outer ellipsoids for the polytopes. We will try to use these ellipsoids to eliminate
redundant supporting hyperplanes.
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Classification Support Based on the Rough Sets
Theory
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Abstract

Problems of knowledge analysis for decision systems by means of the rough sets
theory are considered in this paper. Knowledge coming from experience concerns
classification of data and is represented in a form of an information system. Ap
plication of the rough sets theory to the analysis of information systems enables
a reduction of superfluous information and the derivation of a decision algorithm.
These results are used to support a classification of new facts. An idea of using "the
nearest" rules to support this classification is presented.

1 Introduction

The paper is devoted to the problems of knowledge analysis for decision support systems.
We consider a kind of human knowledge concerning classification of data obtained from
observation, measurements etc. which can be represented in a form called an information
system. The information system stores data about objects (examples, cases, observations
etc.) described by multivalued attributes (features, tests, characteristics, variables etc.).
The set of objects is classified into a disjoint family of classes. This classification results
from the expert's knowledge in considered field.

The formal definition of the information system can be found in (Pawlak, Z., 1982).
In this paper we use an interpretation of the information system as a finite table, columns
of which are labelled by attributes, rows are labelled by objects and each row in the table
represents information about an object. The set of objects and the set of attributes are
finite. Attributes can be divided into condition ones which describe the state of objects
and decision ones which establish a classification of objects.

Let us note that the domains of condition attributes are finite and of rather low car
dinality. In this paper, we assume that attributes can have nominal or ordinal character.
For ordinal attributes a ranking of their values can be established and for nominal ones
one can only determine if there is a difference between values.

A simple example of information system is presented in Figure 1. It consists of 14
objects described by 6 condition attributes (aI, ... , a6) and classified into two classes (1,2)
by a decision attribute.
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no. al a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 d
xl 2 3 2 1 1 1 1
x2 2 3 3 1 1 1 1
x3 1 2 3 2 1 2 1
x4 1 1 3 1 2 2 1
x5 2 1 2 1 1 2 1
x6 2 2 3 1 1 1 1
x7 1 1 3 2 2 1 1
x8 2 2 1 2 1 2 2
x9 1 1 1 2 2 1 2
xlO 2 2 2 1 1 1 2
xlI 1 1 2 1 1 2 2
x12 2 1 2 2 1 2 2
x13 2 1 3 1 2 2 2
x14 2 2 3 1 1 1 2

Figure 1: An example of an information system

Two stages are the most interesting in the analysis of knowledge contained in a infor-
mation system. The first one refers to:

- a reduction of all superfluous attributes and objects in the information system,

- an identification of relationships between the description of the object and its as
signment to the certain class as well as the presentation of these relationships e.g.
in a form of decision rules.

The second one refers to decision support in classifying of new objects (unseen in the
expert's experience i.e. in the information system) on the basis of conclusions derived
from existing expert's experience (i.e. results of solving of the first stage).

The rough sets theory, proposed by Pawlak (Pawlak, Z., 1982), has been proved to be
an efficient tool for the first stage of the analysis. In this paper we present a new idea
of using the results of knowledge analysis obtained by the rough sets theory in decision
support for classifying of new objects.

2 The rough sets approach

We do not present basic concepts of the rough sets theory. Exhaustive information can
be found in (Pawlak, Z. 1982; Pawlak, Z. 1991; or Fibak, J. et al., 1986; Slowinski, K., et
al. 1988; Krusinska, E. et al., 1992; Slowinski, R. and Stefanowski, J., 1989).

The rough sets approach makes it possible to solve such major problems in the anal
ysis of knowledge represented in information systems as: the evaluation of importance
of attributes in relationships between the description of the object and its assignment to
a certain class; reduction of all redundant objects and attributes so as to get a minimal
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#1 if (a2=3) then (d=l)
#2 if (al=l) and (a2=2) then (d=l)
#3 if (al=l) and (a2=1) and (a3=3) then (d=l)
#4 if (al=2) and (a2=1) and (a3=2) and (a4=1) then (d=l)
#5 if (a3=I) then (d=2)
#6 if (a2=2) and (a3=2) then (d=2)
#7 if (al=l) and (a2=1) and (a3=2) then (d=2)
#8 if (al=2) and (a2=1) and (a3=3) then (d=2)
#9 if (al=2) and (a2=1) and (a3=2) and (a4=2) then (d=2)
#10 if (al=2) and (a2=1) and (a3=2) and (a4=1) then (d=l) or (d=2)

Figure 2: The decision algorithm

subset ensuring the same quality of classification as the set of all attributes. Moreover,
the reduced information system can be identified with a decision table which shows rela
tionships between the minimal subset of condition attributes and a particular class. Then,
the decision algorithm can be derived from the decision table. It consists of decision rules
which are logical statements. The decision rules can be deterministic, if they uniquely im
ply decisions or non-deterministic if they imply few possible decisions. Non-deterministic
rules result from imprecisions in available descriptions of objects. The procedure for the
derivation of the decision algorithm are presented in (Fibak, J. et al., 1986; Pawlak, Z.,
1991 )

For example, let us consider the information system presented in Figure 1. There is
one minimal subset {al,a2,a3,a4}. So, the information system is reduced using these
attributes. Then, the decision algorithm can be derived from it. It is presented in Figure 2.

In recent years, the rough sets approach was applied to analysis of a large variety of
information systems, in particular medical ones (e.g. Fibak, J. et al., 1986; Slowinski, K. et
al., 1988; Slowinski, K. and Slowinski, R., 1990; or in technical diagnostics Nowicki, R. et
al. 1990; Nowicki, R. et al., 1992). An exhaustive list of references is given in (Pawlak, Z.,
1991). The approach was implemented as a very efficient program RoughDAS (Gruszecki,
G. et al., 1990).

3 Classification of new objects

The results obtained using the rough sets theory, in particular the reduction of attributes
and the decision algorithm have a great practical importance. For instance, the reduction
may cause in medicine an elimination of superfluous clinical tests harmful for patients
(cf. Fibak, J. et aI, 1986; Slowinski, K., 1988) or it may decrease the cost of diagnosis in
technical diagnostics. The decision algorithm shows all important relationships using the
minimum number of decision rules and/or the minimum number of attributes appearing
in all decision rules. Hence, the decision algorithm is more readable for the user than the
initial information system.
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Let us notice, however, that these results on the representation of important charac
teristic facts and relationships refer to existing experience (i.e. the analysed information
system) and do not refer directly to new facts. In this first stage, the analysis is done
under the Closed World Assumption (d. Pawlak, Z., 1991).

On the other hand, these results represent knowledge gained by a specialist on all cases
from his experience and in fact it is interesting and desirable for him to use this knowledge
for supporting decisions concerning a classification of new objects (d. Slowinski, K., 1991).

By new objects we understand objects unseen in the expert's experience (i.e. infor
mation system) which are described by values of attributes only (all or from the reduced
set). The assignment of these objects to any class is unknown. The aim of the specialist
or a decision maker is to predict this assignment on the basis of his knowledge coming
from previous experience.

A concept of such decision support is presented in the next parts of the paper. We
assume that experience represented in the information system is representative for the
purposes of such classification support.

Let us also assume that the decision maker in the first stage of analysis of the informa
tion system has found minimal subsets of attributes and derived the decision algorithm.
It should be noted, however, that this stage may be not simple and with unique results.
It is possible to obtain several minimal subsets of attributes (each equally good) and/or
several possible decision algorithms. There are no strict rules how to choose the proper
one. Hence, this choice is done according to expert's opinions and his preferences (d.
Slowinski, K. et al., 1988; Nowicki, R. et al., 1990; Nowicki, R. et al., 1992).

The application of the obtained decision algorithm seems to be most natural in clas
sification support of new objects. Knowing the description of the objects, by values of
attributes, the decision maker is trying to find in the decision algorithm a decision rule
matching the description of the new object, i.e. the rule in which conditions are fulfilled
by the description of the new object. Two results of such matching are possible:

- the new object confirms present knowledge (i.e. its description of the new object
matches a rule in the information system),

- the new object is completely new (i.e. its description does not match any rule in
the information system).

In the first case, moreover, the new object may match a deterministic rule which de
termines uniquely a class or a non-deterministic one which assigns the object to several
possible classes.

The second case seems to be unsolved yet. However, taking into account the results
of previous applications of the rough sets theory, it can be noticed that it is very often
possible to find rules which differ from the description of the new object on the value of
one attribute.

Rules which are similar to the description of the new object in the sense of a chosen
certain distance will be called "the nearest rules".

Hence, in the second case we suggest to use heuristic approach that makes it possible
to find the nearest rules to the new object. The set of several nearest rules should be
presented to the decision maker. Rules can be also described by the values of the chosen
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distance to the new object, information about the "strength" of the rule, etc. The decision
maker classifies the new object using these parameters and his preferences.

Before presenting the procedure for finding the nearest rules, let us consider the deci
sion algorithm again.

The known procedures for derivation of decision algorithms (ef. Fibak, J. et al., 1989;
Pawlak, Z., 1991) are very efficient in the analysis of the information systems under the
Closed World Assumption but the obtained algorithms may not work properly during the
classification of new objects. In the case of a classification of new objects we should use
the Open World Assumption, i.e. the experience represented in the information system
may be not complete. Some possible descriptions of objects may be not included in this
experience and new objects having such descriptions may appear during classification.
The obtained algorithms may not be useful for the classification because of apparent
inconsistencies. For example, (in the decision algorithm from Figure 2.) consider the two
following rules :

#2 if (a1=1) and (a2=2) then (d=l)
#6 if (a2=2) and (a3=2) then (d=2)

Note that if we assume the experience represented in the information system to be
complete, both rules work correctly. Suppose, however, that the experience is not com
plete, and consider a new object that may have the description (a1 = 1) and (a2 = 2)
and (a3 = 2). This object can not be classified uniqely. This inconsistence results from
the fact that the procedures for the derivation of the decision algorithm work under the
Closed World Assumption, hence they try to build the shortest decision rules taking into
account the characteristic uniqueness of values of certain attributes, pairs of attributes
etc. For instance, the rule #2 is build using conditions (a1 = 1) and (a2 = 2) because
only objects from class 1 have this combination of values a1 and a2 in this information
system. Hence, the conditions for a3 and a4 are not added. This observation leads to a
simple solution of deleting apparent inconsistencies. The idea consists in augmenting the
apparently inconsistent decision rule, by additional conditions for the attributes occurring
in an other rule. One should choose to extend such a rule from a given pair which belongs
also to other inconsistent pair.

In the presented example we decided to extend the rule #2 and we add the attribute
a3. As a result, the following rules were obtained:

#2' if (a1=1) and (a2=2) and (a3=3) then (d=l)
#6 if (a2=2) and (a3=2) then (d=2)

Let us also note, that decision rules in a decision algorithm can be build on various
numbers of objects from the information system. One rule may refer to a single object,
others to many objects. Hence, the first rule is "weaker" others are "stronger" , i.e. more
reliable for the decision maker. We propose to extend information about each rule by
introducing the coeffcient called the "strength" of the rule. The "strength" expresses the
number of objects in the information systems which confirm the given rule. The use of
such a coefficient may help in the analysis of the non-deterministic rules. For such rules,
coeffcients are defined for each possible class. If any class significantly dominates others,
one can assume that the object should be classify to this class according to this rule.
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4 Finding the nearest rules

As it was indicated in Section 3, the nearest rules are rules which are similar to the
description of the new object in the sense of a chosen distance. In this section, we propose
a distance measure.

Let A denote all considered attributes (all a2, ... , an) describing objects. Let A = QUU,
where Q denotes ordinal attributes and N nominal attributes.

Assume that the a given new object x is described by values of attributes
(XI, X2, ••• , xn ). We are going to calculate its distance to any rule Y described by val
ues of attributes (YI, Y2, ..•• , Ym). Note that the decision rule may be shorter than the
description of the new object i.e. some attributes from the description may not appear
in the conditions of the decision rule. For these attributes we assume that there is no
difference between the new object x and the rule y. For other attributes the distance D
is defined as:

1
DP = -(L kid'! +L kjcPJ)

mieN jeo

where:
p = 1,2, ... - natural number to be chosen by the analyst,
m - the number of attributes,
di - the normalized distance for nominal attributes defined as di = a if I Xi - Yi 1= a

and di = 1 if I Xi - Yi I> 0;
dj - the normalized distance for ordinal attributes defined as dj =1 Xj - Yj I /(Vjmax 

Vjmin); where Vjmax denotes the maximal value of the attribute aj and Vjmin denotes the
minimal value of the attribute aj, whereas dj belongs to [0,1];

ki and kj are weights of attributes and can be determined on the basis of significance
of attributes for the classification as in (Pawlak, Z., 1991) (i.e. the significance of the
attribute ai is expressed by the difference between the quality of classification for all
considered attributes and the quality of classification for all attributes excluding the
attribute ail.

The squared values of distances are used to show that a greater difference on one (ordi
nal) attribute can be more important than smaller differences on two (ordinal) attributes.

The procedure for finding the nearest rules is now simple. For each rule the distance
D is calculated and rules are ranked according to it if the distances are not greater than a
certain threshold T (which is used to distinquish really nearest rules from any near rules).

Finally, the k nearest rules are presented to the decision maker. They are described
by the values of distance measure, information about their strength (sometimes one rule
can be confirmed by one object only and other rules by many objects). Other parameters
can be used additionally, e.g. the number of differences between the new object and the
rule. The decision maker uses this information to classify the new object.

5 A computational experiment

In order to check whether the idea of finding the nearest rules works properly, we decided
to perform a simulation of classification support. A real data set was used. It represented
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data about 1443 objects described by 10 condition attributes and classified into 3 classes.
The data set was analysed by the rough sets approach. The minimal subset of attributes
consists of seven first ones. Then, for the aim of experiment we decided to divide the data
set into two subsets in a random way. The first subset (922 objects) gave a base to derive
the decision algorithm consisting of 347 rules (deterministic and non-deterministic). The
apparent inconsistencies were deleted from it. The second subset (491 objects) was the
testing one. We tried to classify objects from it using the obtained decision algorithm.
Having no real decision maker we used the following procedure. If we could not find the
proper rule, we considered k nearest rules to the given object and summed up supports
for each class expressed by the coeficeints of strength of these rules. Then, we chose the
class with the greatest supporting number. If there were two or more classes with similar
number of supporting objects, we treated this case as a non-deterministic rule. On the
other hand if we could not find the nearest rule because of the threshold value T, we
assumed that we can not classify the given object.

Results of the classification of the testing subset without trying to find the k-nearest
rules (i.e. if no rule matches the description of the new object, the object is not classified)
are as follows:

number of objects:
classified correctly 362 (73.7 % )
classified incorrectly 21 (4.3 % )
not classified 28 (5.7 % )
non-deterministic case 80 (16.3 % )

Results of classification with decision support by finding the k-nearest rules are as
follows:

number of objects:
(80.1 % )

(8.1 % )
(0 % )

(11.8 % )

393
40
o

58

classified correctly
classified incorrectly
not classified
non-deterministic case

where k = 5 and T = 0.2 were used.
The experiment shows that the proposed idea can be used for decision support in a

classification of new objects.
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Abstract
An approach and a program for interactively defining two-dimensional irregular

objects is presented in this paper. Firstly, various schemes for representation of
geometrical entities in computer system are described. Usefulness of existing models
for our application is discussed and features of a chosen boundary representation
are presented in detail . Then, a description of an interactive method for defining
two-dimensional figures is given. Finally, the implementation of this method is
presented.

1 Introduction

A two-dimensional cutting problem (see Blaiewicz, J. et aI., 1989) consists in cutting a
set of two-dimensional objects from a sheet of rectangular material in order to minimize
a waste. The problem arises in various production processes, hence it is interesting not
only from theoretical but also from the practical point of view. Recently an automatic
system for two-dimensional irregular cutting problem has been developed (Blaiewicz, J.
et aI., 1990).

A module for the description of input data,which enables defining, in a user friendly
way, all geometrical structures used by the system, is a very important part of the deci
sion support system.A data file containing description of a set of objects to be allocated
within a sheet of material, and some additional information specific for automatic cutting
methods is a final result of processing. Such a program module has been designed and
developed. In this paper we discuss theoretical aspects of graphic data representation in
connection with the problem. Then, a description of a proposed two-stage method for
graphical data input is given.

The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 contains a survey of existing
representation schemes used in geometric modelling. Then, the chosen boundary repre
sentation of two-dimensional figures is describes in detail. In Section 3 the basis of the
proposed interactive method for defining two-dimensional elements is presented. In Sec
tion 4 an implementation of the method is described in a form of the guide for users of
the program.
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2 Representations of objects in geometric modelling

At present, six main techniques for object representation in geometric modelling can be
distinguished (see Baer, A. et al., 1979; Brenker, F. and Ecker, K., 1987; Bin Ho, 1986;
Requicha, A., 1980). We will describe them briefly below.

2.1 Primiti~e,.InstancingSchemes

Primitive instanciTlgiapproach is based on the concept of families of objects. Each family, .
of geometrical objects consists of elements called primitive instances. Objects in the
family have different :;"alues of the parameters describing their shape. The meaning and
the number of par~meters characteristic for the family is fixed by the definition of the
family.

This scheme is unique, concise, easy to use and promote standardization. On the other
hand, it has at least two disadvantages. There is no way for combining families or their
elements to create new, more complex ones. Moreover, programs written for transforming
objects represented in this way contain big amount of representation-oriented knowledge.
Uniform treatment of elements from different families is impossible.

2.2 Spatial Occupancy Enumeration

The idea of a list of cells occupied by the object is the main feature of this representation
scheme. The cells, are cubes or squares of a fixed size (depending on the dimension of
objects) and lie in a fixed grid. Each cell may be represented by the coordinates of a
single point characteristic for it.

This scheme is unique, but its reasonable application is found only for some cases. Its
request for a large amount of memory is the main drawback. This representation fails in
cases when objects should be defined precisely.

2.3 Cell Decomposition

In this scheme objects are represented by their decomposition into cells (less complex
objects) e.g. polyhedron into tetrahedra, and defining each cell in the decomposition.
This approach is more general then spatial occupancy enumeration as cells need not to
be cubical or lie in a fixed grid.

Though cell decompositions is (particularly for non rectilinear objects) neither concise
nor easy to create, it is used in 3-D finite element method and in some problems of object's
property (i.e. connected object, "holes" in object, or objects intersections) determination.

2.4 Constructive Solid Geometry

In constructive solid geometry scheme geometrical objects are represented by the use of
three different types of objects: a collection of primitives, a set of transformations and
Boolean operations. Simple geometrical objects such as cube, pyramid, cylinder, cone
and sphere can be used as primitives. Special features of the primitives are adjusted by
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transformations enabling translation, rotation and scaling. The construction of the object
is represented by a graph called "esc" tree. It is a binary tree with primitives as leaves
and subobjects as nodes. Boolean operations, such as union, difference and intersection
are used to label nodes. A subobject is the result of the node operation executed on
subobjects or primitives taken from the lower level of the tree.

This scheme is a very simple way for defining objects, but final form of the represen
tation is not a convenient source of graphical data to use in a graphic presentation and
interaction-type processes.

2.5 Sweep representation

In this representation one can describe objects which are the result of translation or
rotation of two-dimensional shape along or around a straight line. The 3-D object rep
resentation is hence reduced to description of the 2-D object and the line. This scheme
is concise, but its use is limited because of the lack of algorithms that enable processing
such a representation.

2.6 Boundary Representation

This most often used scheme is based on a description of faces bounding the object.
Several kinds of regular surfaces such as planar, cylindrical, conical and spherical ones
can be used as the face of the object. Each surface is defined by its type and a set
of directed edges bounding it. An edge is represented by its type (taken from a group
of analytically given curves) and two vertices - ending points which are defined by its
coordinates. In such a way one gets three level structure of the description: face, edge
and vertex.

In boundary representation data describing objects needed for computational and
graphic display purposes are ready to use and hence this form of object representation is
widely spread in computer graphic.

2.7 Boundary Representation for the DSS

Most of the above representation schemes have only theoretical meaning and have never
been widely applied. The reason for using the boundary representation scheme in great
number of geometrical computational systems is obvious. This approach is more conve
nient for people who design such systems and use them. Programmers are looking for
schemes which are first of all concise and easy to implement, and which enable uniform
treatment of various classes of objects. Moreover, it is essential that the task is realized
on the data supplied in a given form. Hence, a question arises whether to adapt existing
algorithms or to design new ones. Furthermore, program should allow for a convenient
way of defining input data. The boundary representation is natural for all users familiar
with a draught. If in the main program, a representation other then boundary one is
used, special computations for changing data form would be required.

In the DSS for two-dimensional cutting problem the two-dimensional objects, whose
edges are either sections of a line or sections of a circle, are taken into consideration.
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They must belong to the "one-piece" object class and thay must have no "holes" inside.
Detection of overlapping figures is the main computational problem in the system. It is
solved by checking whether lines composing boundaries of different objects have common
points. Hence, any part of the object boundary should be accessible for the program.
This information is directly available in boundary representation.

Owing to the above mentioned advantages the boundary representation was chosen
for the system.

3 An Interactive Method for Defining Two-Dimen
sional Object

3.1 Data Representation

Two-dimensional geometrical objects are described by two level edge-vertex structure.
This is because these objects lie on a plane. The edge of an object may consist of two
types of elements. One of them is a section of a line. It is uniquely defined by its two
ending vertices. Second type of object boundary element - section of a circle is also defined
by two ending vertices, but in this case an additional data are needed i.e. coordinates of
the center point and information which section of a circle is to be used.

3.2 Data Structures

Similarly to the geometrical object representation, also program data structures are in
fluenced by the application. The data structure should reflect the structure of object
representation, allow for interactions in the process of object defining and for modifica
tions of the object at any stage of this process. Graphically oriented data structures must
first of all be dynamic. The size of structures created interactively is not known a priori.
For data structures designing both the way and the frequency of data usage is important.

Pointer structures such as list, hierarchical or association structures belong to the most
frequently used in graphical systems.

The method of defining figures consists of two stages. At the first stage basic geometric
entities such as points, lines and circles are defined. Then, using these elements, objects
represented by their boundaries are created. Hence, data structures for points, lines,
circles and final objects are needed.

For all types of basic geometrical entities separate bidirectional lists are applied. Each
element of the list is defined by the coordinates of characteristic points. A line is defined
by two points lying on it. A circle is defined by its center and one point on its arc.

A structure of defining objects is hierarchical. It consists of one additional bidirectional
list. Each record of the list defines one particular element of the object's boundary. There
are three types of object's boundary elements: section of a line, section of a circle and
a circle. Each element of the list must be capable to define any of them. Each record
consists of the following fields:

• a type of an element
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• an index of a starting point (0 for a circle)

• an index of a center of a circle (0 for a line)

• a parameter defining if the element causes a concavity of the object.

ofor a section of a line

a radius for a circle

a radius for a section of a circle if it causes element to be convex

- negative radius for a section of a circle if it causes element to be concave

The concavity at this point means that a line section joining starting and ending points
of this part of the boundary lies outside the object.

The index of a point is equal to its number on the list of points, hence, each point is
defined only once. The list of points is the lower level of the hierarchical structure of data
that defines an object.

For all the objects considered we assume that:

• every ending point of any element of object boundary is also a beginnig of the next
boundary element,

• object's boundary elements are to be given in a clockwise order,

• if the object's boundary consists of a circle it is its only element.

These assumptions allow for a unique definition of objects by the boundary represen
tation scheme.

3.3 Method Description

In the method, basic geometric entities such as points, lines and arcs are meant as ele
ments. As we mentioned in Section 3.1. two-dimensional irregular objects are defined by
their boundaries. The boundary of an object is composed of the elements. A point is a
basic entity to define element of a higher order such as lines, arcs and circles.

In order to define an object we use a two-stage method. At the first stage, one has
to define all boundary elements - especially characteristic points i.e vertices of object's
boundary. The process of defining a boundary is based on the fact that every charac
teristic point is a point of an intersection or a point of osculating of boundary elements.
Thus, every characteristic point is determined by previously defined elements (lines, arcs,
circles) and relations between them (intersection, tangency). An appropriate procedure
transforms this information into the coordinates of the characteristic point in question.

At the second stage, boundary itself is defined on the skeleton of the points. This
consists in choosing characteristic points of object's boundary and determining a type
of their link, chosen from previously fixed basic geometric entities (such as circles, arcs,
lines).
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4 Implementation of the method

4.1 Introductory remarks

The program was designed to define two-dimensional figures. It produces a data file
containing description of a set of objects to be allocated within a sheet of material.
This file supplies data to the DSS for two-dimensional cutting. The program enables in
particular:

• storing of the object's structure at any stage of the defining process,

• updating, deleting, and changing elements of the object's structure.

This program can be run on any IBM PC and all compatible computers for which a
graphic driver for Borland's Turbo Pascal version 5 exists. This program uses mouse or
keyboard and handles about 50 errors and exceptions.

4.2 Program options

Every program option accessible at a current execution level is displayed in the menu
form in the left top screen corner. One can choose an option with mouse or keyboard
" 1", " i/l, "Enter" keys. To abandon and return to the preceding option one should press
"Esc" on keyboard or appropriate mouse button.

In order to move cursor when choosing graphic entities one should use mouse or key
board " 1"," t", " -", " ---+" keys, to confirm a choice "Enter" key or a corresponding
mouse button.

All basic graphic entities have their markers (points). A point can be chosen unam
biguously with one marker. A line or a circle need two markers. Thus, it may be necessary
(when there is a common marker for two elements of the same type) to tag two mark
ers to choose a line or a circle. All options where graphic element is to be chosen have
a built in "zoom" mechanism. If two markers (points) are too close to distinguish one
from the other, the enlarged surrounding is displayed on the screen. Then, the necessary
point should be chosen once again. A speed of cursor movements in graphic mode can be
changed with "Ins" key.

We are going to describe now all program options. This is summarized in the Appendix
A in the tree form.

At the beginning of program execution the following menu appears on a screen:
NEW
LOAD
SAVE
SKELETON
SHAPE
OUT
QUIT
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OPTION: \ NEW This option is designed to set dimensions of working area for
object's definition. Maximal x and y dimensions of the object should be written
into a window that appears in the screen. Then a rectangle defined in the above
way appears. This option has to be chosen if an object is defined from the very
beginning.

OPTION: \ LOAD This option enables loading previously defined elements to edit
them. The file name (without extension) should be written in a window that appears
in the center of the screen. If the name is unambiguous, then the file is loaded.
Otherwise (i.e. "A:" or "*.*" are entered), all file names matching specification are
displayed. Then, one has to choose a file to be loaded in. When no drive is specified,
the current drive is chosen.

OPTION: \ SAVE This option allows for saving edition results at any stage of defining
an object. The file name is to be written in the center of the screen. It must be
unambiguous and must not have extension. One should be aware that any file with
the same name will be overwritten.

At this moment files with extensions .SZK, .SEL, .SPT are created depending on the
stage of object definition. File .SZK is always created and contains an information
about elements of the object. This information is defined at the first stage of
defining an object (see option \ SKELETON). File .SEL is created if a definition
of the object reached a second stage (i.e. contour setting in option \ SHAPE). File
.SPT is created only if the whole object contour (boundary) has been defined. This
file contains coordinates of all characteristic points of object's boundary.

OPTION: \ SKELETON This option is used at the first stage of object's definition.
It allows for a construction of a boundary elements. If this option is chosen, then
a submenu with the following items appear
DRAW
DELETE
MEASURE

OPTION: \ SKELETON \ DRAW This option is designed to introduce basic
geometric entities. Following submenu appears
POINT
LINE
CIRCLE

OPTION: \ SKELETON \ DRAW \ POINT This option sets a point.
It has a following submenu
RELATIVE
LINE
INTERSECTION
TANGENCY
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OPTION: \ SKELETON \ DRAW \ POINT \ RELATIVE This
option introduces a point in the easiest way, i.e. by coordinates relative
to a certain base point. The base point is chosen by moving marker
"+" appearing in the working area with cursor keys or with a mouse. A
confirmation of its position is by "Enter" key or a corresponding mouse
key. If two points are so close to each other that thay are difficult to
distinguish, the program displays enlarged surroundings and then the
point in question is to be marked once again. If the basic point is
chosen then relative coordinates of a new point should be given.
At the start of the definition process four points in the corners of the
working area are predefined.

OPTION: \ SKELETON \ DRAW \ POINT \ LINE This option
allows for definition of points on the line under the condition that an
other point has been defined on this line. One has to choose the line (if
a point belongs to more than one line then two points marking the line
must be given), then a point on the line. After that program asks for
a distance from that point. If the distance is positive then the point
being defined is above or to the right of the base point. If the distance
is negative then the point in question is below or to the left of the base
point.

OPTION: \ SKELETON \ DRAW \ POINT \ INTERSEC
TION This option deals with points defined by intersection of other
boundary elements. It has the following submenu
LINE-LINE
LINE-CIRCLE
CIRCLE-CIRCLE

OPTION: \ SKELETON \ DRAW \ POINT \ INTERSEC
TION \ LINE-LINE In this option a point is defined as an inter
section of two lines. One has to choose two lines that intersect one
another.

OPTION: \ SKELETON \ DRAW \ POINT \ INTERSEC
TION \ LINE-CIRCLE In this option a point is defined by an
intersection of a line and a circle. One is prompted to tag a line and
a circle. If the circle choice is ambiguous, then one has to mark an
other point - a pointon on an arc of the circle. Both intersection
points are displayed (if there are any), otherwise an error message
is issued.

OPTION: \ SKELETON \ DRAW \ POINT \ INTERSEC
TION \ CIRCLE-CIRCLE This option enables one to introduce
a point as a point of two circles intersection. One has to mark both
circles in question. If a tangency occurs error message is displayed.

OPTION: \ SKELETON \ DRAW \ POINT \ TANGENCY
This option deals with points of osculation. There is the following
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submenu in this option
LINE-CIRCLE
CIRCLE-CIRCLE

OPTION: \ SKELETON \ DRAW \ POINT \ TANGENCY
\ LINE-CIRCLE In this option a point of tangency of a circle and
a line is defined. One has to mark the line and the circle in question.

OPTION: \ SKELETON \ DRAW \ POINT \ TANGENCY
\ CIRCLE-CIRCLE This option enables one to define a point as a
point of circle-circle tangency. Circles in question have to be marked.

OPTION: \ SKELETON \ DRAW \ LINE This option deals with
line definitions. After a choice of this option the following submenu is
displayed
POINT-POINT
POINT-ANGLE
PARALLEL
TANGENT

OPTION: \ SKELETON \ DRAW \ LINE \ POINT-POINT
A line is defined by two marked points.

OPTION: \ SKELETON \ DRAW \ LINE \ POINT-
ANGLE This option is designed to define a line intersecting an
other line at a given point with a certain slope angle. One has to
choose a line, an intersection point and an angle. The intersection
angle should be positive and less than 180 degrees.

OPTION: \ SKELETON \ DRAW \ LINE \ PARALLEL
Parallel lines are defined in this option. Previously defined line have
to be chosen then the program asks for a distance to the new line.
If the distance is positive, then the new line is above or to the right
of the base line. If it is negative, then the new line is below or to
the left of the given line.

OPTION: \ SKELETON \ DRAW \ LINE \ TANGENT This
option enables one to define a line tangent to a circle. We have two
suboptions here
POINT-CIRCLE
CIRCLE-CIRCLE

OPTION: \ SKELETON \ DRAW \ LINE \ TANGENT \
POINT-CIRCLE From a given point lines tangent to a certain
circle are drawn. One has to mark the point and the circle. The
point can not be inside the circle.

OPTION: \ SKELETON \ DRAW \ LINE \ TANGENT \
CIRCLE-CIRCLE For the two given circles all existing tangent
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lines are drawn. Circles can not include one another or overlap. One
has to choose two circles in question.

OPTION: \ SKELETON \ DRAW \ CIRCLE This option defines cir
cles. In order to define a circle one has to choose previously defined point
as a center of a circle and enter a circle's radius.

OPTION: \ SKELETON \ DELETE This option is used to remove (delete)
elements defined previously. We have two suboptions here
POINT
LINE
CIRCLE

OPTION: \ SKELETON \ DELETE \ POINT This option deletes
points.

OPTION: \ SKELETON \ DELETE \ LINE This option deletes lines.

OPTION: \ SKELETON \ DELETE \ CIRCLE This option deletes
circles.

OPTION: \ SKELETON \ MEASURE This option deals with measurements
of defined elements. A following submenu is displayed
POINT-POINT
POINT-LINE
LINE-LINE-D1ST
LINE-LINW-ANGLE

OPTION: \ SKELETON \ MEASURE \ POINT-POINT A distance
between two points is determined. It is given in the form of a distance in
X and Y coordinates and also as a ordinary euclidean distance.

OPTION: \ SKELETON \ MEASURE \ POINT-LINE Determines
distance from a given point to a given line.

OPTION: \ SKELETON \ MEASURE \ LINE-LINE-DIST This
enables one to measure a distance between parallel lines.

OPTION: \ SKELETON \ MEASURE \ LINE-LINE-ANGLE In
this option a slope of the two intersecting lines is determined. This angle
is positive and not greater than 90 degrees.

OPTION: \ SHAPE This option implements the second stage of object's defining, i.e.
the creation of its boundary. If this option is chosen then the following submenu
appears
CONTOUR

OPTION: \ SHAPE \ CONTOUR This option defines external boundary of
the object. The following submenu appears in this option
DRAW
DELETE
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OPTION: \ SHAPE \ CONTOUR \ DRAW This option appends el
ements to the object's boundary. Elements of the boundary are to be
introduced in the clockwise order. User may choose one of the following
options
LINE
ARC
CIRCLE

OPTION: \ SHAPE \ CONTOUR \ DRAW \ LINE In this op
tion one can append a section of a line to the string defining object's
boundary. If it is the first element of the boundary one has to mark
starting and ending points, respectively. If it is appended to the string
of other elements, then only ending point is needed.

OPTION: \ SHAPE \ CONTOUR \ DRAW \ ARC This option
allows for a definition of a section of a circle - arc as an element of
the boundary. One has to tag starting and ending points of the arc
and to define the circle to which the arc belongs. Then the program
asks wether this arc causes concavity of the object i.e. if a line joining
starting and ending point's respectively is outside the object.

OPTION: \ SHAPE \ CONTOUR \ DRAW \ CIRCLE This
option is used to define a contour (boundary) as a circle. One has to
choose a circle center.

OPTION: \ SHAPE \ CONTOUR \ DELETE This options enables
one to delete the last appended boundary element. Each time space bar
is pressed the last element is deleted.

OPTION: \ OUT This option prepares a data file for the two-dimensional cutting
DSS. If this option is chosen, the following submenu appears
PARAMETERS
ELEMENTS
EXECUTE

OPTION: \ OUT \ PARAMETERS In this option parameters for the two
dimensional cutting program are read in. In the center of the screen a window
appears where parameters should be written in consecutive lines. If the er
ronous value occurs, the program does not let to change a line.

OPTION: \ OUT \ ELEMENTS This option deals with members of the set
of objects. The following submenu appears
APPEND
CHANGE

OPTION: \ OUT \ ELEMENTS \ APPEND This option appends a
new object to the set of objects. Program asks for the name of a file with
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the object's description. This name is read in and the file is loaded in the
same way as in the \ LOAD option. Then the chosen object is displayed
and the program asks for a number of such objects to be cut.

OPTION: \ OUT \ ELEMENTS \ CHANGE This option changes the
number of previously chosen objects.If the new number is 0 then the object
is deteted.

OPTION: \ OUT \ EXECUTE In this option a file for the two-dimensional
cutting system is created and saved (Blaiewicz, J. 1990).

OPTION: \ QUIT A choice of this option breaks an execution of the program.

5 Additional comments on the implementation

The program name is DRAFT.EXE and to run it one should write DRAFT and press
"Enter" key. It is necessary to start program execution from the directory containing
appropriate (for the graphic adapter) Borland's graphic driver (files with .BGI extension
for Turbo Pascal ver.5). If a mouse is to be used an appropriate driver should be installed
first.

In the second stage of object's definition (option \ SHAPE), all considered basic
entities (points, circles etc.) should be already defined (in option \ SKELETON). In
order to define an arc, a circle must be previously defined. To make a circular boundary
its center must be known. If an element of a boundary is created in \ SHAPE option,
one can not add new elements in the \ SKELETON option. If it is necessary to do so, all
the elements of the boundary have to be deleted first.

X and y dimensions are within the range (0,99999.999] and an accuracy of computa
tions is O.OOOI.

There are two appendices enclosed. Appendix A summarizes the option's tree, and
appendix B gives an example of object's definition.
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Appendix A

OPTIONS TREE.

NEW
LOAD
SAVE

SKELETON

DRAW

RELATIVE J=LINE-LINE
POINT LINE LINE-CIRCLE~'NTERSECT'O CIRCLE-CIRCLE

TANGENCY I LINE-CIRCLE
CIRCLE-CIRCLE

-E
POINT-POINT

LINE POINT-ANGLE
PARALLEL
TANGENT~POINT-CIRCLE

CIRCLE CIRCLE-CIRCLE

POINT
DELET'Ii'LLINE

~CIRCLE

POINT-POINT

fPOINT-LINE
MEASURE LINE-LINE-DIST

LINE-LINE-ANGLE

-ELINE

SHAPE- rCONTOUR-{DRAW ARC
DELETE CIRCLE

OUT-iPARAMETERS
ELEMENTS--{:APPEND
EXECUTE CHANGE

QUIT
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Abstract

This paper describes a tutorial example for the Dynamic Interactive Network
Analysis System (DINAS) which enables the solution of various multi-objective
transshipment problems with facility location using IBM-PC microcomputers. The
system utilizes an extension of the classical reference point approach to handling
multiple objectives. DINAS is prepared as a menu-driven and easy to use system
armed with a special network editor which reduces to minimum effort associated
with defining real-life problems. As the tutorial problem we use an artificial part of
the real-life model connected with a sugar-beet transshipment system.

1 Introduction

DINAS (Dynamic Interactive Network Analysis System) is a scientific transferable soft
ware tool which enables the solution of various multi-objective transshipment problems
with facility locations. For a given number of fixed facilities and customers and for a num
ber of potential facilities to be optionally located, DINAS provides you with a distribution
pattern of a homogeneous product under multi-criteria optimality requirements. While
working in an interactive mode, you get optimal locations of the potential facilities and a
system of optimal flows of the product between nodes of the transportation network.

With DINAS you can analyze and solve such problems as:

• the transportation problem with new supply and/or demand points location,

• the problem of warehouses location,

• the problem of stores location for the agricultural production,

• the problem of service centers location and districts reorganization,

and many other real-life distribution-location problems.
DINAS is implemented on IBM-PC XT/AT/386/486 as a menu-driven and easy to use

system armed with a special network screen editor for a friendly data input and results
examination. While working with DINAS you will get a permanent assistance by the help
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lines which will inform you about operations available at this moment. Moreover, at any
moment you will have opportunity to get more general information from the help file.
The DINAS menu and all commands of the system are briefly described in Appendix.

To illustrate the DINAS methodology a small testing example is presented. As the test
problem an artificial part of the real-life model connected with a sugar-beet transshipment
system is considered.

2 The problem statement and methodology

DINAS works with problems formulated as multi-objective transshipment problems with
facility location. A network model of such a problem consists of nodes connected by
a set of direct flow arcs. The set of nodes is partitioned into two subsets: the set of
fixed nodes and the set of potential nodes. The fixed nodes represent "fixed points" of
the transportation network, i.e., points which cannot be changed, whereas the potential
nodes are introduced to represent possible locations of new points in the network.

Some groups of the potential nodes represent different versions of the same facility to
be located (e.g., different sizes of a warehouse etc.). For this reason, potential nodes are
organized in the so-called selections, i.e., sets of nodes with the multiple choice require
ments. Each selection is defined by the list of included potential nodes as well as by a
lower and upper number of nodes which have to be selected (located).

A homogeneous good is distributed along the arcs among the nodes. Each fixed node is
characterized by two quantities: supply and demand on the good, but for the mathemat
ical statement of the problem only the difference supply-demand (the so-called balance)
is used. Each potential node is characterized by a capacity which bounds maximal good
flow through the node. The capacities are also given for all the arcs but not for the fixed
nodes.

A few linear objective functions are considered in the problem. The objective func
tions are introduced into the model by given coefficients associated with several arcs and
potential nodes (the so-called cost coefficients, independently of their real character). The
cost coefficient connected to an arc is treated as the unit cost of the flow along the arc.
The cost coefficient connected to a potential node is considered as the fixed cost associated
with locating of the node (e.g., an investment cost).

Summarizing, the following groups of input data define the transshipment problem
under consideration:

• objectives,

• fixed nodes with their supply-demand balances,

• potential nodes with their capacities and (fixed) cost coefficients,

• selections with their lower and upper limits on number of active potential nodes,

• arcs with their capacities and cost coefficients.

In the DINAS system there are two restrictions on the network structure:
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• there is no arc which directly connects two potential nodes;

• each potential node belongs to at most two selections.

The first restriction does not imply any loss of generality since each of two potential
nodes can be separated by an artificial fixed node, if necessary. The second requirement
is not very strong since in practical models usually there are no potential nodes belonging
to more than two selections.

The problem is to determine the number and locations of active potential nodes and
to find the good flows (along arcs) so as to satisfy the balance and capacity restrictions
and, simultaneously, optimize the given objective functions. The mathematical model of
the problem is described in details by Ogryczak et al. (1989).

The problem under consideration is a specialized form of Multiple Criteria Decision
Making (MCDM). The basic concept of the multiple objective optimization was intro
duced by Pareto over 80 years ago. He developed the idea of the so-called efficient (or
Pareto-optimal) solution, that is a solution which cannot be improved in any objective
without some other objective being worsened. However the set of all the efficient solu
tions is, in practice, extremely huge. Therefore development of practical MCDM tools
has begun from the 70's when the computer technique reached a sufficient level for an
efficient implementation of various interactive (decision support) systems.

The interactive system does not solve the multi-objective problem. It rather makes
the user selecting the best solution during interactive work with the system. According
to some user's requirements, the system generates various efficient solutions which can be
examined in details and compared to each other. The user works with the computer in
an interactive way so that he can change his requirements during the sessions.

DINAS is such an interactive decision support system. The DINAS interactive pro
cedure utilizes an extension of the reference point optimization introduced by Wierzbi
cki (1982). The basic concept of that approach is as follows:

• the user forms his requirements in terms of aspiration and reservation levels, i.e., he
specifies acceptable and required values for given objectives;

• the user works with the computer in an interactive way so that he can change his
aspiration and reservation levels during the sessions.

• after editing the aspiration and reservation levels, DINAS computes a new efficient
solution while using an achievement scalarizing function as a criterion in single
objective optimization (see Ogryczak et al. 1989 for more details).

• each computed efficient solution is put into a special solution base and presented to
the decision maker as the current solution to allow him to analyse performances of
the current solution in comparison with the previous ones.

3 Thtorial example

As an illustration, the problem of depots location in a sugar-beet distribution system
may be considered (Jasinska, Wojtych 1984). Consider an agricultural region containing
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a number of farms that produce sugar beet. Each farm is considered as a supply point
and is characterized by its total supply during the sugar-beet harvesting period. The
sugar-beet is delivered to a number of sugar-mills. Each sugar-mill has some limited total
production capacity during the production season.

Climate conditions, poor storage facilities or an underdeveloped transportation net
work may cause losses of sugar-beet volume, losses of sugar content in the sugar-beet, or
extremely high transportation costs. To avoid these difficulties, a part of the sugar-beet
supply has to be delivered to special depots and stored there temporarily. The depots
are considered as purchasing centers. Some of them are already in use and an amount
of the sugar-beet is shipped through them. For further improvement of the sugar-beet
transportation system, some additional depots have to be opened or some existing ones
should be modernized. Each potential depot is characterized by the upper bound on
its throughput as well as by the corresponding investment cost. The investment cost is
treated as the fixed cost associated with locating (or modernizing) of the potential de
pot. Moreover, unit shipping costs are connected with all the delivery routes: from farms
to sugar-mills. Each of the routes is also characterized by a capacity which bounds the
maximal flow of the sugar-beet along the route.

The problem is to determine the number, location and sizes of the depots in use.
Moreover, the corresponding sugar-beet flow from farms to sugar-mills directly or through
depots has to be found so as to minimize the total transportation cost or/and the depots
investment cost (provided that the total amount of the sugar-beet is delivered from farms
to sugar-mills).

The problem represents a class of transshipment problems with facility location. It is
a single-objective optimization problem if only one of the objective functions, the total
transportation cost or the total investment cost, is minimized. However, it should be
treated as a double-objective optimization problem if both the objectives are considered
simultaneously. Single- or double-objective optimization can be insufficient in real-life
circumstances and some additional objectives should then be taken into consideration. For
instance, the total amount of the sugar-beet flow through depots is sometimes considered
to be minimized as direct flow from farms to sugar-mills is technologically more efficient.
As another objective maximization of the total amount of sugar-beet delivered by railway
or maximization of the sugar production volume can be considered. The objectives are,
in general, not comparable and thereby our problem should be considered as a multi
objective optimization problem.

Consider a small artificial part of the problem. Eight fixed nodes (seven farms: Udry,
Dubiel, Smrock, Gondek, Pogaj, Runo, Cuple; one sugar-mill Klew) and three potential
depots (Jurga4, Jurga7, Tyn) are considered. Supply amounts for farms and a demand
on the sugar-beet for the sugar-mill are presented in Table 1.
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fixed node supply demand balance
Cuple 1.6 0 1.6
Dubiel 1.3 0 1.3
Gondek 1.4 0 1.4
Pogaj 1.6 0 1.6
Runo 1.2 0 1.2
Smrock 1.4 0 1.4
Udry 1.5 0 1.5
Klew 0 10 -10.0

Table 1: Fixed nodes

Note that the sum of the farms supplies is equal to the demand of the sugar-mill. There
are considered three potential depots: Jurga4, Jurga7 and Tyn. In fact, the potential
depots Jurga4 and Jurga7 represent two versions of the same depot which has to be
located. These versions differ only in their capacities and hence they are considered as
one selection Jurga with its lower and upper bounds equal to 0 and 1, respectively. The
potential depots with their data are presented in Table 2.

potential selection capacity objective coefficients
node INVEST SHIP RAIL
Jurga4 Jurga (0,1) 4 200 0 0
Jurga7 Jurga (0,1) 7 300 0 0
Tyn 4 220 0 0

Table 2: Potential nodes

A network scheme of this example is presented in Figure 1. The arcs in the network
represent possible flows of the sugar-beet and are directed from farms to the sugar-mill
or to depots, and from the depots to the sugar-mill. All the arcs with their capacities are
listed in Table 3. The arcs connecting the nodes representing depots with the nodes rep
resenting farms or sugar-mill have essentially unlimited capacities. However, in practice,
flows along these arcs are also bounded by capacities of the corresponding depots and we
use them as arcs capacities.
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arc capacity
objective coefficients

from to INVEST SHIP RAIL
Cuple KLew 10 0 80 0
Dubiel Klew 10 0 132 0
Gondek Klew 10 0 113 0
Pogaj Klew 10 0 150 0
Runo Klew 10 0 167 0
Smrock Klew 10 0 113 0
Udry Klew 10 0 201 0
Tyn Klew 4 0 70 23.3
Jurga4 Klew 4 0 67 22.3
Jurga7 Klew 7 0 67 13.2
Dubiel Jurga4 4 0 60 0
Smrock Jurga4 4 0 41 0
Udry Jurga4 4 0 129 0
Dubiel Jurga7 7 0 55 0
Gondek Jurga7 7 0 35 0
Pogaj Jurga7 7 0 78 0
Smrock Jurga7 7 0 36 0
Udry Jurga7 7 0 124 0
Cuple Tyn 4 0 0 0
Pogaj Tyn 4 0 70 0
Runo Tyn 4 0 87 0

Table 3: Arcs

One must decide which potential depots have to be built so as to meet the total demand
on the sugar-beet in the sugar-mill. The decision should be optimal with respect to some
objectives. Three objectives are considered in the problem (see Table 4): minimization of
the INVEST function, minimization of the SHIP function and maximization of the RAIL
function.

objectives max/min
INVEST mill
SHIP min
RAIL max

Table 4: Objectives

INVEST represents an investment cost associated with the location of the potential
depots. SHIP represents total transportation cost in the network. The RAIL function is
used by the railway administration to evaluate shipping of the sugar-beet from the depots
to the sugar-mill (these routes are serviced by the railway). The objective coefficients
corresponding to the potential nodes as well as to the arcs are presented in Table 2 and 3,
respectively.
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4 Multi-objective analysis

The multi-objective analysis is performed in two stages. In the first stage the decision
maker is provided with some initial information which gives him an overview of the prob
lem. In the second stage, an interactive selection of efficient solutions is performed.

First stage
Having edited and converted the input data of the problem as the first step of the

multi-objective analysis one must perform the PAY-OFF command (see Appendix). It
executes optimization of each objective function separately. In effect, we get the so-called
pay-off matrix presented in Table 5. The pay-off matrix is a well-known device in multi
objective programming. It gives values of all the objective functions (columns) obtained
while solving several single-objective problems (rows) and thereby it helps to understand
the conflicts between different objectives.

0i\tim1zed objective values
unctIOn INVEST SHIP RAIL

INVEST 0 1357.9 0
SHIP 520 1258.5 172.4
RAIL 420 1297.9 182.4

Table 5: Pay-off matrix
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Execution of these optimizations provides also us with two reference vectors: the
utopia vector and the nadir vector (see Table 6). The utopia vector represents the best
values of each objective considered separately. Usually, the utopia vector is not attainable,
i.e., there are no feasible solutions with such objective values.The nadir vector expresses
the worst values of each objective, noticed during optimization of another objectives.
However, coefficients of the nadir vector cannot be considered as the worst values of the
objectives over the whole efficient (Pareto optimal) set. We found out in further analysis
that these estimations can be sometimes overstep.

refer~nce
objective values

vec or INVEST SHIP RAIL
utopia 0 1258.5 182.4
nadir 520 1357.9 0

Table 6: Initial references

While analyzing Tables 5 and 6 we find out that the objective values vary significantly
depending on selected optimization. Moreover, we recognize a strong conflict between the
investment cost and both the other objectives. The objective functions SHIP and RAIL
take the worst values while minimizing the investment cost. Therefore there is a need to
perform the interactive analysis in order to find some satisfactory compromise solution.

Second stage
Having computed both the utopia and nadir vectors we can start the interactive search

for a satisfying efficient solution. As we have already mentioned DINAS utilizes aspiration
and reservation levels to control the interactive analysis. More precisely, you specify
acceptable values for several objectives as the aspiration levels and necessary values as
the reservation levels, and then DINAS searches an efficient solution corresponding to
these values. The succeeding modifications of the reference values are presented in Table
7.

objectives
stage solution INVEST SHIP RAIL

Aspir. Reser. Aspir. Reser. Aspir. Reser.
SoLI

1 So1.2
So1.3
Sol.4 utopia nadir utopia nadir utopia nadir

2 So1.5 utopia 250 utopia nadir utopia nadir
801.6 utopia 250 utopia nadir utopia 90

Table 7: Succeeding values of the aspiration and reservation levels

Due to the special regularization technique used while computation of the pay-off
matrix each generated single-objective optimal solution is also an efficient solution to the
multi-objective problem. DINAS stores these solutions in a special solution base as well
as all the efficient solutions generated during a session. So, after the first stage we have
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already available in the solution base three efficient solutions connected with several rows
of the pay-off matrix (see Table 8: SoU, So1.2 and So1.3).

objective SoU So1.2 Sol.3 SolA Sol.5 So1.6
INVEST 0 520 420 300 200 220
SHIP 1357.9 1258.5 1297.9 1293.5 1337.9 1317.9
RAIL 0 172.4 18204 9204 89.2 93.2

Table 8: Objective values for the efficient solutions

Now, we can examine in details these solutions. You may notice that the first so
lution which minimizes the investment cost does not use any depot (see Table 9). On
the other hand, the second solution minimizing the shipping cost uses both the most
expensive depots (Jurga7, Tyn). So the investment cost for the solution is maximal (IN
VEST=520). Maximization of the RAIL function (So1.3) get also too high investment
cost (INVEST=420). Since these solutions are not acceptable we have compute a new
efficient solution.

depot SoU So1.2 So1.3 SolA So1.5 So1.6
Jurga4 No No Yes No Yes No
Jurga7 No Yes No Yes No No
Tyn No Yes Yes No No Yes

Table 9: Potential depots activity for the efficient solutions

At the beginning of the interactive analysis the so called neutral solution is usually
computed. For this purpose you should accept the utopia vector as the aspiration levels
and the nadir vector as the reservation levels. In result the fourth solution is computed.
The investment cost (INVEST=300) for this solution is still too large for us. Suppose
that the necessary value for the INVEST function is 250. So we put 250 as the reservation
level corresponding to INVEST and compute the next solution (So1.5). The solution is
based on the sole depot Jurga4 which has the smallest investment cost (INVEST=200).
Unfortunately, the shipping cost as well as the railway evaluation are not satisfying for
this solution (SHIP=1337.9, RAIL=89.2). To avoid too small value of the RAIL function
in the next solution we modify the reservation level for this objective putting 90 as its
new value. After repeating the computation we get the sixth efficient solution based on
the sole depot Tyn. In comparison with the previous solution the investment cost is
only 10% worse. But both the shipping cost as well as the rail evaluation are slightly
better ( SHIP=1317.9, RAIL=93.2). The rail evaluation in So1.6 is better even than for
the fourth solution (RAIL=92A, INVEST=300). So, So1.6 guarantees the investment cost
less than 250, relatively small shipping cost and middling rail evaluation. The solution
seems to be the best among the efficient solutions based on a sole depot. Adding a second
depot leads to objectionably high values of the investment cost (So1.2 and So1.3). Note
that all the feasible combinations of the depots were considered (see Table 9) and there
are no another crucial efficient solutions. So, the analysis is finished.
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Appendix

The Interactive System

• MENU BRANCHES

PROCESS commands connected with processing of the multiobjective transship
ment-location problem and generation of several efficient solutions
(PROBLEM, CONVERT, PAY-OFF, EFFICIENT, QUIT).

SOLUTION commands connected with the Current Solution (SUMMARY,
BROWSE, SAVE, DELETE).

ANALYSIS commands connected with operations on the Solution Base which col
lects up to nine efficient solutions (COMPARE, PREVIOUS, NEXT,
LAST, RESTORE).

• PROCESS COMMANDS

PROBLEM

CONVERT

PAY-OFF

EFFICIENT

QUIT

edit or input of a problem with the Network Editor. If the network
file for the problem has been prepared before DINAS starts,
PROCESS can be initialized directly using the CONVERT com
mand.

convert the network file with error checking.

compute the pay-off matrix and the utopia and nadir vectors.

compute an efficient solution depending on introduced aspiration
and reservation levels:

l.edit aspiration and reservation levels;

2.DINAS computes a new efficient solution depending on the aspi
ration and reservation levels;

3.the solution is put into the Solution Base and is presented as
the Current Solution with special tables and bars.

The Current Solution is presented similarly as while using the SUM
MARY command.

leave the DINAS system.

• SOLUTION COMMANDS

SUMMARY present short characteristics of the Current Solution such as:

table of selected locations,

table of objective values,

bars in the aspiration/reservation scale,

bars in the utopia/nadir scale.



BROWSE

SAVE

DELETE
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The tables characterize the current and previous efficient solutions.
The bars show a percentage level of each objective value with respect
to the corresponding scale.
Change the kind of characteristic using the <PGDN> or <PGUP> key.

examine or print the Current Solution with the Network Editor.

save out the Current Solution on a separate file for using in next
runs.

delete the Current Solution from the Solution Base.

• ANALYSIS COMMANDS

COMPARE

PREVIOUS

NEXT

LAST

RESTORE

perform comparison of all the efficient solutions from the Solution
Base or of some subset of them. (A solution can be temporarily
deleted from the comparison using the <DEL> key.)
The following characteristics are used for the comparison:

table of selected locations,

table of objective values,

bars in the aspiration/reservation scale,

bars in the utopia/nadir scale.

The tables and bars characterize all the efficient solutions selected
from the Solution Base. The bars are given for each objective and
show a percentage level of the objective value with respect to the
corresponding scale. Use the <PGDN> or <PGUP> key to change the
kind of the current characteristic. Scroll bars for different objectives
using the <UP> or <DOWN> arrows.

take the previous efficient solution as the Current Solution.

take the next efficient solution as the Current Solution.

take the last efficient solution as the Current Solution.

restore some efficient solution (saved earlier with the SAVE com
mand) to the Solution Base.

The Network Editor

• MENU COMMANDS

LOAD

SAVE

MPS

QUIT

select a file to be used to edit.
H the file name is typed without any extension the extension
•NET is automatically appended to the name.

write the edited file out without creating a .BAK file.

generate the MPS file and write it without creating a .BAK
file.

leave the Network Editor and return to the Main Menu.



PRINT NETWORK

LIST NODES

NETWORK

SELECTIONS

OBJECTIVES

• WINDOWS
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print the entire data file and the solution included in the file.

display a list of nodes (may be empty at the start).
Type or select a node name to activate the edit mode. Then
the CURRENT NODE window including the selected (or
typed) node is activated.

display a scheme of the transportation network. Select a
node to activate the edit mode. Then the CURRENT NODE
window is activated with the selected node as the current
node.

list the nodes belonging to several selections. Use <ENTER> to
display the BOUNDS window corresponding to the pointed
out selection.

define, modify or examine objectives.

CURRENT NODE the node selected (or typed) with the LIST
NODES or NETWORK command becomes
the current node. Then it can be defined and
its data can be edited or examined.

NODE FROM (list of predecessors) list names of nodes and the corresponding
arcs which precede the current node. Select
a node or type a node name.

NODE FROM (a selected predecessor)edit or examine data of the selected (or typ
ed) node. If the <ESC> key is used after the
edit is finished, the question ARC? appears.
Press <v> if an inspection of the correspond
ing arc is needed, or <N> otherwise.

NODE TO (list of successors) list names of nodes and the corresponding
arcs which succeed the current node. Select
a node or type a node name.

NODE TO (a selected successor) edit or examine data of the selected (or typ
ed) node. If the <ESC> key is used after the
edit is finished, the question ARC? appears.
Press <v> if an inspection of the correspond
ing arc is needed, or <N> otherwise.

BOUNDS edit or examine lower and upper bounds on
a number of potential nodes which can be
used in the given selection.

• ALT COMMANDS

ALT C change the actual node from/to into the current node.
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ALT D delete an objective, selection, node or arc using the OBJECTIVES, SELEC-
TIONS, CURRENT NODE or NODE FROM/TO command, respectively.

ALT L execute the LIST NODES command.

ALT N execute the NETWORK command.

ALT 0 execute the OBJECTIVES command.

ALT S execute the SELECTIONS command.

• CTRL COMMANDS

CTRL LEFT ARROW move from CURRENT NODE to NODE FROM.

CTRL RIGHT ARROW move from CURRENT NODE to NODE TO.

CTRL RIGHT ARROW display the ARC window for a node selected from the
NODE FROM/TO list, and reversely.

• USING ANOTHER KEYS

ESC leave the current command/window, e.g., from NODE FROM/TO to
CURRENT NODE, from CURRENT NODE to the Editor Menu, and
out of HELP.

ENTER command execution or node selection.

ARROWS move the pointer or scroll data.
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Abstract

HYBRID is a mathematical programming package which includes all the func
tions necessary for the solution of single and multicriteria LP problems. HYBRID

uses a non-simplex method which combines the proximal multiplier method and an
active set algorithm and has been prepared in two versions: one for UNIX (currently
implemented for Sun Sparc running under SunOS 4.1) and one for a PC compatible
with the IBM PC.

1 Introduction

HYBRID can serve as a tool which helps in choosing a decision in a complex situation in
which many options may and should be examined. Such problems occur in many situa
tions, such as problems of economic planning and analysis, technological or engineering
design problems, and problems of environmental control. We assume that such prob
lems can be defined as multicriteria linear programming problems. The method adopted
in HYBRID for multicriteria optimization is the interactive reference point approach (cf
Wierzbicki, 1980). In this method a sequence of Pareto-optimal solutions is computed
by minimization of a piecewise linear achievement functions subject to linear constraints.
These functions are defined for each reference point l

. The problem of minimization a
piecewise linear function can be converted to a linear programming (LP) problem.

For solving a linear programming problem HYBRID uses a non-simplex algorithm - a
particular implementation of the proximal multiplier method. This method differs from

·On leave from the Systems Research Institute of the Polish Academy of Sciences, Warsaw.
1 A reference point is composed of aspiration values for each criterion. These values are set by a user.
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the ordinary multiplier method by adding a quadratic form to the augmented Lagrangian
function and making the function strongly convex with respect to primal variables. The
minimized function is strongly convex and provides an unique minimizer.

In the proximal multiplier method, the LP problem is solved by minimizing a sequence
of piecewise quadratic, strongly convex functions subject to simple constraints (lower and
upper bounds). This minimization is achieved by using a method which combines the
conjugate or preconditioned conjugate gradient method and an active constraints set
strategy. As an option for solving the problem of minimizing piecewise quadratic function
a numerically stable method which combines the proximal multiplier method and an active
set algorithm with QR factorization or Cholesky factorization is implemented.

In these methods we solve a sequence of minimization quadratic functions without
constraints. After a finite number of steps, a set of indices of constraints, which are active
in the solution, is found.

Our algorithm differs from the active set algorithm described by Fletcher (1981) and
by Gill, Murray, and Wright (1981) because in addition to upper and lower bounds, we
also take the piecewise quadratic form of the minimized function into account.

In the case of QR factorization, the Q-R transformation is carried out by using the
Givens rotations. In our implementation we do not store the orthogonal matrix Q.

The working sets are changed during steps of the active set algorithm. Consequently,
we update R factor whenever a index is added to or deleted from the working set. Comput
ing a new factorization ab initio would be too expensive, so we adopted effective methods
for updating the R factor. The details of the algorithms are described in Sosnowski
(1990b).

2 Multicriteria linear programming

A linear multicriteria programming problem can be formulated as follows

mIn q

q = Px

Ax = b

d~x~g

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

where P is a given k x n matrix of objective functions coefficients; and x, d, 9 E Rn,
bERm, and A is an m x n matrix.

2.1 Finding Pareto-optimal solutions

A Pareto-optimal solution can be found by the minimization of the achievement scalarizing
function in the form

where:

k

max (Wi(qi - qi)) + c L Wi(qi - qi)
.=I •...•k ;=1

(5)
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k is the number of criteria,

qi is the i-th criterion,

iIi is the aspiration level for the i-th criterion,

Wi is a weight associated with the i-th criterion, and

€ is a given non-negative parameter.

It should be noted that if specified aspiration level q is the ideal point, then the
Pareto-optimal point is the nearest, in the sense of an augmented Tchebycheff weighted
norm (Steuer, 1982), to the aspiration level. If the aspiration level is attainable, then
the Pareto-optimal point is uniformly better than q. Properties of the Pareto-optimal
point depend on the localization of the reference point (aspiration level) and on weights
associated with criteria.

The scalarizing function (5) is nondifferentiable piecewise linear but the problem of
minimization (5) subject to (2)-(4) can be transformed to a linear programming problem.
We introduce an additional variable Xo and auxiliary constraints:

- Xo + Wiqi :s; wiqi i = 1, ... , k.

The objective function for the auxiliary problem takes the form

k

min Xo + € L Wi( qi - iji).
i=l

(6)

(7)

The problem of minimization (7) subject to (2)-(4) and (6) can be treated as a special
case of the following general linear programming problem:

mmcx (8)

Alx = bl (9)

A 2 x :s; b2 (10)

I:S;x:S;u (11 )

where x = (xo, Xl, ... , x n ) and AI, A 2 , bI, b2 , c are respectively defined. Some variables are
unbounded (e.g., Xo ); this means that some of the bounds ( Ii or Ui ) are assumed to be
equal to minus, or plus infinity.

3 Interactive reference point optimization

The method adopted in HYBRID for multicriteria optimization is the reference point
approach (cf Wierzbicki, 1980). This approach may be summarized in the following
stages:

1. The user of the model specifies a number of criteria (objectives).
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2. The user specifies an aspiration level for each criterion. An aspiration level is also
called a reference point.

3. The problem is transformed by HYBRID into an auxiliary parametric LP problem
and then solved. Its solution gives a Pareto-optimal point. If the specified aspiration
level is not attainable, then the Pareto-optimal point is the nearest (in the sense
of a Chebyshev weighted norm) to the aspiration level. If the aspiration level is
attainable, then the Pareto-optimal point is uniformly better. Properties of the
Pareto-optimal point depend on the localization of the reference point (aspiration
level) and on weights associated with cri teria.

4. The user explores the various Pareto-optimal points by changing either the aspira
tion level and/or weights attached to criteria and/or other parameters related to
the definition of the multicriteria problem.

5. The procedure described in points 3 and 4 is repeated until a satisfactory solution
is found.

4 Solution technique of LP problem

For solving LP problems HYBRID uses a non-simplex method - proximal multiplier
method.

The proximal multiplier method for the convex problems was introduced in (Rockafel
lar, 1976). The method differs from ordinary multiplier method (Bertsekas, 1982) due
to the addition of a quadratic form to the augmented Lagrangian function, making the
function strongly convex with respect to primal variables.

4.1 Proximal multiplier method

We introduce the following notation: IIxll denotes L2-norm of x and (u)+ denotes the
vector composed of components max(O, u;).

The following scheme describes a modification of the proximal multiplier method for
the linear programming problem (8)-(11).

ALGORITHM. Select initial vector of multipliers yO = (y~,y~) (e.g.,yO = 0) and l,·/ E

R, l,·/ > O. Then for k = 0,1, ... determine successive Xk+l, yk+l = (y~+l, y;+l) where

and

Xk+l = arg min L(x,yk) +~llx _ xkl12
I:$x:$u 2p I

k+l k k(A k+l b)
YI = YI + P IX - I

y;+l = (y; + /(A2 x k+1
- b2 ))+

(12)

(13)

(14 )

where

L(x, yk) = (1/ /)cx + ~11((I//)y~ + Alx - bdl12+ ~1I((1/ /)y; + A 2x - b2)+11 2
(15)

until a stopping criterion is satisfied.
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The minimized function (12) with ,./ > 0 is strongly convex and provides unique
minimizer. Strong convexity is always further required during minimization (see Section
5). In the proximal multiplier method we lose the finite convergence property, but the
sequence {(x k, yk)} has better properties, and convergence to the Kuhn-Tucker point can
be obtained under weak assumptions.

The crucial point of the method is the problem of minimization of piecewise quadratic
functions. The ordinary or preconditioned conjugate gradient algorithms can be used
for finding the minimum (Makowski and Sosnowski, 1989). Theoretically, those algo
rithms guarantee that the exact minimizer will be found after finite number of iterations.
However, during computations the rounding errors often cause numerical problems.

To overcome these difficulties, a numerically stable method for piecewise quadratic
strongly convex function was proposed in Sosnowski (1990a). This method combines an
active set algorithm with QR factorization. As an option the Cholesky factorization is
suggested in the new implementation of the HYBRID package.

5 Minimization piecewise quadratic functions with
lower and upper bounds

In this section we discuss methods for finding the minimizer of (12).
Let us consider the following problem of minimizing piecewise quadratic function sub

ject to both lower and upper bounds:

min fk(x)

fk(x) = ekx + ~IIA~x - b~112 + ~11(A2X - b~)+112

1S x S u

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)

(
AI) ( bl - (1/l)yt )

A~ = (1/.jpk,k) I ' b~ = (1/.jpk,k) xk

b~ = b2 - (1//)y~, ek = (1//)e

then the minimizer of (12) is equal to the minimizer of (16)-(18).
For the sake of simplicity, we drop k index in the formulation (16)-(18) and we will

describe methods for solving the following problem:

where: At E RT xn,A2 E R3xn, b~ E Rk,b~ E R3,ek ERn, and l,u E Rn are given lower
and upper bounds

The above formulation generalized the problems of minimization the piecewise quadra
tic function in the proximal multiplier method. Note that if we introduce the following
notation

min f(x)

f(x) = ex + (1/2)IIA I x - bI ll2+ (1/2)II(A2x - b2)+11 2

1S x S u.

Additionally for 1= 1,2 the following notation will be used:

(21 )

(22)

(23)
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all) denotes the i-th rows of matrix AI,

bl') denotes the i-th components of the vector bl ,

Xj denotes j-th component of x, and

AT denotes the transposition of matrix A,.

(24)i= 1,···,s}.{x E Rn : a.(2)x - b(2) = 0. ,

The minimized function (22) is convex, piecewise quadratic, and twice differentiable
beyond the set:

5.1 Active set algorithm

We define two types of working sets. At the given iteration of the active set algorithm, I
will be a working set of the function f. That set defines a quadratic function as follows:

!J(x) = ex + (1/2)IIA j x - bdl 2 + (1/2) ~]al2)x - b!2)?
ieI

(25)

The second working set defines those variables which are fixed at bounds:

J = {j : x j = Ij or x j = U j } . (26)

Additionally, the complements of the working sets will be defined as follows

1= {1,2, ,s}\I.

J= {1,2, ,n}\J.

(27)

(28)

Using the notation defined above for given working sets 1 and J, the following mini
mization subproblem can be formulated

min!J(x)

Xj = Xj j E J

(29)

(30)

where

_ {IXj = ]
Uj

if fixed lower bound

if fixed upper bound.
(31)

The active set algorithm, in the form described below, solves a sequence of the sub
problems. For given working sets I and J, we minimize the quadratic function !J in
respect to variables Xj whose indices j belong to set J. These variables will be free. The
variables whose indices belong to set J are fixed on their bounds. This is an unconstrained
quadratic subproblem. Its solution defines a search direction. The step length is deter
mined to provide feasibility. The piecewise quadratic form of the function f is also taken
into account while the step length is computed.
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Let A~ and b~ be a submatrix and a subvector composed of rows and coordinates
corresponding to indices i E I:

AI = (~~) bI = (b))bI .
2

(32)

Using the above notation, problem (29)-(31) can be rewritten as follows:

minh(x)

h(x) = ex + (1/2)IIAIx - bI I1 2

Xj = Xj j E J.

(33)

(34)

(35)

We divide the vector x into two vectors corresponding to the working set J and its
complement:

x J - vector of the free variables

XJ - vector of the fixed variables.

We have
x = (Xl , xJ). (36)

Then we divide the matrix AI into two submatrices whose rows correspond to the
fixed and free variables respectively:

So we have:

AI = (A) A)). (37)

h(x) = clxl + cJxJ + (1/2)IIAhl + A)xJ - bI
1I

2
• (38)

Let us consider the problem of finding free variables xl as a result of minimization (38)
without constraints. Because the matrix A) has full column rank, the problem of min
imizing function (38) has a unique solution. The minimum of the function (38) can be
obtained by solving the following system of equations:

(A)fA)x l = (A)fW - A)xJ) - el .

The classical approach to solving this problem is via the system of normal equations

Ex l = b

where E is the symmetric positive definite matrix in the form:

E = (A)fA)

and

(39)

(40)

(41 )

b= (A)fW - A~xJ) - eJ
. (42)

Equation (40) can be solved via the conjugate gradient algorithm or by the precon
ditioned conjugate gradient algorithm. Those methods can be especially useful for large
and sparse problems, but unfortunately the algorithms converge slowly when the problem
is ill-conditioned.
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5.1.1 Cholesky factorization

Another approach to solving the normal equation is based on the factorization of the
matrix Busing Cholesky method:

B=RTR (43)

where R is upper triangular, and then xl is computed by solving the two triangular
systems

RTy = b

R l -x - y.

5.1.2 QR decomposition

To simplify the discussion we write (38) in the following form:

h(x) = cJxJ + (1/2)IIA~xJ - h511 2 +95

where
h5 = bl

- A5xJ

95 = cJx
J

(44)

(45)

(46)

(47)

(48)

(49)

In the orthogonal factorization approach a matrix Q is used to reduce A5 to the form

QTA~ = (~~) Q
Th5 = (~n

where R~ is the upper triangular. We have

h(x) = clxl + (1/2)IIR~xl - pdl2+ (1/2)llp2112+95. (50)

The application of the orthogonal matrix Q does not change L 2-norm and an advan
tage of such a transformation is that we do not need to save the matrix Q. It can be
discarded after it has been applied to the vector h5. Moreover, the matrix R~ is the same
as the Cholesky factor of B (41) apart from the possible sign differences in some rows.

The above QR transformation can be carried out by using the Givens rotations (see
Golub and Van Loan, 1983). In our implementation we do not store the orthogonal matrix
Q and the obtained matrix RS is used for solution (44)-(45), where the vector b is given
by (42).

5.1.3 Update of R factor

In the active set algorithm, the working sets are changed during sequential steps. Changes
of working sets result in changes of the matrix A~ but only one row or one column can be
added to or removed from that matrix at a time. This means that the matrix AS which
defined the Hessian of minimizing function (46) is changed. Consequently, we should
update the R~ factor whenever a index is added to or deleted from the working set.
Computing a new factorization ab initio would be too expensive. The modification of the
R~ factor is described in (Sosnowski, 1990a).
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5.2 Description of the software package and data structure

The package is composed of modules that provide a reasonably high level of flexibility
and efficiency. This is crucial for the rational use of computer resources and for planned
extensions of the package and the possible modification of the algorithm.

HYBRID is oriented toward an interactive mode of operation in which a sequence
of problems is to be solved under varying conditions (e.g., different objective functions,
reference points, values of constraints or bounds). Criteria for multiobjective problems
may be easily defined and updated with the help of the package.

The method chosen of allocating storage in the memory takes maximal advantage of
the available computer memory and of the features of typical real-world problems. In
general, the matrix of constraints is large and sparse; therefore, a sparse-matrix technique
is applied to store the data that define the problem to be solved. The memory management
is handled in a flexible way. HYBRID is coded in C and is composed of four mutually linked
modules:

1. A preprocessor processes the initial formulation of the problem. In the standard dis
tribution of the package, a version of the preprocessors that handles input file in the
MPS format is provided. However, it is recommended that for real-life application
this preprocess be replaced by a specialized problem generator (cf, e.g., Makowski
and Sosnowski, 1991).

2. A preprocessor generates multicriteria task. It also transforms a multicriteria prob
lem into a parametric single-criteria optimization problem. The second preprocessor
allows for the analysis of a solution and for the interactive change of various parame
ters that may correspond to choice of some option, change of parameters in definition
of multicriteria problem. This module also optionally scales the LP problem.

3. The optimization module is called solver.

4. Driver, eases the usage of all modules. The PC version of driver provides context
sensitive help which helps an inexperienced user in efficient usage of the package.

In addition to this, HYBRID offers many options useful for diagnostic and verification of
a problem being solved. The data format for the input of data follows the MPS standard
adopted by most commercial mathematical programming systems.

HYBRID has been made operational in two versions: one for UNIX currently im
plemented for Sun Sparc running under SunOS 4.1 and one for a PC compatible with
IBM PC.

6 Test problems

In this section, we report the computational results of running the HYBRID package on a
set of single objective linear programming test problems. All but one of the test problems
are from computer networks (NETLIB system); one (Rains-Op) is an environment model
developed at IIASA.
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Name Rows Columns Time{min.)
Adlitte 57 97 0.07
Bandm 306 472 5.08
Beaconfd 174 256 0.19
Capri 272 353 2.44
E226 224 282 1.43
Israel 175 142 0.29
SharelB 118 225 0.77
Share2B 97 79 0.11
Rains-Op 711 108 2.90
Scagr25 472 500 12.74
Scagr7 130 140 0.23
Scorpion 389 358 4.90
Scsdl 78 760 1.10
Scsd6 148 1350 6.03
Sctapl 311 480 5.07

All test runs were carried out on the Sun Sparc 1+ Workstation under SunOS 4.1.
The GNU C compiler (ver. 1.40) has been used and the default parameters (which include
the Cholesky partition option) have been selected.

7 Final remarks

HYBRID is oriented toward an interactive mode of operation in which a sequence of prob
lems is to be solved under varying conditions (e.g., different objective functions, reference
points, values of constraints or bounds). Criteria for multiobjective problems may be
easily defined and updated with the help of the package.

The simple constraints (lower and upper bounds) for variables are not violated during
optimization and the resulting sequence of multipliers is feasible for the dual problem.
Constraints other then those defined as simple constraints may be violated, however;
therefore the algorithm can be started from any point that satisfies the simple constraints.

HYBRID has been designed and implemented for applications to real life optimization
problems. More attention has therefore been paid to the preprocessing of data, generation
of sequence of related problems, diagnostics and robustness of the software. This, to some
extent, increases the overall execution time needed for processing data and solving an LP
problem. The algorithm outlined in this paper is also capable of solving badly conditioned
problems (e.g., some of those reported here as test problems). Different algorithms have
been implemented in the solver (cf Makowski, Sosnowski, 1989). The authors will continue
to work on improving the solver performance while keeping its robustness.
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1 Introduction

The paper considers an approach to the automatic building of Interactive Systems for
solving mathematical problems (Sections 2 and 3). It discusses the intelligent RZtools
package (Sections 4-9) realizing this approach on IBM PC/XT/ AT and compatibles. By
means of RZtools an interactive user friendly INTERFACE shelling LIBRARIES of Turbo
Pascal and MSjFortran programs representing numerical methods can be automatically
created and the corresponding Interactive System formed. The INTERFACE built by
means of RZtools is oriented properly towards both the classes of problems and numerical
methods included in certain Interactive System. It is menu-driven and provides an easy
to-use Borland-like environment.

An important feature of the Interactive Systems built by RZtools is their unified
human-machine interaction. They actually form a family of Interactive Systems. The
users of such Systems are also facilitated. Once accustomed to a particular System they
need minimal efforts to start working with another System from the family.

1.1 Motivation

An Interactive System intended to solve certain classes of mathematical problems is sup
posed to consist of the following components:

- LIBRARY (LIBRARIES) of programs representing numerical methods for solving
the classes included;

- interactive INTERFACE, which carries out the dialogue with the user and provides
him with tools to define the problems and to supervise the computational process.

There are many programs written in high-level program languages (Fortran, Pascal, ... )
representing numerical methods for solving different classes of mathematical problems.
Many of them are published or even distributed in source code and can be easily adapted
and used on different kinds of computers.

The case with the INTERFACE appears to be totally different. To create a really user
friendly INTERFACE is a rather complicated problem, depending on the kind of computer
and requiring different kinds of skills in using Operating Systems, programming languages,
etc.
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The well known Interactive Systems usually have a static INTERFACE specially ori
ented towards the classes of problems included. Some of them are open for the inclusion
of new classes, but only if the INTERFACE proves to be suitable. Otherwise all the work
of projecting and programming a new INTERFACE has to be done anew. On the other
hand the specialists developing, programming and testing numerical methods are not al
lowed to include their method-programs in such Systems. Therefore they are forced to
spend a lot of time to supply their programs with a self-made INTERFACE. Such an IN
TERFACE is usually a very simple one, which does not satisfy thoroughly the needs and
which delays the experiments and researches. Moreover such a program cannot usually
be used by other people.

Hence the great necessity of software tools that ease and automate the process of
creating interactive INTERFACES. RZtools is an intelligent package intended to satisfy
such a need.

1.2 Methodology and implementation

The approach for the automatic building of Interactive Systems considered here is based on
both their unified structure (see Section 2) and some principles of building (see Section 3).
According to this approach both the LIBRARIES and the INTERFACE are autonomous
modules, the source language of which is allowed to be different. A LIBRARY is defined
as a combination of programs representing numerical methods and no restrictions are
imposed on these programs. The INTERFACE is composed of basic interactive modules,
that are shared by all Interactive Systems and are easily oriented towards different classes
of problems and numerical methods. They can be created beforehand and used as 'bricks'
to assemble the INTERFACES needed for different Interactive Systems. This approach
also enables to the automation of the whole building process.

The RZtools package (see Section 4) is based on the approach considered above. It con
sists of both basic interactive INTERFACE-modules and an interactive INSTALLATION
SYSTEM. The latter is intended to assemble automatically the INTERFACE needed
from the INTERFACE-modules and form the corresponding Interactive System, ensuring
proper INTERFACE-LIBRARIES 'tuning'. It is supposed that these LIBRARIES exist
and contain MS/Fortran or (and) Turbo Pascal programs.

Some features of the Interactive Systems built by means of RZtools are briefly given in
Section 4.2. These features are a result of the possibilities of the RZtools INTERFACE
modules, the more important of which are discussed in Sections 5 and 6. The modules
represent Turbo Pascal 5.0 procedures, which could also be used independently and could
be incorporated into different user programs. The INSTALLATION SYSTEM is presented
in Section 7. Further explanations of how to form a LIBRARY can be found in Section
8. Some RZtools applications and possible users are given in Section 9.

2 Structure of interactive systems

The automatic building of Interactive Systems is based on their unified module structure.
Such a structure is shown in Figure 1 (see also Kaltinska, 1989). For each class of problems
the structure is one and the same.
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The program MAINis intended only to offer a menu mentioning the classes of problems
included in the System and to call the module CLASS_MONITOR. The last one offers the
menu with the basic activities: problem description and realization of the computational
process. Depending on the choice CLASS_MONITOR, invokes the corresponding program
tools, orienting them in advance to the particular class. 'Problem Description' in Figure 1

Class 1 I CLASS_
MONITOR

I Class N ...

Figure 1. Structure of an Interactive System

stands for the program tools for input, editing and saving of problem descriptions. Usually
such tools are some kind of editors. 'Compo Process' stands for the module MONITOR
which visualizes and controls the computational process and invokes the corresponding
LIBRARY. Each LIBRARY contains method-programs for solving the corresponding class
of problems.

All program tools mentioned up to here with exception of the LIBRARIES form the
INTERFACE of an Interactive System.

3 Principles of building

The structure given in Section 2 and Figure 1 allows the following principles to be used:
- The whole INTERFACE as well as each LIBRARY of an Interactive System to be

formed as an .EXE file.
- No restrictions on the method-programs in the LIBRARIES to be imposed in order

that any method-program can be easily included in a LIBRARY, provided the source
language is the same.

- All information needed to orient the INTERFACE's modules EDITORS and MONI
TOR to the classes of problems as well as the numerical methods included in an Interactive
System, to be written properly in a System's configuration file. CLASS_MONITOR reads
the information for a certain class from the configuration file and adjusts the EDITORS
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and MONITOR conformity with it.
Some corollaries of these principles are:
1) The source languages of the different LIBRARIES and the INTERFACE in an

Interactive System are not obligatorily the same.
2) The creation of the INTERFACE and the LIBRARIES of an Interactive System

are independent activities.
3) The whole process of creating INTERFACES of Interactive Systems can be au

tomated. For this goal two kinds of programs written in some programming lan
guage have to be prepared. First, a set of suitable interactive INTERFACE-modules
(CLASS_MONITOR, some EDITORS, MONITOR, etc.), that are easily oriented towards
different classes of problems and methods. These modules are further used to assemble
INTERFACES needed for particular applications. Secondly, an interactive Installation
module has to be prepared with the intension for automatically creating such an INTER
FACE, i.e. to obtain all information needed for adjusting the INTERFACE-modules and
to create the corresponding System's configuration file and MAIN program (see Figure
1).

4) Provided LIBRARIES of programs for solving different classes of problems are
available, then various Interactive Systems can be created depending on the combination
of classes included. That is a very flexible possibility to shape easily Interactive Systems
containing classes of problems pertaining to specific applications.

5) Each Interactive System is open for inclusion/exclusion of classes of problems and
methods. To include a class means both to form its LIBRARY as an .EXE file and to
join the corresponding information to the configuration file of the System (to exclude a
class means only to delete this information from the file). To include (exclude) a method
means to put (delete) both the information for the method into (from) the configuration
file and the corresponding method-program into (from) the LIBRARY.

4 The RZtools package

The RZtools package is a realization of the approach given in Sections 2 and 3 on IBM
PC/XT/AT and compatibles. MS DOS version 3.10 and higher is required.

Each Interactive System built by means of RZtools consists of the components IN
TERFACE and LIBRARIES (see Figure 1). The INTERFACE is assembled from the
Turbo Pascal 5.0 INTERFACE-modules of the RZtools package (see Section 4.1) and
formed as an .EXE file. The INTERFACE is to be automatically produced by means of
the RZtools INSTALLATION SYSTEM (see Section 4.1). Each LIBRARY is a combi
nation of programs representing numerical methods for solving a certain class (classes)
of problems. No restrictions are imposed on these method-programs. It is only supposed
that they are Turbo Pascal procedures or MS/Fortran subroutines and that the source
language is the same for all programs in a LIBRARY. Each LIBRARY is also formed as
an .EXE file (see Section 8).

No principal objections exist against other source languages for the method-programs
in the LIBRARIES (see Section 4.1). The RZtools package is also open to the addition
of extra INTERFACE-modules.
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4.1 RZtools modules

RZtools contains modules separated in three groups:
- A set of basic interactive INTERFACE-modules representing Turbo Pascal 5.0 pro

cedures and forming the RZtools. TPU unit. Each of them can be called from any Turbo
Pascal program and oriented properly by means of their arguments. Therefore they could
also be used independently and be incorporated into different user programs. Some of
these INTERFACE-procedures represent (see Figure 1) the modules CLASS_MONITOR,
EDITORS (see Section 5) and MONITOR (see Section 6). Other ones are auxiliary pro
cedures intended to support the man-machine interaction: to create pull-down (nested)
menus, to provide hot-key context-sensitive help, etc.

- The modules RZtoolsS. TPU and RZtoolsS.LIB intended to pass information be
tween the INTERFACE and the LIBRARIES written in Turbo Pascal and MSjFortran
respectively (see Section 8.1). Note that other source languages to be admissible for the
LIBRARIES only requires the creation of similar modules, which transform information
between the INTERFACE and LIBRARIES written in those languages.

- The interactive INSTALLATION SYSTEM RZinst.EXE. It is supposed that Turbo
Pascal and/or MSjFortran LIBRARIES (LIBRARY) containing method-programs for
solving some classes of problems exist. During an interactive session RZinst prompts for
information for the classes of problems and the methods included in the LIBRARIES,
creates a configuration file corresponding with this information, assembles the INTER
FACE needed from the INTERFACE-procedures and forms the Interactive System (see
Section 7).

4.2 Interactive systems built by the RZtools package

The INTERFACE of such Interactive Systems is menu-driven. All customary means
to generate, edit, save, list or print problems are available (see Section 5). Problem
functions are to be defined by the user by means of their analytical expressions. Symbolic
differentiation of any order is supported (see Section 5). The computational process can
be optionally visualized and controlled by the user (see Section 6). Numerical results
can be optionally saved and are easily retrieved for further processing. Hot-key context
sensitive help (key Fl) about the key definitions, options, classes of problems included,
methods, etc. is also provided.

Note that all flexible possibilities 1), 2),4), and 5) discussed in Section 3 are also
available. According to 2) it is possible to create and run an Interactive System before
some (all) of its LIBRARIES have been completed. A class of problems for which the
LIBRARY is missing might be chosen in order to create and save files with data. Even
if an attempt is made to solve a problem from a class for which the LIBRARY does not
exist, only a message 'Solving Program not found' is displayed.

5 Problem description tools

Two interactive EDITORS, namely TABLE EDITOR and FUNCTION EDITOR, are
included in RZtools. TPU (see Section 4.1). They are intended to support the input,
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editing and saving of mathematical problems (see also Kaltinska and Petrov, 1989). The
EDITORS exist also as standalone .EXE files, which can be run directly from DOS (see
Section 5.2).

5.1 Purpose

The spread-sheet TABLE EDITOR manipulates (see Section 5.3) data represented in the
form of two-dimensional tables. It is useful for classes of problems that can be described
by means of vectors and matrices. Such classes for instance are Linear, Quadratic and
Discrete Programming problems, some Transportation problems, etc. The matrices and
vectors describing the problems of a given class can be arranged as a sequence of tables,
each one with its own structure and characteristics. Real, integer and long integer (four
bytes) numbers are admissible.

The FUNCTION EDITOR is useful for problems described by means of functions,
the analytical expressions of which depend on the particular problem. Such classes for
example are Nonlinear Programming, Functions' Approximation, Optimal Control, etc.
The FUNCTION EDITOR is intended to:

- Manipulate (see Section 5.3) arbitrary ASCII files and in particular functions' ana
lytical formulas depending on variables and parameters.

- Perform automatic differentiation (Griewank, 1989) and thus find optionally func
tions' partial derivatives of any order. The automatic differentiation procedure is a kind
of symbolic differentiation, which creates a special computational graph for efficient eval
uation of the functions and their partial derivatives. The FUNCTION EDITOR builds
this graph and writes it in an internal language understandable for the special interpreter
program serving the method-programs (see Section 8.1).

- Create optionally Turbo Pascal or MS/Fortran programs for evaluating the functions
and their partial derivatives. These programs actually represent the computational graph
written in the corresponding language.

For instance a set of functions II (X, P),f2(X, P), ... ,f. (X , P) depending on variables
X = (XI,X2, ... ,Xn) and parameters P = (PI,P2'''',Pm) can be manipulated during
an interactive session with the FUNCTION EDITOR. The letters x and P (small or
capital) followed by figures are the compulsory names of the variables and parameters.
The computational graph for evaluating the functions and their partial derivatives up to
some order r can be optionally found (see MAKE option, Section 5.3) and written either
in the internal language or as Turbo Pascal or MS/Fortran programs Fk, k = 1,2, ... , s :

(i) Function Fk ( j:integer; var X,P,Dl,D2, ... ,Dr) : real
(ii) Function Fk ( j,X,P,Dl,D2, ... ,Dr)

Input parameters of the functions Fk are the order j (0 ~ j ~ r), X and P. When Fk
is invoked, Fk is passed the value of the function Ik (X, P) , and, if j > 0 its partial
derivatives up to the j-th order are evaluated and their values are filled in the arrays
Dl,D2, ... ,Dj respectively.

The two EDITOR-procedures are adjusted to their mode of work, data attributes and
the way information is to be displayed either directly through their arguments or by the
INSTALLATION SYSTEM (see Section 7.1).
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5.2 Stand-alone versions

The stand-alone versions of the TABLE EDITOR and FUNCTION EDITOR procedures
are formed as ETA.EXE and EFU.EXE respectively. They can be run from DOS by
ordinary users in order to obtain data files and files containing programs (i) or (ii) for
miscellaneous applications. Programs (i) will be produced when the editor EFUis invoked
by typing EFU at the DOS prompt. To obtain MSjFortran programs (ii) an additional F
qualifier has to be specified, i.e. EFU F to be typed. Note that EFU can be used also as
an ordinary text editor (see Section 5.3), so that the files containing (i) or (ii) programs
can be loaded and observed also by means of EFU.

ETA and EFU are adjusted through a configuration file named CONFIG.ETA and
CONFIG.EFU respectively. They can be created/edited by the INSTALLATION SYS
TEM (see Section 7.1). If such files are missing in the current directory, ETA and EFU
use built-in default settings.

5.3 Possibilities

The EDITORS are menu-driven and provide a familiar and easy-to-use Borland-like en
vironment. The main menu bar consists of the FILE, EDIT, HELP and QUIT options.
The MAKE option is added in the case of the FUNCTION EDITOR. To choose an op
tion from a menu means both to position a highlighted box over it using the arrow-keys
and to press <ENTER>. Each menu (except the main menu) can be left when <ESC>
is hit. Any of the pull-down menus appears and remains on the screen only when the
corresponding main menu option is chosen.

The FILE option pull-down menu permits to create new data (NEW option), load old
data from a file (LOAD option), save data in the current data file (SAVE option, key F2)
or write them in another one (WRITE TO option). MS DOS 'wildcards' ('*' and '?') in
file names are also allowed. Data files are in ASCII format.

The EDIT option provides all customary means to enter and edit data, i.e. tables or
text/functions respectively, and to visualize them by means of the keypad (Up/Down/
Left/Right/PgUp/PgDn, etc.) as well as to use the whole screen (zoom). The block com
mands allow to mark data blocks and have extremely convenient functions to print/copy/
move/delete data blocks and write/read them to/from a file, thus permitting to create
new data on the base of old data. The TABLE EDITOR also allows to: display the
full mantissa of a real number; find a column/row by its name; insert/delete rows and
columns; fill in a row, column or data block with an entered number; generate data, i.e. fill
in the tables with uniformly distributed pseudorandom numbers; etc. The FUNCTION
EDITOR provides an 'insert' and 'overwrite' mode as well as procedures for finding a text
and replacing a text with another one.

The EDITORS provide a proper error handling and hot-key context-sensitive help
(key Fl) about the key definitions and options, as well as about the functions syntax
in the case of the FUNCTION EDITOR. Syntax checking of the entered functions is
also provided. The MAKE pull-down menu of the FUNCTION EDITOR main menu
offers various choices to find optionally the computational graph for the evaluation of the
functions and their partial derivatives up to a chosen order and write the corresponding
programs either in the internal language or in the form of (i) or (ii) programs. In the last
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two cases they are automatically saved in a file with the same name as the name of the
file containing the functions but extended with PAS or FOR respectively.

6 The computational process tool

The interactive procedure MONITOR from RZtools.TPU (see Section 4.1) is developed
to visualize and control the computational process of the current problem, which has to
be solved.

MONITOR forms four windows on the screen with lists of:
- the available numerical methods
- the input parameters (tolerances, steps, etc.) required by the current method as

well as their current settings;
- the output parameters (elapsed time, iterations, etc.) of the current method and

their current values, if they are evaluated;
- some 'result-variables', i.e. objects characterizing the solution, and their current

values, if evaluated.
Through the VIEW/EDIT pull-down menu options the user is able to enter any of

these windows and move a highlighted box through the list using the keypad (Up/Down/
PgUp/PgDn/Home/End) in order to visualize the list as well as to print it (Ctrl P). Some
other possibilities depending on the window entered are:

- Choose/change the method. As a result the lists of its input and output parameters
are automatically displayed in the corresponding windows.

- Change the current values of the input parameters. MONITOR keeps the infor
mation about their default settings and ranges. When a method is chosen its input
parameters are displayed and their default settings are given. A new value is accepted
only if it belongs to the parameter's range.

- Obtain some handy intermediate and final information. When a method is work
ing, the values of some/all output parameters and result-variables could be continuously
updated on the screen.

- Obtain hot-key context-sensitive help (key Fl) about any element in the lists. The
text of this help information is taken from the ASCII file, the name of which is an ar
gument of procedure MONITOR. This file has to be prepared by the authors of the
corresponding LIBRARY of methods and could contain more or less information about
each of the methods (authors, algorithms, ... ), their input parameters (meaning, default
settings, ranges), output parameters, etc. If such a file is missing, only a message
'No Help' appears.

Note that MONITOR also supports hot-key context-sensitive help of its own (key Fl)
about its options and key definitions.

MONITOR permits computation to be interrupted by the user (pressing <ESC» in
order to change the method and/or some input parameters' values and afterwards the
computation to be continued.

When the current method stops or its work is interrupted by the user, MONITOR
displays the current values of all output parameters and result-variables as well as a
message about the kind of result reached by the method. The rest of the results, which
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are vectors or matrices, can be optionally displayed in the form of tables. All possibilities
to visualize and print such a table, load and save it, as well as to change its elements are
provided by the TABLE EDITOR (see Section 5.3).

MONITOR is oriented properly, i.e. with respect to LIBRARY methods' and pa
rameters' names, default settings, etc., through its arguments directly or through the
INSTALLATION SYSTEM (see Section 7.2).

7 The installation system

The INSTALLATION SYSTEM RZinst of the RZtools package (see Section 4.1) is an
interactive system intended to orient properly the TABLE EDITOR and FUNCTION
EDITOR procedures (see Section 7.1) and MONITOR (see Section 7.2) as well as to
create automatically Interactive Systems (see Section 7.3). The installation allows the
problem description, computational process and the output results to be interpreted in
the terms of a certain class of problems and the specific task. RZinst is also a menu-driven
system. It supports a proper error handling and hot-key context-sensitive help (key Fl).

7.1 EDITORS installation

Two options of RZinst main menu activate the installation of the TABLE and FUNCTION
EDITOR respectively. The user is shown a list of the EDITOR's characteristics and the
current values of the corresponding arguments of the EDITOR's procedure. In the begin
ning the characteristics are given their default settings, which provide the corresponding
EDITOR with its full possibilities. The user is prompted to adjust the characteristics in a
desired way. For instance: some EDITOR's options may be hidden or excluded; the sizes
of the tables as well as the number of the variables and/or parameters in the functions
may be fixed or defined by given expressions; the default names of the rows and columns
as well as of the functions may be defined; the window where the information is displayed
and edited may be moved and resized; etc. In the case of the TABLE EDITOR, the
structure of the tables and the type of the numbers within them can also be adjusted. A
demonstration mode in order to show the EDITOR screen layout, colour settings, etc. is
also provided.

The characteristics adjusted can be optionally printed and saved in a configuration
file (in ASCII format), which could be loaded when necessary. If such a configuration
file is named CONFIG.ETA or CONFIG.EFU respectively, it can be used to adjust the
corresponding stand-alone version ETA or EFU (see Section 5.2)

7.2 Class installation

This installation permits to create a configuration file containing the whole information
needed to orient the INTERFACE both to a certain class of problems and to the methods
included in the corresponding LIBRARY (see Figure 1). Using the menu options the user
is prompted to:
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- Adjust MONITOR characteristics. For instance the whole information needed for
the lists, which MONITOR supports on the screen (see Section 6), etc. A demonstration
mode in order to show the adjusted MONITOR screen is also provided.

- Enter a common information for the class: its name, EDITORS needed, the name
of the LIBRARY.EXE file and the file containing help information, etc.

- Save the information in a configuration file (in ASCII format). If it is indicated that
some EDITORS are needed, their characteristics are automatically joined to the other
information in the configuration file. Therefore it is obligatory that the EDITORS are
installed first.

Any configuration file obtained through such a kind of installation can be loaded. If
it contains characteristics of some EDITORS, the values of these characteristics are also
loaded and can be shown when the corresponding EDITOR installation option is chosen
(see Section 7.1).

Additional inclusion (exclusion) of methods in the LIBRARY of a class, which is
already installed (i.e. its configuration file exists), only requires the information for the
methods (names, parameters, ranges, etc.) to be put into (deleted from) its configuration
file. That could be done again through RZinst installation or by any text editor.

7.3 Interactive system installation

By means of this installation an Interactive System for solving some classes of problems
can be automatically built. It is supposed that the configuration files for these classes
already exist (see Section 7.2). The user is prompted to:

- enter the names of the classes' configuration files
- enter the name of the Interactive System (under which the System is to be run from

DOS) and the name of its configuration file;
- design the title page of the System.
Using this information and the classes' configuration files, RZinst creates both the

MAIN program (see Figure 1) written in Turbo Pascal 5.0 and the configuration file of
the Interactive System. Thus the INTERFACE of the Interactive System is prepared. It is
carried out entirely by the MAIN program and the RZtools. TPU procedures (see Section
4.1) used.

The MAIN program is saved automatically under the entered Interactive System's
name and it has to be compiled by means of the TPC compiler. The INTERFACE
obtained is an .EXE file and can be run directly from DOS. The Interactive System is
completed when the LIBRARIES for the classes included are also formed as .EXE files
(see Section 8).

8 To form a LIBRARY

A LIBRARY is supposed to contain MSjFortran subroutines or Turbo Pascal procedures
representing numerical methods and to be formed as an .EXE file. No restrictions are set
on these method-programs.

To form a LIBRARY as an .EXE file means both to write the LIBRARY's Main
program and to add some instructions within the method-programs, if necessary. Special
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utilities RZtoolsS. TPU and RZtoolsS.LIB (see Section 8.1) are included in the RZtools
package in order to assist the specialists in these activities. They are intended for
LIBRARIES written in Turbo Pascal and MS/Fortran respectively.

8.1 INTERFACE-LIBRARY communication utilities

One group of programs (formed as functions or procedures/subroutines) in RZtoolsS. TPU
and RZtoolsS.LIB is intended to be used by the Main program of a LIBRARY in order
to transfer some information between the INTERFACE and the LIBRARY. For instance
the program GETCOMMUNICATEpasses information from the INTERFACE about the
numbers of the chosen class and method, dimensions of the current problem, etc. Sim
ilar programs to obtain data tables, current values of the method's input parameters,
unknowns' initial values, etc., are also available. The same holds for the analogous pro
grams concerning method's output parameters, results, messages etc. to be passed back
to the INTERFACE.

The second group of programs is intended to serve the method-programs:
- Programs (procedures/subroutines) permitting the values of some result-variables

and output parameters to be continuously updated on the MONITOR screen (see Section
6) as well as some messages to be displayed when necessary. It is a matter of choice which
of the values are to be 'refreshed' continuously.

- When a problem is described by means of the FUNCTION EDITOR, a computa
tional graph for any of the functions entered is created (see Section 5.1). The program
INTERPRETER is intended to evaluate the functions and optionally their partial deriva
tives, using the corresponding computational graphs.

8.2 Writing a main program

The Main program of a LIBRARY is intended both to support the transfer of information
between the INTERFACE and the LIBRARY and enable the LIBRARY to be compiled
as an .EXE file.

The transfer is carried out by means of the RZtoolsS. TPU or RZtoolsS.LIB utility (see
Section 8.1) depending on the source code of the LIBRARY. The corresponding utility
has to be mentioned in the source text or in the LINK command line respectively. The
User Guide of the RZtools package contains a thorough description of the RZtoolsS. TPU
and RZtoolsS.LIB programs, i.e. their arguments and activities, as well as a dummy of a
Main program in Turbo Pascal and MS/Fortran together with some examples.

It is clear that inclusion (exclusion) of a program representing some numerical method
in (from) a LIBRARY means to include (exclude) both the instructions for passing the
corresponding information needed from/to the INTERFACE (see Section 8.1) and the
call of the method-program.

9 Possible users. Applications.

The RZtools package is intended to facilitate:
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- Scientists, specialists and students, that create and/or test numerical methods.
RZtools permits them to concentrate on the significant part of their work, since
RZtools will automatically provide their method-programs with an interactive user friend
ly INTERFACE, i.e. input, output, datasaving, computational process control, etc., thus
obtaining completely stand-alone software, which can be used further in the scientific
practice and education.

- Specialists developing Interactive Systems based on LIBRARIES of numerical meth
ods in different mathematical fields. They could use the RZtools package to create au
tomatically the INTERFACE of these Systems or include some RZtools INTERFACE
procedures in INTERFACES of their own.

Because of the unified human-machine interaction of the Interactive Systems built by
means of the RZtools package, they actually form a family of Interactive Systems. The
ordinary users of such Systems are also helped once accustomed to a particular System,
they need minimal efforts to start working with another System from the family.

The RZtools package is already used by scientists, post graduate students and students
from both the Institute of Mathematics of the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences and Sofia
University'Kl. Ohridski'. The following two families are developed respectively:

- A family of Interactive Optimization Systems. It contains the systems LIFQU (Lin
ear, Fractional and Degenerated Quadratic Programming problems), TRANS (Linear
and Fractional Transportation problems), QUADRO (Quadratic Programming problems),
SQUARE (Least Squares Optimization and Approximation, see Petrov and Kaltinska,
1990), etc.

- A family of Interactive Systems representing Students' Diploma Works OPTI1 (some
particular classes of nonlinear optimization problems), DIFINC (Differential Inclusion
Problems), FALO (Facility Location Problems), FRED (Fredholm integral equation),
APPRO (Functions' Uniform Approximation), etc.

The classes of problems mentioned above are combined in the corresponding Inter
active Systems depending on the authors of the method-programs in the LIBRARIES.
But according to the principles and structure of the Interactive Systems underlying the
RZtools package (see Sections 2 and 3), any other combination of the classes can be
chosen and the corresponding Interactive System is automatically formed by means of
the INSTALLATION SYSTEM (see Section 7.3). For instance a common Interactive
Optimization System uniting all the classes from the first family is also available.
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1 Introduction

In the last few decades researchers' efforts have concentrated particularly on the theory
and methodology of Multiple Objective Programming. A considerable amount of theo
retical properties and extensions of traditional mathematical programming to the case
of multiple objective optimization, methodological approaches, methods, algorithms and
procedures have been developed (Benayoun et aI., 1971; Fishburn et aI., 1990; Korhonen
and Laakso, 1986; Lewandowski and Wierzbicki, 1989; Nakayama and Sawaragi, 1984;
Sawaragi et aI., 1985; Shin and Ravindran, 1991; Steuer, 1986; Wierzbicki, 1982; Zionts,
1988). Quite a lot real-life Multiple Objective Linear Programming (MOLP) problems
have been solved by specific implementations of the developed methodology. Generally,
many multiple objective interdisciplinary problems relevant in practice have multiple non
linear objectives and nonlinear constraints. Within the past two decades research interest
grows to involve Multiple Objective Nonlinear Programming (MONP). The progress has
been mainly theoretically and methodologically oriented. Only few real-life applications
were reported in literature (Nakayama and Furukawa, 1985; Nakayama and Sawaragi,
1984; Roy and Wallenius, 1992). Still, effective computer codes for MONP models are
insufficiently available. Even if the MONP problem is well-structured as to settle itself
to algorithmic procedures, there are inherent restraints to the practical achievement of
optimal solutions. MONP problems need algorithms that are known to require expo
nentially much computer time - such problems are said to be NP-hard. The very high
computational expense of attaining an optimal solution would be sufficient to discourage
the end-user or the Decision Maker (DM) from searching a solution that is guaranteed to
be optimal. Therefore, the objective is to obtain a good or satisfactory solution rather
than an optimal solution. An accelerated advance in software tool development will stim
ulate increased application of these methods. The authors' point of view on the activity
for the development of MOP software follows the approach of designing and developing
general purpose software that implements well-known methods and algorithms, as well as
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improved and new techniques that can be easily incorporated and that can be used as
efficient solvers of specific real-life MOP problems.

In this paper we consider a number of general requirements in the development of soft
ware tools for multiple objective programming. The described software tools represent
two independent program packages, named MOLP-16 and MONP-16, designed for solving
multicriteria linear and nonlinear problems respectively. The considerations are given, ob
tained from theoretical analysis and experimental research, forincorporating in the pack
ages structure the chosen interactive procedures and single criterion optimization meth
ods. The input/output data structures of the two packages are considered. The ideas for
future development of the software tools are pointed out.

2 General requirements in the development of the
software tools for multicriteria programming

In this section we present a list of desirable features for multicriteria software tools. The
list of features implies our view on multicriteria software, based on analysis of existing
Decision Support Systems and several years of experience in the development and imple
mentation of mathematical programming packages. Suggestions and observations from
users are taken into account. Good multicriteria tools must be easy to use; functionally
complete, modular and augmentablej portable and robust.

2.1 Multilevel user interface

The applicability of a multicriteria software tool depends mostly on the characteristics
of the user interface. Its final implementation must be oriented towards end-users of dif
ferent qualifications with respect to mathematical programming, concrete real-life areas
including research experimentations, software engineering and education. A hierarchical
or multilevel structure of the user interface is essential for users concerning the ease of
multicriteria software tool operation. The first or top-level is occupied by a menu-driven
control or other supervisor or management program. It provides the user with the op
portunity for an easy selecting of the separate program modules, full help information for
the whole multicriteria software tool and usually access to the commands of the operat
ing system. This level may include one or several menus as well as the opportunity for
implementation of a specific command language. The second level of the user interface
considers dedicated program modules called editing programs. These programs allow the
input data to be entered and to be displayed on the screen; multiple editing sessions;
easy access to separate arrays or expressions and their elements; inserting or deleting
new arrays or expressions and their parts. The basic program and problem parameters
are set up. These two levels are to a certain extend subsidiary concerning multicriteria
problem solving. The most essential level of the user interface is the interaction of the
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end-user with the multiple objective optimization program. Usually the screen is divided
into several parts or fields designed for displaying results and auxiliary information, selec
tion of criterion and necessary functions for solving and investigating the multiobjective
problem, messages output, entering alphanumeric and digital information required for
solving the problem. Visual and alphanumeric data, scaled properly, should be displayed
simultaneously.

2.2 Functional completeness, modularity and augmentability

These three requirements are closely related to one another. Because of the mutually
exclusive demands, full functional completeness is very hard to be reached. On one
hand a set of working interactive procedures, methods and algorithms, and efficient single
optimization methods should be included into the software. Switching of the different
procedures and methods is desirable. On the other hand in many practical problems
rapid convergence, quick response, and easy and simple use are of great importance.
One way of solving the problem is the implementation of the consolidated approach to
multiple criteria optimization (Steuer and Whisman, 1986). We follow the principle of
developing different program modules ready to be integrated on user's request in the
software tools, having in mind the unification of the specific input and output structures.
So the software augmentability is achieved too. As a base one of the most efficient
approaches for solving real-life problems - grounded on the reference point/aspiration level
concept, is implemented. Concerning the single objective optimization programs at least
one or two methods may be incorporated in the software package and selected by the user
independently. As well as the multicriteria interactive procedures, they may be replaced
by more efficient ones or new methods may be appended. Approximate algorithms may
be included for quick obtaining of solutions, near to the optimal ones for problems of high
complexity.

2.3 Portability and robustness

Still, the personal computers IBM PC/AT, PS/2 and their compatibles are the most
common microcomputers used for solving multicriteria optimization problems in real-life
applications. We suppose that, although they are not so fast as it was expected, the 32
bit, Unix-based workstations will become more attractive for multicriteria optimization
with respect to their performance, price and availability. The shortcomings and memory
restrictions of the DOS environment will force the replacement of the personal computers
by the more powerful microcomputers. The presented software tools are intended for
IBM personal computers and they run under control of MS-DOS 3.30 and up. One of the
main goals observed in the design of the software is the possibility of comparatively easy
portability to microcomputers of different types. For this reason some of the optimization
modules are written in ANSI FORTRAN, others, the control and editing programs 
in ANSI C. A special library of routines (written in ANSI C) has been developed to
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accelerate the efficient transfer of the optimization programs to computers of different
types. The following functions are implemented by these routines: dynamic allocation of
main memory; cursor control; use of windows; keyboard processing; data file management.
It is clear that this library is dependent on the computer type and the operating system.
Although the user interface is written in ANSI C, actually it is hardly possible to make
it portable.

Robustness mainly, but not only, of the optimization programs is the other important goal
that should be aimed at. A quick and smooth response is needed to user's inaccuracy and
numerical problems. Appropriate messages should be generated by the program modules
and operating system.

3 MOLP-16

The MOLP-16 package is designed for solving the basic class of multiobjective linear
programming problems. It consists of the following program modules:

• a control program;

• editing programs;

• optimization programs - multiobjective interactive procedures and single objective
optimization subroutines;

• utilities.

The control program is menu-oriented. It selects the required mode of operation and
the corresponding functional modules of the product. MOLP-16 runs in four modes of
operation: input data editing; problem solving; Help; DOS commands execution. The
user's interface with the control program is implemented by three menus. The main
menu selects the mode of operation. The other two menus select editing and optimization
procedures. On terminating operations, each activated program (optimization, editing,
or utilities) returns control to the control program which displays the main menu to the
user again in order to select a mode of operation.

One editing program - the problem-oriented matrix screen editor MULTED - is included
in the package. By using the menus and different types of screens it enters and edits the
parameters of the programs, the upper bounds and the lower bounds on the variables,
the initial solution, the type of constraints, the value of the right-hand sides, the type of
criteria, the coefficients of the criterion matrix, the coefficients of the constraint matrix
and the symbol names of the variables and the constraints. The MULTED problem
oriented matrix editor has some specific features. For easier comprehension of its general
description, three of them will be discussed below. (1.) MULTED employs chiefly mass
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storage. It is the reason for the slower execution of the separate operations, however, it
allows entering and editing of input data of large size problems. The higher version of the
editor will be able to operate on the main memory in case there is sufficient free space
available. (2.) The problem matrices (the criterion matrix and the constraint matrix)
are stored on a disk in a packed form i.e. what is stored are the column numbers, the
row numbers and the values of the nonzero elements. This impedes the execution of the
separate operations to a certain extent, but allows for more efficient utilization of the
memory especially for problems of large size with a small number of nonzero elements.
The reading of the constraint matrix of the optimization program in the latter case is
considerably faster. (3.) MULTED can be called from any disk drive. The input data files
can be created on any available disk drive, however, the temporary files are created on the
default drive. On terminating the program the temporary files are deleted automatically.
The screen editor MULTED implements structural and syntactic control on the input
data. Its operating is very easy. The user has to enter only the non-zero elements of the
selected sets of input data into their respective positions.

Included in MOLP-16 are three methods for solving the multiobjective linear programming
problem - the STEP method (STEM) (Benayoun et al., 1971), the Satisficing trade-off
method (STOM) of Nakayama (Nakayama and Furukawa, 1985; Nakayama and Sawaragi,
1984; Sawaragi et al., 1985), an original interactive method of reference directions rep
resenting a hybrid of reference point methods and those founded in the local trade-off
technique (Vassilev et al., 1992), as well as the single objective optimization subroutine
RESM. The first two multicriteria interactive procedures are well-known and their effi
ciency has been proven by a number of real-life applications. About the hybrid method, to
the DM's mind the method is analogous to the reference point methods and, regarding to
the computation procedure, to the trade-off methods. This is achieved by the introduction
of a scalarizing parametric problem. The problem is based on a reference direction, which
is determined by the DM's aspiration level and a solution is obtained in previous itera
tions. The feasible solution of the single criterion optimization problem at each iteration
lies on or is in close proximity of the weak efficient surface. The parametrization allows,
as in Korhonen's method, the visualization of the criterion function changes at different
values of the used parameter. The interactive optimization procedures have common fea
tures, the most essential of which are: identical organization of the interaction with the
user; an option of interrupting; an option of repeated output of the obtained results; dy
namic allocation of main memory required for their operation. The optimization program
may not find a solution to the problem during operation for the following reasons: the
program constraints are incompatible; some of the constraints are unbounded; insufficient
main memory; hardware failure or user's errors in running the product. In these four
instances the user is assisted in making decisions by the information and the diagnostic
messages generated by the respective program or operating system. The RESM single
optimization subroutine implements a modified primal simplex method with multiplica
tion form of storing the inverse basis matrix (Murtaph, 1981). This program stores and
operates only with the non-zero values of the constraint matrix and objective function
elements. It is less liable to approximation errors as the initial constraint matrix is not
affected and the calculations of the inverse basis matrix are carried out addressing the
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initial matrix. This subroutine allocates additional main memory for the inverse basis
matrix.

The interactive user interface is menu-oriented. The decision maker is asked to select the
respective functions by pressing keys and to enter only the digital values of the criteria
functions, the number of the significant digits, and alphanumeric information about the
file name when storing the solution. For this purpose the screen is divided into three
fields (fig. 1). The first field is designed for displaying results, additional information and
selection of a criterion to be accepted or changed. The second field is intended for selection,
implementing the necessary functions for solving and investigating the multiobjective
linear programming problem, and messages output. The third field is designed for entering
alphanumeric and digital information necessary for solving the problem. In the first - the
uppermost and widest field - the problem solution is displayed. It includes the values
of the criterion functions and, on request, the variable values. For the sake of greater
convenience and comprehensiveness the values of the criterion functions are displayed
simultaneously in two ways. The first way is pseudo-graphical (visual) - by green or
star lines, with lengths representing the scaled values of the criterion functions. In the
right-hand part of the first field the criterion function value is shown together with the
respective element of the ideal vector. The other way is alphanumeric. Additionally, in
front of each line, from the left-hand side, the criterion functions identifiers F1, F2, ... ,
FN are displayed. In this field also additional information is displayed that helps the
decision maker when making intermediate or final decisions: the ideal vector, the set
value of a criterion function, the pay-off table. This additional information is displayed
analogously to the criterion functions values in the above described two ways. The full
length of each line - the green line extended with a blue line or the star line extended with
a continuous line represents pseudo-graphically the ideal vector elements. Alongside these
lines the values of these elements are displayed. The set value of a criterion function is
represented pseudo-graphically through a line - brown or continuous, placed immediately
under the line that visualizes the current value of this function. The value is displayed
alphanumerically from the right-hand side against this line. The pay-off table is displayed
in columns and in rows. The elements of the pay-off table are displayed basically in
the described above two ways. The obtained optimum values of the variables are used
(substituted) for calculating the criteria functions represented by green or star lines. On
displaying the elements of the table in rows from the right-hand side, the ideal vector (the
main diagonal of the matrix) is visualized. In the first field, from the left-hand side, a
cursor is displayed - a blinking yellow or white triangle, pointing out the selected criterion
function of which the value will be changed, analyzed and so on. In the second field - the
middle one, within the framework of two rows, the main menu for selection of interface
functions is set out. The said functions include: setting the level, solving the problem,
displaying the variables, displaying the pay-off table, setting the significant digits, storing
the solution, switching the scales and the way of visualizing concerning the monitor 
color or monochrome and exit the interface. The functions are implemented by a set of
submenus. The third field - the lowest, consisting of one row is used for entering digital
information - new values of the functions and a number for the significant digits, as well
as alphanumeric information - a name of the file for storing the output data. The place
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F1=8000. 75T
F1 ****************************------------ Max=12000.

F2=4000. 75T
~ F2 ***************************------------- Max=6000.

----------------------- Frel=3000.
F3=4444.444444 63T

F3 **********************------------------ Min=2812.5

F2-Setting the level F3-Solving F5-Variables F6-Pay-off table
F7-Sign. digits F9-Storing the solution FlO-Exit ALT/A ALT/Q

Number of significant digits [4-12] (Esc): 10

Figure 1: Sample screen layout of the user interfaces.

where this information should be entered is marked by a blinking cursor.

The MOLP-16 package includes two utility programs. The first one visualizes a text file
containing basic information on: the purpose and the functional potentials of the prod
uct; components and structure of the product; editing programs operation; optimization
programs operation. The text file can be called from the three menus of the control pro
gram. On calling from the main menu the text file is displayed from the beginning. If
called from the menus for selection of the editing or optimization programs, the respec
tive description of the editing or optimization program is displayed. The second utility
program is a subroutine integrated in the optimization module. It provides an option
to the user for execution of arbitrary system commands and other executable programs
(including MOLP-16) not connected with the product. On terminating commands or
program execution, control is returned to the control program.

4 MONP-16

The MONP-16 package is designed for solving the basic class of multiobjective nonlinear
programming problems. It consists of the following program modules: an editing and
visualizing module (screen editor); optimization programs - multiobjective interactive
procedures and single objective optimization subroutines.

By means of the screen editor, data are entered and edited. The problem description
in the form of mathematical expressions is stored in a standard ASCII file. The editing
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module functions as an ordinary text editor. Meanwhile it is actually an environment
under which other functions, aside from the editing ones, are activated. The problem
description editing is assumed to be a default mode of operation. It is automatically
activated on starting MONP-16. The other functions specific for the screen editor are:
storing of the problem description (and the results) into a file; creating a new file; string
search; obtaining help information concerning MONP-16 operation; end of MONP-16
operation; specifying the problem parameters; solving of the problem from the initial
point; solving of the problem from the current point.

Included in MONP-16 are two methods for solving the multiobjective nonlinear program
ming problem - the Satisficing trade-off method (STOM) of Nakayama and an original in
teractive method. The second method is a modification of the original interactive method
of reference directions for the nonlinear case. It represents a hybrid of reference point
methods and those founded in the local trade-off technique. At each iteration the feasible
solutions of the single criterion optimization problem lie on or are in close proximity of
the weak efficient surface. In some cases this allows approximate solutions of the single
criterion optimization problem to be used, which is of particular importance when solving
NP-hard nonlinear problems. The interactive optimization procedure has the following
essential features: improved organization of the interaction with the user; an option for
automatic storing of interim results into a file; an option of interrupting computation and
examining the interim results and the alteration of parameters, e.g. relative precision,
the number of digits during visualization of the results, exposure time of the interim re
sults and the time for automatic storage into file; an option of repeated output of the
obtained results; dynamic allocation of main memory, required for the operation of the
single optimization program modules; double-precision operation; an option for obtain
ing general information about the package. Incorporated in MONP-16 are two single
objective optimization subroutines LAGR and SQP. In the Lagrange multipliers method
(Bertsekas, 1982) (the LAGR optimization subroutine) a modified function of Lagrange
is used. At each iteration the unconstrained minimization is implemented. This scheme
allows concurrent optimization for the straight variables (minimization) as well as for the
dual variables (maximization) - multipliers corresponding to the equalities and multipliers
corresponding to the inequalities until reaching the saddle point of the Lagrange function.
For this manner of computation the multipliers, corresponding to inequalities which are
not active at the optimum point, after a finite number of iterations become equal to o.
The method implements a scheme for asymptotically precise solution of the unconstrained
minimization subproblems. The SQP optimization subroutine implements a method of
sequential quadratic programming for solving the problem of constrained optimization
(Schittkowski, 1983). This is one of the best algorithms for nonlinear programming which
are checked in practice.

The interactive user interface is similar to that in the MOLP-16 package, described in the
previous section.

On running the packages, two types of messages are displayed - information and diagnostic
messages. The information messages affect the program modules operation to the extent
that the user must react to them, observing the requirements for normal operation of the
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different modules and the product as a whole. Diagnostic messages can be generated by
the operating system, the editing programs and the optimization programs.

5 Input/Output data structures

Considering the specific structure of multiobjective linear programming problems, a spe
cial system of input files has been developed in the MOLP-16 package, which is suitable
for computer processing, and efficient with regard to memory allocation on the magnetic
medium. The different types of MOLP- problem data i.e. the type of constraints and cri
teria, the right-hand sides of the constraints, the constraint matrix, the criterion matrix,
the upper bounds on the variables, etc. are written to separate files with distinct filename
extensions. The basic input file which contains information about the other files is the
problem parametric vector file. All data files are a sequence of records of real numbers of
4-bytes length. The number of records in these files depends on the size of the problem.
The constraint matrix and the criteria matrix are stored in the file in a packed form,
which means that only the non-zero elements of the matrix are stored.

Considering the specific structure of multiobjective nonlinear programming problems a
language has been developed for describing the problem model. The description itself is
stored as a standard ASCII file. The description language specifies the form of writing the
interim and the final results as part of the description of the problem - at the end of the text
file containing the description. Thus, in operating MONP-16 we use only one type of files
which serve as input files in one case and output ones in other cases. Another advantage
of this approach is that the interim results obtained in solving the problem can be used
as input results - initial point for the subsequent solving. This option is additional to the
output data files, obtained without using the screen editor. The problem is described in
the following order: - description of the constants (non-obligatory); - defining the names
of the variables and eventually specifying their initial values; - description of the problem
model - the description itself.

The output results can be stored in a file, displayed on screen or ported to a printer
in a definite format easy to be interpreted. They are written to an ASCII file. They
can be analyzed with the help of an arbitrary text or program editor, of external file
processing programs, of DOS-commands, etc. The optimization programs implementing
multiobjective linear and nonlinear programming methods use the same structure for
the output data. They are arranged in three groups as follows: optimum values of the
objective functions, an optimum solution, an ideal vector. The alphanumeric information
about the three output data groups is complimented by pseudo-graphic display (by lines
in text mode) of the objective functions values and the ideal vector. The variable values
in the optimum solution are displayed in a separate window.
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6 Conclusion

The presented software tools for multicriteria programming, including the two separate
packages MOLP-16 and MONP-16 have been delivered for distribution by the Software
Products and Systems Corporation. The future development of these software tools will
stress on the following issues:

• design of new versions with an improved user interface for dynamic visualization of
the interim and final results;

• including other prominent multicriteria interactive procedures like Korhonen's ref
erence and also inclusion of new efficient single criterion optimization methods;

• incorporating the software tools in the Integrated Software System for Mathematical
Optimization.
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Abstract
The methodology of interactive multiobjective programming has been developed

remarkably over the past decade. Now it seems to be the time to apply it to
real problems. The author has been trying to apply an interactive multiobjective
programming method to various kinds of real problems. In this paper, some of these
results will be reported, and gaps between theory and practice will be discussed.

1 Introduction

The major difficulties in DSS are how to deal with the uncertainty and the value judg
ment. Traditional modeling tries mainly to make models of (usually, complex) problems
based on statistical data. In other words, it only treats the uncertainty in the decision
making process. However, the decision making is originally subjective, that is, the deci
sion strongly depends on the decision maker. Therefore, decision support systems must
lead decision makers to their own decisions whatever they are. Now we have a problem
with the multiplicity of value judgment. On the other hand, it is easily observed that a
decision maker changes his/her attitude often even in the decision making process. This
is very natural because the information available changes very often throughout the de
cision making process. Therefore, we also have a problem of the inconsistency of value
judgment.

Multiobjective programming mainly treats these difficulties of value judgment rather
than the uncertainty. Therefore, the type of information regarding the value judgement
decision makers use and how it is used is very important. Above all, it should be noted
that interactive programming methods for multiobjective decision problems have a role
of a machine interface as a feature. Therefore, the following properties are imposed on
desirable interactive multiobjective programming methods:

1. (easy) The way of trading-off is easy. In other words, decision makers can easily
grasp the total balance among the objectives.

2. (simple) The judgment and operation required of decision makers is as simple as
possible.
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3. (understandable) The information shown to decision makers is as intuitive and un
derstanable as possible.

4. (quick response) The treatment by computers is as quick as possible.

5. (rapid convergence) The convergence to the final solution is rapid.

6. (explanatory) Decision makers can easily accept the obtained solution. In other
words, they can understand why it is so and where it came from.

7. (learning effect) Decision makers can learn through the interaction process.

The aspiration led methods for interactive multiobjective programming problems,
e.g. the DIDAS family developed by Wierzbicki and his collaborators (Wierzbicki, 1981;
Grauer et al., 1984; Lewandowski and Wierzbicki, 1989), a version of it with graphic in
teraction (Korhonen and Wallenius, 1988) and the satisficing trade-off method developed
by the author (Nakayama, 1984), seem most promising from the above viewpoint. In
Lewandowski and Wierzbicki (1989) and Eschenauer et aI. (1990), we can see several
examples of applications. In particular, in the latter reference many kinds of engineering
applications are included. On the other hand, for the past several years, the author has
been applying the satisficing trade-off method to various kinds of real problems. In the
following, experiences of application in engineering fields are reported and discussed.

2 Some examples of engineering application

1. blending

• feed
• plastic materials (Nakayama et al., 1986)

• cement production (Nakayama, 1991)

• portfolio (Nakayama, 1989)

2. engineering design and management

• camera lens

• erection management of a cable-stayed bridge (Ishido et al., 1987)

3. planning

• scheduling of string selection in steel manufacturing (Deno et al., 1990)

• long term planning of atomic power plants
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These problems can be formulated as mathematical programming problems with plural
objective functions. For example, stock farms in Japan have been modernized recently.
Above all, the feeding systems in many farms is fully controled by a computer: each
cow has its own place to eat which has a locked gate. And each cow has a key on
her neck, which can only open the corresponding gate. Every day, on the basis of an
ingredient analysis of the milk, the appropriate blending ratio for materials such as corn,
cereals, fish meal, etc., from several viewpoints such as cost, nutrition, stock amount of
materials, etc. This feeding problem is well known as the diet problem from the beginning
of the history of mathematical programming, which can be formulated as the traditional
linear programming problem. It is very easy to consider it as a multi-objective linear
programming problem. For the application of the satisficing trade-off method to this
problem, good results have been obtained in the experiments based on real data. Just
recently, we completed an input-output interface which meets the requirements of actual
decision makers (farmers, or consultants in some cases). This interface is in the stage of
testing in actual feeding.

In cement production, raw materials such as lime stone, clay, iron, silica are crushed,
mixed and burned. Usually, several kinds of cement are produced in a factory. Each kind
of cement has to meet the standard imposed by the government. To this end, the decision
of the blending ratio of raw materials is very important. The blending problem of raw
material stones in cement production can be formulated as a linear fractional multiobjec
tive programming problem (Nakayama, 1991). As yet, one has used the traditional goal
programming method for an equivalently transformed linear multiobjective programming
problem. As is well known, it is very difficult to decide upon the appropriate weight
for each criterion in goal programming. In addition, since the objective functions are
transformed into one without any practical meaning, it it more difficult to decide the
corresponding weight. Therefore, one has been using a set of weights obtained after many
trials through experience, and without modifying it even though the situation changes.

The author applied the satisficing trade-off method to the original linear fractional
multiobjective programming problem (Nakayama, 1991). After the author's experiment,
a company tested the satisficing trade-off method for the blending problem in one of its
factories. As a result, they observed that the aspirationallevel is very easy to operate, and
therefore they can get an appropriate blending ratio very easily by changing it depending
on the situation. Throughout the test for half a year, they estimated that they can
decrease the cost by six yen/ton by using the satisficing trade-off method rather than
traditional goal programming.

However, this does not imply that they immediately replace their system for a calcu
lation of the blending ratio with a new one. The replacement depends on the investment
policy of the company. They do not replace a small part of the total production process
at a large expense (e.g. for developing the computer software, and for stopping the pro
duction process and so on). Moreover, one of the major difficulties is that the chemical
ingredient of raw materials changes very often. Of course, the company makes ingredi
ent analyses for sampled materials in the production process. However, the raw material
stones are already blended at the time that the result of the analysis is available. If they
calculate an appropriate blending ratio on the basis of the result of the analysis, they have
to stop the process. Therefore, they usually decide on the blending ratio on the basis of
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data by prediction. Their main interest is in the prediction system for the ingredient. The
company is now engaged in developing a new prediction system for the ingredient, and
considers the building of a decision system for the blending ratio based on the satisficing
trade-off method after getting a newly developed prediction system.

A good example in engineering management is the erection management of a cable
stayed bridge. In 1984, one of the biggest heavy industrial companies in Japan asked the
author to collaborate in the development of a new method for adjusting the cable length
in the construction of a cable stayed bridge, because a very big cable stayed bridge was
planned at that time in Japan.

For the erection of cable stayed bridges, the following criteria are considered for accu
racy control:

• residual error in each cable tension,

• residual error in camber at each node,

• amount of shim adjustment for each cable,

• number of cables to be adjusted.

Since the change of cable rigidity is small enough to be neglected with respect to shim
adjustment, both the residual error in each cable tension and that in each camber are
linear functions of the amount of shim adjustment.

Let us define n as the number of cables in use, t::.Ti (i = 1, ... , n) as the difference
between the designed tension values and the measured ones, and Xik as the tension change
of the i-th cable caused by the change of the k-th cable length by a unit. The residual
error in the cable tension caused by the shim adj ustments t::.1, ... , t::.1n is given by

Pi = It::.Ti-Lxik·t::.hl (i=I, ,n)

We also define m as the number of nodes, t::.Zj (j = 1, , m) as the difference between
the designed camber values and the measured ones, and Yjk as the camber change of the
j-th node caused by the change of the k-th cable length by a unit. Then the residual error
in the camber caused by the shim adjustments of t::. h, ... ,t::.1n is written by

qj = It::.zj - LYjk·t::.hl (j=I, ... ,m)

In addition, the amounts of shim adjustment can be treated as objective functions in
the following form:

ri=It::.1;j (i=I, ... ,n)

And the upper and lower bounds of shim adjustment inherent in the structure of the
cable anchorage are as follows:

t::.1£i ~ t::.1i ~ t::.1U i (i = 1, ... , n). (2.1)

Our problem is to minimize Pi, ri (i = 1, ... , n) and qj (j = 1, ... , m) under the
constraint (2.1). For this problem, we developed a method using the satisficing trade-off
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Figure 1: An example of erection management for a cable stayed bridge

method (Ishido et aI., 1987). Unfortunately, however, the company did not get the job.
In Japan, many companies are supposed to join a project of bridge construction to share
jobs. It seems to the author that the reason why the company did not get the job is that
it succeeded in getting another job with much more profit. Finally, another company got
the job for the bridge, and therefore our method was not applied for it.

A few years later, another company wanted to know our method. At that time, the
cable stayed bridge was very popular due to its beautiful shape. The company planned
to join in some project constructing this kind of bridge, and the technology of adjusting
the cable lengths during the construction is a necessary condition for it. The author gave
the company the software with a graphic input/output interface which was developed
in his laboratory. Since this problem usually has very many objective functions, it is
very important to make a graphic interface so that the burden of decision makers can be
decreased. The company tried to apply the software for constructing a relatively small
sized cable stayed bridge in a golf course it owns. Unfortunately, the result was not
successful. The reason was obvious: the operators were not familiar with the method
and were confused as to whether the plus signed values correspond to shortening or
lengthening of cables. The cable length adjustment is performed usually from 02:00 a.m
to 08:00 a.m. so that the temperature is stable. They could not resolve their problem in
time. A few months later, the author received the data from that experiment, and found
a more important thing in it. Figure 2 shows the initial error caused during construction.
The cable lengths should be adjusted in order to get these errors within some reasonable
extent. After many trials, we found that both the camber error at Q and the tension
error of the cable P cannot be improved at the same time. In particular, the sensitivity
of the camber error at Q is very high, and therefore if we want to improve it even a little,
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Figure 2: The Nielsen Bridge

we have to relax the other criteria including the tension error at P very much. Both
errors are beyond the acceptable range, and in addition it should be noted that the end
points of the bridge are fixed to the land. If the bridge was constructed in a normal way,
these major errors might not have occurred. It seems that this happened due to the poor
construction skills of the company as it was their first experience.

Meanwhile, the company which asked me to collaborate for the first time applied the
method to the construction of another kind of bridge called the "Nielsen Bridge" is also
gaining much popularity in Japan, and which also has the same problem of cable length
adjustment in construction. One of the major differences is that this kind of bridge is
constructed in a factory and then carried by ship to the place to be set up. Similarly,
as in cable stayed bridges, the cable length adjustment is constructed in a factory as
well as after setting up. The constructed bridge is of middle scale with 22 cables on one
side. They implemented our method, and as a result they could keep all criteria within a
reasonable range except for a camber error at one point. They could not bring the error
within an allowable range by all means. Although the reason is not clear, they guessed
that operators did not adjust correctly, because shims (iron pieces to adjust the cable
length) were not used in this bridge, but operators adjusted it by the rotation angle of a
screw. The rotation angle of a screw is very intuitive, and is very difficult to set correctly.

As was seen in the above examples, we cannot say that the actual implementation
of our method was successful. However, very recently, the company informed me that
they succeeded in getting sufficiently satisfactory results for the cable adjustment of a
miniature bridge, which is of the reduced scale 1/50 of the real one to be to constructed
in the near future. Even though it is a miniature, they made the cable adjustment under
almost the same circumstances as with a real brigde. In addition, the bridge is of a large
scale with 136 cables. Also, another company which constructed a small bridge in a golf
course recently received an order to construct a new bridge from a local government. It
is expected that our method will be applied successfully to some real bridge in the near
future.
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3 Some remarks on applications

The author has had good results for all experimental applications based on real data. As
is readily seen in the above report, however, we cannot say that we got good results for
practical implementation. This situation is quite similar to many prediction methods,
which can fit to interpolation for past data, while they cannot predict (extrapolation) for
the future in many practical cases. What causes this gap? One of the main reasons for its
is that we have many uncertainties, in other words, unexpected happenings in real imple
mentation. In the cases of erection management of a cable stayed bridge, we had many
unexpected happenings such as misunderstanding of the method and misoperation. These
are caused by the poverty of knowledge and skill due to lack of experience. Therefore, we
can expect that this will be improved by stimulation of experiences.

On the other hand, there are inevitable uncertainties, e.g. errors in observed data.
The cable tension is measured by the vibration of the cable. In this experiment, the wind
and the change of temperature affect the measurement. The uncertainty included in the
data is more severe in cement production. Although the measurement technology will be
improved in the future, errors in data will be inevitable. For problems with measurement
errors, a new methodology must be developed in the future.

Finally, it must be emphasized that the collaboration among the people, who are en
gaged in applications, not only between academic institutions and companies but also in
companies themselves is very important for real implementation. It seems to me that the
good human relationship such as good mutual communication and good mutual under
standing can bring the success of real implementation.

4 Concluding remarks

Some people might not think that researchers need to make practical applications by
themselves: researchers can leave them to practitioners. However, practitioners cannot
apply methods to practical problems by themselves in general. If we would like to apply
our methods to real problems, it is necessary for us to be involved in applications. More
over, it is the author's belief that methods can be inspired in real life by real applications
only.
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and Decision Support
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1 Introduction

The notion of social resources as used here denotes the stock of qualified labour, expressed
in working time (e.g. man-year) units, as well as capital or financial resources, which
are used to produce public goods, such as: education, science, health and social care,
environment quality etc.

In numerous social-economic systems market mechanisms do not work satisfactorily
and the decisions regarding allocation of government expenditures among the producers
of public goods, such as universities, hospitals, research institutes etc. are left to bu
reaucracy. Such practices are often opposed by public opinion and it occurs frequently
that before the final decision is taken the programs of activities are formulated in the
form of proposals, followed by negotiation processes. The negotiations take place at the
committee composed of representatives of public-goods producers and consumers elected
or nominated (e.g. by the government). In such a system the group or "social choice"
within the committee should support taking of the optimum decision. However, in real
situations due to imperfect information on the supply and demand side, as well as the
large number of institutions involved, there is no guarantee that the decision proposed is
optimal. There is also a feeling that computerized support should be used to improve the
system's efficiency.

In the present paper a general concept of such a system, meant for allocation of
research funds, is studied.

The main objective of the systems considered are:

a. Efficiency - the system should employ all the available resources efficiently, i.e., for
instance when there is a surplus of labour the "less efficient" individuals should be
transferred to an alternative activity.

b. Effectiveness - it is required in addition that allocation strategies be Pareto optimal
and stable.
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In other words, in an effective system all program or project leaders, who compete
for government grants, have equal rights of access and they allocate labour resources in
such a way that their utilities be maximum. A similar requirement can be formulated
with respect to people responsible for capital when they compete for labour resources.
Stability is required here to obtain a converging negotiation and decision processes.

Effectiveness is understood here as an ultimate standard against which the manage
ment of organization, dealing with allocation of social resources, can be evaluated. Formal
introduction of the efficiency and effectiveness measure makes it possible to compare dif
ferent organizations, institutions and management systems. Using such measures one
can also analyse the deficiencies and improve the performance of organizations and in
stitutions, and also design organizations and institutions which are best in the sense of
obtaining effective performance.

As a concrete example a typical research fund allocation system (RFAS), shown in
Fig. 1, will be studied.

Experts

Government I Scientific
funds community

Li Tij, Yj

Y1 Ym

Committee

Research
areas

Research
programs

Fig. 1. RFAS system

The allocation process consists of two stages.

I. Allocation of the total fund Y among m research areas (Aj , j = 1,2, ... , m) in such
a way that

m

L}j ::; Y }j ~ 0, Vj
j=l

(1)
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II. Allocation of the area funds Yj among n programs (Pi, i = 1,2, ... , n) in such a
way that

"LY;i ~ Yj Yji ~ 0, Vj,i
j=l

(2)

The function of the support system is to

a. collect information regarding demands Y;j, Vi,j, claimed by research organizations,

b. organize the reviewing process for evaluation of programs Pi and the negotiations
for allocation of Y among Aj,

c. propose the effective strategies fj, Yij , Vi, j.

A simple version of the proposed decision support system has been already tested
experimentally and applied to allocate research funds at the Systems Research Institute
of Polish Academy of Sciences.

In the above mentioned work, described in (Kulikowski, R. et al., 1986), all the area
funds (Yj) were regarded as given and one did not take into account the general form
of individual and and collective utilities, as postulated by modern decision and choice
theory.

In the present paper the theory of effective organizations and methodology based on
a number of assumptions (axioms), developed in (Kulikowski, R., 1991), has been used.
An interesting feature of that theory is the explicit form of effective strategies, this form
not depending on the analytic form of particular utilities.

2 Models of particular research activities

In the modern decision and utility theory no concrete form of utility is assigned to an
individual to describe his activity but rather it is proven, under a number of assumptions,
that such a utility function exists.

Let us consider as an example the case of risky actions or lotteries when the outcomes
Y;, j = 1,2 ... , m occur with certain, known probabilities qj ~ 0, L qj = 1. Following the
von Neumann - Morgenstern axiomatic approach one can show (see e.g. Luce and Raiffa,
1959) that for an ordered set of outcomes

Yi 't:- 1'2 't:- ... 't:- Ym

a real-valued utility function U, such that

m

U(Yi, ... ,Ym ) = LqjUj, Uj=U(Yj), Vj,
j=l

(3)

exists.
This function is invariant under positive linear transformations. Thus, whenever the

axioms hold there exists a utility function U preserving order and satisfying the expecta
tion principle (3): the utility of the lottery equals the expected utility of its outcomes.
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Dealing with research activities, an individual who proposes his program (Pi) to the
research areas (Aj ) is aware of the risk that his proposal can be rejected due to the
competition from other proponents (Pv , v =I- i). In order words, competition reduces his
access to research funds and his expected gain becomes

m c.y
Ui=LXij~.

j=l L..Jv Xvj

where

Xvj = demand for research time at Aj, claimed by Pv,Vj,

Cj = part of total fund Y assigned to area Aj, L Cj = 1.

Since the individual's resources of research time are limited
m

L Xij ~ Ti, Ti = given
j=l

one can formulate the following optimization problem:

Find the strategies Xi ~ (XiI,"" Xim) = Xi, Vi, such that

Ui(Xi) = ~E~~ Ui(Xi) Vi

where

(5)

(6)

(7)
m

Oi = {Xij I LXij ~ Ti, Xij ~ 0, Vi,j}
j=l

One can observe that in the model (4) the gain is expressed by working time and it may be
viewed as too simplified. Indeed, research has also monetary value and the experimental
evidence indicates that utility increases (with decreasing rate) along with money. Besides,
utility is usually a function, say Fi(Yj, Xij), of outcome and effort, expressed by working
time Xij. To analyse the impact of these two factors let us ignore for a moment the
competition.

The explicit form of Fi is, of course, unknown. However, one can restrict the class of
possible functions Fi using the dimensional analysis and assuming that under constant
cost of labour Fi is "constant returns to scale" (otherwise one could generate utility by
simple changing units, e.g. changing 1$ to 100 cents) Le.:

(
Xi j )Fi(Yj,Xij) = Yjli Yj

where fi(') is strictly concave, differentiable and fH·) > 0, (it is called also "risk averse").
It should be also observed that the expected outcome depends on the "production

function" (assumed to be Cobb-Douglas) i.e.:

where

(
K j )Q1

Yj = Pj Tij(3j Tij , 0< OJ < 1, (8)
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pj = price attached to the outcome,

T;j = working time at Aj with program Pi,

K j = capital used for program at A j ,

OJ, {3j = given positive coefficients.

One can also assume that capital is used in optimum proportions, i.e. K j =UjTij, see
Appendix 1, and the expected outcomes:

}j = ajbjpjT;, Vj

where

bj = {3j C~a .~)"i is the productivity of working time,

aj = T;jjTi is the individual willingness to spend the part ajT; of total time T; on
the alternative Aj (when pjbj are ignored or constant).

The choice coefficients (aj) can be also regarded as attractiveness measure of Aj • Gen
erally, modelling of choice coefficients is not easy. A possible approach (see Intriligator,
M. D., 1982), is to evaluate separately each alternative Aj from the point of view of a
given criterion. When there is a given set of J( criteria one can gets a table A of numbers
akj ~ 0, Vk,j, and Lj akj = 1, Vk.

For evaluation of the relative importance of each criterion the weight vector
W = (Wll ... ,Wk),Wk > 0, Vk, Lkwk = 1, is introduced. Then, the preference vector
becomes:

where

a =wA, (9)

(10)
K

aj = L Wkakj, Vj
k=l

Relation (9),(10) can be also used in the probabilistic choice model where numbers aj
should be regarded as probabilities (see Intriligator, M. D., 1982), while }j = ajpjbjT, Vj
as expected outcomes.

Coming back to the model with competition one can define a measure of access M;,
say Wi(Cj , (Lv Xvj)-lJ, which is an increasing function of Cj = cjY, decreasing along with
demand Lv Xvj. Assuming that measure to be "constant returns to scale" one can write

(
Cj )

M; = CjWi Lv Xvj ,

where Lj Cj = 1.
Now one is able to formulate the utility function for an individual researcher in the

presence of competition (Kulikowski, R., 1991) in the product form of Ii, M i :

m ( X .. ) (YB j )U;(x;) = YTi L BjIi B·~. Wi Lv Xvj ,
j=1 J •

Vi, (11)
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where Bj = ajbjpjcj, fi(·)andWi{-} are strictly concave, differentiable and IIgrad Ui(xi)1I >
0, Vi.

An assertion, proved in (Kulikowski, R., 1991), stipulates that for (11) the unique set
of optimum strategies, maximizing Ui(Xi) in !1;:

B·. - -JTi ,Xij - B
m

B = EBj, Vi,j
j=1

(12)

exists, and

Ui(Xi) = BYT;fi(I/B)Wi (~~J, Vi. (13)

It should be noted that Xij, Vi,j, do not depend on the particular forms of individual
utilities Ii, Wi Vi. These strategies are cooperative (Pareto optimal) which means that
none of the competing individuals can increase his utility by departing from the optimal
strategy. In that sense cooperativeness contributes to a consensus in case the access
induced conflicts arise.

It should be also noted that condition Ilgrad Ui(xi)1I > 0, Vi, is essential here. When it
is neglected, Ui loses concavity and unstable strategies (bifurcations of strategies) follow
(see Kulikowski, R., 1990; 1991).

3 Model of effective research organizations

An organization is understood here to be a voluntary collective (team) of individuals
with chosen (or nominated) leader (director of research institute) who is making decisions
in the name of the team. The leader is also organizing (directing implementation of
decisions) and awarding individuals out of the organization income. Suppose that there
are n organizations given, with Ni , i = 1, ... , n individuals in each. The utilities of the
individuals are assumed in the form (11) i.e.

m ( X'I') (YBjl )Uil(Xil) = YTilf; Bjdil Bj;~il Wil Lv Xvlj ,

where
Bjl = ajlbjcjpj, Vl,j, B I = L Bjl .

j

Each individual has an admissible set of activities

nil = {Xilj I EXilj ~ Til, Xilj ~ 0, Vi,l,j}
j

(14)

It is assumed that the leader possesses (as an individual) the utility of the form (11)
but instead of using his personal resources he uses the collective, aggregate resources

N.

Ti = ETil , Vi
1=1

(15)
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and averaged preferences, which for Til = Ti' VI, i, become

B; 1 N, B·_ - ",IT.B - NL-B ii,
• 1=) I

B = LB;
;

(16)

Assumption (16) means that leaders are equally sensitive to individual preferences
(B;IIBI) within the organization. This requires a democratic relationship between the
leaders and the members of collectives.

It is also assumed that an individual will join an organization when it ensures for him
the accomplishment of a program of activities with an income not less than he could earn
by acting elsewhere. On the other hand a leader may remunerate the members of the
collective according to individual efficiencies (b;I), by setting the salaries

WI = L(p;b;1 - WkU;I),
;

where WkU;1 is the cost of capital used by I-th individual in the j-th program.
One can say that the leaders or organizations are efficient when they employ all the

aggregate resources i.e.

(17)

(18)B = L Bj,
;

Vi,j,
B· ., T..

Xi; = B "

N,

Xi; = LXii;, Vi,j
1=)

and they are effective if, in addition, their strategies are cooperative (Pareto optimal) and
stable.

The main assertion, describing the existence of effective strategies, (proved in Ku
likowski, R., 1991) says that under assumptions (15) and (16) the unique set of optimum,
effective strategies

B'I• - --'Ti/,Xii; - B
I

Vi,l,j, B I = LB;/,
;

(19)

exists, and

(21)

(20)Ui/(Xil) = BIYTidi(11BI)Wi (LBI~ ), Vi, I,
11,1 III

.. . (BY)Ui(x;) = BYTdi(11B)Wi --. , Vi.
LIITII

It should be noted that in the model studied here the attractiveness of A; (expressed
through coefficients ai) is the same for all the organizations. The case when ai; i= aj, for
different i, was considered in (Kulikowski, R., 1990).

4 Towards an effective system of allocation of re
search funds

The present section is devoted to the problem of effectiveness of a RFAS, shown in Fig.l,
using the methodology proposed and the computer-based support.
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Obviously, there are two sides of the funds allocation problem. On the demand side
one has research institutes (or individuals representing institutes) who have preferences
as to program Aj, represented by motivation coefficients aj, j = 1, ... , m, and demand
functions:

Bj Br = ajbjCjpj,A __ )

Xij = Br' B
r = LBj, LTi = T.

j

where Cj is a coefficient of fund supply, as expected by the demanding bodies.
On the other side one has the fund suppliers (S", 1/ = 1, ... , M) who, however, can

also be regarded as demanders of research work resources (ajTi' i = 1, ... ,n), represented
by the expected aj, Vj coefficient values. these demand functions can in a way analogous
to Xij be written in the following form

where

B" = a;bjCjpj,)

B"
A - __)Y"
y"j - B"

B" = '" B"L.. )'
j

M

LY,,=Y'
,,=1

(22)

(23)

(24)

Indeed, as shown in Appendix 1, the output Yj = p;bjlj, Vj while lj = cjY with bj being
productivity of input costs. When the capital endowment (it i ) is constant for all j, the bj

values of differ from bj by constant multiplier I only and

Bj = ajbjcjpj, BJ = ajbjcjpi/, Vj

Now one can derive the so called supply-demand structure:

. _ L" y"j . Y _ ajcj \.J •
s) - . - _, v],

Li Xij T ajcj

When the expected coefficients aj,cj are equal aj,Cj Vj, respectively, Sj = 1, Vj, and
the amounts of funds "per capita" are the same and equal Y/T for each research area
Aj • Such a situation may be regarded as satisfactory from the efficiency point of view.
However, there are two main reasons to give financial preferences to certain research areas
(even at the expense of some loss of utility in other areas). First - some areas require
higher costs since appropriate capital endowments are higher. Second - it is necessary to
stimulate the development of the new, promising research areas.

In the case of our RFAS the fund allocation strategy (lj, Vj) is deliberated and decided
by a committee composed of representatives of government, universities and research
institutes.

Assuming that all members of the committee, say L in number, have "equal rights and
weights" (i.e. social choice probabilities are strictly and equally sensitive to individual
choice probabilities and when all members of the committee reject an alternative so does
the committee (one can use the probabilistic social choice model (see Intriligator, M.

D., 1982). In that model the social choice probabilities 0 ~ ajcj, Vj, are obtained by
averaging the individual choice probabilities 0jl, VjZ:

1 L .
OJ = LLOj/, V].

1=1
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In order to describe the individual choice probabilities O:il one can use (dropping
for convenience the index l) the probabilistic individual choice model (9),(10) (see also
Intriligator, M. D., 1982), where the probability of choosing alternative Ai depends on
given (adopted) K criteria with weights Wi > 0, Vi, Li Wi = 1:

K

O:i = L WiO:ij, Vj.
i=1

(25)

A numerical example will explain how the models proposed can be used to arrive at
the social choice solution.

EXAMPLE 1 A committee is allocating research funds among Mechanical (M), Electrical
& Electronics (E2) and Computer (C) sciences. The committee has decided to find O:i
coefficients by (25), (using the questionnaires filled by all committee members) and 3
criteria: development of basic science, applications and education.

Consider a typical questionnaire filled by an individual

Criterion Weights & areas

W M E 2 C

Basic science 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.5

Application 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.4

Education 0.3 0.25 0.25 0.5

On the basis of data from the table, i.e. Wi and O:ii one gets from (25) 0:1 = 0.255,0:2 =
0.285,0:3 = 0.460.

When all questionnaires are collected one can easily derive the committee choice struc
ture by (24). Then, taking into account the information regarding Pibi' i.e. the expected
values of research productivity and outputs (which can be negotiated or supplied by in
dependent experts) one can derive the final strategy

• B
}j = Ii Y, Vj, Bi = O:iPibi

When using models (24) and (25) one should be aware of the possibility of appearance of
the exaggeration tactic, which can be used by certain committee members who want to
increase preferences given to a particular research area.

For purposes of detecting if there is a bias towards a research area one can derive the
numbers

1 L .
bil = O:il - -L-- L O:ii, VJ, l.

-1 i#

When there are numbers 1= lo,j = jo, such that biola» 0, the committee may punish
the lo-th individual by deleting his participation in social choice, i.e. in the averaging
formula (24).
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It should be noted that the idea of punishment can be also realized in the so called
"double payment" originated by Groves and Ledyard, (1977), though generally no good
(i.e. strategy - proof) algorithms have been devised as yet, especially for cases when
coalitions among committee members are possible.

For that reason negotiations may prove to be more effective than punishment in arriv
ing at consensus among the members of the committee. The negotiation process can be
accelerated when each committee member knows the criteria (in particular - the govern
ment policy), the weights attached to the criteria and his opponents', preference structure
over alternatives, as postulated by model (10).

When all the relevant information is supplied in the form of questionnaires, or - on
the computer monitor, one can find easily:

a. points or areas of common interest as well as the discrepancies in interests, according
to the structure of criteria,

b. weights attached to criteria (policies) indicated by opponents,

c. preferences of opponents given to the particular criteria.

The chairman of the committee can find the areas where the rapprochement of points of
view an arbitration as well as partial or complete consensus is possible.

At the lower level of RFAS concrete decisions of acceptance or rejection of a grand
proposal should be taken. In the case of research programs the collective decision is
concerned with acceptance or reduction of demands (fj;, Vi,j). All these decisions should
respect the financial constrain L; }Iii ~ }j, where}j is postulated by higher level of RFAS.

When, due to imperfect information, regarding e.g. coefficients Ci, the demand for
funds at a particular Ai is higher then the supply of funds the Si < 1. In order to increase
the fund per capita index in that case the decision makers have two possibilities: to reject
more proposals than necessary, or to ask the higher level for larger }j. Both these options
lower the system's effectiveness.

In other word, for an effective system of research funds allocation a fast, computer
supported information exchange system between supply and demand side is necessary.
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Appendix 1

Assume the value of output product (in monetary term) be given by Cobb-Douglas pro
duction function

Y = p{3Ka T I
-

a = p{3T (:) a, (A.l)

where p = output price, K = capital, T = working time, 0', {3 = given positive coefficients,
0<0'<1.

Let the input costs be limited, i.e.:

WkJ( +w,T = Y (A.2)

where Wk,WI = the input costs of capital and labour, Y = given, and it is necessary to
find k, L such that Y attains maximum.

From the necessary conditions of optimality

</>~ = 0, </>~ = 0, where </> = Y + >'(WkK + wIT),

>. = Lagrange multiplier, one gets

k 0' WI
ii. = --.- = ---,

T 1 - O'Wk
(A.3)

or

Then (A.l) can be written as

A 0'-
K=-Y,

Wk

1 I-a
A - 0' -
T=-- Y.

WI
(AA)

(
0' WI)a (O')I-a(1 0')Y = p{3 --- T = p{3 - -=- Y

1 - 0' Wk Wk WI

or

(
0' WI) a _ (WI) I-2a

Y = pbT = pbY, b = {3 --- , b = b -- (A.5)
1 - 0' Wk 1 - 0'

The coefficient b can be called "time productivity", while b = input cost productivity,
- ()I-2ab = ')'b, ')' = f'!; .

It should be noted that the general form of production function (A.l) can be applied
to different Aj activities with, generally, different pj{3jO'j coefficients. When the costs
WI,Wk do not change and neither does technology, i.e. O'j = 0', Vj, then Uj = U,')'j = ')'
are constant for Vj.
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1 The development of the system

The development of the system started in 1987 and about 20 specialists were engaged in
works at different periods during this time. The main works and groups doing this work
are:

- Determining users requests and coordination of works - 4 persons from Meat and
Fat Research Institute (leaders: A. Bogucka, A. Rydzewski).

- Development of Data Base Generating System which allowed for creation of the
Processing Meat Production Control System - 6 persons from theFaculty of Management
of University of Warsaw (leaders: J.Kisielnicki, W.Radzikowski).

- Development of Optimization System - 5 persons mainly from the Mathematical
Faculty of University of Warsaw (leader: W. Ogryczak).

- Parallel development of Processing Meat Production Control System and especially
on Optimization System - 6 persons from Wroclaw Academy of Economics (leader: E.
Konarzewska-Gubala).

- Testing of Optimization System - 3 persons from Agricultural University of Warsaw
(leader: W. Szymanowski).

The Meat and Fat Research Institute intends to develope the Optimization System in
future, adding an additional phase of sensitivity analysis.

2 The purposes and the properties of system

The Processing Meat Production Control System is developed as a Decision Support Sys
tem for the management of meat processing production in the meat plants. The Optimiza
tion System is developed as an integral part of the Processing Meat Production Control
System which includes the Data Base with the data that partially can be used by the
Optimization System. The main goal of the Optimization System is to determine the
assortment structure of the processing meat production and the necessary raw materials
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for this production in the operating plant management. The Optimization System can
be exploited also in meat plants, where the Processing Meat Production Control System
is not used. Therefore the Optimization System has its own Data Subbase which gives
possibility to operate it together with the Data Base of the Processing Meat Production
Control System or without. The system is working on IBM PC microcomputers in a ba
sisconfiguration. It can be used on computers working separately as well as in computer
networks.

3 The structure of the Processing Meat Production
Control System

The microcomputer Processing Meat Production Control System realises the following
base functions:

- the planning and record of raw materials supply,
- the optimization of production,
- the settlement of accounts and analysis of production phasis,
- the planning and record of products selling,
- the settlement of accounts of products selling.
The general structure of the Processing Meat Production Control System is following:

Processing Meat Production Optimization
Control System System

Data Base Data Baseof
Processing Meat of

Optimization
Production SystemControl System

The Optimization System can use some data from Data Base of Processing Meat Pro
duction Control System as follows:

- names and prices of final products, raw meat materials, spices, auxiliary raw mate
rials and names of market product groups,

- stock levels and circulations of raw meat materials,

- informations about market orders for goods and informations about expedition stock
levels.
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4 The structure of Optimization System

The Optimization System consists of three modules:

- the Feeding File Module to create and modify all data used by the Optimization
System;

- the Models Generation Module to build the optimization models for the planning of
the processing meat production;

- the Solver, which can prepare the solutions of the optimization models.

The general structure of the Optimization System is following:

Date Base
Feeding File of Processing Meat

Module Production Control System

I
Data Base

of
Optimization System

I I
Models Generation SolverModule

As was mentioned earlier, the Optimization System can exist without Data Base of
Processing Meat Production Control System.

4.1 The Feeding File Module

The main goal of the Feeding File Module is to create and to modify the following data
files (see Figure 1):

- the file of final products;
- the file of raw meat materials;
- the file of market product groups;
- the file of spices;
- the file of auxiliary raw materials;
- the file of recipes;
- the file of raw material circulations.
The possibility of the ingredients substitution in the recipes is one of the advantages of

the Optimization System. In case, when Optimization System is connected with Control
System, a part of data is taken from Data Base of Control System.
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PROCESSING MEAT PRODUCTION OPTIMIZATION
SYSTEM - FEEDING FILE MODULE

Enter index file for actualization:

File of products - ASOR
File of raw meat materials - SUROWCE
File of spices - PRZYPRAW
File of auxiliary materials - MATPOM
File of market product sroups- GH, AG
Raw materials circulations - OBROTY
Reindexing of index files
Global actualizations with new prices

F1-he lp Enter - choice of activity Esc-exit

Figure 1: The Feeding File Module: Choice the sphere of activity at beginning of work
with the module

4.2 Models Generation Module

The Models Generation Module, connecting the Feeding File Module and The Solver, can
prepare the input data files.

This module gives possibilities of:
- generating and modifying the optimization models,
- automatically taking necessary information from the data base for preparing the

optimization models,
- modifying the data obtained from the data base.
The generation of the optimization model is realized in the following steps:

1. Choosing the kind of generated model. The program gives the possibility of gen
erating two types of models: the production on the basis of the pickled or fresh
meat.

2. Determining whether the quantitative data should be taken from data base, from
input model files or determined by the user.

3. Determining the parameters of the model. This step includes the list of products,
product groups and raw materials which are included to the optimization calcu
lations and the production constraints. Constraints for decision variables can be
given as three values: lower and upper bound and user's aspiration level. For prod
uct groups this constraints can be also given in the form of production structure
percentage constraints.

4. Controling the data coincidence in the Optimization Model.

5. Preparing the data files for the Solver which includes:
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~ EHTERIHG THE PARAMETERS FOR HODEL TEST II

Choose from the following possibilities:

Determining product groups in optimization model
Determining products in optimization model
Determining raw meat materials
Determining percentage structure of product groups
Change of Input data source
Save model in form for calculation
Print production plan
Exit wIthout saving model in form for calculation

Fl-Help Enter-choice of activities Esc-Exit

Figure 2: Models Generation Module: Choice of activities during generation of model

- the specifications of different types of input data in rows and columns,

- the list of rows and columns of the simplex matrix,

- the simplex matrix i.e.

number of rows and columns,

the constraint types of rows and columns,

the constraint values for rows and columns,

the factor values of matrix.

6. The analysis and printing of the solution calculated by the Solver.

4.3 The Solver

The Solver uses the files generated by the Models Generation Module. The following
specific operations are possible:

1. To provide the solution of the optimization model with one or all five following
objective functions (see Figure 3):

- to maximize the profit,

- to minimize the deviation between computed processing meat programme and
market items requirements; the market items requirements are introduced in
model as aspiration levels for products and groups of product,

- to minimize the deviation between the computed using up raw materials and
the appropriate resources (it means values introduced in model as an aspiration
levels for raw materials),

- to maximize the global quantity of processing meat production,
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PROCESSING MEAT PRODUCTION OPTIMIZATION
~V~TF.M - SOLVER

[

Enter objective function:
PROFIT max

[

DEVIATIONS FROM EXPECTED PROD. !min!
DEVIAT.OF RAW MAT. FROM ASPIR. min
QUANTITY OF MEAT PRODUCT PROD. max
LABOUR CONSUMPTION min
Multi objective optimization

Figure 3: Solver: Choice of objective function

THE PROCESSING MEAT PRODUCTIOR OPTIMIZATION II~odel: I
SYSTEM - SOLVER L2:EST .

!=====~
Current solution Otimal I

Value: actual preceding
PROFIT lmax! e8806549.6 e8830766.eDEVIATIONS FROM EXPECTED PROD. min 1546.3 e919.e
DEVIAT.OF RAW MAT. FROM ASPIR. min 58.7 600.0
QUANTITY OF MEAT PRODUCT PROD. max 13833.3 14596.6
LABOUR CONSUMPTION min 15100.0 e0561.1

What next?
Hew objective function
AnalyzIng and modifying of model
Seeing tfie solution
Write current solution
Delete current solution
Read one of previous solution
Comparison of solutions
End of optimization

Figure 4: Solver: Choice of operations

- to minimize the labour consumption.

The multiple objective optimization problem utilizes an extention of classical refer
ence point approach (see Ogryczak, W. et aI., 1987; Lewandowski, A. et aI., 1987).
In this approach the Decision Maker forms his requirements in terms of aspiration
and reservation levels i.e. he specifies in an interactive way the acceptable and
required values for given objectives according to the earlier determined types of
objective functions.

After calculations with any of the objective functions the Solver returns to the
begining, to allow for a choice of the next operation (see Figure 4).

2. To analyze more deeply actual level of the model formulation Solver gives possibility
to come back to the Models Generation Module;
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PROCESSIHG MEAT PRODUCTION OPTIMIZATION II Mod.el: II
SYSTEM - SOLVER TEST

'=======!
~ Enter levels of Aspiration/Rezarvation for ohJectivs:

Values: Asriration Rezervatlon Solution
PROFIT max 30000000 10000.0 28806~49.6

DEVIATIOH FROM EXPECTED PRo!min 1000.0 2000.0 1~46.3
DEVIAT.OF RAW HAT.FROM ASP. min 0.0 1.0 ~8.7
AMOUHT OF MEAT PRODUCT PRO. max 1~000.0 10000.0 13833.3
LABOUR COHSUMPTIOH min 1~000.0 20000.0 1~100.0

Exit: <Esc>

Figure 5: Solver: Determining the parameters for multicriteria! optimization

3. To visualize new efficient (Pareto-optimal) solution computed by the Solver and
presented to the Decision Maker as the current solution;

4. To registrate current solution;

5. To delete current solution;

6. To read one of previous solutions;

7. to compare diferent efficient solutions by simultaneous vizualizationj

8. The end of the interactive procedure determines the current solution as a base for
the future analysis.

5 The applications of the Optimization System

In this part of the paper we would like to present the results of some applications of the
Optimization System in one of selected meat plants. To obtain a satisfying solution, the
multicriteria method was used (see Figure 5).
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The solution is printed in following form:

1/ NAME OF FINAL PRODUCT I Lower B. I Upper B. I Aspirat. I Solution 1/
KIELB. JALOWCOWA 0.0 200.0 150.0 0.0
KIELB. PIWNA 100.0 400.0 400.0 263.8
KIELB. BIALOSTOCKA 50.0 300.0 200.0 50.0
KIELB. POLSKA WEOZ. 0.0 2500.0 375.0
KIELB. TORUNSKA 100.0 100.0 100.0
SERWOLATKA 50.0 50.0 50.0
KIELB. KRAKOWSKA SUCHA 200.0 3000.0 437.2
KIELB. MYSLIWSKA SUCHA 500.0 500.0 500.0
KIELB.PAROWKOWA 0.0 1000.0 500.0 516.6
PAROWKI 50.0 500.0 50.0
KIELB. ZWYCZAJNA 0.0 1000.0 328.4
BALERON GOT. 100.0 2000.0 291.0
POLEOWICA SOPOCKA 300.0 700.0 450.0 475.0
SCHAB WEDZ. 50.0 250.0 250.0
SZYNKA WP GOT. 0.0 200.0 100.0 95.0
SZYNKA WP WEOZ. 100.03 200.0 100.0

1/ NAME OF RAW MATERIAL I Lower B. I Upper B:::JASpira~oluti<>llj]
BOCZEK SKOR. 0.0 645.0 22.4
KARCZEK B/K 0.0 300.0 200.0 300.0
PODGARDLE SKOR. 0.0 100.0 100.0
POLEDWICA WP 200.0 500.0 300.0 500.0
SCHAB 200.0 7699.0 260.4
SLONINA 0.0 3744.0 64.3
SZYNKA WP B/K 0.0 200.0 200.0
TLUSZCZ DROBNY 0.0 205.0 205.0
WOL B/K I KL. 100.0 200.0 150.0 163.1
WOL B/K II KL. 100.0 400.0 300.0 400.0
WOL B/K III KL. 0.0 100.0 50.0 20.5
WOL B/K IV KL. 0.0 100.0 1.3
WP B/K I KL. 0.0 800.0 600.0 800.0
WP B/K II KL. 500.0 1200.0 700.0 1200.0
WP B/K III KL. 0.0 100.0 34.7
WP B/K IV KL. 0.0 50.0 21.7
KREW 0.0 152.0 0.0
KAZEINIAN SOOU 0.0 100.0 75.6
MIESO Z MECH. ODMIES. KOSCI 0.0 500.0 21.7
SKORKI 0.0 100.0 21.7
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RECIPES FOR FINAL PRODUCTS IN PERIOD: 04{27{91- 04{27{91

II NAME OF FINAL PRODUCT I AMOUNT I NAME OF RAW MATERIAL I AMOUNT I % II
KIELB. PIWNA 263.8 TLUSZCZ DROBNY 91.0 30.0

WOL B{K II KL. 60.6 20.0
WP B{K I KL. 60.6 20.0
WP B{K II KL. 60.6 20.0
WP B{K III KL. 30.3 10.0

KIELB. BIALOSTOCKA 50.0 TLUSZCZ DROBNY 11.1 20.0
WOL B{K II KL. 27.8 50.0
WOL B{K III KL. 16.7 30.0

KIELB. POLSKA WEDZ. 375.0 WP B{K I KL. 174.4 40.0
WP B{K II KL. 261.6 60.0

KIELB. TORUNSKA 100.0 WOL B{K II KL. 23.0 20.0
WP B{K II KL. 92.0 80.0

SERWOLATKA 50.0 BOCZEK SKOR. 22.4 35.0
WOL B{K I KL. 16.0 25.0
WOL B{K II KL. 20.5 32.0
WOL B{K III KL. 3.8 5.9
WOL B{K IV KL. 1.3 2.0

KIELB. KRAKOWSKA SUCHA 437.2 SLONINA PRZEM. 64.3 10.0
WOL B{K II KL. 64.3 10.0
WP B{K I KL. 417.9 65.0
WP B{K II KL. 96.4 15.0

KIELB. MYSLIWSKA SUCHA 500.0 WOL B{K I KL. 147.1 20.0
WOL B{K II KL. 73.5 10.0
WP B{K I KL. 147.1 20.0
WP B{K II KL. 367.6 50.0

KIELB. PAROWKOWA 516.6 PODGARDLE SKOR. 86.8 20.0
TLUSZCZ DROBNY 86.8 20.0
WP B{K II KL. 151.9 35.0
WP B{K IV KL. 21.7 5.0
KAZEINIAN SODU 43.4 10.0
MIESO Z MECH. ODMIES. K. 21.7 5.0
SKORKI 21.7 5.0

PAROWKI 50.0 PODGARDLE SKOR. 13.2 30.0
WOL B{K II KL. 17.5 40.0
WP B{K II KL. 8.8 20.0
WP B{K III KL. 4.4 10.0

KIELB. ZWYCZAJNA 328.4 TLUSZCZ DROBNY 16.1 5.0
WOL B{K II KL. 112.7 35.0
WP B{K II KL. 161.0 50.0
KAZEINIAN SODU 32.2 10.0

BALERON GOT. 291.0 KARCZEK B{K 300.0 100.0
POLEDWICA SOPOCKA 475.0 POLEDWICA WP 500.0 100.0
SCHAB WEDZ. 250.0 SCHAB 260.4 100.0
SZYNKA WP GOT. 95.0 SZYNKA WP B{K 99.0 100.0
SZYNKA WP WEDZ. 100.0 SZYNKA WP B{K 101.0 100.0

One of the interesting features of the system is that the recipes for products, where
substitution of the ingredients is allowed, are calculated during the optimization.

The applications made in this year in one of selected meat plants show the possibility
to improve the rentability of processing meat production up to 5%. To solve a problem
with the matrix of dimension 100 x 200 on microcomputer IBM PC/AT one needs about
two minutes. It takes about two hours for the Decision Maker to find a satisfying efficient
solution. The interactive dialog between Decision Maker and Optimization System gives
possibility for an easy adaptation of the model to the specific Decision Maker requirements,
such as:

- calculating the most profitable production structure on the basis of the given struc
ture of raw materials,

- calculating the needed structure of raw materials on the basis of the given structure
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of products,

- optimization with given restrictions on final products as well as on raw materials.

The application shows that this System can be a good instrument for a better planning
of the meat processing production in meat plants.

6 Problems for further research

In market economy, the marketed items requirements are strictly defined and it is dificult
to change the needed structure of production without changing the prices. Fortunately,
meat plants in Poland have now possibility to change prices of their products (which was
impossible in the state-controlled economy). The main question now is: which changes of
prices for products may ameliorate the structure of products demanded by market while
increasing the profit of a meat plant? Generally, the Meat and Fat Research Institute
intends in the future to develop further the Optimization System, adding an additional
phase of sensitivity analysis in order to make the management in meat plants more effi
cient.
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Abstract

The paper describes a methodological approach and techniques concerning mul
ticriterial selection of basic R&D projects on the competitive basis in the USSR
Academy of Sciences. The main features of the Decision Support System (DSS)
that was developmed to support the selection are given. Experts' estimations and
factographical data related to R&D projects form the DSS information base.

The DSS to be used by the competition committee aims at solving problems of
multicriterial choice and group decision making. The system provides a comfortable
interface with users, a simple interpretation of a choice model (decision rule) in an
accepted terminology, and a solution of choice problem within the framework of any
model in a real time. The methodological approach to multicriterial alternatives
selection and the DSS were verified in the course of a competition of basic research
projects.

1 Problems
projects

of competitive selection of R&D

The elaboration of scientific and technological research programs and R&D projects on the
competitive basis is rather widespread in ogranization of R&D activities. The system of
R&D grants in the U.S.A. of a competition of basic research projects in Hungary should
be mentioned as an example. Also the competitive system has recently gained some
acceptance in the Soviet Union for elaboration of the governmental science and technology
programs as well as basic and applied research programs in the U.S.S.R. Academy of
Sciences.

The foundations of competitive selection of R&D alternatives include the following
tasks:

• an assessment and choice of projects meeting certain criteria connected with re
quirements of science policy;
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• an allocation of resources to selected projects (budgeting individual scientists or
research teams engaged in concrete projects, rather than organizations conducting
various studies).

With a view to conducting a competition special organizational structures are set up
which ussually includes experts estimating the bids. Thus as in the US National Science
Foundation it is the well-known peer review system. The USSR Academy of Sciences
set up special scientific boards and competition committees which include prominent
scientists of this country representing different scientific fields.

The problem of competitive selection of basic research projects has the following pe
culiarities. Fundamental science is characterized by a high level of uncertainty and risk
connected with elicitation of new knowledge. So, planning basic research, in general, and
its assessment and comparision, in particular, are referred to ill-structured problems of
unique choice.

There are both quantitative and qualitative factors essential for projects assessment
usually dominated by the former. The key factors may be evaluated only by experts
working in the same field of science.

Another peculiarity of the considered problem is the availability of various, often con
flicting interests among scientists participating in the competition, and scientists estimat
ing R&D projects. At the same time basic science differs from applied science in a more
democratic character of problem discussion and decision making. It means that during
the competition of basic research projects each member of the competition committee
may have a considerable influence on the final results, though sometimes the opinion of
the program director or the chiarman of scientific board may be decisive.

Finally, the competition is not usually to take much time. The discussion of projects
presented to the competition lasts from one to several days. In the course of discussion
members of the competition committee are to have every opportunity to analyse different
variants of scientific policy and quickly receive all project-related information required for
decision making.

2 Methodological approach

A lot of problems arising in the assessment of R&D activities may be analysed by meth
ods of multicriterial alternative estimation and comparison. The suggested approach to
evaluate R&D activities has the following methodological features:

• the considered problems are described in a language which is used by decision mak
ers and management bodies in real-life situations, is habitual for managers and
understandable for experts;

• the information elicited from decision makers and experts is consistent with a certain
scientific and technological policy;

• the information processing techniques enable the manager to monitor all the stages
of decision preparing and making, to assess the implications of the choice made;
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• the reliability of the information must be secured with the collection and processing
proedures accounting for the specifics of the handled problem.

The description of a problem situation by making use of qualitative criteria with ver
bal definitions on the scales constitutes a decision model which can expose comprehensive
qualitative notions, take into account an uncertainty associated with incomplete knowl
edge of all factors. Also, the set of criteria reflects all essential aspects of the problem
situation or in our case the scientific policy pursued by the management body or the
decision maker. The completeness of this set of criteria is verified by a logical analysis
with the decision maker's participation.

The estimate scales of each criterion are formualted in cooperation with the decision
maker. The estimates' descriptions contain precisely those quality grades that are usually
accounted for by the management body or the decision maker in preparing and making
decisions. Criterion estimates are a routine and understandable language of manager
expert communications. In choosing the estimates by each criterion the expert evaluates
the objects making use of the management body preferences.

The rules for the alternatives comparison (decision rules) are developed on the basis of
the manager preferences with regard to his/her skills and intuition, therefore the manager
trusts more such a description of the problem and the results obtained.

The necessity to improve decision making has led to new information technologies
- Decision Support Systems (DSS). There are a variety of DSS concepts. According
to the decision-based approach suggested by Larichev and Petrovsky (1988), DSSs are
man-machine systems that help users to formulate and analyze decision alternatives in a
number of ways, to solve complex ill-structured problems by making use of objective and
subjective data, models, knowledge.

The "use-system" interface of DSS included tools for generating and controlling the di
alogue, data and model management. It can also contain facilities for data and knowledge
elicitation, model construction.

The blocks of problem analysis and decision making incorporate procedures and tech
niques with help formulate the problem, analyse approaches to its solution, and generate
the result. In order to perform its functions the decision making block must contain a li
brary of decision methods including those for solution of multicriteria and single criterion
problems on objective and subjective models.

3 Computer support of R&D projects competition

Research teams and individual scientists willing to take part in competitions organized
by the USSR Academy of Sciences presented their applications for R&D projects. An
application included the following information: general factorgraphical data concerning
R&D project (title, leader, organization, schedule, resource requirements); objectives of
the project; a brief characteristic of the present day situation in the problem area; backlogs
of results and their comparision with foreign ones; substance of the proposal and expected
results. Every application for the R&D project was evaluated by one or two experts.
The experts' conclusions were used as a basis for project selection by the competition
committee.
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Special information-analytical tools were developed to support the competitions.
These are methods of multicriterial expert assessment and DSS "COMPETITION". Ex
perts' estimations and factorgraphical data related to R&D projects formed the DSS
information base. A questionnaire for experts' estimations of applications contained the
following qualitative criteria; scientific importance; expectations of the project; novelty
of operators; available scienfitic backlog; available resources; detailed verbal definitions of
quality divisions. For example, the scale criterion "Qualtification level of project opera
tors" looked like this:

a - project operators are one of the best research teams by their experience and qualifi
cation level;

b - project operators have experience and qualification level sufficient for project real
ization;

c - project operators have insufficient experience and qualification level;

d - qualification level of project operators is unknown.

The techniques to be used by the competition committee conducting the competition
should be aimed at solving problems of multicriterial choice, and at group decision mak
ing. The system must provide a comfortable interface with users, a simple interpretation
of choice model (decision rule) in an accepted terminology and a real time solution of
choice problem within the framework of any model. From our point of view, satisfaction
meeting this demand is essential for an effective application of DSS when the compe
tition committee is making agreed colletive decisions related to R&D project selection
(Petrovsky, et al., 1987).

The designed DSS meeting the above requirements integrates technology of data base
management systems and original techniques of multicriterial alternatives' selection devel
oped by Larichev et al. (1979, 1987). Gnedenko et al. (1986), Petrovsky and Shepelyov
(1989). The method of ordinal classification CLASS is effective in drawing a dividing
surface between objects in multicriterial space and classify a set of objects into several
groups. The ZAPROS method is helpful for ordering objects in accordance with their
estimates including objects classified by method CLASS into one class. To realise quickly
any model of subjective choice during sessions of the competition committee a simple,
easily interpretable and rather flexible method using the technique of dividing planes was
developed. These techniques provide partitioning a set of objects into groups on the basis
of decision makers' preferences, identification and elimination of inconsistencies in user's
responses.

4 DSS Application

The methodological principles and techniques of multicriterial alternatives selection and
the DSS were verified in the course of competition of basic research projects in the USSR
Academy of Sciences (Larichev et al., 1989). The user formulated various decision rules
(science policy alternatives) while interacting with the DSS by imposing some or other
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constraints on criteria values. On obtaining the lists of projects meeting the constraints
the user quickly found a satisfactory solution. To build more accurate boundaries of
classes in a multicriterial space the methods CLASS or ZAPROS can be used but these
methods are more time consuming.

"User-sytem" interface in the DSS prototype was realized with the help of system
designers. In the course of further DSS development and with a view of facilitating
a dialogue between lay users and the system the interface was developed in the form
of hierarchical menu providing the answers to the most typical quetions arising during
competitions.

Making use of the system the user can do the following:

• selecting the projects which have the given set of expert estimates on the criteria
and meets certain resource limits;

• searching the projects on their titles, names of leaders, experts and/or organizations,
and so on;

• receiving information about the experts, their estimates of projects, and the results
of the expertise.

Information required by the user can be received in detail for an individual project
and/or it can be aggregated for a set of projects. This information is presented in textual
and graphic forms which is convenient for an analysis.

The experience gained in DSS application showed that the system was effective when
it is built in the traditional decision making procedure in the following way. At the
first stage members of the competition committee study the experts' conclusions, discuss
competetive R&D projects and make a preliminary selection of the best projects. The
typical ranges of task: the number of applications for R&D projects - from several scores
to hundreds, the number of preliminarily selected projects accounts for 50 - 70% of the
total quantity.

On the basis of preliminarily selected projects the Chairman of the competition com
mittee assisted by DSS designers build a model of subjective choice which was the most
accordant on this opinion with preferences of the competition committee and leading to
the preliminary selection of projects. This led to identification of projects that had been
rejected by the committee at the initial stage but satisfying the available decision rule,
and projects not meeting it but earlier accepted by the committee. Along with solving
the problem of choice in the framework of built model the system generated aggregate
data on the total resource requirements for the selected projects. It took 0.5 - 1 minutes
on an IBM PC to solve a choice problem with the fixed model of choice. The building of
a decsion rule satisfying the user lasted for half an hour.

The subsequenct sessions of the competition committee largely focused on the dis
covered inconsistencies and final decision concerning the project approval and resource
allocation was made. The DSS was used to supply members of the committee with a com
plete set of materials required for the competition and final decisions. The DSS-generated
decision rule reflecting the scientific policy of the competition committee made is possi
ble to convinsingly substantiate the competition results and to explain to competition
participants the motives behind the acceptance or rejection of projects.
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5 Prospectives

Consider some problems to be solved. First, completeness of a set of factors criteria
adequately describing the considered alternatives and accounted for by the user during
decision making. In our cases, in building choice models users often applied simple choice
strategies and used only fragments of criteria. The problem of using statistic analysis
methods to analyse initial and intermediate samples of projects is connected with the
problem of completeness. In particular, we mean methods of comparison of experimental
distribution to select the criteria not used by members of the competition committee.

The second problem is an aggregation of multicriterial estimates if several experts
evaluate the same project. We used various heuristic procedures, for instance, taking
into account only the best or the worst estimates followed by an analysis of the decision
developed by the user.

The third problem is designing a model of resource alloctation that meets various
strategies of resource application given different variants of scientific policy. All these
issues will be dealt with in the process of designing the next generation of Decision Support
Systems.
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